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Joseph Mertens, who put Oudenburg on the international map as Roman military base, started in 1987 his last overview publication of his excavations on the Oudenburg fort and the late Roman military graveyards with the second of these citations. Both citations come from the late 11th-century Tractatus de Ecclesia Sancti Petri Aldenburgensis written by a clergyman of the Oudenburg abbey of Saint-Pierre. Mertens rightfully called it ‘the earliest excavation report regarding a Belgian archaeological site’ (Mertens and Crabbé 1987, 5).

I am so bold to start the introduction to my thesis in the same manner, as these citations are very powerful. In fact, the tract is the only written source in which the Oudenburg fort undoubtedly occurs, although it is from a much later time. These lines, and many others in the tract, are intriguing and exciting, and the detail in which the author writes stimulates to dig deeper into the history of the fort’s occupation. While, in contrast to several of the British forts, nothing of the Oudenburg fort is left above ground, the tract gives us a glimpse of the authority it once embodied.

1 Loosely translated from the Dutch translation by Meijns (1994).
The author also sees the bigger picture and describes the evolution (and demolition) the fort underwent during the Middle Ages after its downfall. Insight into the evolution of the fort during its successive occupations is the main objective of my research. To use a wider perspective: how can a thorough study of the features and finds at the fort precinct contribute to a better understanding of the military history in the Channel region. This thesis is not the result of grand theories, but starts from a bottom-up interpretation of the material culture, within its context, in all its aspects and theoretically-based.

As a young archaeologist, 25 years old and still rather greenhorn, but fortunate to be in the right place at the right time, in 2001 I was asked by the former head of the Flemish Institute for Archaeological Heritage, G. De Boe, to conduct the excavations of the south-west corner of the Oudenburg Roman fort. With a predecessor such as prof. J. Mertens, the ‘discoverer’ of the Oudenburg fort, and being on such a well-known site, the pressure was high. Being an ‘archivist of history’, my primary goal was the preservation of the archaeological record.

Motivated by a passion for Roman archaeology and the promotion of our cultural heritage, I realised this was a unique opportunity and I was determined to methodically retrieve as much information as possible on the occupation history of the fort before this archive was irrevocably destroyed. With a team of one illustrator and a changing number of four (or less) to eight technical assistants, at times (mainly in the summers) complemented by students and volunteers, we managed to search our way through the complex stratigraphy and the enormous find assemblages the site offered.

The post-exavcation-processing of the huge quantity of data and finds subsequently confirmed the high scientific potential of the site, which I strived to explore to the maximum on my own initiative. Working on other excavations – under my own direction or in collaboration - inside and outside the castellum area and in the adjacent coastal plain, and exploring the archives of the excavations of the fort and the military graveyards by Mertens in the 1950s, 60s and 70s, enabled me to see the broader picture.

Participations in international meetings of experts and contacts with specialists made me conscious of the huge research possibilities: the chronological evolution of space and function within the fort walls had been preserved to a degree rarely observed on late Roman military sites. A holistic approach, with detailed studies of the different find categories with their proper type of information, explored through time combined by interpretative analyses in close relation to the find contexts, revealed data and insights that allowed me to start tackling fundamental issues in late Roman archaeology and history.

For budgetary reasons and within an Agency gradually altering its course from research to heritage management, unfortunately the site data and finds could not be investigated by a regular elaborate research team, as should have been the case for such an internationally well-known site as the Oudenburg fort. Luckily, the colleagues at the natural sciences department within the Agency, could take up the research of the most important contexts in their area of study. Specialists in Roman pottery and metal finds from abroad were keen to give feedback and to collaborate on several subjects. With the support of illustrator Sylvia Mazereel and with the technical assistance at the

---

2 Unfortunately, I never had the chance to meet prof. Mertens and discuss the findings of the new research. Not long before the start of the ‘new’ excavations at Oudenburg in 2001 Mertens (1921-2007) had started to live a withdrawn life.
service at Zarren, the outpost of the Agency at West-Flanders, I could gradually proceed with my analyses. These were conducted partly as civil servant at the Flanders Heritage Agency, where I increasingly needed to focus on other tasks, and partly – and by the end largely - in my spare time. The results, which I presented in several articles and lectures, have generated considerable national and international interest since academics have recognised the potential of the Oudenburg study.

These expert contacts encouraged me to take the project onto a higher level and to study the significance of Oudenburg in a broader perspective. In December 2008 I therefore registered for doctoral research in a joint PhD between the Free University of Brussels (VUB) and the University of Kent (Canterbury, UK), under supervision of prof. Marc De Bie and prof. Steve Willis. In the meanwhile, prof. Wim De Clercq from the University of Ghent joined as co-supervisor. Mainly thanks to a Special PhD Fellowship by the FWO Research Foundation Flanders as a result of which I could take a writing year, I could finalise this thesis.

With most of the available puzzle pieces in place and being able to connect all building blocks, the present thesis sheds light onto the organisation and everyday life at the Oudenburg fort and tries to contribute to the understanding of the chronology, the spatial and functional organisation, the economic, social and cultural identities at the forts in the North Sea frontier zone.

I fully realise that the work is not complete. Much more can be studied and several aspects can be explored further, for example the end date of the Oudenburg fort occupation, using historic evidence and comparing it to findings at the British side of the Channel. The very late end date proposed here was mainly based on the roller-stamped samian, a chronological indicator established near the end of the writing period of this study, during new research following very recent developments in the field. The final end of ‘Roman’ occupation in this region certainly deserves more study, with an interdisciplinary approach in collaboration with historians.

Another aspect that needs attention is the chronological evolution of the North-Menapian pottery, certainly a topic for further research, in collaboration with other specialists and within a broader chronological and contextual framework. As will be clear, several pottery categories indicate that more information on the latest fort level can be retrieved from the material recovered from the post-Roman dark earth covering the Roman level. For some pottery categories, such as the late Roman Samian, the coarse oxidised wares (incl. Eifelware), the coarse reduced pottery and the handmade wares, the fragments found in the dark earth were not integrated in the detailed study, mainly because of the high amount of material.

Although residual in the dark earth, the present study demonstrates that mainly the late Roman ceramics of the dark earth pottery assemblages would still add valuable information, since they most certainly were dug-up from the latest fort level. However, elaborate research projects are needed to fully study the potential of all this material. In my attempt for a holistic approach, inevitably not all find categories are researched at the level of detail necessary. The present study therefore is definitely not the end, rather the beginning of more research of several aspects.
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General guidelines for the reader

To enhance the reading of this thesis, it is important to draw attention to some choices that were made concerning the method of presentation, and this in several areas.

This thesis opted to use the Latin names to nominate emperors and coin types. Dates of reign periods are based on Kienast (1990).

Levels 2 to 5 are named ‘fort level’ as they certainly represent the military occupation of the site, but this decision was merely established to avoid misunderstandings: a fort level is seen as occupation level (in which (building) phases occur), a level can be a component of a fort level (an ‘excavated’ level can even have cut two or more fort levels). For level 1, an exception is made: only ‘level’ is used here, as for a lot of the features at this level it is not possible to determine whether they represent pre-fort features or the earliest military features, as is also the case for their respective material culture.

This thesis contains a large number of overview tables for the respective find categories. After careful consideration, it was decided to group the finds from levels or features that cannot be attributed to a specific level, into the group of the respective latest level in question (e.g. level 1/2: the finds are attributed to general level 2), this in order to enhance the investigation of chronological evolutions through the successive fort levels. For the Roman level, the finds in question only represent a small to moderate share of the assemblages. A significant number of finds was collected from the level ‘5+post’. The transition between the Roman level and the post-Roman level was difficult to distinguish on site during excavation. Where contamination with the post-Roman level was assumed, the finds were collected as ‘5+post’. It is therefore very likely that several finds stratigraphically still belonging to fort level 5 are classified here in the general level ‘post-Roman and mixed levels’. Levels contaminated with post-Roman material are named ‘mixed levels’ in the tables. As much as possible, attention is drawn to the material of this transition level in the respective material studies.

It was chosen not to overload the body of this thesis with large illustrations and tables. Only a selection of maps is included in the text volume where necessary to support the content of the text. Overview maps, more detailed maps and larger illustrations are included as plates in a separate volume, to improve the combined consulting of text and visual content. Small tables are included in the text; large tables are integrated as separate appendices but when necessary to understand the text an abridged version is included in the text. Large tables, too large to print, can be consulted in digitised version as Addenda.

All finds are illustrated according to the current guidelines at the Flanders Heritage Agency. It was chosen to integrate as many photos as possible in the drawings. Most of the find photos were taken by Flanders Heritage Agency photographer Hans Denis. When the photo was taken by someone else, this is specified in the caption. All site photos were taken by the author herself.

All find drawings, find compositions and graphical illustrations were produced by Sylvia Mazereel, illustrator at the Flanders Heritage Agency. When others were involved, this is specified in the caption.
All ceramics are presented 1:3, except for details such as stamps, roller stamps, graffiti, ... which are added 1:1. Light grey areas indicate burnishing, except with Pompeian red wares where they mark the reddish slip; dark grey areas represent black coating. Copper alloy and lead/pewter finds are generally illustrated 2:3, except for very large items which are presented 1:3. Iron finds are generally illustrated 1:2, except again for very large objects (then 1:3). In these exceptional cases, a scale is included in the illustration. Items in glass, worked bone/antler/horn, jet and jet-like material are all presented 2:3, as also the wooden finds (except for large items). Whetstones are illustrated 1:3; querns are represented 1:6.
Abbreviations

(*Other than pottery fabric codes*)

Alzey  Unverzag 1916 typology
BB     Black Burnished ware
Bet    Bet *et al.* 1989; Bet and Delor 2000
Brulet Brulet 1990b
Cam    form in the Camulodunum series (Hawkes and Hull 1947; Hull 1958; Hull 1963)
CBM    ceramic building material
CIL    Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum
Chenet Chenet 1941
Curle  Curle 1911
Déch.  Déchelette 1904
Drag.  Dragendorff 1895-96
Dressel Dressel 1899
Ettlinger Ettlinger 1973
Fölzer Fölzer 1913
Fulford Fulford 1975
Gard   Gard 1937
Gose   Gose 1950
Haltern Loeschcke 1909
Haupt  Haupt 1984
Hees   Hees near Nijmegen (typology Brunsting 1937, Pl. 3)
Hayes  Hayes 1972
Hofmann Hofmann 1968
Höpken Höpken 1999/2005 (see also Vilvorder 2010, in Brulet *et al.* 2010)
HP     Hartley and Perrin 1999
HPM    Howe, Perrin and MacKreth 1980
Hübener Hübener 1968
Huld-Zetsche Huld-Zetsche 1993
Hull   Hull 1963, fig. 65
Isings Isings 1957
Jobst  Jobst 1975
Knorr  Knorr 1919
Künzl  Künzl 1997
Massenfund form defined by Huld-Zetsche (1971) for the Massenfund site at Trier, excavated in 1933-36, yielding samian moulds and vessels probably from one single workshop active c. AD 240-260
Lud.  Ludowici 1904/1905/1908/1912/1927
Mareuil Bet and Delage 2008
NB     Niederbieber (Oelmann 1914)
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<td>Stuart</td>
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<tr>
<td>SW TF</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>SW TZ</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Symonds</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Thomas</td>
<td>Thomas 2001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trier</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ve</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>VV</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Walters</td>
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wilson</td>
<td>Wilson 1984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Young</td>
<td>Young 1977b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVA</td>
<td>first half 4th century</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVB</td>
<td>second half 4th century</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVa</td>
<td>first quarter 4th century</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVb</td>
<td>second quarter 4th century</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVc</td>
<td>third quarter 4th century</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IVd</td>
<td>fourth quarter 4th century</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R</td>
<td>rim (fragment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W</td>
<td>wall (body) (fragment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B</td>
<td>base (fragment)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CP</td>
<td>complete profile</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MNI</td>
<td>minimum number of individuals</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>EVE</td>
<td>estimated vessel equivalent</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>est. diam.</td>
<td>estimated diameter</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nm</td>
<td>not measurable</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
I. Introduction

I.1. The Roman military along the Channel: research questions and how the Oudenburg research can contribute to our understanding

I.1.1. Introduction to the research questions

The Oudenburg fort was situated along the coast of the province Gallia Belgica (which later became Belgica Secunda), in the civitas Menapiorum, a central position in the North Sea region (Fig. 1). This region in the later Roman period was subject to many historic events and changes. From the later 2nd century onwards, the north-west of Gaul suffered from seaborne attacks and repeated political crises reaching a climax from the middle of the 3rd century onwards resulting in several waves of Germanic invasions. The Channel region was an important scene for the segregation regimes of the Gallic Empire (AD 260-274) of Postumus and his successors, and of the following British Empire (AD 286-296) of Carausius and his successor Allectus. The reforms of the army by Diocletian, the consolidation policy of Constantine I, the severe Germanic invasions in the 4th century and the military activities by Valentineus and his successors all had their impact on this region. Literary evidence for the events in this region and the related forts is scarce however, only represented by the Notitia Dignitatum (written in between 390 and 428; see also Section I.3.2) and the mentions by Aurelius Victor, Eutropius and Orosius of the duty addressed by Emperor Diocletianus to Carausius in 286 to control the bagaudae (see Chapter V, Section V.1.5.2).

Fig 1: Map with localisation of Oudenburg within the civitas Menapiorum and of the main sites mentioned in this thesis (basic map: © Frontiers of the Roman Empire Culture 2000 project (2005-2008), http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/scotland/).

Although this history was embodied by several military installations, little is known archaeologically of the later Roman period. Mainly due to the interest and focus on old excavations, the knowledge of the forts in the north-west of the Empire primarily concerns the architecture: the defence system with the gates and towers and the main buildings (Reddé et al. (dir.) 2006, 15, 18). This is definitely the case for the British late Roman forts along the Channel (see White 1961; Johnson 1976;
In 2011, Dhaeze explored in his doctoral thesis the role of the Roman military installations in the coastal defence system along the North Sea and the Channel. Dhaeze (2011) gives a status quaestionis of the Roman military installations in the coastal areas along the Channel and the North Sea. The military presence was investigated from an archaeological-historic point of view to achieve a reconstruction of the working of these installations and their role in the coastal defence (Dhaeze 2011, 3-4). The author rightly states that publications until then were focused on the late Roman period and on the situation in Britannia, rather than on the Continent. However, it is important to look at both sides together, since they faced a common enemy and they probably functioned under one command at some point (Dhaeze 2011, 4-5).

In the last synthesising publication on the British coastal forts, that dealt not only with the architectural aspects and the chronological developments, but also with aspects like building materials and their transport, landscape setting and occupation character in a more general way, Pearson (2002; 2003) stresses that the knowledge on the fort interior, which shows radical changes compared with the forts of the Principate, is extremely limited (cf. also e.g. Esmonde Cleary 1989, 61).

The knowledge on internal arrangements is also scarce for late Roman Gaul, as is stated by Brulet (2006), with a very restricted number of sites yielding information concerning their occupation (Alzey, Altrip, Bonn, Deutz, Kaiseraugst, Maastricht, Yverdon, Liberchies II), showing different models of occupation, but also different levels of representativity – it concerns mainly old research, not all of them methodically excavated, and many fort sites were built over since medieval times resulting in the destruction of the Roman soil archive. These data stand in contrast to the knowledge of the late Roman forts along Hadrian’s wall. The research by Collins (2012) combining all known excavation results, has brought forth a fresh perspective upon into the transformation which Hadrian’s Wall, its forts and their internal layout underwent in the 4th and 5th centuries.

Excavations and subsequent post-extraction studies at forts along the Channel and the North Sea yielding insights into the named historic events and their impact on the fort communities and the region, and into the wider debate of interpretation and identity, are limited. Many of the forts along the Channel have been excavated only very limitedly and/or many decades ago, when other (often less sophisticated) field methods and other research questions were in place. Knowledge on the fort interior and its evolution at the ‘Saxon Shore’ forts in Britain is restricted (cf. Pearson 2002b) and thorough contextual analyses on the find assemblages of these forts were performed only in a limited way\(^3\), evidently resulting in limited structural, economic and social interpretations of the internal occupation of the forts (cf. Cunliffe 1977, 3-4). Only at the fort of Reculver significant excavations yielded insights into the fort’s interior (Philp 2005). Recent research has only been conducted in the The Hague region at the site of Ockenburg were a so-called mini-castellum has been brought to light (Waasdorp 2012). A large research project involving the study of the old excavations at the Aardenburg fort has yielded new insights into the fort chronology. However, insights into the spatial and functional organisation of the fort's interior around the preserved

\(^3\) An exception is formed by the find reports in depth of the Caister-on-Sea excavations (Darling and Gurney 1993) where the contextual approach was applied to some extent.
principia remain fragmentary (cf. van Dierendonck and Vos 2013). Overall, a systematic, contextual approach in the find studies of the Shore forts to come to diachronic conclusions, is hardly extant.

Nonetheless, Gardner (2007b, 657) considers these forts as ‘essential contexts for the broader changes in the Roman world’, when he states that ‘Roman forts in the northwestern part of the empire were vibrant, dynamic environments through which different groups of people moved, and in which they interacted’. Especially in Late Antiquity, the forts of Britain and northern Gaul show a balance between tradition and transformation, between continuity and change, resulting in specific natures of Roman military identity, rather than radical discontinuity (Gardner 2007b, 678), which was also the conclusion of the recent international round table meeting at Tongeren ‘Decline and Fall? Social dynamics in the Late Roman Northwest’ (January 15th-16th 2015) (cf. the different contributions of the publication of this round table: Roymans et al. (eds) 2017). Gardner believes that we only can try to grasp the balance between tradition and transformation and thus the broader-scale processes of social change, by understanding ‘the everyday’ in late Roman military communities (Gardner 2007b, 657), through a ‘bottom-up’ interpretation of the ‘everyday life’, investigated in a diachronic perspective. To come to biographies of people, he believes that we need to understand the biographies of places, based on the contextual relationships of their material world (Gardner 2007b, 675). In this respect, he emphasises the importance of the association of military burial sites for identifying ‘military’ identities and the relationship between military and other identities, but these are for later Roman forts in Britain virtually unknown (Gardner 2007a, 88; Gardner 2007b, 670-671).

I.1.2. The contribution of the Oudenburg research

The starting-point to eventually come to answers lies in well-excavated contextual data, which are, as already stated, extremely scarce for later Antiquity in the North Sea region. The large-scale excavations at Oudenburg at the start of the 21st century provided new data with clear links to the historic events in the region. Although the perimeters of the excavations were limited⁴, the transformations from the mid- to late Roman period are clear and new insights can be drawn from the large amount of excavated structures and related finds recovered in huge quantities. In combination with the late Roman military graveyards excavated in the 1960s outside the fort, the recent excavations yield major opportunities for research into military identity and socio-cultural changes in the North Sea region in the later Roman period through a bottom-up interpretation. Being located along the coast, on a passageway between the Continent and Britannia, and as presumed part of the Litus Saxonicum or Saxon Shore in the late Roman period, the fort at Oudenburg with its extraordinary landscape setting, held an important position, standing in close relation with its British counterparts, as demonstrated by a range of finds.

The installation of the successive forts at Oudenburg corresponds with historic events in the region: the installation of forts along the coast and in the hinterland from the later 2nd century onwards, several stages in the political crises of the 3rd century, the Gallic Empire of 260 to 274, the subsequent threats in the Channel region, the defence policy of Constantine I and the measures under Valentinian and Gratian in the second half of the 4th century. Fort occupation after fort

⁴ The excavation area of the south-west corner site covered a surface of c. 17.20 are, of which 14.3 are is located within the fort’s wall. This represents only 5.25% of the fort precinct intra muros.
occupation, the spatial and functional organisation of the inner fort area changed. The excavations of the first decade of the 21st century have provided rich evidence on the character of the site, yielding a detailed fort chronology with successive occupation horizons, related to defined structures and connected material culture. In conclusion, the Roman fort at Oudenburg plays also a major role in our understanding of the material culture of the region, being the only 4th century military installation known so far in Flanders besides Tongeren.

Through the archaeological data and finds from the continental coastal fort of Oudenburg studied in relation to contemporary forts along the Channel, my research engages fundamental questions of later Antiquity in the north-west of the Roman Empire: what was changing and when, and what do these transformations mean? Using the evidence of thousands of stratified finds, a diachronic overview in material culture and landscape is envisaged, based on in-depth studies focusing on patterns in the material culture and what they can tell us about the day-to-day life of the fort inhabitants. The Oudenburg fort site yields the opportunity to look at the historic events by way of a bottom-up interpretation. No other fort along the Channel coast or along the northern frontier operated during such a long time-span with a quasi-continuous occupation and was recently excavated as such. It is also a reference site on a local and regional level being one of the few sites where the important historic events are tangible and where the military, economic and social interaction between international, regional and local level can be investigated: which consequences did the historic events have on a local level and which consequences did the local and regional elements have on the historic events. Will (1973, 71) already stated after the excavations by Mertens on the late Roman graveyard: ‘L’importance d’Oudenburg pour notre connaissance du Bas-Empire dans le Nord de la Gaule est considerable: ce castellum reste – les fouilles ont commencé en 1956 – le seul du Litus Saxonicum, côté Gaule, à avoir été identifié comme tel et à être exploré méthodiquement; c’est le seul point sur lequel on dépasse une documentation littéraire confuse et lacunaire’.

The late Roman fort of Oudenburg has associated military graveyards enabling the exploration of trends in the expression of military identity in the rites of burial, and to compare artefacts from the graves with the finds from the fort, resulting also in insights into disposal practices and formation processes within the fort walls. Gardner (2007b, 670-671) emphasised the importance of this combined research: ‘The location of such burials outside a fort would provide some support for their association with specifically ‘military’ identities.’ He stated that ‘Burial contexts associated with later Roman forts in Britain are, unfortunately, virtually unknown, with most 4th c. cemeteries which have been excavated being either rural or urban’, continuing with: ‘One site where this occurs – although, ironically, without the interior of the fort being much explored – is Oudenburg in Belgium.’ The present research aims to encounter the latter.

The two themes ‘identity’ (social, military and cultural) and ‘transformation versus continuity’ are the red threads through this thesis. They are explored through the study of structures and finds with contextual data as the primary element. Definitely for the late Roman world, the study of identity is especially complex (the mixing of military-civilian categories both spatially and even in some cases in the individual, the gender-aspect in terms of a diminution of the erstwhile formal spatial segregation in military installations), making us aware of the pitfalls of the designation of assemblages as of ‘military’ identity and making us look for ‘material signatures’ (e.g. Allason-Jones 2001; Gardner 2007a, 263). The structure-related research of my project is dealing with the fort design, the fort layout, and the location of the interior buildings, structures and features in this
fort and in comparison, with the later Roman forts in the North Sea region (such as the likely hospital, the barracks, the workshops and the baths). The finds-related research explores spatial and functional evolutions of find assemblages, disposal practices and site formation processes. This study assesses the finds from the site using various analytical methods to examine their nature and how the assemblages relate to the site levels, the spatial organisation, the identity and cultural expression of the fort inhabitants. In relation to comparative find assemblages in the North Sea region, I aim to gain insight into the diachronic development of economic, social and political practices on later Roman military sites in the northwestern provinces and to assess degrees of difference between the finds assemblages. Scrutiny of patterns observed should shed light on supply systems, the origin of garrison units and soldier-civilian dynamics.

This research looks at a micro level to structures and finds in a close contextual approach to come to an understanding of larger processes through a bottom-up interpretation of integrated assemblages. Evans (1995) already called up to an integrated approach of find assemblages as basis for the systematic examination of trends. Allison (e.g. 2013) clearly demonstrated the necessity to investigate the full material record to get insights into the life at military communities and how these communities operated. The present research aims to provide new insights into a subject which was for a long time based on old data and a one-dimensional explanatory paradigm which privileged historical sources over tangible material remains, when in fact artefacts and contexts, through analysis, offer key perspectives. That was also the conclusion from the conference held at Durham in 2002 on ‘Roman Finds: Context and Theory’: ‘Yet the role of finds work should be as much centre-stage as other categories of evidence (such as structural and environmental remains) given the potential of the information finds may yield (...): the ostensible mundane fragments recovered from countless soils are culturally loaded and encode information upon the societies that produced and consumed them’ (Willis and Hingley 2007, 2).

I.1.3. The structure of this thesis

This thesis aims to contribute to the understanding of the Roman military development of the Channel region through a bottom-up research of the Oudenburg fort in comparison to the other known military installations. This is not a thesis of grand theories. To come to a further understanding of the Channel frontier zone and to come to new insights, study in depth of (new) data is needed. This study not only focusses on a chronological level: How was the Oudenburg chronologically positioned within this military framework and can a refined fort chronology for Oudenburg contribute to our understanding of the coastal defence system in the Channel region in general? It also affects the military level: How did its army unit interact with the units at other forts? And searches for insights on the economic level: how was Oudenburg imbedded in economic trade networks and how did the fort interact with the other forts in this respect? Finally: How can the new insights into the functioning and the everyday life at the Oudenburg fort contribute to a better understanding of the activities at the forts of the Channel region in general and of the functioning of the coastal defence?

In conclusion, the central question of this thesis can be summarised as follows: ‘How and what can the contextual research in depth approach of the Oudenburg fort site contribute to the understanding of the military development in the Channel region between the late 2nd and early 5th century AD and to the reconstruction of the life at these forts?’.
After an overview of the current knowledge on the Roman military in the Channel region (Section I.3), the Oudenburg fort and its larger context with its surroundings are mapped out (Section I.4).

In Chapter II an analysis of all the excavated data at the fort precinct brings insight into the successive defensive systems, the related inner building and the character and evolution of the structures of the successive fort levels. Chapter III studies how the successive forts were imbedded in the surrounding landscape; chapter IV goes deeper into the connection with the known graveyards around the fort site.

In Chapter V the stratified data and material culture are confronted to come to new insights into the fort’s occupation and the wider context. In Section V.1 the confrontation of these data from the fort precinct in relation to those of the surrounding graveyards and settlement results in a refined fort chronology for the Oudenburg castellum yielding insights into the wider historical, mainly military, development of the Channel region. An important contribution of the Oudenburg research resulting from a detailed contextual approach is situated at the level of site formation processes which becomes clear in Section V.2.

Establishing a firm fort chronology opens perspectives for diachronic studies of material culture. As a result, it yields opportunities for the study of continuity and change at the fort, not only architecturally and regarding the spatial and functional organisation of the defensive system and the inner building, but also in terms of trade and supply (Section V.3). Section V.4 explores how identities evolved, not only on a ‘military’ level but also socio-culturally, and how these insights are important contributions to the ‘germanisation’ and ‘gender’ debates at (late) Roman military sites.

The analyses on which the discussions in this thesis are based, are enclosed as Appendices. Extensive catalogues and some publications yielding additional evidence for this thesis are attached as digitised Addenda. Both the main body text and the appendices refer to Plates which are added in a separate volume.
I.2. Research methodology and selection of data

The starting point of the present research is the fort site of Oudenburg. In examining the evidence from this fort, the intention is to develop a broader perspective to study evolutions on a larger scale on military sites along the North Sea in the mid- to late Roman period. Given the scale of the data available from Oudenburg and with a focus in this research on thorough contextual analysis there is inevitably selection, attending to the best samples and strongest evidence.

The main body of the Oudenburg research is formed by the south-west corner site, of which the excavations were conducted by the present author. The other castellum sites (both recent and earlier research) are integrated to a maximum. The only other excavations extending over a larger area within the fort walls - all other archaeological observations are mainly situated at the defence of the fort - date from 1976-1977 when Mertens and his team investigated the area to the north of the church, but these were never fully published\(^5\). This research took place in rather narrow trenches and some larger windows in which most of the features and structures were not excavated as separate contexts and finds were mostly collected in levels. This inevitably results in these records having limited value and accordingly there is a selective approach to these data.

Correlations with the (military) graveyards are made as much as possible, as this is an opportunity to link ‘the dead with the living’. The late Roman military graveyard to the west of the fort, excavated in the 1960s, was fully published in 1971 by Mertens and Van Impe. The southern graveyard, excavated in the 1990s by Hollevoet, has only been preliminary published (Hollevoet 1993c and 1994), but the archive is at hand.

The vicus sites are only considered in general. Prior to the excavations of 2007-2009 and 2014 on the eastern periphery of the civil settlement, the sites yielding remains of the settlement were either very limited\(^6\), very disturbed by later structures\(^7\) or did not yield any constructions but only so-called ‘off-site’ features\(^8\). The excavation report of the site Riethove (2007-2009) (Dhaeze 2018) was just out before the finalisation of this thesis; the post-excavation process of the site Belleroche (2014) (by BAAC) was still ongoing at the time of the completion of this thesis. References to and integration of (preliminary) results are made where necessary in light of the research questions of this thesis.

The main focus lies on the contextual study of material culture. The research in depth of the material culture concentrates on the find assemblages of the south-west corner site, where possible compared with finds of the other castellum sites of Oudenburg. A dataset of a specific area within the fort precinct is obviously largely dependent on the function this area had during the successive fort occupations. This spatial selection has restrictions for interpretation, with the degree of representativeness borne in mind. Moreover, not all find categories contribute in the same degree to the answers on the research questions envisaged. In this respect, the research concentrates on

\(^5\) This research was only published on a general level or mentioned summarily in several articles: Mertens 1976b, 1977, 1978, 1980, Mertens and Crabbé 1987.
\(^6\) See for example the Hoogstraat site: Vanhoutte 2004a.
\(^7\) See the settlement remains underneath the military graveyard to the west of the fort: Mertens and Van Impe 1971; Creus 1975.
\(^8\) See for example the sites to the south and south-east of the fort where a road and the mid-Roman cemetery were uncovered: Hollevoet 1993; 1994.
specific ceramic groups and on the metal finds, next to specific small finds groups such as objects in worked bone/antler/horn, jet and jet-like materials, statues. Other find categories are considered and contribute selectively.

A very important element of selection to consider, is the residual factor. The successive fort occupations and their subphases resulted in a complex digging history. The first fort was installed on land previously occupied by the civil settlement; the following forts were each time constructed on top of the remains of the former fort. As the stratified evidence clearly demonstrates, a new construction phase implied, in a less or higher degree, clearing, levelling and/or raising of the area. Features and structures of each fort were dug into the remains of one or more earlier fort levels. This all resulted in a considerable moving of earth and of the accessory finds its various levels contained. The finds demonstrate that the residual factor is high. This is clearly illustrated by the ceramics (cross joins across the fort levels, earlier ceramics in later fort levels) and the coins (coins out of use in later fort levels). Residuality is of course a common challenge on urban sites (including Roman urban sites) and is always important to bear in mind as there can be implications for dating and phase characterization. However, in the case of Oudenburg the typological development seen in Roman finds through the centuries of occupation of the northern provinces and high degree of 'artefact-turn-over' at a fort such as Oudenburg likely to have been in receipt of regular fresh supplies, have assisted in the identification of residual items.
I.3. State of the art of the Roman military in the Channel region: an overview of the wider military context of the Oudenburg fort

I.3.1. Introduction

What position did the Oudenburg fort occupy in the Channel frontier region? To come to answer this question, a general overview is needed of the military context, while considering the other military sites in the region. Assessment of the position of the Oudenburg fort within this wider context follows further in this thesis after considering the archaeological evidence which leads to the specific time framework of the successive Oudenburg forts. This refined chronological setting will result in insights into the importance of this fort within this wider military context.

A study of the coastal defence and its development in the North Sea region integrating all known military sites and based on historic sources, numismatic and archaeological data has been presented by Dhaeze (2011, PhD thesis). For a more detailed overview of the military development of the Channel region and further description of the respective sites, we refer to his work.

Here, the focus lies on the forts in the coastal regions of southern and southeastern Britannia and of Gallia Belgica and Germania Inferior (cf. Fig. 1), with which the Oudenburg fort will have been in direct contact on a military (and economic) level. The defence of these coastlines mainly comprised a series of castella and fleet bases, implanted at river mouths and on important crossjoins of waterways and roads (Dhaeze 2011, 124). Most of these military installations were not constantly in use; some only knew a brief occupation, others were reactivated after time. In Britannia, in the course of the 3rd century these fortifications could be complemented by fortified cities as Colchester, Rochester, Chichester and London. It is possible that Voorburg (Forum Hadriani) in Germania Inferior and Cassel in Gallia Belgica also fulfilled this role (Dhaeze 2011, 126-127). Cools believed that in Gallia Belgica on the old dunes at the estuaries of the tidal channels a series of fortifications was erected, in line with the location of the military sites up north in Germania Inferior, down to north of Boulogne (Cools 1985; 1987, 94-96). However, although this cannot be verified due to the erosion of these old dunes by the sea, this theory seems hardly realistic (see for a discussion: Dhaeze 2011, 173; cf. Brulet 1991, 165). The militarisation of the coastal regions of Normandy and Brittany more to the south consisted of a series of fortified cities, but this militarisation only took place in the late Roman period, certainly from the second half of the 4th century, perhaps already earlier (Dhaeze 2011, 6, 127 ff.; see for an overview of the sites and discussion of the names in the Notitia: Johnson 1976, 72-83; Brulet 1989, 45-58; Brulet 1991; 1996, 241-243).

The effective militarisation of the British and Gaulish coasts started in the late 2nd century. Obviously, the Channel region already knew some earlier fortified installations, such as Boulogne-sur-Mer, Richborough and later Dover and possibly also Lympne, but their function was related to the Classis Britannica. Only at Boulogne-sur-Mer was there a continuing military occupation into the 4th century as it was also an important transshipment centre; the other locations were only after time revisited for the construction of a Shore fort.
I.3.2. The Notitia Dignitatum and the ‘Saxon Shore’

The Notitia Dignitatum (Register of Offices), preserved in several extant 15th- and 16th-century copies of a lavishly illustrated 9th-century copy of a late Roman original (Alexander 1976), is an official almanac listing in a very detailed manner all administrative and military functions of the Western and the Eastern Empire under the reign of Honorius (AD 395-423), and where they were stationed. As it is the only known historic source which can be directly related to the late Roman forts along the Gaulish and British coasts, a great deal has been written about this document and its relation to the military sites along the Channel. However, the Notitia is ambiguous\(^9\) leading to much debate about its date (for a discussion: e.g. Hodgson 1991; Cotterill 1993, 231-232; Scharf 2005), whether it was written in different stages (see e.g. Mann 1976; 1991; Welsby 1982, 133-145; Kulikowski 2000, 361; Brulet 2017\(^10\)) or not (Scharf 2005), whether and to what extent it contained out of date information\(^11\), how to interpret ‘Litus Saxonicum’\(^12\) and when this limes came into existence (see e.g. White 1961; Johnson 1976; Dhæze 2011, 152-154) and how far it extended in a westerly direction (see Johnson 1976, 89). Scharf has suggested the date AD 422/423 for the compilation of the Notitia Dignitatum, and as motive the presentation as a gift on account for the accession of the throne by Iohannes the 20th of November AD 423 (Scharf 2005, 316). Other scholars however have convincingly demonstrated that it was a composite document which cannot be related to a single moment but which assembled situations from different times. Maybe it was in origin a working administrative list, probably written between AD 386 and 394, but certainly as regards of the western part it was continually revised and by the 5th century of limited practical relevance (Kulikowski 2000). Kulikowski (2000, 360) has argued that it was a piece of imperial propaganda, an ideological document possibly used first by Theodosius (AD 395-423), later by the court of Valentinianus III and Gallia Placidia (425-455) and as such perhaps made up of different notitiae at various times (see also O’Hara 2013). From the archaeological evidence at the British shore forts, of which several were already abandoned around the middle of the 4th century or some decades later, it is believed that the information in the Notitia certainly does not post-date c. AD 390 and represents a retrospective picture in which the forts are grouped into one system (Gerrard 2013, 27; Esmonde Cleary 2013, 52). In all, the Notitia Dignitatum remains an important document but its incomplete and misleading data make its interpretation difficult and question the useability of it.

The designation ‘Litus Saxonicum’ occurs not only in the title ‘comes Litoris Saxonici’ who was in charge of the British Shore forts (cf. Notitia Dignitatum Occ. XXVIII), but also on the page of the Dux Tractus Armoricani et Nervicani (cf. Notitia Dignitatum Occ. XXXVII), in charge of the Normandy and Brittany shores, and on the page of the Dux Belgicae Secundae (cf. Notitia... 
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\(^9\) The Notitia has revealed to contain omissions and presumed duplication mistakes. Archaeological research has shown that several forts listed by the Notitia were abandoned by the end of the 4th century, others which were not listed in the Notitia proved to be active (Gerrard 2013, 27). E.g. the missing page on Germania Secunda (cf. Brulet 2017, 43) and the absence of Boulogne (Seillier 1995, 243) have also been considered as evidence for this.

\(^10\) Brulet (2017, 43) concludes that the Notitia ‘telescopes together information reflecting different situations, which was obtained at various times in Late Antiquity, particularly the Valentinianic period and the very early 5th century’, in this following Demougeot (1975).

\(^11\) For Hadrian’s Wall Collins has demonstrated a significant difference between the Notitia and the archaeological evidence: see Collins 2012, 48-50, 2012a, 192-201.

\(^12\) Whether ‘Litus Saxonicum’ or ‘Saxon Shore’ should be interpreted as a shore ‘under attack from the Saxons’, ‘settled by the Saxons’ or ‘alongside the Saxon sea’ has been much debated (see e.g. White 1961; Johnson 1976; 1977; Hind 1980; Pearson 2002b, 130-138). Dhæze has analysed the arguments and has concluded that ‘shore under attack from the Saxons’ is the only plausible interpretation (Dhæze 2011, 149-151).
According to Wightmann the title of the Count of the Saxon Shore suggests that the *Litus Saxonicum* was created under Constantine or his sons and possibly covered at that time both the continental and British shores (Wightmann 1985, 208). Also Mann (1977, 11) believes that the command of the Saxon Shore must have been installed in the early 4th century, first under a *dux* and later under a *comes*.

The interpretation of names and places listed in the *Notitia Dignitatum* has been another aspect subject to much critical enquiry (see e.g. Hassall 1977; Fuentes 1991 for the British shore and Brulet 1989 for the continental shore). The *Notitia* mentions nine British forts under the command of the *comes Litoris Saxonici*; however, the current research considers at least twelve forts as ‘Saxon Shore’ forts: Bradwell, Dover, Lympne, Brancaster, Burgh Castle, Caister-on-Sea, Reculver, Richborough, Pevensey, Portchester, Walton Castle and Bitterne. From these, Bitterne, Caister-on-Sea and Walton Castle seem to be the ones missing in the *Notitia* (Gerrard 2013, 32). Recently, another Shore fort has been suggested at Reedham, based on Roman ceramic building material reused in the Reedham church and possibly originating from a very large Roman building (Allen et al. 2003). However, so far there is no firm evidence for the localisation of a fort. Philp (2005) has argued for another Shore fort at Carisbrooke on the Isle of Wight, however clear archaeological evidence for a Roman date of the fortification is still lacking (cf. Johnson 1976, 141). Worth drawing attention to is the fort at Brough-on-Humber, more up north, which most certainly played a naval role through the early and mid-4th century (Wacher 1969).

Under the command of the *Dux Belgicae Secundae* at the Gaulish side of the Channel three places are listed: ‘*Marcis in litore Saxonic*’ , ‘*in loco Quartensi sive Hornensi* ’ and ‘*Portu Aepatiaci* ’\(^\text{13}\) (*Notitia Dignitatum Occ.*** XXXVIII*). For ‘*Marcis*’ the sites Mardyck, Marck and Marquise have been suggested on etymological grounds (Brulet 1989, 60; Brulet 1991, 165) (Fig. 2). For ‘*in loco Quartensi sive Hornensi*’ Cap Hornu, Le Crotoy, Etaples and Quentin (Brulet 1989; 1991) and Watten (Dhaeze 2011) are candidates. ‘*Portu Aepatiaci*’, obviously a port location, has been suggested for Oudenburg, Boulogne-sur-Mer, Audisque near Boulogne (Hoffmann 1969/70, 350), Isques, Etaples and Le Tréport (Brulet 1989, 60-61; Brulet 1991; Dhaeze 2011, 148 with references). An identification of ‘*Portu Aepatiaci*’ with the Oudenburg fort was proposed by Mertens (Mertens and Van Impe 1971, 36; Mertens and Crabbé 1987, 7), but this possibility has been contradicted by Will (1973) and Leman (2004).

\(^{13}\) The complete text in question (cf. Seeck (ed.) 1876, Not. Dig. Pars Occ. *** XXXVIII*) reads: ‘*equites Dalmatae, Marcis in litore Saxonic*’, ‘*praefectus classis Sambricae, loco Quartensi sive Hornensi* ’ and ‘*tribunus militum Nerviorum, portu Aepatiaci*’, mentioning the units, respectively cavalry, fleet and infantry units, the latter at a port site.
It is important to notice that apart from fort sites, the *Notitia Dignitatum* also lists two army troops with a link to the former *civitas Menapiorum*: the *milites Cortoriacenses* and the *milites Menapiorum*\(^\text{14}\). It is still uncertain whether the *milites Cortoriacenses* was a unit stationed at Kortrijk (situated c. 45 to the south/south-east of Oudenburg) (Fig. 2) or recruited from that region (cf. Mertens 1980, 443; Maddens et al. 1990). It is generally assumed that a stone fort was built at Kortrijk in the beginning of the 4th century, based on pottery, small finds and an in 1970 uncovered part of a Tournai limestone wall with V-shaped ditch (Despriet 1970), although hard evidence still lacks (Rogge 1988; Rogge 1996c, 105; Despriet 2008a)\(^\text{15}\). Rogge believes it must have been the most important stronghold of the northern front line between Cassel and Tongeren, as was Liberchies between Bavay and Tongeren (Rogge 1996c, 103). The *milites Menapiorum* were stationed at the Rhine limes, at Rheinzabern in a so far unknown late Roman fort, from the period of Valentinianus I onwards, and tile stamps of this unit, made at Rheinzabern, are known from

---

\(^{14}\) The *milites Menapiorum* were not the first Menapian contingent to which the unit name made reference too. Two military diplomas mention that the *cohors I Menapiorum* helped to build and strengthen Hadrian’s Wall (De Clercq 2012, 25).

\(^{15}\) A large amount of late Roman finds, dated to the 4th until the middle of the 5th century, situates an important occupation on the right river bank of the Lys. Factual evidence on the character of the occupation lacks so far (Rogge 1988, 53) and Despriet emphasises that the military character is yet to be proven (Despriet 1991).

---

![Map of Gallia Belgica and Germania Inferior with military installations, civitas capitals, civil agglomerations and indication of soil types and water and road network. Taken from Dhaeze (2011, 105: Figuur 7.1) with additions and localisation of the *civitas Menapiorum*.](image-url)
several late Roman military sites in *Germania Prima* (Dolata 2012; Scharf 2015, 193, 195, 199-202). They most likely survived the catastrophic invasions by the Vandals, Alans and Suebi in AD 406/407 and continued to take part of an irregular border defence until around the middle of the 5th century. Hoffmann (1970, 149, 160, 180 ff, 335 ff.) and Scharf (2005, 43) outlined that the *milites Menapiorum (limitanei)* originated from a so-called *legio comitatensis (pseudocomitatenses)* named *Menapii seniores* from the late 3rd or early 4th century, originally with recruits from the *civitas Menapiorum* (and therefore probably dating prior to the territorial reorganisation of AD 297) and stationed at Cassel before being upgraded to the *comitatenses* (cf. also Deschieter 2012, 92-93).

### I.3.3. Gallia Belgica, later Belgica Secunda

The militarisation of the coastal region of *Gallia Belgica* started in the late 2nd century AD and seems to have been initiated by the erection of the *castellum* of Maldegem-Vake. This fort, located c. 10 km east of Bruges and c. 6 km south of Aardenburg, dates from the period AD 170-175 and was probably occupied during a few seasons or a few years. Its construction can be linked with the sea-borne invasions of the Germanic Chauci in AD 172-174 (Thoen 1991a; 1991b; 1993; 1995; Dhaeze 2011a and b). According to Dhaeze, the Chauci probably sailed so far south because the coast of *Germania Inferior* already had a military presence at that time and so was bypassed (Dhaeze 2011, 64).

The major problems the Empire was facing, starting under Marcus Aurelius, probably encouraged these invasions. His reign, and also that of his successors Commodus and Septimius Severus, can be considered as a crisis era (cf. De Clercq 2009, 488-495 for an overview of the archaeological evidence). It was marked by economic and financial problems (referred to in the *Historia Augusta* of Marcus Aurelius16), a devastating plague which severely affected population, army troops and agriculture all over the Empire, also in Gaul (Duncan-Jones 1996), and significant revolts, e.g. of Maternus and of the *bagaudae* (revolting Gallo-Roman peasants), increasing tax pressure from AD 170 onwards and political troubles (e.g. with Albinus in AD 196) (Drinkwater 1983, 80-85). Several of these problems were probably interrelated. Archaeological and numismatic evidence points to the cessation of several rural complexes in the period AD 175-200/210 (De Clercq 2009). Thoen, and subsequently Rogge, have related the fire layers at several *civitates* capitals to the south (Thérouanne, Bavai, Arras, Amiens), at multiple sites (several *vici*, a *mansio*, a *villa*, a rural site) in the Scheldt and Lys Valley with the Chauci invasions (Thoen 1998; Rogge 1996b, 60-62). However, these fire layers can only be generally dated to AD 160-180. A direct chronological link is difficult to assess, and hard evidence is therefore lacking for a certain connection with the Chauci. Moreover, the Chauci were most likely raiders operating in small groups, with the intention to loot, and Erdrich concludes that they can hardly have been responsible for the devastation of cities. The fire layers in question may rather have been the result of the many internal troubles the region was facing (Erdrich 2004, 159-160). Nevertheless, there can be little doubt that the Maldegem fort was built in reaction of the Chauci invasions, a reaction which makes sense against the background

---

16 *Scriptores Historia Augusta*, Marcus Aurelius, XVII and XXI, 8 (Magie 1921 (1991)).
of the severe Marcomannic Wars at the Danube and the heavy invasions by the Chatti at the Middle Rhine. No risks were taken (Erdrich 2004, 159).

The Vita Didii Iuliani mentions that Marcus Didius Iulianus, praefectus of Gallia Belgica at the time of the Chauci invasions (and who later became emperor for a very short time in AD 193), had to form hastily new troops by recruiting from the local populations. From this has been concluded that Gallia Belgica did not house (regular) troops until the Chauci invaded (Thoen 1991a, 194; Dhaeze 2011, 39). However, recent archaeological research has evidenced a fort at Aalter-Loveld, located c. 16 km to the south of Maldegem, with a polyphase defensive ditch system consisting of a double ditch, earthen rampart and corner tower. It was already in use from the early Roman period onwards (pre-Claudian) and between AD 60-140 while a last phase dates from the Antonine period, perhaps even somewhat later (Moens et al. 2009; De Clercq 2009, 383-384; Laloo et al. 2014). How this military occupation should be interpreted and connected with the aforementioned historical perception, is so far unclear. Did Iulianus mean that until then there was not yet a defence oriented towards the coast?

A recent large research project studying the data from the excavations conducted between 1949 and 1996 at the Aardenburg fort and its surroundings, has concluded to a new fort sequence of three main phases (van Dierendonck and Vos 2013). Several indications point to a first earth-and-timber fort already in the late 2nd century AD, according to the authors dated to AD 170-185/190 (idem, 323: ‘period 2’). A relation to the Chauci invasions which were the motive for the construction of the Maldegem fort, is not ruled out by the authors (van Dierendonck and Vos 2013, 338). However, we believe that the geographic position of Aardenburg on the most northern sand ridge of the ridge complex on which also Oudenburg is positioned, and the close distance between the forts of Maldegem and Aardenburg, only c. 6 km apart (Plate I), make a co-occurrence less likely and favour a date post Maldegem. It is possible that Aardenburg immediately succeeded Maldegem and took over its military role. A second fort phase at Aardenburg has been dated to AD 185/190 – 240/245 with renovations around AD 222 (‘period 3’). To this phase a principia, barracks, and baths at 200m to the south-east of the fort, can be assigned (van Dierendonck and Vos 2013, 325). The third phase is represented by the stone fort, dated to c. AD 260-285/290 (idem, 330). Some 4th-century coins and presumed Saxon and Germanic pottery suggest a small 4th-century occupation, but there are so far no indications for a military character for that period (idem, 331; De Clercq 2009, 382).

It has been argued that during the High Empire the region behind the coastal defence system in Gallia Belgica was hardly defended (Dhaeze 2011, 127). However, the neighbouring hinterland of the civitas Menapiorum seems to have been more militarised in the mid- and late Roman period than is generally assumed. Besides the aforementioned fort at Aalter-Loveld, De Clercq (2009, 389 ff.) already pointed to indications for the location of a fort or a fortified site at Ghent-Oude Beestenmarkt (3rd-4th century (see also Rogge 1996c, 104)) and Torhout (3rd-century watch tower? (Cools 1986, however without clear chronological evidence)). At Knesselare-Kouter a native, fortified site, palisaded, with two gate towers at one side and a clavicula-like opening at the opposing side, could be largely uncovered in 2005-2006. Due to a scarcity of material culture and charcoal, the site can only be generally dated to the late 2nd – early 4th century, with a preference
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17 *Scriptores Historia Augusta, Vita Didii Iuliani I, 6-8* (Magie 1921 (1991)).
18 Period 1 has been identified as a pre-castellum phase (van Dierendonck and Vos 2013, 321-322).
for the 3rd century (De Clercq 2009, 113; De Clercq et al. 2008, 64-66). Finds at Merendree-Molenkouter suggest a military presence in the 4th century and at Kortrijk, the presence of a late Roman fort can be supposed from the early 4th century onwards (see before). A late Roman military site has even been suggested for Harelbeke, at c. 5 km distance from Kortrijk, based on re-used ceramic building material and two 4th-century coin hoards (Ooghe, Debrabandere and Despriet 1979). For a military presence at Bruges, as has been suggested in the past mainly on topographic grounds (cf. e.g. Thoen 1978, 145 ff.; Thoen and Ryckaert 1988), so far no firm (archaeological) indications are present (cf. Declercq 1991, 39-40; Hollevoet 2011a).

In Gallia Belgica, the first military site south-west of Oudenburg should be localised at Watten. Based on records in historic sources and stray finds, a military installation can be supposed during the third quarter of the 3rd and in the 4th century (Despriet 1985; 2008b). To the west of Watten, at Zouafques, a Gallo-Roman villa which was erected in the 2nd century, was re-occupied by the end of the 3rd or beginning of the 4th century by a small unit, probably of Germanic soldiers (Dhaeze 2011, 311-312). At Mardy, Marck or Marquise the location of the ‘Marcis in litore Saxonico’ of the Notitia Dignitatum has been supposed (cf. above). Direct archaeological evidence, however, is lacking. While Brulet (1989; 1991) points to some archaeological indications at Marck and Marquise, Dhaeze argues that neither one of these locations is plausible (Dhaeze 2011, 312-313). At Wacquinghen-Offrethun, north of Boulogne, a military presence has been assumed until c. AD 268/270, but again this is not archaeologically evidenced (Dhaeze 2011, 313).

Roman Boulogne was the official port to Britannia and the most important fleet base of the Classis Britannica from Caligula or Claudius onwards (until the middle of the 3rd century). As such Boulogne and its surroundings fell under the administration of the praefectus of the British fleet. Following likely earlier military installations, a castrum of c. 400 by 300 m was built under Trajanus or Hadrianus (c. 12 ha, for 2000 to 2500 men) next to a monumental port infrastructure, together covering a surface of c. 25 ha. At the beginning of the 3rd century, an interruption in the occupation can be attested. Part of the barracks were subsequently rebuilt, probably in preparation of the Scottish campaigns by Septimius Severus. After AD 268/269, a fire layer destroyed the fleet base, probably linked to invasions after Postumus. The rebuilding possibly took place under Carausius. Under Diocletianus or Constantinus I flottilas, of which the Classis Sambrica was one, were installed to protect the Gaulish coast. One of these was most likely active at Boulogne during the 4th century. Military graveyards in the vicinity point to important military activity during the 4th century and the presence of regular units of the land army (Brulet 1989, 62-72; Seillier 1996; Reddé 2014). The end of Roman Boulogne has been generally dated to c. AD 410; however, Seillier does not exclude a later date, prior to AD 425/430, for the final fire layer (Seillier 1996, 243).

To the south of Boulogne, a 4th-century castellum can be assumed at Etaples. Tile stamps CLSAM point to the presence of the Classis Sambrica and the recovered part of a graveyard, clearly with military character, dates to the end of the 4th – early 5th century (Brulet 1989, 61-62; Dhaeze 2011, 325-327). More to the south, a castellum or burgus can also be supposed at Vron, Nouvron-en-Ponthieu and Nepont-Saint-Firmin; all three sites yielded late Roman graveyards with lavish graves with clear military signature (crossbow brooches, military dress elements and exceptional items) and represent strategic positions. At Vron, the part of the cemetery that was in use from AD 370/375 to 435/445 (cf. Seillier 1986b; 2006) yielded lavish graves very similar to the ones of Oudenburg graveyard A (see further). The graveyard of Nouvron-en-Ponthieu yielded a similar chronology and comparable finds (see Piton and Schuler 1981). Excavations in 2009-2010 at
Nempont-Saint-Firmin uncovered the border of a late Roman necropolis of which a large part was already discovered in the 19th century. The graveyard yielded burials of five phases from c. AD 330 until c. AD 410/420. An adjacent late Roman road must have bordered a late Roman occupation (Pouriel 2015). At the mouth of the Somme, Cap Hornu and Le Crotoy have been considered as possibly candidates for the location ’in loco Quartensi sive Hornensi’. This place name obviously refers to two related bases where the fleet *Classis Sambrica* was stationed. Their location has also been suggested for Etaples and Cap Hornu at the mouth of the Canche more to the north (cf. Brulet 1989, 61). However, so far archaeological evidence is lacking.

In conclusion, the known militarisation of the coast of *Belgica Secunda* in the 4th century comprised the *castrum* at Boulogne-sur-Mer, the Oudenburg fort, and two presumed forts, one at Wattten and one at Etaples. Only in the late Roman period can a clear ‘defence in depth’ - or ‘defence of the interior’ as Brulet demonstrates to be a more appropriate designation (Brulet 2017, 53) - be located behind the line of the coastal forts. In the north of Gaul this consisted of a series of fortified cities (Cassel, Tournai), *castella* (Kortrijk, Liberchies II, Maastricht) and watch towers along the road Boulogne-Cologne, not installed at once, but at different times, probably as pragmatic responses to threats (cf. Brulet 2006e, 59-61; Brulet 2017, 46). A first series of installations dates to the period AD 260-275, a second one to the Constantine period with *e.g.* Liberchies II and Maastricht (Brulet 1990a; 1990b, 297, 300-305; 1993, 138-139; 1995; 2016). Related to this defence of the interior is the fortification and militarisation of Arras into a *castrum*, where archaeological research in the 1980s has demonstrated two phases in the barracks. The first phase can be dated to c. AD 380-390, the second at the end of the 4th-beginning 5th century (Brulet 1991, 167).

1.3.4. *Germania Inferior, later Germania Secunda*

In *Germania Inferior* the defence of the coastline already started in the course of the 2nd century, probably related to the strategic position of the Dutch delta region as transit for cargo transports for the Roman army to and from *Britannia*. A so-called mini-*castellum* has been brought to light in The Hague-Ockenburg, with a surface of c. 0.15 ha and datable to AD 150-180 (Waasdorp 2012) (Fig. 2). Many other military sites have been washed away by the sea; some of them can be related to places on the Tabula Peutingeriana. Based on tile stamps of the *Classis Germanica*, military finds, inscriptions and/or old descriptions, military presence (military support and/or fleet bases) can be assumed (and only generally dated) at Katwijk-Brittenburg (late Roman), The Hague-Scheveningseweg (c. AD 190-240), Monster-Poeldijk (second half 2nd century?), Naaldwijk (erected under Marcus Aurelius?), Oostvoorne, Goedereede-Oude Wereld (Antonine period?), Westenschouwen-Roompot and Oostkapelle-Oranjezon (end 1st-beginning 3rd century?) (Dhaeze 2011, with references). It is very likely that a fort or a military grain storage should be located at Katwijk-Brittenburg, situated at the mouth of the Old Rhine on the old dunes, mainly based on an etching by Ortelius from 1568 and other records from the 16th-18th centuries (Bechert and Willems 1995). Although there is little doubt for the presence of a late Roman installation, hard evidence is lacking for a military function and the site may well have been a fortified civil establishment (cf. Brulet 1989, 76-77; see for a discussion: Dhaeze 2011, 208, 267-273). Coin evidence at Den Haag-Ockenburg and Den Haag-Scheveningseweg witness of occupation during the Gallic Empire (Dhaeze 2011, 191). For the 4th century, the archaeological evidence, although very limited, points out that the Rhine delta remained the northwestern border of the Empire. One of the main reasons for its importance probably was the protection of the supply of cereals from *Britannia*. Tangible proof for
the presence of a fort in the 4th century is only available for Utrecht\textsuperscript{19}; further upstream forts can be located at Meinerswijk, \textit{Castra Herulis}, Maurik and Driel (Brulet 1993, 136-137).

\subsection*{1.3.5. Britannia}

The militarisation of the east coast of \textit{Britannia} probably started at the end of the 2nd century with the erection of the forts of Brancaster, Caister-on-Sea and Reculver (Philp 2005; 2012, 155). While their construction has long been assumed to be early 3rd century in date (cf. Pearson 2002b), the latest research at Reculver has concluded to a start date in the period AD 185-195 under Commodus (Philp 2005). Comparative research by Philp has emphasised the contemporaneous building style of Reculver, Brancaster\textsuperscript{20} and Caister-on-Sea and similar dates for their pottery and coin spectra. These three forts are generally considered as the first generation of the Shore forts and are characterised by almost square plans with rounded corners, internal towers and earthen ramparts. Two reasons for their construction have been put forward: as support of the campaign by Commodus to face the problems in Scotland (Reece 2005) or as a first defence against pirates (Philp 2005). According to Johnson (1977, 68) the defence at the end 2nd – first half 3rd century may have been supplemented by fortified ports at Caister-by-Yarmouth and Brough-on-Humber, by Colchester and Rochester, and certainly by the fleet bases at Dover, Lympne and later the fortified signal-station at Richborough.

At Brancaster small-scale excavations were performed mainly on the defensive structures, in the mid-19th century, in 1935 and in 1985, the latter however yielded hardly any insights (Wessex Archaeology 2014). Until recently, information on the inner building was only known from aerial photography, which revealed the existence of a \textit{principia} and another large building, possibly the commandant’s house (Pearson 2002b, 14). In 2012, Channel 4’s ‘Time Team’ undertook an archaeological evaluation of four days consisting of magnetometer survey, Ground Penetrating Radar (GPR) and evaluation trenches\textsuperscript{21}. The geophysical survey revealed many identifiable buildings\textsuperscript{22}. Three trenches were situated within the fort. The square fort continued to be occupied until the end of the 4th century (Philp 2005, 220; Pearson 2002b, 14).

Also the square fort at Caister-on-Sea, now almost completely built over by a modern housing estate, was probably in use until the late 4th century (AD 370-390). Of the inner building only parts

---

\textsuperscript{19} De Hingh and Vos 2005 (2006), 112 identified a 4th-century military occupation at Valkenburg of which the character has been much debated though. However, on-going research with a revision of the chronological arguments has shown that there is no ground for a late Roman occupation (pers. comm. H. van Enckevort and J. Chorus at the symposium ‘Romeinse kust’ at Middelburg, NL, on the 23rd of April 2018).

\textsuperscript{20} The National Mapping Programme project covering Norfolk’s Coastal Zone carried out between 2001 and 2006 which recorded all archaeological features such as earthworks, cropmarks and structures visible on aerial photographs, has provided additional arguments, based on the alignments of the \textit{vicus} and the roads, to assume the existence of a fort around the start of the 3rd century AD (Albone \textit{et al.} 2007, 76). Excavations in 1974 and 1977 assumed the erection of an earlier fort in the late 2nd century after which te adjacent settlement was soon established; Hinchcliffe and Sparey Green (1985) concluded that this earlier fort was replaced by the known military base in the second quarter of the 3rd century. The Time Team geophysical survey located a presumed earlier fort to the north of the known fort, but the evaluation trench could not be conclusive about its character (a temporary camp?) or date (just prior to the fort or simultaneously with its first phase?). At the \textit{vicus} features presumably even point to another earlier fort with similar alignment, pre-dating the settlement (Wessex Archaeology 2014, 34).

\textsuperscript{21} The results were analysed by Wessex Archaeology (2014) for a preliminary report.

\textsuperscript{22} In varying degrees of clarity gateways, internal roads, barrack blocks, the \textit{principia} with a possible monumental feature in the centre of the courtyard, a three-cell building with cross-flue hypocaust system, a large granary and many small buildings, including probable workshops, could be discerned (Wessex Archaeology 2014).
of metalled roads and a fragmentary large stone building with inner court are known (Philp 2005, 221; Pearson 2002b, 15-16; cf. Darling and Gurney 1993).

More or less half of the fort of Reculver and its vicus have been eroded by the sea. Nevertheless, it is one of the best investigated Shore forts, with several excavation campaigns on the fort precinct. Underneath the Shore fort, remains of a small fort were found related to the campaigns by Claudius. By the end of the 2nd century, probably AD 185-195, a square stone fort was built, but the inner building was seemingly not totally completed, and ended, possibly with Albinus in AD 197 when he transferred most of the garrison of Roman Britain to the Continent to seize power over Septimius Severus. Excavations uncovered a principia, a presumed double horreum and a praetorium though construction did not advance further than foundation works. In the second fort phase, dated to c. AD 212/215 until the end of the 3rd century, barracks were built on top of this location, with also a bath house on the fort precinct. A significant coin peak points to important military activity in the period AD 222-238. The fort was reactivated c. AD 300 and continued to be occupied until around AD 375; the fort precinct, however, hardly yielded information of this period. Afterwards there may have been limited continuing occupation (Philp 2005).

The second generation of Shore forts was erected after AD 260. These forts comprise Burgh Castle, Walton Castle, Bradwell, Richborough, Dover, Lympne, Pevensey, Portchester and Bitterne. Most of them have not yielded a firm start date though Pevensey and Portchester were built during the usurpation by Carausius: Portchester probably in the first part of his reign (286-290) (Cunliffe 1975, 421), Pevensey in c. AD 293 or shortly after Carausius lost Boulogne (Fulford and Tyers 1995; Lyne 2009, 36). The building style of the second generation of British Shore forts differs largely from that of the first generation demonstrating now thick walls, no earthen ramparts, external, projecting towers in a variety of shapes and sizes, and irregular contours in contrast to the square or rectangular ‘playing card’ shapes of the late 2nd-early 3rd century forts (Johnson 1991, 95). Johnson pointed to the continental link of the second generation Shore forts, as these elements were not common for city walls in Britannia but coincided with developments on the Continent at fortified cities.

Pevensey, of which the southern side is eroded by the sea, is the largest of the British Shore forts and is characterised by its irregular oval shape, due to the local topography, and wide projecting gate towers. The fort continued to be occupied until at least the end of the 4th century and was afterwards a stronghold until the Norman conquest. According to Lyne, the first phase of the Shore fort ran until the beginning of the 4th century, followed by a phase of c. AD 300 until 370. Around AD 370 the fort was renovated and again occupied until around AD 400, with a sub-Roman occupation until c. AD 470 (Lyne 2009, 38-40). Only a few small trenches yielded some features and structures of the inner building.

Portchester, with square shape, is the best preserved of the Shore forts. According to Cunliffe, Portchester may have been built as the home base of a naval detachment patrolling the Channel serving as a defensive axis with a Gaulish counterpart, possibly Grannona, probably located near Bayeux. After Carausius had struck back the piracy, Portchester may have lost part of its significance and became isolated, certainly when Carausius lost hold on Gaul. This may have been the reason for its temporary abandonment at the end of the 3rd century (Cunliffe 1975). Afterwards, the fort was not continuously occupied (see Cunliffe 1975, 422-425), with renovations around AD 340-350. These can possibly be related to the visit by Constans in AD 342 who wanted
to improve the British defences which might be related to the installation of the title *Comes Litoris Saxonici*. From AD 364 onwards, Cunliffe (1975) identifies the occupation as disordered; until AD 378 densely, afterwards only limitedly. Between 1961 and 1972 c. 11% of the inner building area was excavated, yielding some road levels, wells, waste-pits, ovens, hearths and remains of wooden constructions but these did not result in much insight into the spatial and functional organisation of the inner building patterns (Philp 2005, 218).

The site of Richborough was a former beach-head fort built for the landing of the invasion army of Claudius (AD 43), after which it was adapted as an army depot. Around AD 80-90 a monumental arch was erected on the precinct as a symbolic gateway to Britain, probably to visualise the completion of the conquest over *Britannia*. Civic structures date to the 2nd century (Blagg 1989; Wilmott 2012). By the middle of the 3rd century, an important military re-occupation of the site took place related to the construction of a fortified signal-station. It enclosed the former quadrifonds tower, with a triple defensive ditch system and earth ramparts. In the later 3rd century, these ditches were backfilled and a stone fort was built (Blagg 1989; Philp 2012, 156-157). A detailed study of the stratigraphy in combination with the coin evidence led Johnson (1970) to conclude a construction of the Shore fort by Probus in AD 277, with a completion of the works in AD 285, after which Richborough was one of the tactical bases of Carausius. A recent revision of the coin and stratified evidence by Philp now sets the construction date of the Shore fort in the period AD 267-275 (Philp 2012, 157-158). Small-scale excavations took place from the middle of the 19th century, but the scarce information on the inner building – mainly the remains of a bath house and two unattributed rectangular structures - derives primarily from the excavations between 1922 and 1938. While c. 60% of the fort’s interior has been excavated, apparently little stratigraphy of the late 3rd and 4th century survived (Busche-Fox 1926; 1928; 1932; 1949; Blagg 1989; Wilmott 2012).

Burgh Castle had a trapezium shaped plan. Little is known of its interior building, partly due to Saxon and Norman re-use and quarrying into the 19th century; only in the corner areas were traces of buildings uncovered during limited excavations. Based on architectural grounds, the construction of this fort has been dated after AD 260. It was in use until a large fire around the middle of the 4th century (Johnson 1983a; 1989c; Gurney 2002).

Walton Castle, which has been erased by erosion by the sea, only survived in old records, but showed a similar plan as Burgh Castle. Based on the presence of round bastions it has been dated after AD 260 (Johnson 1979, 41-43; Pearson 2002b, 19-21). The same goes for Bradwell fort, which has been totally dismantled during the 17th and 18th centuries and which has been partly eroded by the sea. There is no information about the inner building arrangements (Johnson 1989a).

Dover took over the function as official port from Richborough by the end of the 1st or beginning of the 2nd century. Excavations from 1970 onwards (until 2002) have revealed three successive forts: the unfinished *Classis Britannica* fort (I) of which the construction started around AD 120, the *Classis Britannica* fort II constructed in AD 130/140 and occupied during three phases eventually ending around AD 208, and a much larger late Roman Shore fort with trapezoidal layout and shifted location, installed around AD 250-260 (Philp 1971; 2012). In the western part of the Shore fort the mansio and the bath house of the earlier *Classis Britannica* fort were partly re-used, but altered and renovated. In the south-west corner a level terraced area was created, occupied
by circular wattle walled constructions, similar to structures recovered at Burgh Castle where they have been identified as Anglo-Saxon (Philp 2012, 151-152).

Tile stamps, together with the mention of Portus Lemanis in the Antonine Itinerary of the early 3rd century, indicate that Lympne was first the location of a fleet base of the Classis Britannica (Cunliffe 1980, 227). The Shore fort can be dated from the end of the 3rd until the middle of the 4th century. Due to landslides, the preserved wall parts are no longer standing at their original position. Recent research demonstrated that the original shape of the fort was an irregular pentagon covering c. 3.4 ha (Hutchinson et al. 1985). Only limited excavations have taken place in 1850 and in the 1970s, mainly on the defensive wall, eastern gate and part of the fort precinct, including the presumed principia with sacellum and the baths (Johnson 1979, 53-56; Cunliffe 1980; Pearson 2002b, 31-32).

After AD 270 also Bitterne (Clauseentum) was fortified with a defensive stone wall and bastions. Occupation continued until the 4th century. Information on the inner building is lacking and there is not yet absolute certainty whether this was a fortified site or a Shore fort (King 1991).

Cunliffe (1980, 287) believed that the construction of Lympne, Dover, Richborough, Bradwell, Walton and Burgh, the continuing use of Reculver and the renovation of Brancaster were part of a new overall defence strategy. However, only for Portchester and Pevensey is a construction date under Carausius apparent. Richborough definitely dates at least a decade earlier; the construction of the other forts can only be generally dated to the late or end of the 3rd century. Most of the British Shore forts functioned until the end of the 4th century (Brancaster, Caister-on-Sea, Pevensey) or the beginning of the 5th century (Dover, Portchester, Richborough). Only Lympne stopped earlier, around AD 348, presumably due to silting (Pearson 2002b, 167-170), Burgh Castle probably also around that period (Johnson 1989c, 132) while Reculver was occupied until around 375 (Philp 2005, 203-218).

The British Shore system probably was more complex than generally outlined. Several coastal and more inland signal stations or lookout posts may have been related (Davies 2006, 117; Albone et al. 2007, 7823). Several small square enclosures located on higher land by aerial photography may have complemented the shore system as communication lines across land (Davies 2006, 119).

There has been much debate on the function of the (British) Shore forts (cf. Pearson 2002b, 132-138). Johnson (1976; 1977; 1979; 1983) and others focused on a military, defensive role against pirates. Fulford and Tyers (1995) argued that it were Carausius and Allectus who enlarged the initial coastal defence of Brancaster, Caister and Reculver with the forts of the second generation to form a vast defensive system against seaborne invasions. However, as indicated above, a construction date under these usurpers can no longer be retained for all these forts; nevertheless, it can be presumed that they functioned as important bases in their defensive strategy (Pearson 2002b, 136-137). Others have contended, based on a seemingly limited number of forts, for an initial function in logistics related to the movement of troops and goods such as corn (Wood 1990, 95), a more economic role as fortified ports (Milne 1990) or a combination of both (Cotterill 1993). Davies (2006) also concludes to a role as transhipment centres or fortified ports to which the coastal and inland signal stations and several small square enclosures more inland may have been related

23 For example covering the gap between Brancaster and Caister-on-Sea (Albone et al. 2007, 78).
as communication lines. While these forts probably did also have a logistic and economic function, Dhæze has countered the aforementioned arguments as if this would have been their sole *raison d’être* (Dhæze 2011, 142). References in the *Codex Theodosianus* and by *Claudius* (*Claudianus*) are clear indications for the existence of a coastal defence system (cf. Dhæze 2011, 102-103).

The overview above of the wider military context of the Channel frontier region makes clear that the knowledge of these military sites is very limited or vague. Therefore, the investigation of the stratified and artefact rich levels of the Oudenburg fort evidently presents a tremendous prospect for advancing understanding of these sites.
I.4. Historiography of the fort site of Oudenburg

I.4.1. The historic-geographic context of Roman Oudenburg

I.4.1.1. On the interface between the sandy region and the coastal plain

In the Roman period, the site of Oudenburg was situated at the edge of the coastal plain, on an elevated sand ridge, formed during the Weichselian glaciation at the end of the last Ice Age. Since Roman times, the nature of the coastal plain has changed dramatically through large-scale land reclamation and embankment schemes, situating Oudenburg nowadays over 8 km away from the current Belgian coastline (cf. Fig. 3 and 4). A determining element in the transformation of the coastal plain was the creation of The Polders, a region gained by human interventions from the Middle Ages onwards, 10 to 15 kilometers wide (in the Valley of the IJzer up to more than 30 km wide) and bordered by an almost continuous dune belt (Mostaert 2000, 2).

More specifically, the site of Oudenburg is located at the end of an east-west oriented peninsula24 formed by a side-branch of the geest ridge Gistel-Brugge-Maldegem-Stekene (Mostaert 2000, 4-5) (Fig. 3 and 4). This tall sand ridge, situated at approximately five meters above sea level25, constituted a very strategic position, protruding into and overlooking the coastal plain. Oudenburg was therefore situated in a transitional area between two landscapes, which defined the area from the Iron Age onwards: the coastal plain, a vast tidal region of mudflats with a coastline moving inland, and the higher sand region, separated from the coastal plain by the geest ridge Gistel-Stekene (Hillewaert et al. 2011b, 37), clearly visible on the geomorphological map (see De Moor 1990; Fig. 4).

The formation of the coastal plain during the Holocene was a complex succession of continuous sedimentary processes in which the tidal channels played an important role. In contrast to what has long been assumed, transgressions or sea level fluctuations did not form the basis of the late Holocene sedimentations and their lithological variation (Baeteman 2007, 15). The sedimentary processes were influenced by palaeotopography, the decelerating relative sea-level rise, the supply of sediment and accommodation space, in turn affected by sediment and peat compaction (Baeteman 2013, 24). Over 7500 years ago, the exponential rise of the sea level resulted in a tidal landscape progressively proceeding inland combined with the deposition of a level of sand and clay, of almost 10 m thickness. Vegetation existed on the marshes, but since everything was covered by clay of the proceeding mudflats, these layers did not evolve into peat (Baeteman 2007, 3; 2008, 9). The following decline in the sea level rise caused parts of the tidal landscape to silt up, as it was no longer flooded as regularly as before, resulting in fresh water marshes. However, the sea level rise still dominated the infill of the coastal plain and sedimentation continued in the numerous tidal channels, which shifted constantly through time, in search for accommodation for their water and sediments. This process caused the change of peat areas into mudflats and of areas deserted by the tidal channels into marshes, mudflats and fresh water swamps (Baeteman 2008, 10). Because

---

24 The alignment of the sand ridge is located in accordance to the geomorphological map (De Moor 1990) in combination with the Digital Elevation Model.
25 The sand ridge has a raising topography up to more than 7.5 m in the current city centre around the church. This is mainly caused by a medieval accumulation of a so-called ‘dark earth’ (see further; Vanhoutte 2004a, 221-223, 226; Vanhoutte 2007b, 228; Vanhoutte et al. 2014, 167-170).
of the continuous decline of the sea level rise, peat was able to take form and to eventually expand over vast areas. By c. 4800 years ago, almost the entire coastal plain was transformed into peat swamps (Baeteman 2008, 10-12). When and how this peat growth ended, is still uncertain. Research during the last decades has shown that the traditional theory of transgression and regression phases or sea-level fluctuations between the Iron Age and the Carolingian period does not support the final formation of the coastal plain (Baeteman 2013, 24).

Fig 3: Digital Elevation Model of Oudenburg (© Agiv). Top: view from the NW/W (the seaside) towards the SE/E (inland) (with thanks to E. Meylemans (Flanders Heritage Agency)). The arrow points to the location of the fort. On the foreground the location of former tidal channels is still visible. Below: detail on the higher sand ridge on which the site of Oudenburg was implanted. The city centre covers the highest area (in white) (with thanks to F. Wyffels (Flanders Heritage Agency)).

According to Baeteman, several factors influenced the further development of the coastal plain, such as increasing erosion due to a run-out of sediment supplies, human intervention, an increased water supply from the sandy region due to increased rains 2800 years ago and deforestation during the Iron Age causing the erosion of tidal channels (Baeteman 2008, 12). Especially human activities
affected the coastal region in a negative way. Peat extraction and artificial drainage caused the peat surface to decline, resulting in an increased tidal influence. The subsequent erosion, drainage, compaction and sedimentation processes during the Roman period enabled the development of an expansive network of tidal channels eventually influencing the whole of the coastal peat and marsh area in combination with intertidal flats proceeding progressively further inland (Ervynck et al. 1999, 105). At the start of the Roman period, the main part of the coastal plain was formed. It consisted of a tidal landscape characterised by intertidal flats, salt marshes, salt meadows, freshwater marshes with peat growth, tidal channels and natural gullies (Plate I). Further away from the tidal channels, peat was still present but these areas became largely covered during the Roman period (Hillewaert et al. 2011b, 37-38). Baeteman emphasises that ‘at any time the coastal landscape consisted of all the different sedimentary environments next to another, even over short distances’ (Baeteman 2013, 24). This was demonstrated at Raversijde (near Ostend) where research has shown that extrapolations cannot be made for larger areas (Baeteman and Pieters 2015). Sedimentological research has illustrated the complexity of the late Holocene sedimentation history and of the landscape changes. During the Roman period, this area was subject to periods of rapid sedimentation alternated with long periods without any sedimentation. This resulted in a very diverse tidal landscape, with immense variations in time and space (Baeteman and Pieters 2015).

Eventually the tide could re-enter the peaty swamps and by the late Roman period the tidal movements of the sea influenced the coastal plain as a whole. Around AD 300 the region was mainly a tidal landscape with a dynamic alternation of mudflats, marshes and active tidal channels, with continuing erosion of the wad and a coastline still proceeding inland turning sand ridges into islands (Plate II). Mite and diatom assemblages found south-east of the Oudenburg fort (site ET1326) illustrate that tidal influence reached the landward border of the coastal plain in the 3rd century AD (Schelvis and Ervynck 1993; Demiddele and Ervynck 1994; Ervynck et al. 1999, 117). A clay level locally found on top of the 4th century cart tracks at this site (Hollevoet 1994) witness of the late Roman inland progression of the coastline. In the region Oudenburg – Bruges only the large geest ridge Gistel-Stekene protected the sand zone from the sea (Fig. 3 and 4).

The coastal plain between Cadzand in the Netherlands (near the border with Belgium) and Raversijde (near Ostend) was transversed by no less than seven tidal channels (Hillewaert et al. 2011b, 37). The vicinity of one of these, the ‘Bredenegeul’, enabled direct access of the Oudenburg fort to the sea and enhanced its strategic position (Plate I and II). This waterway ran from near Bredene and De Haan towards Bredene-village and bent widely via Zandvoorde towards near the base of the peninsula of Oudenburg at the north side running further eastwards (Thoen and Vanhoutte 2004, 183). This ‘natural’ channel, or at least an end-branch, reached the northern wall of the Oudenburg fort in the 4th century AD as is clear from archaeological observations and literary evidence (see Chapter II, Section II.3.5). Since this fort maintained exactly the same position as its predecessors, this may suggest that somehow human intervention was involved to influence the course of the side-arm of this waterway. Other elements were of importance too regarding the choice of first the settlement and later the fort location: the ground was ideal to build on and fresh water was amply available (cf. Mostaert 2004, 5). Also, the connection to the road network was

26 Project code of this archaeological observation, as plotted on the map of Plate III; cf. Section I.4.2.
important. The Zeeweg (‘Searoad’) leading to the hinterland, and the Zandstraat leading to Aardenburg via Brugge, joined here (see Section I.4.1.3; cf. Thoen and Vanhoutte 2004, 180-182).

Fig 4: Geomorphological map of the central part of the Belgian coastal plain (extract from De Moor 1990, with additions; cf. Demey et al. 2013, 59: Fig. 36). Clearly visible are (moving landwards from the sea) the dune belt (yellow), the zone of tidal sediments (shades of blue) and the inland sandy soils (yellow and purple). The light blue areas indicate presumed former tidal channels and gulleys. The hatch locates the area of the Historic Polders of Ostend. Localisation of sites mentioned in the text: 1: the Oudenburg site, situated on a high sand ridge protruding into the coastal plain; 2: the Stene site; 3: the linear gully system in-between Houtave and Stalhille; 4: the Roman dike at Raversijde; 5: the Bredene II site; 6: the Bredene I site; 7: the Plassendale site.

I.4.1.2. The Oudenburg settlement and fort: their relation to the occupation in the coastal plain

In the second half of the 1st century AD a newly established civil settlement was erected at the western end of the sand ridge; it did not have an Iron Age predecessor. The strategically ideal position at the end of the sand ridge along the coastal plain, accessible by a tidal channel and connected inland with a road network (Plate I), together with the evidence of a large amount of import material establish the importance of trade for the civil settlement pre-dating the fort. How this settlement and later also the fort of Oudenburg interacted with the coastal plain, however, remains mainly unclear. Some answers may be found in the extensive study of local excavations revealing parts, mainly the borders, of the civil settlement of Oudenburg (site Bekestraat (ET13) and site Groeningestraat/Hovenierstraat (ET14), only preliminary published by Y. Hollevoet (Hollevoet 1993c and 1994); site Riethove (ET26) (2007-2009) (Dhaeze, Decorte and Vanhoutte 2008; Dhaeze and Vanhoutte 2009; Dhaeze et al. 2018) and site Belleroche (ET28) (2014): Dyselinck forthcoming, on-going processing of data). Systematic surveys by Hollevoet (1985) and by De Decker and Himpe (2002) revealed several concentrations (with three large ones) of mid-Roman finds (mainly pottery sherds and building material) in the neighbouring polder area to the north of the sand ridge. All sites were adjacent to ancient natural waterways (De Decker and Himpe 2002, 28). Hollevoet believed that the find concentrations were part of the settlement of Oudenburg
extending further north (Hollevoet 1987b, 49). A similar situation has been encountered at Aardenburg where evidence was found for several activities north of the settlement in the wetland area (van Dierendonck and Vos 2013, 54-57).

The well-known 1st-century inscriptions found at Rimini (I) of the ‘salinatores civitatis Menapiorum’ (CIL XI 390) and the salt production sites attested at Zeebrugge, Dudzelle, Leffinge, Raversijde, Middelburg and Koudekerke, evidence the importance of salt exploitation in the coastal plain in the Roman period (see e.g. Thoen 1978; van den Broeke 2007). It can also be deduced from the inscriptions referring to the trade of salt and its derivatives on the altars found at Colijnsplaat and at Domburg where a sanctuary could be supposed were shipmen and traders could make a sacrifice for a safe journey between the Continent and Britannia (see De Clercq 2009, 473-474). De Clercq examined in detail the significance of the exploitation of salt as an imperial prerogative, as salt was one of the key mineral resources in the empire. He points to the importance of looking at the coastal wetlands not just as a ‘landscape or seascape’ but rather as a ‘specific taskscape’, controlled directly or indirectly - by the Roman Empire, and thus by the army. De Clercq states that ‘the installation of the army itself in the region on the border with the Pleistocene sand during the later 2nd and the 3rd century not only met strategic goals and the need for security, but also gave the army an opportunity for direct control of economic activities in the coastal wetlands’ (De Clercq 2011, 250-251).

It seems therefore obvious that also the Bredeneger and the civil settlement of Oudenburg were important within this trade and that the army at Oudenburg somehow took part in controlling these activities. On the fort precinct no salt containers or briquetage material were found within the Roman level. However, from the Oudenburg settlement, found underneath the late Roman military graveyard A c. 400 m to the west of the fort (site ET06), a concentration of some salt pillars (pedestals of salt extraction structures) is known27 28 (Fig. 5). These pedestals with circular flat head have close parallels at the coastal settlement site La Panne where they were found together with La Tène pottery (Site I: Nenquin 1961, 93, Plate VII-VIII) and at the south-Menapian salt production site at Steene in the North of France that was active from the 1st to the middle of the 3rd century (Donnadieu and Willems 2015, 5: Fig. 10, 1)29. Similar salt pillars were found in the post-Roman dark earth level at the south-west corner site and may have been settlement waste that was brought into the fort walls together with the earth during the Middle Ages (see Section II.2.3). The Oudenburg settlement finds can be indicative for a salt production site. However, to our knowledge no salt container material is known from the Oudenburg sites. A possible explanation

27 Unpublished finds, no counts or stratified information known; information given by Y. Hollevoet in 1995 to P. van den Broeke (Nijmegen), specialist in briquetage material. With thanks to P. van den Broeke (Nijmegen) for attending me to these finds.

28 At the east side of the extramural settlement, at site Riethove, some salt pillar fragments, next to fragments of Iron Age pottery were found in a level full of burnt red clay fragments. This level has been interpreted by the excavator as the possible remains of a nearby Iron Age ‘red hill’ site where saltwork activities took place (Dhaeze 2018, 55). However, the taphonomic interpretation is uncertain due to some high medieval pottery recovered from this level; a date in the Roman period for the salt pillars can neither be excluded. However, with a Roman date it would be striking that there is no further briquetage material found at the site.

29 The salt pillars in question differ strongly from the fragile briquetage material in soft fabric known from other late Iron Age and Roman indigenous sites in the coastal plain (see e.g. at De Panne-Romeins Kamp, Brugge-Fort Lapin, Veurne-Stabelincsleed (see Huys 2005) and De Panne-Oosthoekduinen (see Bot 2005)) mainly in having a hard fabric. The Oudenburg pillars are very robust and display a large diameter; however a few examples at the sites De Panne-Romeins Kamp and Veurne-Stabelincsleed do as well (see Huys 2005, 69, 73 and 92). The circular support platform of the Oudenburg pillars is remarkably large. Usually the pillars display only a widened top. Only one example from Veurne-Stabelincsleed comes close (see Huys 2005, 91: 4; see also De Ceunynck and Termote 1987, 80: Fig. 5: 7).
can be that the salt was distributed together with the containers in which it was made and that these were only broken up at the consumption sites.\(^\text{30}\)

Fig 5: Salt pillars found at the civil settlement of Oudenburg of which the remains were uncovered underneath the late Roman graveyard A at c. 400 m to the west of the Roman fort. Excavations by J. Mertens 1963-64/68. Material recognised by Y. Hollevoet who informed P. van den Broeke in 1995 (Archive Y. Hollevoet, information given by P. van den Broeke).

Not only salt, though, was produced at the coastal plain; also the production and consumption of fish, shells, chalk (mainly retrieved from mussels and cockles) and peat must have been very important (cf. De Clercq and van Dierendonck 2008, 22-24 for archaeological evidence in the coastal plain of the Civitas Menapiorum). At Serooskerke for example, in the north of the civitas Menapiorum in current Zeeland (the Netherlands), on one of the artificial platforms (Site 4, ‘Wattelsweg’) brought to light, around 5500 kg of shells were found, assumed to have been the waste of the production of a local fish sauce (allec) or pickled mussels (Dijkstra and Zuidhoff 2011, 115, 249; De Clercq and van Dierendonck 2009, 54-55).

It has long been assumed that the coastal plain was hardly exploited during the Roman period. Using an overview of Roman archaeological observations within the coastal plain by Thoen (1978; 1987, 58-67), supplemented by survey data by Hollevoet (1987b), Termote (1987) and Hillewaert (1987), Ervynck et al. (1999) argued that settlements were rare, and that permanent habitation only developed along the dune belt and on the coast. The idea rose that only seasonal activities took place, in connection with salt production (proven by salt pans found at Zeebrugge and at Raversijde-Mariakerke, and by salt ovens at Leffinge (see e.g. Thoen 1987, 70-74) and including sheep and goat herding (Ervynck et al. 1999, 109). Until the 1980s, only the sites of Wenduine and Bredene yielded in situ occupational remains (Fig. 4). Archaeological observations at Wenduine - chance finds during peat cuttings, clay extractions, constructions of new housing estates and tidal exposure at the shore (see Vanhoutte 2013) -, point to the presence of a large agglomeration with

\(^{30}\) With thanks to P. van den Broeke and S. Willems for discussing this idea.
one or more related graveyards dated to the 2nd-3rd century AD (see also Verduyn 1960; Thoen 1978; Gheysen et al. 2013). During his officer duty, prof. Unverzagt, known for his research on the fort of Alzey (Germany), found the remains of a Roman timber construction at Wenduine. Only a newspaper article with a general description of the site could be traced (Unverzagt 1917). At Bredene, limited research at the end of the 1970s and beginning of the 1980s located an extensive settlement starting in Flavian times and continuing until the 3rd century AD (Thoen and De Cock 1980; Thoen 1988: Bredene II (Fig. 4: 5)). The site, located at a side branch of the tidal channel ‘Bredenegoel’, was surrounded by a Roman cultural landscape. Two km to the east, peat cutting yielded the remains of a Roman graveyard dated to the end of the 1st or beginning of the 2nd until the middle of the 3rd century AD (Thoen 1988: Bredene I (Fig. 4: 6)). Until the 1980s, all other Roman finds in the coastal plain were without context, although many presumed gravegood finds point to nearby settlements. Also, in the polder area in the vicinity of Oudenburg, two find reportings of presumed grave goods point to the presence of (small) graveyards (see Van Doorselaer 1962, 622-623; De Loë 1939, 632; Thoen 1973, 508-510, 515; see Mertens 1964; Thoen 1973, 511-512, 515).

However, since 2000 an increasing number of Roman sites with in situ occupational remains have come to light, testimony to significant landscape management during the Roman period enabling more permanent activities. At Plassendale (near Ostend), sloping deposits, a horizon and two presumed water management ditches, all dated to the Roman period (second half 2nd – early 3rd century AD), were discovered in 2000 (Vanhoutte and Pieters 2003, 99) (Fig. 4: 7). In 2008, the remains of a native Roman occupation connected to a dike were revealed at Stene, also near Ostend (Fig. 4: 2). Scientific research demonstrated that the dike was erected within an intertidal area under clear marine influence, and that this installation is most likely dated to the first half of the 1st century AD. Later on, a dwelling platform was erected against the dike of which the occupation dates to the late 1st – early 2nd century AD (certainly ending before AD 150). The functioning of the site seems to have been focused on cattle breeding and agriculture, with the latter in service of the former. The site is identified as a ‘platform site’, a type of dwelling place known in The Netherlands and in Great-Britain (cf. Demey, Vanhoutte et al. 2013). Two recent sites in the Zeebrugge area, at Dudzele (site Zonnebloemweg, 2013) and at Ramskapelle (site Heistlaan, 2014), yielded occupational remains (at Zonnebloemweg with well dated second half 2nd – first half 3rd century), respectively on an old sand ridge and on a raised platform (both excavations by Raakvlak, post-exavation research in progress). De Clercq has pointed to the diversity of possible site locations: artificial dwelling platforms (like Serooskerke-Wattelsweg (NL), Stene and probably also Plassendale), semi-artificial dwelling platforms (‘donken’) like Zeebrugge-Achterhaven, and plain sites on peat (like Arnemuiden-Oud Brakeburg and Colijnsplaat-Noordhoeksenol, Borsele-Ellewoutsdijk, all in the Netherlands) (De Clercq 2009, 202-217).

Only dikes and water management ditches can explain how occupation and economic activity were possible in the intertidal coastal plain. Some kind of landscape management was already assumed based on the linear geomorphological patterns attested between Stalhille and Houthave which could well represent Roman ditches draining an extensive area (Thoen 1988, 66; Thoen and Hollevoet 2001) (Fig. 4: 3). Similar patterns are observed at Walcheren and Zuid-Beveland in the north of the civitas Menapiorum, in current Zeeland (in the South of the Netherlands) and may point to significant human interaction (De Clercq and van Dierendonck 2008, 9). Narrow irrigation ditches were attested at Plassendale (see before). The Stene dike was not the first to be discovered in the Flemish coastal plain. In 2005, the remains of a Roman dike were identified at Raversijde, near
Ostend; the dike could be traced over a distance of more than 107 m (Fig. 4: 4). The dike with a width of 12 m was, according to the few uncovered ceramics, not earlier than the second half of the 2nd century AD (Pieters et al. 2013, 79-95).

These finds provide most likely only a few insights into the complex cultural landscape this coastal plain once was, as has been proven in coastal regions abroad, such as in the Netherlands (Midden-Delfland) (Brinkemper et al. 1995; Van Londen and van Rijn 1999, 136-137) and in the United Kingdom (the Severn estuary and Fenland) (Therkorn 1987; Rippon 2000a, 56 and 73; Rippon 2000b, 92-95). There, several dwelling platforms have been found in clusters and related to vast irrigation systems. Comparisons between the site of Stene and the site of Serooskerke in Zeeland have also shown that Roman exploitation of the coastal plain certainly did not happen in a uniform manner, but that there were many regional differences and economic diversification.

One can wonder whether the Roman army was not involved in all these labour-intensive earthworks in the coastal plain of the civitas Menapiorum. This has been suggested for the land reclamation works in the Delfland where the hypothesis has been put forward that they were part of larger planning programmes at the beginning of the 2nd century, organised by the military (van Londen 2001, 180-181).

From the late 3rd century onwards, occupation and cultivation of the coastal plain were no longer possible due to the continuing sea level rise. Even seasonal activities no longer occurred, as 4th-century finds completely lack (cf. Thoen 1978, 252-253). The coastal plain apparently became mainly a region to pass through by boat and a source for sea food (fish, shells) (Ervynck et al. 2017).

I.4.1.3. Oudenburg in relation to its hinterland: the road network

Two roads defined access to the site of Oudenburg. The 'Zandstraat' connected Oudenburg to Bruges and Aardenburg, via Ettelgem, Jabbeke, Bruges and Sint-Kruis, and is situated on the Pleistocene sand ridge on the transition between the sand region and the coastal plain (Plate I and II). The many Roman settlement sites excavated along the Zandstraat (see e.g. Hollevoet 2009; 2011, 53-62), testify to the major geographic importance of this road and made Hollevoet believe in a 'continuous soil archive with local concentrations of archaeological features, the actual sites' along this road (Hollevoet 2009, 15). This road connected Oudenburg with other centres at the edge of the coastal plain along the sand ridge, like Brugge and Aardenburg. The mid-Roman west-east road tracks brought to light to the south of the current Ettelgemsestraat at the sites Riethove (ET26) and Belleroche (ET28) to the east of the fort are probably to be identified as the earliest Zandstraat course. It appeared to be mainly a sand road. At the site Riethove, a late Roman west-east road was revealed more to the north, in-between the mid-Roman one and the medieval successor (the current course). The stamp of a fragment of an Argonne roller-stamped sigillata retrieved from the late Roman cart tracks can be identified as a UC 165. This is a rather rare stamp but has been recognised several times in the assemblage of the south-west corner site of the fort. This stamp can be dated to the last quarter of the 4th and first quarter of the 5th century (pers. comm. W. Dijkman) and yields a *terminus post quem* for the (latest) use of the road. The medieval successor apparently was shifted further to the north (the current Ettelgemsestraat on the Oudenburg territory). The shift may have been related to the increasing rewetting of the land from the south and aimed for a higher point on the sand ridge to locate the road. The junction of the
Zeelandstraat with the (current, see further) Zeeweg is situated to the east of the Oudenburg fort, the junction of the Zeelandstraat with the Steenstraat to the west of Bruges (Plate I and II).

The Zeeweg guaranteed the connection with the hinterland. The Zeeweg ran from Oudenburg via Aartrijk where the Zeeweg connected with the Steenstraat, a diverticulum of the road Cassel-Tournai (Plate I and II). At Aartrijk, the Zeeweg was investigated by Thoen in 1972 and yielded proof that this road did not stop at Aartrijk but ran further south (Thoen 1978, 76–77). Via this road Oudenburg seem to have been directly connected to Bavay, the capital of the civitas Nerviorum and one of the most important road junctions in the north of Gaul. In 1986–87 the same Zeeweg road was cut c. 600 m north of the former village of Rotsem, a part-municipality of Oudenburg. Only cart tracks were found, the last remains of the road, of approximately 8.5 to 14.5 m wide, limited by a ditch at the east side. According to the pottery sherds, the road was in use during the 3rd and the 4th century (De Meulemeester and Dewilde 1989). The direction of the cart tracks matches the direction of 4th-century cart tracks uncovered south-east of the castellum and extending over a total area of 50 m wide (Bekstraat site (ET13); cf. Hollevoet 1994; 2001) (Plate VI). This level was characterised by fragments of Argonne roller-stamped sigillata dated after the middle of the 4th century and of Mayen pottery. To this level also 28 4th-century coins, collected as unstratified finds, can be attributed31 (Hollevoet 1993c, 202). Was the Zeeweg originally aligned directly to the fort and was its course later on adjusted to the east (the current Zeeweg) due to increasing tidal influence as suggested by Thoen and Vanhoutte (2004)? Or should we rather think of a side-branch in the late Roman period providing a more convenient and direct connection to the fort with a continued use of the current Zeeweg course throughout the Roman period? The latter seems very likely in light of the in 2014 discovered late Roman graveyard C situated near the junction of the late Roman ‘Zeelandstraat’ and the current Zeeweg (see Chapter IV, Section IV.3.4). Anyhow, that the branch towards the fort must have been abandoned by the end of the Roman period is indicated by the findings at the Bekstraat site to the south/south-east of the fort where a clay level here and there cuts the course of the cart tracks and a depression which was naturally filled in with clayish sediments covered part of the area (cf. Hollevoet 1993c, 202; 1994, 212; cf. also Thoen and Vanhoutte 2004, 181). The Zeeweg runs to Aartrijk, where it crosses the ‘Steenstraat’ (Plate I and II). This road was a diverticulum or branch of the Roman connection between Boulogne-sur-Mer and Cologne.

I.4.1.4. The end of civil settlement in the coastal region and of significant, large-scale civil occupation in the wider region

All chronological data found outside the fort in relation to the civil settlement indicate that its occupation ended in the course of the third quarter of the 3rd century, probably before AD 270 (see further Section I.4.1.4). The two latest coins of the High Empire at the site Riethove (ET26) at the eastern border of the civil settlement are a radiate copy and an issue attributed to Postumus (AD 260–269), both loose finds (cf. Dhaeeze 2018). They were most likely lost while using passing this area by the road. Late Roman features can be recognised as connected to the road network and as horse burials (and presumed other off-site phenomena) related to the 4th-century (and later) fort

31 This coin assemblage consists of the following identified issues: Constantinus I (2 nummi), Constantius II Caesar (2 nummi), Constans Caesar (1 nummus), Constans (1 nummus), Gloria Exercitus, two standards (1 nummus), Gloria Exercitus, one standard (2 nummi), Constantinopolis (1 nummus, 1 copy), Urbs Roma (2 nummi, 2 copies), Magnentius (1 copy), Valentinianus I (3 AES-3), Valens (2 AES-3), Gloria Romanorum (3 AES-3), Securitas reipublicae (1 AES-3), Gratianus (1 AES-3), Magnus Maximus (1 AES-2), Reiparatio reipub (1 AES-2) (van Heesch 1998, 278).
occupation. Late Roman coins, found as loose finds at several locations, can be identified as originating from the late Roman graveyards, as waste connected to the late Roman roads and possibly also as coming from rubbish deposits dumped outside the fort.

In the late Roman period, the coastal region must have been almost completely deserted (Thoen 1978; 1981, 248-249)32, probably primarily due to the sea level rise, secondly due to a larger phenomenon. Occupation in most of the known rural sites in the North-Menapian region ceased by the beginning of the late Roman period, or even earlier from the middle of the 3rd century onwards (see De Clercq 2009, 197-198: Fig. 8.9 and 8.10; De Clercq 2011, 239-240; Hollevoet 2011d; Van Thienen 2016a; 2017c). Only a very limited occupation continuity can be supposed in the region, but must have been certainly there based on the survival of toponyms like e.g. Aartrijke (to the south of Oudenburg and to which the Zeeweg road led) (Plate I and II); the name clearly has its origin as the Roman location ‘Arturiacum’ (Gysseling 1983; Hollevoet 1995). Vermeulen calculated a downfall in rural settlements in Belgium between the High Empire and the late Roman period to around 15% (Vermeulen 2001, 50)33. Vermeulen (2001) and before him already Rogge (1996d, 82-84) interpreted this downfall as a long term process; recently this has been supported by Van Thienen (2016a; 2017c) and Heeren (2017). Inland, the depopulation already started at the beginning of the 3rd century. Several reasons can be defined: the deterioration of the economic situation, the overexploitation of the land by the increased population resulting in soil deprivation, plagues, the unstable political circumstances, eventually accelerated by attacks between AD 240 and 275. The phenomenon of depopulation only in a later stage reached the richer regions of the coastal plain, the centre of Belgium and the Meuse Valley (cf. Van Thienen 2017c).

The depopulation has been a general phenomenon in the wider region, also demonstrated for *Germania Secunda* where the countryside north of the road Bavay-Tongres-Cologne was almost deserted and empty of civilian habitation from around AD 300 onwards until the late 4th – early 5th century (Heeren 2015; 2017)34. The analysis by Heeren of the habitation history of settlements in the Meuse-Demer-Scheldt area demonstrates a decline and abandonment for this region between AD 250 and 280, according to Heeren (2015) the result of political-military reallocation of people, ordered by Postumus or Aurelianus. New settlers in this area are likely to have arrived not before AD 400. The updated research of Van Thienen resulted in c. 40 late Roman sites in the archaeological record of Flandres35, confirming that mainly at the Scheldt Basin and the region around Tongeren active late Roman civil settlements can be evidenced to have persisted in the late Roman period (Van Thienen 2016a; 2017c). An important contribution by Van Thienen (2017c) is that the settlement evidence does not correspond to a flood of immigrants, but rather to a spread-out movement of communities, families and individuals entering Northern Gaul from the 3rd century onwards.

32 Thoen concluded that Gallo-Roman habitation in the Belgian coastal plain and the adjacent Pleistocene border area ceased around the end of Postumus’ reign (Thoen 1981, 248).

33 See also Brulet 1990b, 297, 319: Fig. 96 (distribution of late Roman sites in Belgium), in comparison with Fig. 95 on p. 318 (distribution of mid-Roman sites in Belgium). Although the maps are dated, the striking difference in numbers is still valid. See for a current map of the distribution of late Roman sites in Flandres (after AD 250): Van Thienen 2017, 120: Fig. 1.

34 See for the decline in population in the different regions of the south of the Netherlands and the comparison with the regions north of the Rhine: van Enckevorth et al. 2017, 34-36 and references.

35 He however argues that civil occupation may not have been as scarce as generally believed, as he points to the diminished visibility of late Roman sites with reduced habitation and exploitation of the landscape from the 3rd century onwards in comparison to the rich exploitations from the mid-Roman period.
The nearest undoubted late Roman rural site is located at Zerkegem, part of the neighbouring municipality of Jabbeke and c. 4.5 km to the south-east of Oudenburg, where parts of a rural site were uncovered dated to the late 4th and 5th century, on top of a mid-Roman occupation and later covered by a Merovingian and Carolingian site (late 5th – 8th century) (De Cock et al. 1987). To the same location a complete Anglo-Saxon pot, found during the Interbellum (Gysseling 1979), can be related. Worth drawing attention to is the late Roman crossbow brooch recovered at Jabbeke, however unstratified (Hollevoet 2011d). Some early medieval sites in the region of Oudenburg have yielded late Roman items, but these are very scarce and difficult to interpret (Hollevoet 1995). On the site of the early medieval settlement at nearby Roksem, a part-municipality of Oudenburg, a few late Roman pottery sherds were found, among which a fragment of an Argonne Chenet 320 bowl with roller-stamped decoration, dated to the second half of the 4th century (Hollevoet 1991, 183). Late Roman features were not recognised. Hollevoet alerts that these finds do not necessarily reflect a late Roman occupation; they can have been picked up at the Oudenburg fort site during the middle ages as curio, a well-known phenomenon (Hollevoet 2011d).

At Bruges, only a small share of late Roman items are known, however all unstratified, old finds. Very intriguing is an intact 4th-century black-slipped beaker originating at Britannia, unfortunately an old find without any information on its find context (Hollevoet 2011d). The most important late Roman occupation in the Menapian civitas seems to have been concentrated in the military centres of Oudenburg and Kortrijk (see for the latter: Despriet 2011).

I.4.2. Excavation history: a status questionis of Roman Oudenburg, the fort site and its surroundings

To gain insights into the character and the development of the Roman occupation of the sand ridge, and as such to study the relationship between fort, settlement, graveyards and surroundings, all archaeological observations on the sand ridge up to and including the Zeeweg in the east were investigated and mapped according to their information on the Roman period36 37. Plotting the locations of all excavations and trial trenches, site observations, Roman finds from fieldwalking and Roman find reporting and metal-detecting (Plate III and IV; see Appendix 1; Addendum 1), shows the impact of the Roman occupation on the soil archive at Oudenburg and the spatial distribution of the sites (Fig. 6; Plate III and IV)38. This status quaestionis forms the foundation for the maps representing the mid-Roman (Plate V) and late-Roman situation (Plate VI and VII) at Oudenburg.

36 All archaeological observations have been given a project code of which the related location can be found on the map of Plate III and to which is referred when a specific site is mentioned in the text.
37 Evidently, archaeological observations only yielding finds from medieval or later periods but with important implications for the Roman period are also mapped, cf. e.g. SO27, MD01, FF1. The lack of Roman finds at these, and other, locations (and the geological information at location SO27) confirm that these spots are situated outside the sand ridge.
38 In 2016, a simplified version of this map was published without reference nor notice in an article by Dhaeze et al. (2016, 6-7), based on the map made by the present author for the installation of the Roman Archaeological Museum (RAM).
Fig 6: Aerial photo of Oudenburg (basic map: © Agiv) showing the synthesis of the Roman sites with the localisation of the stone fort of the 4th century AD and its surrounding ditch(es), the mid-Roman baths at c. 400 m to the west of the fort (purple), the excavated parts of the mid-Roman (red) and late Roman (yellow) graveyards and the observed mid-Roman (grey) and late Roman (white) roads.

From 1956 onwards several excavations took place in search of the Roman military site of Oudenburg. Based on toponymic, topographic and historic sources, researchers had assumed already for a long time, that the remains of a Roman fort were to be found in this area (see e.g. Vannerus 1944; Gysseling 1944; 1950, 53-58).

From the beginning of the 17th century, the finding of Roman coins and ceramics at Oudenburg had been regularly reported (Bauwens-Lesenne 1963, 91-94). The first to mention the finds was Gramaye in 1611 in his Brugae Flandrorum sive primitiae antiquitatum Brugensium. The name Aldenborgh was first documented for this location in 866 and the name itself points to an old stronghold already existing long before the Viking raids (Gysseling 1950, 53, 61-68; van Loon 2000, 122-125\(^{39}\)). Further, the current street pattern of Oudenburg suggests the ground plan and the main streets of the fort (Plate III, V, VI; Fig. 6 and 7). This square of more or less 300 by 300 m exists on the 16th-century map of Jakob van Deventer. It goes back much longer since the course of the surrounding ditch – the Stedebeek, Poortgracht or Oudenburgse Watergang – created in 1128, runs parallel with this street pattern (Gysseling 1950, 56; Mertens and Van Impe 1971, 39).

\(^{39}\) Van Loon (2000, 123) confirmed the attestation by Vannerus (1943, 67 and 270) of some ten Alteburg toponyms in the German region where also Roman forts were found.
12). The tract of a clergyman of the abbey of Saint-Pierre at Oudenburg, written between the late 70s and 80s of the 11th century, is a very valuable source of information thanks to the description of the Roman ruins at that time. This *Chronicon Monasterii Aldenburgensis minus Tractatus de Ecclesia Sancti Petri Aldenburgensis* mentions how the stones of the fort ruins were re-used for the building of the church of Saint-Pierre (1056-1070). Also the Counts of Flanders in the 10th century had transported stones from Oudenburg to Bruges for the erection of several buildings on the Burg (Gysseling 1950, 57; Meijns 1994, 45; Meijns 2008). A Carolingian stone well at nearby Roksem made of re-used Tournai limestone, mortar blocks and fieldstone fragments from the fort provides the evidence that the recuperation of stones from the fort started in the early medieval period.

It was prof. Joseph Mertens who proved the actual existence of a Roman fort in the city centre through archaeological research (Fig. 7). In 1956 and 1957, during two short campaigns, the contours of the stone fort and the northwestern corner tower were located by means of small trenches (ET01-02). The northern tower of the western gate was traced during a one-month campaign in the summer of 1960 (ET05). The 1960s excavations on two late Roman military cemeteries more than 400 m to the west of the *castellum* revealed burials of 4th-century fort inhabitants with rich grave goods (SO03 and ET06) (Mertens 1977a; Mertens and Van Impe 1971; Mertens 1967). Mertens mentions that both sites were separated by a strip some 40 m wide devoid of archaeological material leading to his conclusion that these were two separate graveyards. Hollevoet however believed this conclusion was not based on detailed research (see also Chapter IV, Section IV.3.3). From the southern cemetery (Graveyard B) (SO03), only three graves were detected and excavated in 1962, discovered during the construction of a cellar for a new housing estate. The graves contained ceramic vessels pointing to a slightly earlier date which may go back to the end of the 3rd-beginning of the 4th century AD (Mertens 1962, 222-223; Mertens 1977a, 60). One of the graves yielded a face-pot of Much Hadham ware (UK) (Hollevoet 2004), demonstrating amongst many other finds in graveyard A the close British connection of the unit.

---

40 See Meijns 1994 for a study of this document.
41 The analysis of the mortar fragments confirms this (Mestdagh 1991a; Mestdagh 1991b).
42 Pers. comm. late Y. Hollevoet.
The northern graveyard A (ET06) was excavated systematically and almost entirely in 1963-1964 and 1968 and yielded 216 graves. Dress accessories such as belt fittings and crossbow brooches point to the military character of the graveyard. Not only soldiers were buried here, but also a number of women and children. According to the study of the finds by Mertens, the majority of the graves dated to the second half of the 4th century and the first decade of the 5th century with a large number situating in the last quarter (Mertens 1977, 59-62; 1964; Mertens and Van Impe 1971).

The 216 graves of the northern cemetery appeared to be arranged around the ruins of a presumed bath house, that has been believed to be the remains of an earlier civil settlement, next to two or three wells, postholes, ditches and pits (see Creus 1975) (Fig. 8). Long before the Roman army had chosen this location, a civil settlement seems to have developed here from the second half of
the 1st century AD onwards (Mertens and Van Impe 1971; Mertens 1987; Mertens and Crabbé 1987), apparently as a new foundation. The location of the settlement suggests existing sea access and some kind of port facilities. The study of the samian sherds points to c. AD 70 as starting point (Creus 1975), which is in line with the coin spectrum starting with Trajanus (van Heesch 1998, 278).

The stone building, 21.60 by 10 m wide with a square space at the west side resulting in a total width of 15.50 m (Fig. 8), was completely robbed out, but the abundant finds of tubuli and hypocaust tiles indicated that at least part of the seven rooms was hypocausted (cf. Vanhoutte forthcoming). The robber trenches yielded Tournai limestone, local or regional fieldstone, volcanic tuff from the Eifel region and pink and white mortar. Several fragments of flooring were found consisting of 20 cm thick pink mortar, possibly remains of a hypocaust floor. Remains of wall paintings showed red and black stripes on a blanc background. Two phases could be recognised in the walls. Especially the drain to the north-east of the building and which could be followed over a distance of 27.50 m, points in the direction of a building (partly) used as bath house. The square annex at the west side outlined a circular inner space which may have been a caldarium (cf. Creus 1975, 8-9). Underneath the building, postholes of an earlier wooden phase could be discerned. This results in at least three phases for the occupation at this location (Creus 1975, 34). Later finds to the west of the fort of stone wall remains (SO12), ceramic building material and red wall painting fragments (FR08b) point to other substantial buildings to the west of the fort.

The finds of the settlement witness of a high-standard material culture, especially for the 2nd century and first half of the 3rd century. Mertens believed it was not a large economic centre but neither an unimportant settlement which might have thanked his development to the presence of the fort (Mertens 1987, 83). As mentioned before, the settlement occupation seems to have ceased in the third quarter of the 3rd century, possibly not later than the reign of Postumus.

In all Oudenburg publications and in literature in general (Martens and Magerman 2008; see e.g. the study of vici by Magerman 2005; 2006), the Oudenburg settlement pre-dating the fort is referred to as a vicus, being a ‘rural settlement with centre functions for the surroundings on a religious, economic and/or administrative level’ (definition by Martens and Magerman 2008). This is however only based on the high-standard material culture the settlement witness of and on the presence of the bath building and the aforementioned few other indications for substantial buildings. The structural remains of the settlement are very limited and other indications to pinpoint this location as a vicus are lacking. Nevertheless, this settlement was obviously of significance. The use of the timber-framing technique observed at a few features of the settlement - an unusual building technique at civil sites (see Chapter II, Section II.4.2) - makes us wonder whether this settlement is not related to an earlier military presence. It is neither certain that the presumed bath house is related to the civil settlement. In my opinion it is more likely that its installation or at least its renovation can be related to the installation of the fort and that the bath house at least from then onwards was part of a military vicus and also served the fort.

---

43 The stamp OFCELSI listed by Creus (1975, 16: 23) as belonging to the period Claudius-Vespasianus is to be dated in the period c. AD 70-100 (Polak 2000, 204).
44 The drain was still preserved in situ close to the building. With a width of c. 40 cm and a height of 36 cm, it consisted of two imbrices placed on top of each other covered by a limestone plate, all in a stone packing covered by yellowish and pink mortar. At the bottom remains of wood were preserved (Creus 1975, 9).
Fig 8: Reconstruction of the presumed baths uncovered by Mertens underneath the late Roman graveyard A, based on the replotting of the trench maps of Mertens. Inset: overview map of the excavated area with localisation of the settlement features and the baths underneath graveyard A (taken from Mertens and Van Impe 1971, 20: Afb. 8).
Complementary research on the fort area was conducted in 1970 providing some cross-sections on the western margin of the fort (ET07) (Fig. 7 and Appendix 2). Together with the 1956-57 and 1960 trenches, they yielded insight into the chronology of the consecutive defensive ditches (Mertens 1978; Mertens 1979, 460-463; cf. also Mertens 1987; Mertens and Crabbé 1987).

When in 1976-1977 the municipal cemetery around the church at the centre of Oudenburg was decommissioned, Mertens and his team seized the opportunity to search in this area for the remains of the internal buildings, after the graves were removed (ET09/10/11). Mertens’ research, by means of rather small trenches, revealed a site with a complex stratified sequence showing a long-term military occupation from the end of the 2nd century until the beginning of the 5th century AD (see Mertens 1977; 1978; 1987; Mertens and Crabbé 1987).

Based on the results of the campaigns of 1960 and 1976-77, Mertens established a chronology of three successive castella, built on top of each other: two earth-and-timber forts and one stone castellum (Mertens 1977; 1978; Mertens 1979, 460-463; Mertens 1987; Mertens and Crabbé 1987). According to Mertens, various elements such as the layout and design of the stone fort and its topographical position, indicate the site itself may probably be identified with the Portus Aepaticus mentioned in the Notitia Dignitatum (Mertens and Van Impe 1971, 36; Mertens 1987; Mertens and Crabbé 1987; Brulet 2006, 58-59), which was already assumed by Gysseling (1950). However, several scholars rejected this hypothesis (e.g. Will 1973; Leman 2004; Seillier 2010). Several finds in the graves do point to a close relationship between the Oudenburg troops and those along the British side of the Litus Saxonicum (see Sas 2004; Hollevoet 2004). These topics will be discussed further in this thesis.

In the 1980s a large survey project was undertaken by Y. Hollevoet on the Oudenburg territory in light of his master thesis at the University of Ghent (Hollevoet 1985). Based on ploughed-up finds, observations on building-sites and the reporting of finds in private collections, he located several new archaeological sites, most of them related to the mid-Roman civil settlement but also some late Roman indications were found.

In 1990-1992 and 1994, prior to the implantation of a new estate and sport facilities, a third, but earlier graveyard came to light to the south and south-east of the fort (ET12, ET14/15) (Hollevoet 1993c; 1994). This exceptionally large cemetery, mainly consisting of cremation graves, was connected to the civil presence. Salvage excavations revealed more than 450 (or c. 500?)45 cremations among which some twenty inhumation graves occurred. The graves predominantly date to the 2nd century and first half of the 3rd century AD. How the inhumations relate to the cremations, is unclear (see Chapter IV; Section IV.2.3). Hollevoet assumed that he only could reveal a third of the totality of cremation burials. Predominantly to the east and at the north side of the graveyard many peripheral features of the civil settlement from the High Empire were excavated during this rescue project, such as ditches and gully systems dividing up the land, pits, some wooden wells, several ponds for cattle. The complex ditch-system and the well were installed over the northern area, cutting several graves, indicating that the cemetery was re-used for agricultural purposes at some point around the middle of the 3rd century. No settlement features

45 Exact numbers are not known. The present author is currently starting up the processing of the excavation maps and finds in light of a full study and publication.
yielded later ceramics than from the third quarter of the 3rd century (Hollevoet 1994, 215)\textsuperscript{46}. Late Roman cart tracks, mainly in the eastern part of the site and to which several late Roman Eifelware fragments can be related, and a few horse skeleton graves, were clearly later than the cemetery and date to the late Roman period. As mentioned before, the cart tracks indicate that this area functioned as a passage route to the south-east in that period (Hollevoet 1993c, 202; 1994, 211-212).

The excavations and survey finds in the past decades pointing to the Roman civil settlement of the 2nd and 3rd century are reported all over the sand ridge. They also evidence to an extension in the adjacent polder area at some point (see Hollevoet 1987b, 49). While the early settlement of the second half of the 1st century AD seems to be situated only at the west end of the sand ridge\textsuperscript{47} (see Mertens and Van Impe 1971; Creus 1975), the non-military presence covered most of this sand ridge during its flourishing period in the 2nd and 3rd century (Hollevoet 1987a and b)\textsuperscript{48}. During the 2nd century, its core of origin in the west developed to the east, resulting in features on the fort precinct pre-dating the fort. After the installation of the fort in the late 2nd century, the civil settlement developed into an extramural village around the fort. Apparently the settlement expanded further eastwards\textsuperscript{49}. Peripheral structures were found to the south and south-east and to the east of the fort, along the mid-Roman road. The settlement ceased to exist somewhere in the late third quarter of the 3rd century, based on the finds to the south of the fort (see Hollevoet 1993c; 1994; Gilté 1993) and confirmed by recent excavations at the sites Riethove and Belleroche to the east (see Dhaeze, Decorte and Vanhoutte 2008; Dhaeze and Vanhoutte 2009a; Dhaeze et al. 2018; Dysselinck et al. in preparation).

No further excavations were carried out on the fort area since the Mertens campaigns of 1976-77 until the beginning of the 21st century. It was only in 2001 (until 2005) that new archaeological research took place in the south-west corner of the fort precinct in advance of the construction of a new supermarket (ET20) (cf. Vanhoutte 2007b). The large-scale rescue excavations were conducted by the Flemish Heritage Institute (the predecessor of the Flanders Heritage Agency) from August 2001 until April 2005. Although this site covers only 5.25% of the total area within the fort walls, it provided a unique opportunity to carry out systematic research over an area of almost 17.20 are. The study of this site formed the starting point of this doctoral thesis.

In 2003, another rescue excavation was conducted on the northeastern corner (ET17), which appeared to be largely disturbed by medieval structures (Patrouille 2004), but nonetheless this site

\textsuperscript{46}The ceramics of a selected area were investigated within the context of a master thesis by Gilté (1993). The decorated sigillata sherds are mainly dated to the first half of the 3rd century. Attested potters are Lucanus, Reginus I/II, Julius I, Reginus II, Attius (or Primitivus I/II/III), Regulinus, Julianus (VILVI), Verecundus II, Respectusculus I, Jan(ius) II, Primitivus I (II). Only Julius II - Julianus I and the ware related to Julianus II - Julianus I and Victorinus II are dated until the third quarter of the 3rd century (see Gilté 1993, 193-198).

\textsuperscript{47}First-century features are only known from underneath the late Roman military graveyard A.

\textsuperscript{48}Worth mentioning here is the geophysical survey carried out by the University of Kent (Canterbury, UK) in collaboration with the City of Oudenburg and the Flanders Heritage Agency in November 2012 on vacant areas in the Oudenburg centre. The investigated areas are the grass field around the Arnoldus primary school, to the North-East of graveyard A (ET06) (between the locations of FR19 and SO07), and the soccer field south of ET13 and in-between ET13 and ET12. Only some ditches and pits came to light, Roman or medieval in date (Charlwood 2013). The rather disappointing results may be due to the measuring techniques, possibly not optimally suited for the sandy soils, and to the wet conditions in which the survey took place (Dhaeze et al. 2016, 46).

\textsuperscript{49}Clear 3rd-century features were mainly found to the south-east and to the east of the fort (see sites Ter Beke (ET 12 and 13), site Riethove (ET26) and site Belleroche (ET28)).
yielded essential data on the extent and the defence system of the fort (see Vanhoutte et al. 2014). The plot just to the west of this site was investigated during some weeks at the end of 2008 and 2009, prior to the building of a flat complex (ET24). The broad results showed a stratified sequence and features corresponding to the findings of the excavations of the southwest corner. The site yielded new data concerning the nature of the defensive features of the stone fort, with amongst other things the find of a stone bastion (Vanhoutte et al. 2014).

From 2007 until 2009 a large site c. 300 m to the east of the fort was excavated (ET26) (site Riethove) prior to the expansion of the ‘Old Peoples Home’ and the building of service flats, in a close collaboration between the City of Oudenburg and the Flanders Heritage Institute (predecessor of the Flanders Heritage Agency)\textsuperscript{50}. The site confirmed the character of the margin of the civil settlement of the High Empire, consisting of numerous pits of all kinds, wells, and sand roads of the mid-Roman period, next to a late Roman road more to the north (Dhaeze, Decorte and Vanhoutte 2008, Dhaeze and Vanhoutte 2009a; Dhaeze et al. 2018). Four successive, more or less east-west running, sand road alignments, partly overlapping each other and dated until around the end of the 2nd century, evidence that this area had been a passage route for a long time (Dhaeze et al. 2018, 61). By the end of the 2nd or early 3rd century this area was organised for livestock farming, agrarian and industrial activities. The eleven Roman wells at the site can be dated to this period. Although with these wells the vicinity of dwellings would be expected, building remains were hardly found (Dhaeze et al. 2018). Four of these wells yielded a dendrochronological date, all four with a felling date in the 2nd century which should be set respectively after AD 129 (but with one clearly reused board of which the felling date due to still preserved sapwood should be set between AD 97 and 127), after AD 139-154 (?), after AD 156 and after AD 169 (Haneca 2015). However, besides the use of possibly old wood, of most boards the sapwood was not preserved and the proposed felling date can only be considered as the earliest possible date after which the wood is cut. It can therefore be assumed that these wells were all constructed rather by the end of the 2nd century or the early 3rd century, as can be deduced from the pottery. The well dated dendrochronologically ‘after AD 156’, for example, was used until around the middle of the 3rd century (see Dhaeze et al. 2018, 110-114). A most interesting find in one of the 3rd-century wells is a perforated plate of a kiln, indicative of the presence of a small-scale pottery (Dhaeze et al. 2018, 129-130). During the 3rd century the east-west route possibly run more to the north, outside the excavation area. By the 4th century this area was again used as passage route, with a sand road running right to the north of the earlier sand roads.

The most recent excavation on the sand ridge took place in the summer of 2014, when the adjacent site to the east of site Riethove was investigated by BAAC prior to a new building allocation (ET28) (site Belleroche) (Dyselinck forthcoming). This area yielded the continuation of the mid-Roman road uncovered at site Riethove and a cross-point to the south, many pits with evidence for industrial activities, land division ditches and gullies and indications for farming activities, a cremation graveyard to the south (dated until at least the late 2nd century AD) and a late Roman inhumation graveyard to the east. No less than another 26 Roman water supply pits were uncovered, all dated to the mid-Roman period, of which eleven wells, one with a stone casing, eight

\textsuperscript{50} For the Flanders Heritage Institute the present author was in charge. Due to a changing policy at the Flanders Heritage Agency, the Agency and the present author could not be involved in the post-excavation research of this site.
with a wooden framework and two with wickerwork. Building features were neither found at this site and it is a likely possibility that the wells served industrial activities.

At both site Riethove and site Bellerache gullies were laid out by the end of the 2nd or early 3rd century as part of a land division system. Later the gullies circumscribed parcels which can be reconstructed as having sizes of more or less 27/30 to 35 m, sometimes split up in two, in one case at site Bellerache split up in even more parcels. In the eastern half of the Bellerache site an area of at least 70 by 50 m was enclosed. Also at the south/south-east of the fort (ET13-14) square parcels sided 32 m were observed, already recognised by Hollevoet as used in a system of livestock farming (Hollevoet 1993c, 204). Also the cattle ponds at the three sites and the scientific results at site Bekestraat B (ET13) point to cattle breeding. Fixed measurements seem to be in play and it is likely that the Roman *pes monetalis* (29.6 cm) was used as basis. For many gullies and ditches a date in the 3rd century AD is clear. The findings at the three sites on the southern, southeastern and eastern margins of the civil settlement demonstrate that the areas newly brought into use were split up into small and larger parcels by means of gullies and ditches all displaying a N/NW-S/SE orientation, and although representing several phases, clearly suggestive of a systematic layout planning of the settlement and moreover at some point oriented on the fort’s layout (NW-SE) (see Chapter V; Section V.4.5.1).

---

51 The fifteen water supply pits without casing which can undoubtedly be dated in the mid-Roman period, vary considerably in depth. Some may have been cattle ponds, many others were rather wells without casing.
I.5. The general chronological framework of the fort site as outlined by the former research

Before we go deeper into the stratigraphy and morphology of the Oudenburg fort site, a general chronological framework needs to be set. In what follows, the chronological conclusions are represented as they were outlined by Mertens based on his research.

Unfortunately, the excavation campaigns on the fort precinct in the 1950s to 1970s under the leadership of Mertens never resulted in a study-in-depth; the published data can be found in notes and short articles (Mertens 1963a, 1963b, 1970, 1974, 1976a, 1976b, 1978, 1987) or (a section within) more general, though very important, overview publications (Mertens 1958a; 1958b; 1962; 1972; 1977; 1980; Mertens and Crabbé 1987). Whereas the late Roman military graveyard A to the west of the fort has been studied and published in detail (Mertens and Van Impe 1971), Mertens could never complete a study-in-depth of the plans and finds of the fort precinct.

After his last excavation campaign in 1977 on the fort precinct and at Oudenburg altogether - Mertens presented his first conclusions on the fort chronology in 1979 at the International Congress of Roman Frontier Studies, within a large overview paper on 'Recherches récentes sur le limes en Gaule Belgique' with all the known military sites of Gallia Belgica / Belgica Secunda (Mertens 1980). He described his conclusions 'd’une planimétrie et d’une stratigraphie extrêmement complexes’ in four main fort levels − although not specified as such - an adjustment to the threefold fort chronology he maintained before. The general framework was set by him between the late 2nd and the early 5th century. He added that his latest excavations had revealed that the Oudenburg fort was not only very important in the 4th century but also in the 3rd century (Mertens 1980, 463).

In his two publications of 1987 (Mertens 1987; Mertens and Crabbé 1987), Mertens concluded again to a threefold fort chronology; however, he believed that 'it was not entirely excluded that some of these phases knew renovations and adjustments on the fort precinct; the research in the Oudenburg centre clearly points in that direction' (Mertens 1987, 84; translated from Dutch).

For the earliest phase, called 'Oudenburg I', Mertens in 1987 dated the finds at the end of the 2nd and 3rd centuries (Mertens 1987; Mertens and Crabbé 1987, 14). However, Mertens suggested also that the Oudenburg site may have had already some military significance from the 2nd century onwards, due to its strategic position and at the same time protecting the civil settlement.

52 The last scientific study on Oudenburg by J. Mertens (1921-2007) dates from 1988 when he published his excavations of 1956 on the early (to high) medieval church (with earliest written mention in AD 745) at Roksem, a sub-municipality of Oudenburg (Mertens 1988a and 1988b).

53 For this thesis, as much as possible the plans of Mertens and his team have been processed, and finds adding information to the envisaged research questions have been integrated. The descriptions by Mertens bear witness of his brilliant insight into stratigraphy and features. Since many assemblages from the excavations of the 1950s to 1970s at the Oudenburg fort have not been collected contextually, it turned out to be very difficult to connect them with a specific level. Therefore, the archaeological value of many assemblages approved to be limited within a chronological study.

54 Due to other assignments that were given to him at the NDO (Nationale Dienst voor Opgravingen / National Service for Excavations) and archaeological research abroad. Mertens carried out many excavations in Belgium, mainly on Gallo-Roman and early medieval sites, like Tongeren, Tienen, Eprave, Florenville, Muizen, Buzenol and Tournai. He also performed research at many churches, such as Nijvel, Fosses, Gerpinnes, Leuven, Landen, Grobbendonk, Brugge, Leefdaal and St.-Hubert. From 1950 onwards, Mertens lead the excavations at Alba Fucens and Or hona in Italy. He also became director at the Academia Belgica in Rome. Simultaneously he was professor at the Universities of Leuven (KUL) and Louvain-la-Neuve (UCL) to which he was connected since 1955.
Nevertheless he mentioned a possible relation between the erection of Oudenburg I and the ‘threatening situation around the middle of the 3rd century’ (Mertens 1987, 83).

In the only later Oudenburg publication of his hand, published not until 2006 and this in the large overview publication by Reddé et al. (2006; with a catalogue of the military sites in Gaul), he adjusted his opinion. By then he assumed a possible link between the installation of the first Oudenburg fort and the invasions by the Chauci during the 2nd century, specifically the 170s (Mertens 2006, 362). Mertens may have come to this idea after the discovery of the castellum at Maldegem-Vake in the 1980s which could firmly be related with the Chauci invasions.

The installation of ‘Oudenburg II’ was situated by Mertens in 1987 in the period ‘after the invasions in the late 3rd century’, hence in the last quarter of the 3rd century, ‘extending until the beginning of the 4th century’ (Mertens and Crabbé 1987, 15-16). In his text of 2006, he pointed to the coin peak under Tetricus at this level and confirmed the occupation in the second half of the 3rd until the first decades of the 4th century (Mertens 2006, 362).

Subsequently, he believed in 1987 that the construction of ‘Oudenburg III’ was the consequence of the army reorganisation after the middle of the 4th century (Mertens and Crabbé 1987, 18). He related this last fort occupation with the military graveyard he had discovered in the 1960s c. 400 m to the west of the fort (graveyard A) (see e.g. Mertens and Crabbé 1987). Based on the homogeneous character of graveyard A, he connected the last fort to the radical changes and the adjustment of the coastal defence after the invasions of 352 and 355, under Julianus (360-363) or under Valentinianus (364-375) around 369 (Mertens 1987, 89).

Mertens however dated the start of this graveyard slightly earlier, c. AD 340, with a continuation of its use until c. AD 405 (Mertens 1987, 87). Moreover, he wondered whether the latest fort was also related to graveyard B, the slightly earlier graveyard which he dated in the first half of the 4th century, and which would point to an installation date of the latest fort under Constantinus I (306-337). In his text published in 2006, an installation under Constantinus I is again favoured (Mertens 2006, 364). As for the end of the fort occupation, Mertens assumed it was related to the gradual, overall removal of troops from the border regions around 410 (Mertens and Crabbé 1987, 30).

55 According to R. Brulet (pers. comm.), Mertens submitted his text around 2000. His section on Oudenburg can be seen as a summary of his previous publications of his research at the Oudenburg site. His latest scientific publication, on Roman sculpture at Tongeren, dates from 2001 (Lodewijckx 2001, 11).
II. New insights into the stratigraphy and morphology of the Oudenburg fort

II.1. Introduction to the stratigraphy and morphology research of the site

It is chosen here to deepen out the structural outlines of the site of the Oudenburg fort before setting a new chronological framework which could be considered as more logically. However, the contextual approach that we envisage in this research and that we also want to pursue to come to a refined chronology of the fort site forces us first to outline the fort structure and to go into detail into the morphology of the site. Insight into the stratified evidence is obviously required for the contextual approach of the studies of the material culture to eventually come to conclusions about the evolution the respective find categories did or did not underwent. Insight into the condition and character of the contexts is also necessary to enable us to define contexts which are reliable to yield chronological information and that are representative for the given phase to which they belong.

The study of large sections through the excavation area, mainly formed by the trench profiles of which a selection is presented and analysed in Appendix 4 (see also Addendum 2), was the starting point to come to insights into the stratigraphy of the site. The connection between the sectioned features and their levels with those in plan has eventually concluded to a succession of five main levels of military occupation on top of an occupation level pre-dating the fort. These levels with their respective features, structures and characteristics are subsequently discussed in detail. When necessary for the understanding of the functionality of features and structures and the functional implementation of the area, in what follows references are already made to specific finds or find assemblages.
II.2. The stratigraphy of the site: the study of the trench profiles

II.2.1. The stratigraphy of the Roman level

The Roman level presents itself as a thick set of layers and features with an average total thickness of 1 m, locally c. 1.5 m on top of the old soil and covered by a so-called ‘dark earth’ of 1.00 to 1.30 m thick (locally stretching deeper due to contemporary digging). The top of the cultivated soil stretches around an average depth of 4.40/4.50 m T.A.W (4.60 m T.A.W. at the southern profile 5.1; to 4.30 m T.A.W. at the north side of the excavation area, but the cultivated soil appears to be lowered here); this is c. 2.10 to 2.20 m below current walking surface\(^{36}\).

The Roman level consists of a complex succession of occupation levels, debris, fire and levelling layers. The dense succession of activities of the respective occupations caused significant disturbances at each level. As the Roman layers became very compacted through time and subsided above pits and other deeper structures, several levels do not present themselves in their original horizontal dimension and/or depth, and vertical stratigraphic relations are often disturbed.

Understanding of the stratified sequence of the site and of the different fort levels is primarily based on the detailed study of the trench profiles, in close and constant verification with the features

---

\(^{36}\) This is of course at the time of the excavations.
revealed in level surfaces. By registrating all sides of the different trenches, the successive occupation levels could be unriddled by linking the excavation levels with the connected layers and features. In surface related layers and features could thus be interpreted within their stratigraphic relationships.

The analysis of the selected trench profiles is discussed in Appendix 4. To improve the understanding of the correlation between the different profiles, identical features or layers are given the same feature number on the presented profiles. Profile drawings are represented with their interpreted layers and features, based on the field descriptions of the single layers (cf. Appendix 4; Addendum 2).

II.2.2. Five main levels, many building phases

The analysis of the profiles, in combination with the phasing concluded from the study of the defence system, reveals five main levels of occupation within the Roman stratigraphy. However, these levels, as will be noticed even more clearly in the study of the plans of the successive levels, each represent more than one building phase. The main occupation levels are separated from each other by a making-up of the area. The different building phases within an occupation level are related to the same defence system. A newly installed fort was preceded by a planing and making up of the inner building area and was equipped with a new defence system, but during the life-time of a fort several building phases could occur, whether or not these are related to unit changes.

The earliest level, installed directly onto the cultivated soil, appears to comprise one (or more) non-military building phase(s) (‘pre-fort’) prior to the installation of the first fort (‘fort level 1’). At (fort) levels 2, 3, 4 and 5 several building phases can be distinguished, representing not only reparations but even total renovations of the area.

II.2.3. ‘Dark earth’ and post-Roman occupation at the site

The upper level of the soil profile consists of a so-called ‘dark earth’ covering the whole Roman site in the city centre of Oudenburg. This phenomenon has already been briefly discussed in some publications of the Oudenburg excavations (see Vanhoutte 2004a; 2007b; Vanhoutte et al. 2014) – part of which will be mentioned here –, but the origin of this layer still remains rather enigmatic57. Different ‘dark earths’ are identified at Oudenburg indicating that the fort precinct has undergone another taphonomy than the area outside the fort itself.

At the fort precinct, this homogeneous level of very dark grey brown, humic, slightly clayish sand is characterised by the presence of fragments of building material (Tournai limestone, mortar, ceramic building material) and an abundance of Roman finds compared to the medieval material. Since the Roman level up until the latest layers of the fort occupation appears to be preserved, this accumulation is obviously post-Roman. According to R. Langohr58 the earth, which must have been already rather homogeneous on its original location, was clearly dumped on the site and this must

57 A thorough study of the dark earth was not part of the scope of the current research which focuses on the Roman level. However, more research on this topic is definitely on the agenda, ideally in combination with micromorphological analyses.
58 Pers. comm. during his visit at the site on 15/04/2003.
have happened rather rapidly. Bioturbation by worms reworked the soil into a dark level, likely with a rate of 8 to 10 cm per century, concluding to a stabilisation of eight to ten centuries. Hardly any stratification can be distinguished in this dark earth according to the trench profiles and manual lowering in the dark earth. This is likely due to the post-depositional pedological formations and bioturbation processes. Only a vague level marked by some stone and ceramic building material fragments positioned horizontally could be noticed on most of the trench profiles at an average height of c. 5.80 to 6.00 m T.A.W.\(^{59}\). At the east end of trench profile 5.1 this level, here at c. 5.50 m T.A.W., is marked by a hearth (feature 19) (Plate IX); this is also the case at trench profile 2.7, where at c. 6.00 m a hearth was revealed (feature 96) (Plate XV). At trench profile 6.2, this level reaches a height of 6.10 m T.A.W (Plate XII). At all locations, the earth underneath this level appeared to be more humid, due to a higher compaction, compared to less compact and more humid above this level. Although the homogenisation process crossed this level, it can be identified as a stabilisation surface which can be related to late Carolingian features uncovered in plan (Plate XIX).

![Fig 10: Section through hearth OS 4919 (Plate XIX: feature 4) which gives a good insight into the stratigraphy of the lower part of the dark earth level. This early medieval hearth was dug in a first accumulation of dark earth which is positioned on top of the demolition layer of the bath house of fort level 5.](image)

It can be concluded that in the early medieval period a first accumulation of so-called ‘dark earth’ took place, limited to the fort precinct and closed off by a late Carolingian level (9th-early 10th century) (see Vanhoutte 2007b for a description of this level\(^{60}\) and a general overview of the finds). This stop in the accumulation and the use as running surface may explain the compactness of the earth. In contrast to the fort sites which yielded Merovingian and (late) Carolingian sherds, mainly in the lower levels of the dark earth, little early medieval material occurs extra muros in the surroundings of the fort\(^{61}\), indicating that the early medieval occupation was mainly concentrated

---

\(^{59}\)‘Tweede Algemene Waterpassing’ or Second General Levelling. This is the national reference level corresponding with the average low water level at spring-tide.

\(^{60}\) See Plate XIX. At the south side of the excavation area an early medieval unit (A) is defined by a pit (1), a gully (2), a construction slot (3) and a large hearth (4; see also Fig. 10). A deep pit of earlier date underneath the gully cuts through a first accumulation of dark earth which fills in the depression of the basin of fort level 5B. To the same level two other hearths can be related (5 and 6). A second unit to the north-west (B), with central hearth and only shallow remains of construction slots, can also be assigned to the late Carolingian occupation level. Another hearth more to the north (C) (Fig. 71), a presumed grain shed on six posts (D) and some wall remains (E) are also attributed to this level. More to the east, a third unit is marked by two construction slots and a central hearth (F) constructed with reused tiles probably originating from the bath house of fort level 5A (see Fig. 72).

\(^{61}\) To the south-east of the fort (sites ET12 and ET13) some Merovingian pottery sherds were collected as residual material in features of later date (Hollevoet 1993, 203). At the site of the late Roman military graveyard A, out of context, a small,
within the fortification. Likely due to the nature of the habitation, this occupation is difficult to grasp. The early medieval occupation at the fort site is to be seen in the larger context of early medieval sites on the sand ridge. The area Roksem-Ettelgem-Zerkegem testifies to a dense concentration of early medieval rural communities with in situ Merovingian and Carolingian occupation traces at different locations. According to Hollevoet, Oudenburg should even be considered as the possible location of the municipium Flandrense, the capital of the pagus Flandrensis, based on several arguments (Hollevoet 2011b, 100, 102; Hollevoet 2016, 69). The Anglo-Saxon affinities attested at the early medieval sites in the region (in building techniques, house plans as well as in the pottery) (Hamerow, Hollevoet and Vince 1994) evidenced for Hollevoet that their inhabitants should be considered as the descendants of the Germanic immigrants of the late Roman fort of Oudenburg (Hollevoet 2016).

A second accumulation of ‘dark earth’ within the fort precinct in which also high medieval pottery fragments appear, has a terminus ante quem dating in the (late) 12th century. The robber trenches of the late Roman bath house at the south-west corner site cut this dark earth phase and contained no later pottery than of this period (see also Vanhoutte 2015). Besides, this area is known as an orchard since 1273 (Gysseling 1950, 56). This second accumulation of dark earth covered the robber trench of the Roman defensive wall completely. Also the defensive ditch was now completely filled in; this ditch appears to have been still in use or at least for the most part open during the early medieval period.

Gysseling mentions a medieval toponym at the south-west corner of the fort evolving from die Hoghe Wall in 1273, den Hoghen Wal in 1287 to den Burgh or den Hoghen Wal around 1470, according to Gysseling (1950, 56) assuming the presence of a mound with wooden reinforcement before 883 in the period of the Northmen’s attacks. De Meulemeester, who referred to the debate by other scholars like Aneca and Berings, concluded this must have been the location of a motte-and-bailey castle by count Cono I (De Meulemeester 2004, 429). While Gysseling already suggested this may have referred to only a palisade, the excavations at the south-west corner did not yield any indications for such a presence.

‘Dark earths’ uncovered in excavation trenches east (SO16), south-east (ET25), south (ET16; ET32) and west (ET30) to the fort, are dated in the 12th-13th century. In this period, possibly from the time of the digging of the city moat in 1128 onwards, the area between the fort walls and the city moat was gradually raised (cf. Vanhoutte and Dhaeze 2011; Dhaeze and Vanhoutte 2011a; Dhaeze

handmade, slightly biconical pot with four studs on the shoulder and a so-called ‘equal armed’ brooch were found, both of early medieval date (Hollevoet 1985, 38-40: dossier 1; Hollevoet 2011b, 102).

62 Both Roksem and Ettelgem are part of the municipality of Oudenburg; Zerkegem belongs to the neighbouring municipality of Jabbeke.


64 In this contradicting others who plead in favour of an identification with Bruges (e.g. Declercq 1995).

65 Many, mainly large, pits cut through this second dark earth accumulation; some probably date to the end phase of the accumulation and can be identified as tree or tree extraction pits. It is also in this period that the large robber trenches were dug to extract the building material of the Roman baths. In the 15th century a row with heavy posts was constructed along the robber trench of the Roman defensive wall; however, since the latter was no longer visible at the time, there is no connection between the two structures.
2013, 72). Obviously, these earth accumulations had no agricultural reasons since the city centre developed here, but only aimed for a raised occupation level.

The fort sites on the north-east (ET24) and on the south-west side (ET20) of the fort, and also the trench to the south of the fort in the Hoogstraat (ET16), show a 15th-century dark earth on top, which at the fort sites only starts from the debris of the Roman wall outwards and which probably covers most of the precinct outside the fort within the alignment of the Stedebeek, the creek dating back to the city moat dug in 1128 (Gysseling 1950, 55-56). A small excavation at the Hoogwegel to the south-west of the fort (ET31(D)) proved that the dark earth did not reach the Stedebeek here but ended c. 40 m before (Vanhoutte and Dhaeze 2011).

Although this phenomenon of ‘dark earths’ is known from and investigated at many British and French sites (see e.g. Verslype and Brulet 2004; Macphail and Linderholm 2004; Cammas 2004), indicating the variety of possible formation processes, it is still hard to understand how, why and by whom this thick level of earth accumulated on top of the Roman level. However, as is clear from the studies in depth of the material culture found within this post-Roman level, insights into the post-depositional processes on the site through a spatial analysis of the finds results in some conclusions.

The dark earth at the southwest corner site yielded only seven medieval coins, representing several periods. No less than 90.25% (or 35,175 sherds) of the pottery assemblage from the dark earth uncovered at the south-west corner site, is Roman. The Roman ceramics cover the 1st to early 5th century, therefore clearly consisting of material from the civil settlement and from the successive fort periods. It is thereby striking that the dark earth at the south-west corner site contains significantly more 1st- and 2nd-century material than the fort occupation levels, an indication that this material in the dark earth has another initial source of deposition. The same can be assumed for several brooches found in the dark earth level (cf. Appendix 22, Section 3.4.1).

The relative small amount of medieval sherds from the dark earth (3801 sherds or 9.75%) comprises mainly Carolingian, but also some Merovingian and high medieval material. Later ceramics derived from later features cut into this dark earth level. An analysis of the distribution of the medieval ceramics within the dark earth reveals that they were well-spread throughout the level, occurring at all depths. The Merovingian sherds were mainly found in the lowest levels.

The mixed Roman assemblage in combination with the large size of many of the finds - not only of the pottery, but also with the animal bones the presence of so many large bones and so little small bones is striking - makes us wonder whether no earth from a large dump area outside the fort has been brought into the fort (see already Vanhoutte 2007b). Such large military middens are known

---

66 The medieval coins of the site consist of a silver coin of Louis the Pious (814-840), a silver 13th century sterling of Eduard of London, a presumably 14th century coin, two small coins of Philip the Bold (1384-1404) (a 1 myt and a 2 myt), a possible coin of Philip II (2nd half 16th century AD), a jeton from the 16th or 17th century and a coin of Louis de Berlaimont (17th century) (identified by J. van Heesch).

67 The dark earth also contained three human skeletons dumped here during the accumulation of the earth. A fourth skeleton could be identified as an intentional burial in post-medieval times (see Vanhoutte 2007b, 227). Why these persons were buried here and not on the cemetery around the church, is not clear.

68 Due to time limitations and therefore the decision to give priority to the Roman level, the dark earth could only be excavated systematically in two large trenches (trench T2/2bis and T4/4bis).
from a few fort sites\textsuperscript{69}, with the most known at the legionary camp of Vindonissa dating to the 1st century AD. This so-called Schutthügel there was 200 m long, 80 m wide and max. 18 m height, and had an estimated volume of c. 50,000 m\textsuperscript{3}. Other dumping grounds are known from Krefeld-Gellep and Gomadingen (both Germany). At Caister-on-Sea and Portchester accumulation of rubbish took place on the ramparts. The lack of (large) rubbish pits inside the legionary camp of Dangstetten and at the forts of Nersingen and Burlafingen (all Germany) does assume that most of the rubbish was brought outside the fort walls (Schubert 2015).

Worth drawing attention to here, is the find within this dark earth of four salt pillars and one small support of a salt production installation\textsuperscript{70} (Fig. 11; Table 1). These five items were collected in trench T4bis, at different depths in the post-Roman level. No such material, neither salt containers, are known from the fort occupation levels. As already mentioned, similar pedestals were collected at the settlement underneath the late Roman military graveyard A c. 400 m to the west of the fort (Fig. 5). They seem to indicate that the Oudenburg settlement was involved in the production of salt. The find of such pedestals in the dark earth at the fort precinct may be an argument pro to state that the dark earth was indeed an accumulation of earth brought in from outside the fort. This earth may have been retrieved from waste dumps in which this briquetage material was already present.

\textbf{Fig 11}: Fragments of salt pillars and one presumed support of a salt production installation (bottom left) recovered from the dark earth level at the south-west corner site (Photo: author).

\textsuperscript{69} At the XXIII. International Roman Frontier Congress at Ingolstadt (Germany) a large part of the thematic session ‘Waste not, want not?’ was dedicated to this subject, with papers from M.C. Bishop (‘No Schutt, Sherlock! Military middens and the taphonomic dynamic’), Trumm J. (The famous ‘Schutthügel’ of Vindonissa (Windisch/Switzerland): Some facts more questions) and A. Schubert (Militärische Müllhalden und die Abfallentsorgung im römischen Heer).

\textsuperscript{70} With thanks to P. van den Broeke for confirming the identification as salt pillars and for the identification of the small piece as a support.
Another important element are the many cross joins which could be established between pottery fragments from the Roman level and from the 5+post and post-Roman levels (cf. Chapter V, Section V.2.1). Moreover, several joins could be made between Roman pottery sherds found within the post-Roman level itself, even over large distances. These cross joins indicate that these earth accumulations on top of the Roman level involved a lot of vertical and horizontal earth moving activities, or with other words the digging up and transportation of earth. It supports our idea that the earth was brought on the site to fertilise the ground to cultivate the land for agriculture or horticulture activities. Whether this explanation is valid for only the earlier or for both earth accumulations or whether they represent different motives, needs to be further investigated. Micromorphological analyses are needed and more sites at Oudenburg needs to be investigated with a focus on this topic.

---

Table 1: Description of the briquetage material of Fig. 11 (sorted from up to down in the dark earth).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>dark earth level</th>
<th>description of the briquetage material</th>
<th>dimensions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>OS 4000B</td>
<td>fragment of robust roundish-sectioned salt pillar with large part of circular support platform on top</td>
<td>diameter of pillar: c. 2.7 cm; diameter of platform: c. 7.9 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS 4000F</td>
<td>fragment of robust roundish-sectioned salt pillar with small part of the circular support platform on top</td>
<td>diameter of pillar: c. 3.5 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS 4000G</td>
<td>small, robust, roundish support, roughly made, complete profile, only part of edge broken off</td>
<td>diameter of base: 3.7 to 4.3 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS 4000J</td>
<td>about half of circular support platform on top of salt pillar (broken off)</td>
<td>diameter of platform: c. 6.7 cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OS 4000N</td>
<td>fragment of robust, roundish-sectioned salt pillar with transition to holding platform</td>
<td>diameter of pillar: c. 3.7 cm</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

71 With thanks to A. Ervynck for discussing this topic.
II.3. The evolution of the defence system

At the western side of the excavated area in the south-west corner of the Oudenburg fort, part of the defensive system was discovered, making an investigation of profiles and surfaces in plan possible. Combining this with the observations by Mertens and the data of the north-east fort sites (site Jacali and site Kapellestraat), the defence system of the successive fort levels can be (partly) reconstructed.

II.3.1. The defence system of fort level 1

Below the robber trench of the stone wall remains of the defences of the earlier forts were found (Fig. 18). One of the V-shaped ditches (*fossa fastigata*) belongs to the oldest defensive system (Fig. 12 and 13). This ditch, recorded with a max. width of c. 2 m, was originally possibly over 3 m wide and c. 1.25 m deep\(^72\) when compared to the level of the cultivated soil\(^73\). Mertens could define this ditch to a width of 4.50 m and a depth around 1.40 m (Mertens 2006, 362). It was a dry ditch\(^74\), with locally a U-shaped extraction slot at the bottom, a so-called *ankle-breaker* (see Johnson 1987, 62), indicating that the ditch was well maintained and cleared out regularly. This ditch can be traced in the trenches of Mertens over a total distance of c. 108 m northwards\(^75\) (Fig. 23). The absence of this ditch further north, assumes that this ditch bends over to the east at this point and that the north side of the fort did not reach as far north as its successors. Since there are no hard indications for the southern position of the earthen rampart, it is as yet not possible to know whether the oldest fort was smaller or whether it just shifted location.

---

\(^72\) The width of defensive ditches from forts in *Britannia and Germania* varies between 2.5 and 6 m; their depth between 1.2 and 3 m (Johnson 1987, 63).

\(^73\) The disturbances caused by subsequent defensive ditches and by the later robbing of the stone wall have dug away the original upper borders of the ditches. Therefore the original maximal width of the ditches can only be estimated.

\(^74\) According to the supposed groundwater level. The depth of this level can be deduced based on the preservation of the wood of the frameworks of the wells OS 22026 and OS 2562 (inner well), respectively dated to the late 3rd and late 4th century. The ground water level of the late 4th century is c. 20 cm higher than that of the late 3rd century. Through extrapolation, the groundwater level one century earlier can be supposed c. 20 cm lower.

\(^75\) Mertens mentions this ditch as being not so deep (1.40 m) and reaching a width of c. 4.5 m (Mertens 1962, 58).
To the west of this ditch, an irregular alignment of shallow pits was revealed, with an inner spacing of at least 1 m with the suggested original western edge of the ditch (except for posthole OS 3489 which was located closer to the ditch) (Plate XXVIII). These shallow pits are likely to be the preserved bases of postholes, some of them preserved to a depth of 28 cm. Their location in front of the defence ditch assumes a function as *lilia* (see Johnson 1987, 68), an extra defence obstacle possibly equipped here with sharpened stakes. Since the late Roman defence ditch has cut away all earlier structures, it cannot be established whether a second defence ditch preceded the former.

To the east side of the V-shaped ditch, situated east of the later robber trench of the stone wall, the bottom part of the earthen rampart is preserved up to a height of c. 1 m above the cultivated soil (Plate X: A and B). Different phases can be recognised: every time the original rampart body was integrated in the succeeding rampart. Since the robber trench of the stone wall has disturbed the complete outer side of the rampart body, the western edge of the earthen rampart cannot be reconstructed for fort level 1, 2 and 3. The remaining rampart body of fort level 1 is 3.30 m wide at the centre of trench 3 (3.60 m at the north side of the excavation area; 2.75 m at the south side) (Plate X). Taken that there was a bank of c. 2 m between the rampart and the defensive ditch, the earthen rampart had a (maximum) width of c. 4.50 m (to c. 5.50 m at the south of the western rampart). There are no indications for a foundation of any kind; the rampart body was placed directly onto the cultivated soil. The sand of the oldest rampart is humic and the lowest level of sand most likely originates from the extraction of soil for the construction of the ditch (pers. comm. R. Langohr). Local humus layers derive from grass turfs; the latter were also distinguished by J. Mertens as being the basis for the first level earthen rampart. A clay layer covered the oldest rampart and held firm the large body of sand. A fragment of a north-south construction slot along the eastern edge of the rampart, constitutes the only remains of a possible wooden framework (Plate XXVIII: e).

**II.3.2. The defence system of fort level 2**

During the following phase the oldest ditch, eventually silting up after its last use, was filled in and a broader, also dry, ditch of originally up to c. 4.50 m wide and at least 1.35 m deep was dug (Fig. 12, 13 and 26). While the two oldest ditches overlap each other in the southern profile of the excavated area (trench profile 5.1: Plate IX), they form two parallel V-shaped ditches in the northern profile (trench profile 3.5: Plate XI), indicating the slightly changed orientation of the

---

76. It is possible that posthole OS 3489, with a preserved depth of 45 cm, does not belong to the same structure and is to be dated in the pre-fort period.

77. In earlier publications (e.g. Vanhoutte 2007a; 2007b), alongside these postholes a second ditch was presented as belonging to level 1. However, this gully should be seen as a first phase of the third level palisade trench. Arguments for this are the closeness to the other level 1 structures and the identical course of the later 3rd level trench.

78. However, the edge of a second defensive ditch would probably have been visible already, since the distance between two defence ditches is normally up to a maximum of 3 m (Johnson 1987, 64).

79. The double construction slot at c. 1.20 m distance apart from the postholes bends to the west at its northern side and is likely to pre-date the fort.

80. The width of the bank between defence ditch and earthen rampart could vary between 0.3 and 6 m. Johnson concludes to an average bank width of 0.9 to 2 m (Johnson 1987, 69).

81. When compared to the level of the original cultivated soil. It is possible that after the filling in of the first ditch, the area was raised.

82. Mertens mentions that the ditch of ‘Oudenburg II’ had a width of c. 3 m and a depth that was slightly less than the oldest ditch. Since these dimensions rather cover the first ditch and the dimensions of Mertens’ ‘Oudenburg I’ ditch, we cautiously think that these ditches were altered.
second fort. This ditch equally shows a local *ankle-breaker*. The ditch at the northeastern side of the fort (site Kapellestraat (ET24)), most likely related to this fort level, also represented a well-maintained ditch, in which vegetation developed after its last use (Vanhoutte *et al.* 2014, 169, Fig. 8: structure E, and 170 (Addendum 20)).

As was evidenced at the south-west corner excavation, the rampart was broadened. Part of the rampart body was still preserved over a width of c. 6.00 to 7.00 m. Taken that there was a berm of c. 2 m between the rampart and the defensive ditch – as suggested already for fort level 1 –, the earthen rampart extended over a width of max. c. 8.00 (to 9.00 m in the south)\(^{83}\). The widening to the south may be related to the nearby fort corner. The rampart body of this level is characterised by humic dark brown-grey sand with white sandy fillings, probably derived from the digging out of the new ditch, combined with clay levels. At the north-east site, this second fort level ditch could be related to a layer of sandy turves, probably the base of the earthen rampart (Vanhoutte *et al.* 2014, 169, Fig. 8: layer 52, and 170 (Addendum 20)).

### II.3.3. The defence system of fort level 3

Within the context of a consecutive, new defence, the ditch of the second phase was filled in and a new, dry, V-shaped ditch of originally up to c. 2.25 m wide and c. 1 m was dug out\(^{84}\) (Fig. 39). At the north-east side of the fort, this ditch shows an *ankle-breaker*\(^{85}\), indicating this ditch was well-

---

\(83\) This width is not exceptional: the width of earthen ramparts made of sods or of wood and earth in *Britannia* and *Germania* varies between 4.5 and 9 m (Johnson 1987, 72).

\(84\) At trench profile 5.1 the ditch reached a width of c. 2 m; at profile 3.1 the ditch was only preserved as a trace of c. 1.5 m wide. According to the preserved height of the related western post at trench profile 5.1, an original width up to c. 3 m can be assumed for the ditch.

\(85\) Vanhoutte *et al.* 2014: marked as structure D.
maintained. At both the north-east (site Kapellestraat)\textsuperscript{86} and the south-west site\textsuperscript{87}, postholes sectioned at the inner edge of the ditch point to a palisade (two postholes detected at the site Kapellestraat, one posthole detected at the south-west corner site (trench profile 3.1: 14 (Plate X))\textsuperscript{88}).

As exposed in surface plan at the south-west corner excavations (Plate XXXI), at a distance of over 1 m to the west from the presumed original western edge of the ditch, a trench of 0.8 m to 1 m wide runs parallel, in which a line of heavy posts seems to have been founded. A large posthole revealed in trench profile 5.1 (Plate IX: 9) is situated in the extension of this trench, and nearly borders the ditch (inner distance 0.65 m). Sections on that foundation trench indicate renovations to the palisade (Addendum 3, 1: several sections). This apparent succession of palisade – ditch – palisade was most likely part of a larger defensive system of two or more ditches, of which the exterior ditch(es) were cut by the large defence ditch of the stone fort. The preserved part of the defensive ditch system of fort level 3 could not be recognised in the trench maps of the excavations by Mertens. However, when looking at the courses of the successive ditches, it is very likely that these fort level 3 ditches were cut away by the late Roman ditch (Fig. 18).

The earthen rampart was again raised for this fort level. It is preserved to a width of c. 7.00 to 8.00 m (see trench profiles 6.2; 6.1; 7.1; 7.2: Appendix 4), and was originally presumably less than 10 m wide (taken a berm of c. 2 m between the ditch and the rampart). Although sand was also used to build up this earthen rampart, clay seems to be the primary construction material. The north-south slot along the eastern border of the earthen rampart, combined with a perpendicular slot to the west, may be the remains of a wooden framework construction encasing the rampart body (Plate XXXI).

Trench 1960 XXVI revealed two large postholes which might be related to this level (Plate XX). They may be linked to the western earth-and-timber gate tower or to a bridge over the defence ditch(es)\textsuperscript{89}.

\textit{II.3.4. The defence system of fort level 4}

The fourth fort level was identified by Mertens as ‘Oudenburg II’ (cf. \textit{e.g.} Mertens and Crabbé 1987, 14-16). Several arguments point towards the identification of this \textit{castellum} as the first stone fort (Fig. 47). At the south-west fort area excavations a piece of wall ashlar was found in the level of fort period 4. Moreover, in 1977 at the central northern sector the remains of a stone building of 18.5 by 13.5 m came to light along the assumed \textit{via principalis} or \textit{via praetoria} (Fig. 19 and 47). A gravel road directed towards the building and surrounded it (Mertens 1978, 73). The walls of the building which showed two phases\textsuperscript{90}, were made exclusively of Tournai limestone (Mertens 1978, 73) and revealed the same masonry format as the defensive wall\textsuperscript{91}. According to Mertens this

---

\textsuperscript{86} Vanhoutte et al. 2014, 169: Fig. 8: feature 48 and related posthole in front of the trench profile.
\textsuperscript{87} See trench profile 3.1 posthole (14).
\textsuperscript{88} Other postholes along the ditch may well have been present, but this could not be investigated.
\textsuperscript{89} Mertens associated these postholes with the stone fort (Mertens 1962, 58). The field drawings of the 1960 Trench XXVI show that they were later than the ditch level 1 and ditch level 2 and that they are likely to pre-date the wall.
\textsuperscript{90} In a later phase the rectangular building was divided into two oblong quarters by a transverse wall (Mertens and Crabbé 1987, 85).
\textsuperscript{91} Mertens (1980, 463) stated: ‘\textit{la maçonnerie, en pierre de Tournai, rappelle celle du mur d’enceinte’}. 
building can be dated in the last but one fort phase (Mertens 1978, 76; 1980, 463). The demolition level of this building was characterised by a large amount of Tetrici imitations (Mertens 1980, 463), which was also characteristic for the closing layers of fort level 4 uncovered at the south-west corner site. Although the building in stone of the main buildings an sich should not ascertain a defence erected in stone, as e.g. evidenced ad Valkenburg and Aardenburg92, the use of the exact same masonry format of the northern building and the defensive wall is a conclusive argument. The thickness of fort level 4 with several successive occupation levels, together with the dating of the finds (e.g. the dendrochronological data, the coins, ...), moreover indicates that this fort had definitely no temporary character. Finally, the erection at Oudenburg of a stone fort during the later 3rd century fits in perfectly with the construction of most of the Saxon Shore forts in Britannia from AD 260 onwards (cf. e.g. Pearson 2002b; see Chapter V, Section V.1.5).

The remodelling to a stone fort took place in the AD 260s. At most locations investigated at Oudenburg, a robber trench is the only remnant of the defence wall of the stone castellum. At the south-west corner site, this alignment was investigated in detail. A broad strip of Tournai limestone fragments and mortar debris – demolition waste of the broken and robbed out wall – stretches over 3 m wide (Fig. 14). Within this debris concentration a sharply aligned trench of 1.4 to 1.8 m at the east side most likely locates the actual construction trench of the stone wall (see trench profiles 5.1 (2) (Plate IX) and 3.1 (2) (Plate X); Appendix 4). The extraction of the stones was executed from the outside, as is clear from the extant original vertical cut of the construction trench at the east, i.e. inner, side. The fillings at the bottom betray trampling during the removal of stone while robbing; afterwards the trench was filled with sand and debris.

Fig 14: The robber trench of the stone defensive wall as uncovered at the south-west corner site (trench T3). To the left: view to the south-east. To the right: view to the north.

The large-scale use of the Roman ruins as a stone quarry is known from the Tractatus de Ecclesia Sancti Petri Aldenburgensis. This document was written by a clergyman of the Saint-Pieters Abbey between 1084 and 1087 in order to recount the history of the abbey93. The last paragraph of this document describes how stones of the Roman ruins were used for the construction of the Saint-Pieters Church (1056-1070) belonging to this abbey. This re-use of stone could be confirmed by

92 The earth-and-timber forts of Valkenburg and Aardenburg already had a stone principia (for Valkenburg: Van Giffen 1948, 106, Pl. 16; Bogaers 1990, 55-56; for Aardenburg: van Dierendonck and Vos 2013, 297-300). Dhaeze assumes that the central buildings of the earth-and-timber fort of Maldegem-Vake were also partly erected in stone (Dhaeze 2011).
93 See Meijns 1994 and 2008 for an analysis of this document.
archaeological research on the church site in 1956 (Devliegher 1958, 148-154; 1984, 86). The author also mentions that the Dukes of Flanders already organised stone transports to Bruges to erect several buildings at the Burg: Baldwin V of Lille (1035-1067) and a duke probably to be identified as Arnulf I (918-965) (Meijns 1994, 45). Archaeological excavations at the Burg confirmed this (Mertens 1960, 320; Devliegher 1991, 54-59). The early medieval small-scale reuse of stones from the Roman fort is proven by a Carolingian well (second half 8th – 9th century) at Roksem (submunicipality of Oudenburg), which consisted of a casing of Tournai limestone, mortar and ‘fieldstone’ fragments (Hollevoet 1993a, 56). Analysis of the mortar (see Mestdagh 1990a; 1990b) indicated that this building material was identical to that from the Oudenburg fort. Hollevoet believed that the fort walls were largely kept intact until the 8th century, since Oudenburg most likely functioned as a centre of power for the local Merovingian elite (5th-8th century). During the course of the 9th century Oudenburg lost its role as caput civitas of the pagus Flandrensis to Bruges (Hollevoet 1995, 23-24). A Carolingian occupation within the fort walls can be dated to the 9th – early 10th century (Vanhoutte 2007b, 226-227). It is likely that the start of large-scale stone quarrying is to be situated after this occupation and that until then the protective character of the fort walls made it very attractive to settle intra muros.

The stone wall was profoundly robbed, at the north-east side even more profoundly than at the west side. Nevertheless it is clear that the wall was built immediately on the Pleistocene sand without post foundation. More information about the wall construction is gained from the archive94 of the research conducted by Mertens on the northern half of the western defence.

In 1970 a piece of wall was found in situ at the western side of the fort, preserved over a width of 0.90 m (1970 Trench II)95 (Plate XXIV). The western facings were still intact and show small blockwork consisting of regular rectangular blocks of Tournai limestone; the eastern (inner) facing was not completely preserved. The rectangular facing blocks were 6 to 12 cm wide, and up to 23 cm long; a few square blocks measured 8 to 10, 9 to 10 and 10 to 10 cm. The core of the wall consisted of gravel of Tournai limestone, sandstone fragments and shell mortar. One block at the inner side may have been the last piece of facing here, resulting in a wall of c. 1.05 m wide. The elevation rested upon a slightly wider foundation, of large plates of Tournai limestone, with a height of 10 to 11 cm and lengths of 30, 38 and 55 cm, placed directly onto the Pleistocene sand. The small blockwork of the defensive wall, also called petit appareil, was also the style of building of most of the British Shore forts (Johnson 1977, 68).

---

94 Archive of the Nationale Dienst voor Opgravingen / National Service for Excavations, the Belgian predecessor of the Institute for Archaeological Heritage (IAP, until 2004) and the Flemish Heritage Institute (VIOE, Vlaams Instituut voor het Onroerend Erfgoed, until 2011), in 2011 transformed into the current Flanders Heritage Agency (OE).
95 The notes of Mertens and the several plan drawings indicate a width of 0.90 m while the profile drawing shows a wider stone wall, however not so accurately registered.
In 1960, a robbed out wall of the western gate tower with *in situ* foundation (1960 Trench XXVIII) (Plate XXII), showed a different foundation technique. Large flat blocks of Tournai limestone and ‘fieldstone’ of c. 20 to 30 cm were set on their sides in the sand over a width of 1.35 m, perhaps a more flexible construction technique in consideration of the curves of the tower. The same technique was already encountered in 1957 at the northeastern corner in Trench IX, where the robber trench of the wall, 1.20 m wide, yielded at the bottom large, irregular stone blocks of which some were placed on their sides, here equally directly on the sand (Plate XXV). The elevation of the wall was at both places completely robbed. The straight vertical cut of the robber trench at the east side in the 1960 Trench XXVIII testifies of an inner facing set 40 cm inwards, resulting in a stone wall with a maximal width of 1.10 m (Plate XXII).

The wall at the north-east corner was thoroughly robbed out, but at the southeastern edge of the 2009 excavation area the foundation trench of the wall yielded some large *in situ* blocks of Tournai limestone, equally directly set onto the Pleistocene sand. At this location the foundation trench measured 1.20 m wide (see Vanhoutte *et al.* 2014, 238: Fig. 82).

To conclude, the foundation remnants located in 1960 and 1970 can set the thickness of the wall at 1.05 to 1.10 m\textsuperscript{96}. The wall was formed by a front and back facing of regular blocks of mainly Tournai limestone, probably now and then mixed with ‘fieldstone’\textsuperscript{97} fragments; the core of the wall consisted of mortar and stone gravel. A mortar joint fragment found in the late 3rd-century level at the site Kapellestraat\textsuperscript{98} at the northeastern side of the fort, indicates that the exterior side of the stone wall was plastered (Fig. 16). The front side of the piece shows two crossing grooves which may have been painted red originally. That way masonry was imitated, a phenomenon already identified at 1st- and 2nd- century forts in *Britannia* and *Germania* (Johnson 1987, 86).

\textsuperscript{96} And not at 1.30 m as Mertens presented in several publications.
\textsuperscript{97} This undescriptive name is used locally for specific glauconite-rich sandstones.
\textsuperscript{98} Vanhoutte *et al.* 2014, 230: Fig. 77, 231.
The reploting of the stone wall course and the review of the trench locations throughout all excavated site locations (see also Vanhoutte et al. 2014, 248 and 252), resulted in a different fort layout to the ones published by Mertens (Fig. 47). The trench locations suggest a course change of the western wall at the western gate. The ‘new’ plan has a north side of c. 147 m, a south side of c. 162.5 m and a west and east side of c. 183 and 182.5 m respectively. Thereby, the northern half of the castellum was somewhat smaller than its southern counterpart. This yields a fort plan with a surface of c. 2.8 ha (outside measurement) or c. 2.72 ha (inside measurement). Apparently the pes monetalis (Roman foot) was used as unit of measure. For the north side, 500 pes monetalis (148 m) was likely aimed at in the design; the south side equates with 550 pes monetalis (162.8 m), while the western and eastern sides probably aimed to be 620 pes monetalis (183.5 m).

This wall is remarkably thin in comparison to the average 3 m fort walls from the late Roman period (cf. Brulet 2006d, 169) and is in strong contrast with that of the preserved British Shore fort walls of that period (Table 6). It is rather following the trend of the 1st- and 2nd- century forts in Britannia and Germania in being between 1 and 2 m thick (see Johnson 1987, 84). At the Aardenburg stone fort, dated to the same period, a similar width for the defensive wall has been attested. Although at Aardenburg only robber trenches were found, the wall width can be defined between c. 1.20 and 1.65 (van Dierendonck and Vos 2013, 145). Very significant are the close similarities of the building technique with that at the Oudenburg fort. For the construction of the defensive wall at Aardenburg also a trench was dug; the wall was equally built with small blockwork consisting of Tournai limestone blocks of c. 10 cm by 20 cm, and the foundation was also placed directly onto the Pleistocene sand. There are several indications to assume that also at Aardenburg the wall was flanked by an earthen rampart (van Dierendonck and Vos 2013, 145-146).

The earthen rampart appears to have been slightly smaller in extent at fort level 4 than in the previous periods but was still very wide: c. 8.20 m in the north of the excavation area versus 9.50 m at the south, probably due to the curve around the corner tower. This is in line with what Mertens concluded: a width of almost 8.00 m for the rampart of ‘Oudenburg II’ which is probably to be identified as fort level 4 (cf. Mertens 2006, 362). The earthen rampart incorporated of course the turf bases of the earlier earth-and-timber forts; the reinforcement at fort level 4 consisted mainly of sand, mixed with gravel of Tournai limestone (cf. trench profile 5.1 (13) (Plate IX); Addendum 4), also noticed by Mertens more to the north (1960 Trench XXV (Plate XXI); 1970 Trench II (Plate
XXIV); cf. Mertens 2006, 362). The very wide defence ditch system will also have formed a counterpart for the rather narrow wall.

The author of the 11th-century tractate mentions a specific construction technique for the northern wall, with large stone blocks from Boulogne fixed with lead and iron hooks (‘In partibus vero aquilonis fundamentum quadric ac magnis lapidibus ferro et plumbo firmiter infixis, antiqua fundaverat manus. Quod genus lapidum in Bononiensi provintia tantummodo inveniri dicitur’) (Meijns 1994). Mertens interpreted this as the north side being exposed to sea water, through a natural waterway (Mertens 1977, 57; Mertens 1987, 86). The trenches at the north side of the fort (in 1957, 2003-5 and 2009) showed a completely robbed out wall of which the debris could not confirm the construction technique (Fig. 19). The ‘lapidum in Bononiensi provintia’ may well refer to Baincthun stone (pers. comm. R. Dreesen). At the south-west corner area, at the top of the Roman level (mixed level fort level 5 – post-Roman level), a fragment of a block of Tournai limestone came to light, covered with cliona, assuming this block lay in marine water for a long time, and with the remains of a large iron cramp (Fig. 17). This block of 4.690 kg may well have been recovered from an original location at the north side of the fort.

The stone fort was equipped with corner towers and gate bastions. They both were hollow and the defence wall was positioned on the axis of the towers. The northwestern corner tower was excavated by Mertens in 1957 (Mertens 1958a, 19-22; Mertens 1962). The last remains of a totally robbed out northeastern corner tower were found in 2003-2004 (Patrouille 2004; Vanhoutte et al. 2014) (Fig. 19). The corner towers were circular99 and their diameter was established by Mertens at c. 9 m100 (e.g. Mertens 1962, 57; Mertens 1987, 86); the wall had a thickness of no more than 1.1 to 1.2 m101. Mertens concluded from the robber trenches of the western gate tower, investigated

---

99 In his publication of 1987 Mertens apparently was not so sure anymore whether the corner tower was circular or not, since it was difficult to read from the robber trenches (Mertens 1987, 86). After revision of the field drawings the present author believes that the corner tower was indeed circular.

100 Based on the dimensions of the robber trenches. The actual elevation may have represented a slightly smaller diameter.

101 Mertens 1962, 57 mentioned a wall thickness of 1.8 to 2.0 m. However, only trench IX (1957) cut the whole width of the robber trench of the wall and the drawings testify of a width of maximum c. 1.2 m. As discussed before, the wall of the
in 1960, that they were octagonal or polygonal (Mertens 1987, 87; Mertens and Crabbé 1987, 18). However, a review of the plans leads us to believe that the gate towers were also circular. Their diameter can be set at c. 7 m (see also Mertens 1962, 58; 1977; 1987, 87; Mertens and Crabbé 1987). The contemporary fort at Aardenburg (fort phase III: AD 260-285/290) was provided with circular towers as well (van Dierendonck and Vos 2013, 330), a common phenomenon in civil and military architecture in Gallia Belgica during the High Empire (Johnson 1989d, 39) but still surviving in late Roman times\(^\text{102}\) (Johnson 1983b; Brulet 2006d, 171). From the later 2nd century onwards, towns and cities in Gallia Belgica were dotted with wall-circuits and, except for a few exceptions due to local circumstances, all with circular towers, clearly a building tradition in Gallia Belgica (Mertens 1983, 56).

The stone defence was combined with a broad, defensive ditch. Between the wall and the ditch a bank of over 3 m at the east side (site Jacali) and of 6.5 to 8.5 m at the northern part of the west side of the fort (based on the plans of Mertens) was located (Fig. 47). However, the ditch approached the western gate very near, leaving there only a bank of c. 2 m between the base of the tower wall and the start of the ditch (see 1960 Trrench XXV (Plate XXI); cf. Mertens 2006, 362\(^\text{103}\)) (Fig. 19).

As the 4th-century defence ditch follows the course of the late 3rd century one, it is not possible to determine whether the late 3rd century ditch was as large as its successor along the western, southern and eastern side of the fort. The width of the latest Roman defensive ditch can be set on c. 30 m (Vanhoutte et al. 2014). At the west side, the combination of the presumed western edge of a ditch in Trench II (1956) (Plate XXIII) and the corresponding western edge along the fort wall indicates a system of one or more ditches with a total width of over 30 m and a maximal depth of c. 5 m. In 2003, at the east side, at c. 3 m distance from the wall trench, the edge of a ditch of c. 15 m wide was documented. It seems to be doubled later on, perhaps only in the last fort period. With an inner space of 5.5 m a third ditch was registered at the east side with a width of over 6.5 m. This results in a total width of 27 m for the ditch complex, approaching the width of 30 m at the west side. Since only the edges of these ditches could be registered, their shape remains undefined\(^\text{104}\) (cf. Vanhoutte et al. 2014 (Addendum 20)).

---

\(^{102}\) See for example the round corner towers at the fort Liberchies II (Belgium) dated to the period Constantine – early 5th century AD (Brulet 2006e, 365-367).

\(^{103}\) Mertens mentions this bank width as a general element for his 'Oudenburg III'; however this narrow space in-between the stone wall and the ditch can only be observed in the trenches at the western gate.

\(^{104}\) V-shaped ditches appear to be a 3rd-century tradition at the British Shore forts, represented by Portchester, Reculver, Richborough and also Pevensey. Cunliffe (1975, 419) remarked that in the 4th century, mainly in its third quarter, wide flat bottomed ditches seem to have become the norm.
Fig 18: Localisation at the west side of the fort of the courses of the defensive ditches of fort level 1 (green), fort level 2 (red) and fort level 4(/5) (blue) which could be traced in the excavation maps of the 1950s, 60s and 70s and related to the findings at the south-west corner site. To enhance the visualisation, the ditches are superimposed in reversed chronological order with the ditch of level 1 on top of the ditch of level 2 which is in its turn presented on top of the ditch of level 4(/5).
As for the north side of the fort, trenches (1957, 2009) and augerings (2009) revealed a wet ditch, starting at c. 7.5 m from the wall course (Vanhoutte et al. 2014). In Mertens’ Trench 1957 VI-VIa (Plate XXVI) this ditch had a width of only c. 8 m; augerings in 2009 at the north-east side (site Kapellestraat) set the width at approximately 10 m (Vanhoutte et al. 2014, 172-173) (Fig. 19). Although only the edges of the ditch could be defined, a V-shaped ditch can be supposed. To the north of this ditch, no more ditches were registered, presumably due to landscape changes. The remaining 25 m investigated in profile by Mertens in 1957 yielded an undulating land surface with basin-shaped depressions, and according to the notes of Mertens ‘dark clay levels, peat development and flood layers’ (Archive Mertens 1957) (Plate XXVI). This is likely to be the edge of the intertidal landscape. A similar situation was observed in Trench 1956-57 III\(^ {105} \).

\(^{105}\) The edge of the late Roman ditch was not cut here.
II.3.5. The defence system of fort level 5

The stone wall of the late 3rd century, with its round corners and gate towers, also served the 4th- and early 5th-century fort. The north side underwent a major change, though. In 2009, the remains of an intermediate tower were uncovered at the north side of the Oudenburg fort. Until then, the presence of intermediate towers was an unknown aspect of our knowledge of the architecture of the defensive wall of this castellum. The dimensions of this bastion can be set at c. 5.60 m wide, projecting 3.60 m beyond the stone wall, but it could not be evidenced whether the tower passed through the wall since it is only the robber trench and debris layer of the intermediate tower that remained preserved. However, the presence of an earthen rampart behind the defensive wall makes this unlikely and assumes that the intermediate tower was probably projecting only at the outside of the wall.

![Fig 20: The remains of an intermediate tower recovered at the northeastern side of the fort at site Kapellestraat (ET24).](image)

Through extrapolation, a total of three intermediate towers can be presumed along the north side. At the other sides of the fort, there are no indications (so far) for the presence of intermediate towers. The reconstruction of three intermediate towers at the north side leaves no space for an elaborate northern entrance gate. However, the porta praetoria should be expected at this side, as this gate in principal faced the enemy (cf. Hyginus, De Munitionibus Castrorum 56; Vegetius I, 23).

As discussed in Vanhoutte (2014 et al., 244-246), it is likely that the northern U-shaped projecting intermediate towers do not belong to the initial phase of the stone wall, having round towers at the corners and entrance gates. Although this is the period in which the very popular projecting type makes its appearance in late Roman forts, the tradition of round towers still continues in late Roman times (see Johnson 1983b, 38; Brulet 2006d, 171). However, the intermediate tower differs from the round corner and gate towers in form, dimensions and concept since the latter are partly in front and partly behind the defence wall (see Mertens 1962; 1977) while the intermediate tower seems to be only projecting outwards.

The dimensions of this intermediate tower are similar to these at the Saxon Shore forts in south-east England. There, intermediate towers belonging to the initial building phase of the fort as well as towers added at a later stage (e.g. Burgh Castle, Richborough, Dover), have been evidenced (Pearson 2002b, 74). The intermediate towers at Oudenburg emphasise the close resemblance of
this fort to the second generation of the Saxon Shore forts, built after AD 260. These are systematically equipped with similar intermediate towers (see Burgh Castle (Johnson 1983a; 1989b), Bradwell (Johnson 1983b; 1989c), Dover (Philp 1981), Lympne (Cunliffe 1980, 251), Pevensey (Lyne 2009, 16), Portchester (Cunliffe 1975), Richborough (Cunliffe 1968, 246)). The dimensions at Oudenburg are comparable to those of Dover (6.25 x 3.75 m), Portchester (6.20 x 5.80 m) and Lympne (6.00 x 6.50 m). Nevertheless, with a length/depth of 3.6 m, the Oudenburg tower differs from most of its English counterparts by being much smaller. Only the intermediate tower of Dover has a comparable depth (3.75 m). Moreover, the foundations of the Oudenburg tower contrast with those of the Saxon Shore forts through its hollow interior.

The combination of round towers for corners and gate structures, and U-shaped projecting intermediate towers, is unique. Only the fortified site of Yverdon-Les-Bains (Switzerland), dating to AD 325-326 (Fellmann 2006) has parallels through the combination of round corner towers and U-shaped intermediate towers, although of another type and with gate towers which were also U-shaped. The absence of parallels supports the hypothesis of a later addition of the intermediate towers to the wall. It may be assumed that they were added during a later phase of the fourth fort period, e.g. during the reign of Probus (276-282) when many Gallic cities were equipped with walls with intermediate towers after their devastation by the Alamanni. At this time, the second generation of Saxon Shore forts was extended (Johnson 1979, 114-115). Another possibility, even more likely, for the addition of the intermediate towers could be a renovation in the fifth fort period of the 4th century. In any case, the 4th-century fort was equipped with intermediate towers at the north side. These presumably had a dual function, enlarging the monumental character of the fort on the one side, and increasing its tactical advantages through higher lookouts and artillery benefits on the other (Johnson 1987, 88). The direct contact with a tidal channel, and therefore to the sea, probably explains why this side was chosen for extra protection and assumes the absence of an elaborate entrance gate at this side. The north side was the side immediately visible by invaders when they arrived by sea and tidal channels. The bastions will have symbolized more power, more authority and it is probably as such that their addition must primarily be seen. Therefore a link with a more ‘international’ fortification programme, as that of Constantine I, is easily laid (see Chapter V, Section V.1.6).

Fragments of tegulae and lateres found in the robber trench at the north side of the fort (site Kapellestraat (ET24)) were enveloped by pink mortar and most likely are the remains of bonding courses in the defensive wall (Vanhoutte et al. 2014, 231). Such tile courses at frequent intervals were designed both to level the work and to form a deeper bond with the wall core. They were an architectural introduction in late Roman forts, introduced at the British Shore forts built after AD 260 (Pearson 2002b, 71). Whether the defensive wall of fort periodo 4 already had coursing cannot be deduced from the stratified evidence. However, with no tile fragments indicating such coursing in the robber trench of the defensive wall at the south-west corner site it is likely that the bonding courses were an innovation related to the refacing of the north side at the start of fort period 5. Moreover, this is an extra argument to believe that the addition of intermediate towers, which may well have coincided with a refacing of the north wall, should be dated in the 4th century.

The earthen rampart kept its function as the backing of the stone wall. During the final phase the earthen rampart, mainly built of sand, has a width of c. 7.6 m in the northern half of the south-west corner excavations, enlarging to a max. width of c. 11.20 m in the southern half, probably
due to the location of the south-west corner tower. Mertens mentions a rampart width of 9 m at this phase and estimated a height of 3 or 4 m (Mertens 2006, 364).

As already stated, a ditch system up to 30 m wide consisting of two to three ditches, surrounded the late Roman fort. Possibly, the doubling of the inner defensive ditch as noticed at the north-east side is dated to fort level 5.

A defence ditch linked to fort period 5 is missing at the northern side of the fort. An augering campaign in 2009 revealed tidal sediments which could be linked to levels documented by Mertens at the north-west side (1956 Trench III; 1957 Trench VI (Plate XXVI). According to the 2009 findings, these tidal sediments filled up the late 3rd century ditch. It is very likely that, during the 4th century, this area was too wet to dig a wide and deep ditch, as the tidal influence increased from the late 3rd century onwards or shortly after. Besides, in this kind of landscape, digging a broad ditch seems unnecessary. Mindful of the statement of the 11th-century author recording the special building technique at the north side of the fort, it seems likely that tidal influence neared the northern stone wall of the fort. Mertens already assumed the edge of a natural waterway reached the stone walls. It seems plausible that a branch of a tidal gully was channeled to near the north side of the castellum. A double construction slot and a related feature to the inside106 found at the north-east side of the fort, both to the north of the stone wall (Vanhoutte et al. 2014, 171), may be the remains of a quay construction (see Addendum 20).

Very wide and deep defensive ditches were a general phenomenon in the 4th century as shown by the overview of Brulet (2006b, 173). The width of the ditch complex of Oudenburg can e.g. be compared to that of the double ditch system around the castellum of Divitia (Cologne/Deutz) using two parallel ditches of respectively 12 m and 14 m (see Brulet 2006d, 173; Reddé et al. 2006, 254).

II.3.6. Three earth-and-timber castella, two stone forts

Five forts succeeded each other at Oudenburg. From fort 2 onwards, it is likely that the forts had an identical location and orientation, although we do not have hard evidence yet for the eastern edge of fort 2 and 3 except for the remains of the earthen rampart presumably related to these levels. Only fort 1 was clearly either smaller or either positioned in a different way. For this fort there are no indications yet for its eastern edge. At the south-west corner site the presumed start of the southern earthen rampart has been located, but hard evidence is lacking.

Since petrification for the defence works becomes standard from the 2nd century onwards107, it is presumed that the first three earth-and-timber castella at Oudenburg were temporary military installations. However, as will be argued in Chapter V.1 it is more likely that this was not the case. The height of their earthen ramparts can be estimated at c. 3 to 3.5 m, on top of which a wooden parapet of c. 1.8 to 2 m can be expected (Johnson 1987, 73; Baatz 2006c, 79). The partly preserved north-south construction slots along the eastern edge of the earthen rampart at fort level 1 and

---

106 Inner spacing: 0.30 cm. They represent respectively structure G and F on the western trench profile: Vanhoutte et al. 2014, 169: Fig. 8.
107 Johnson 1987, 59.
fort level 3, may be the last relicts of a wooden framework encasing the rampart\textsuperscript{108}. A related construction slot or postholes at the exterior were not found but are possibly cut away by the robber trench of the stone wall at this location. Another possibility is that the wooden framework only existed at the interior and that the oldest ramparts mainly consisted of an earthen core with turf shells\textsuperscript{109} equipped with a wooden framework at the inner side. If posthole 14 (see trench profile 3.1 (Plate X) is the relict of the front side of the wooden framework, then a bank of only 0.5 m is left between the defence ditch and the rampart. Although the latter is definitely possible according to the findings of Johnson (1987, 69), this would result in a total rampart framework width of 11.5 m, which seems rather too wide.

The petrification in the later 3rd century at first sight points to the need of a permanent army base. However, at Oudenburg it should probably rather be interpreted within the context of a cross channel building programme as a symbol of power and authority, and an expression of unity with the other shore forts (see Chapter V.1). A rather thin stone wall of 1.05 to 1.10 m thick was backed with a renewed earthen rampart. The rampart bases of fort levels 1, 2 and 3 remained incorporated.

\textsuperscript{108} See Johnson 1987, 75: Abb. 36: \textit{Rasensodenmauer mit senkrechten Fronten und Holzverstärkung / Holz-Erdemauer mit senkrechter Vorder- und Rückfront.}

\textsuperscript{109} See Johnson 1987, 75: Abb. 36: \textit{Einseitige Rasensodenschale / Zweiseitige Rasensodenschale.}
II.4. The inner building: occupation levels and their relation to the defence system

II.4.1. The inner building area

The identification of several successive occupation levels in the trench profiles in combination with the analysis of the stratigraphic relations between all features and structures in plan, has enabled phase-plans to be generated for each level\textsuperscript{110}.

The trench sections demonstrate major planning, levelling and make-up/elevation works prior to the installation of a new fort, a phenomenon already noticed at many forts in Britannia and Germania (Johnson 1987, 52).

Most of the inner building was erected using timber-framing technique. The three earliest, earth-and-timber forts had interior buildings exclusively of wood. In the stone forts 4 and 5, most of the inner building was still built in timber-framing technique. Only the main buildings were erected in stone.

The stands of the timber-framing technique were founded in postholes, in construction slots or onto sleeper beams. As will be clear on the maps, all three techniques occur at level 1, next to the building technique with postholes. However, it cannot be excluded that the latter is related to the pre-fort period. From fort level 2 onwards, both timber-framing techniques using construction slots and sleeper beams occur, without any clear trend.

Tile fragments were found well-represented at the site throughout the Roman level. They indicate that from fort level 1 onwards the sustainable constructions carried tiled roofs\textsuperscript{111}. Several constructions likely also had glass windows; however, the large amount of small window pane fragments throughout the Roman level is difficult to interpret (see Appendix 25).

II.4.2. Pre-fort structures with possible military connection?

The cultivated soil recovered on the fort precinct shows here and there a very sharp bottom line, an indication for agriculture\textsuperscript{112} prior to the (2nd-century) civil occupation at this location. The local

\textsuperscript{110} To enhance the visibility and the comprehension of the layout and spatial organisation of each level, on the excavation maps presented here all shallow insignificant features are excluded. The presented maps show slight changes in comparison to the maps published in earlier publications. The present maps are based on further research in depth and should be considered as the most accurate and definite maps.

\textsuperscript{111} All building materials at the Oudenburg site were inventorised in detail (with thanks to V. Van Thienen for assisting me during one month with the processing of the assemblage and for the productive discussions to come to an optimal method of classification). The building material at the Oudenburg site represents c. 3,950 kg (incl. stones, loam, mortar; excl. the c. 53,500 plaster fragments). Obviously, the Tournai limestones and mortar fragments from the robber trench of the defensive wall were not collected. As for the post-Roman levels, only diagnostic fragments were recovered. The ceramic building material (CBM) within this assemblage accounts for over 3,000 kg, or 13,146 fragments. A first overview and assessment of this assemblage has been presented in Vanhoutte and Van Thienen 2013. Most of the CBM consists of tiles. The 6101 tegula fragments account for 46.4% of the CBM total; the imbrices with 3052 fragments for 23.2%. Lateres only represent 3.2%; tubuli or box(-flue) tiles are rather well-present with 1855 fragments or 14.2% of the CBM material, mainly due to the presence of the bath house at fort level 5. The excavations only yielded three tile stamps. Significant information from the building material assemblages is integrated in the following analysis of the successive fort levels.

\textsuperscript{112} Conclusion in the field by R. Langohr.
levelling down of this soil revealed plough traces and even earlier traces like tree-falls and a cart track of c. 1.30 m wide (measured between the middle of the tracks) running northeast – southwest. The several tree-falls uncovered in the small windows exploring this level (like for example the large tree-fall sectioned by trench profile 4.9 (cf. Plate XVII: 131)), indicate that land was cleared here of forest in favour of habitation.

Features and structures pre-dating the fort are situated physically at the same level as those of the first military occupation, namely directly on top of the cultivated soil, and are therefore stratigraphically not distinguishable (Plate XXVII113). The mapping of all archaeological observations has already made it clear that the settlement of Oudenburg must have covered the whole of the sand ridge at Oudenburg during its flourishing period in the 2nd (and first half of the 3rd) century AD, including the area on which the later fort was built (see Chapter I, Section I.4.2; Plate V).

In the south-west corner precinct of the fort, the large number of postholes at this level is striking in comparison with the later levels in which the timber-framing technique by means of sleeper beams and the building by means of posts founded in construction slots dominate. However, several postholes may be the last remains of ridge stands in combination with sleeper beams, of which the shallow construction slots were not preserved. Besides, the mix with earlier features and the often shallow preservation of the postholes make it impossible to derive further any distinct configurations out of the several clusters of postholes. The density of features along the northern edge of the excavated area, of which some postholes were full of roof tile fragments, suggests the presence of a substantive structure, probably partly outside the excavated area.

Several remains of construction slots (b) show a different orientation than the axes of the fort according to the trace of the defensive ditch of fort level 1; at least some of them may be dated prior to the fort implantation. That the construction technique with sleeper beams already existed prior to the first fort period, is proven by construction (d) which can be attributed to the pre-fort level, seen its stratified position underneath the earthen rampart of fort level 114 (cf. Addendum 3, 3). The central eastern posthole (OS 72619) yielded a remarkable deposition, important as terminus post quem for fort level 1, with one complete samian cup Drag. 33 from Trier and an almost complete handmade pot of North-Menapian production with burnished lattice decoration on the body (type NOM HA cooking pot III.2, see further)115 (Fig. 21), together with an interesting animal bone assemblage116: two lower jaws of one adult horse together with six horse vertebrae of the neck, one incomplete upper skull of a pig, possibly longitudally cleaved, and two upper skull fragments and two pelvis fragments of cattle. This animal bone deposition reminds one of the ritual suovetaurilia, although these consisted of pig, bull, and ram instead of horse. This known triple sacrifice to Mars in order to bless and purify land, may have been adjusted here to a local context as a construction votive, a foundation deposit. The Trier Drag. 33 cup can generally be dated in the second half of the 2nd – first half of the 3rd century (Webster 1996, 45; Brulet et al. 2010, 193), but given the dating of the find assemblages of the first fort level (see further) this example cannot

113 All letters in the following section indicating features or structures, refer to this plate.
114 The structure is c. 6.50 by 3.40 m (outside measurement) and erected via timber-framing. The construction slots, preserved to a maximum depth of 0.10 m, were obviously intended to hold sleeper beams. They were combined with deep grounded ridge stands, with the central eastern ridge pole preserved to a depth of 0.80 m.
115 Apart from the two vessels, a flagon body sherd, a wall fragment of a Soller mortarium and a base fragment of a grey wheel-turned open form complete the ceramic assemblage.
116 Identification by A. Lentacker.
be dated later than the later 2nd century\textsuperscript{117}. It can be assumed that this construction dates right before the installation of the Roman castellum.

Fig 21: The vessels of the foundation deposit in the ridge posthole of the structure pre-dating the earthen rampart of fort level 1.

The double construction slot (a) at c. 1.20 m distance west of the postholes that were identified as part of the defensive system, bends to the west at its northern side. A relation to the defence system seems therefore unlikely and a date prior to the fort is assumed.

The building technique with construction slots is not unknown for the pre-fort occupation at Oudenburg. Among the settlement traces underneath the late Roman military graveyard c. 400 m to the west of the fort, at least two construction slots can be distinguished, belonging to a building with heavy posts (preserved depth: 1.20 m) (Creus 1975, 7)\textsuperscript{118} (Fig. 22). It attracts attention that the orientation of this structure is the same as the line of heavy posts preceding the central stone building, even further emphasised by the two wells to the west positioned on an exact parallel north–east axis. Since it is plausible that the assumed stone bath house is related to one or more of the late 2nd- and 3rd-century fort periods (see before), these structures with construction slots are likely to pre-date the installation of the fort. The timber-framing technique outside the fort was also observed in 2003 in a trial trench to the south of the fort (ET16). The uncovered corner of a building with construction slots could be dated to the end of the 2nd – beginning of the 3rd century and can be attributed to the military vicus (Vanhouotte 2004a).

Timber-framing is rare on civil sites; this technique appears to be mainly used on military sites (see De Clercq 2008). Castella where the use of sleeper beams was the standard and where they were still preserved, are Valkenburg (Glasbergen 1972) and Alphen aan den Rijn (Haalebos et al. 2000; Polak et al. 2004). In the region, house plans with sleeper beams dated to the mid-Roman period

\textsuperscript{117} The related construction slots (OS 72618 and OS 625) do not offer more specific chronological indicators. They only contained seven flagon sherds of which six belonged to a Cologne flagon, one fine reduced body sherd and five handmade fragments of which two came from an open form with spout.

\textsuperscript{118} The overview maps of the settlement underneath the graveyard shown by Mertens and Van Impe (1971, p. 20: Afb. 8) and by Creus (1975, Pl. II) are conflicting. Comparison with the general excavation map of Mertens and Van Impe (1975, Plan II) indicates that the map of Creus is more adequate. The excavation by means of small trenches makes it difficult to interpret the maps well.
with certainty\textsuperscript{119} are known at cities like Tongeren and Amiens (Dhaeze 2015, 94), at the \textit{vicus} of Grobbendonk (De Boe 1984, 72-73; De Boe 1988) and from the rural site of Zemst-Eppegem (Smeets \textit{et al.} 2012). A well at the rural settlement of Menen-Kortewaagstraat yielded reused construction beams, but no other indications for this construction technique were found (Dhaeze and Verbrugge 2007, 55-60; Dhaeze \textit{et al.} 2015, 27, 32, 94). The civil examples represent exceptions and we can wonder whether a possible military connection for the use of timber-framing should be considered.

The presence of a timber-framed pre-fort structure at the south-west corner site and at the military \textit{vicus} to the south of the fort (ET16), together with indications for the timber-framing technique at the settlement c. 400 m west of the fort and the high-standard material culture of the settlement, makes us wonder whether no earlier military presence is to be considered at Oudenburg. No more indications are available, but this possibility should be kept open in future research.

\textsuperscript{119} The house plan with construction slots at Eke-Molen (Vermeulen 1992, 194, 198), published as a Gallo-Roman construction, is however Germanic (pers. comm. W. De Clercq).
II.4.3. Fort level 1: remains of soldiers’ barracks at the southwestern corner

II.4.3.1. Defence system

The oldest fort was an earth-and-timber construction, provided with a rampart with a width in between 4.5 and 6 m\(^{120}\) (Plate XXVIII\(^{121}\)). Since the front side of the rampart is cut away by the construction trench of the stone wall and the defence wall itself, no conclusions can be made about the type of rampart structure and palisade the rampart was equipped with. The width of the rampart and the absence of traces of a wooden framework assume that it was a rampart with a palisade on top (cf. Johnson 1987, 71, 75: Abb. 36; Baatz 2006c, 78 (Fig. 29: b, c), 79). The defence ditch of more than 3 m wide – Mertens could conclude to a width of 4.50 m - can be traced in the maps of Mertens over a total distance of c. 108 m to the north, to the point where the ditch probably bends to the east (cf. Chapter II, Section II.3.1) (Fig. 23). The north side of this oldest fort was situated more to the south than is the case for its successors\(^{122}\). Since there was no hard evidence that the cut southern rampart at the south-west corner site goes back to the earliest fort level\(^{123}\) and the eastern limits of this castellum are neither known, it remains an open question how large this first fort was. During the research of Mertens, this level was recognised as ‘Oudenburg I’, but no insight whatsoever could be retrieved into the spatial organisation within the fort walls (Mertens and Crabbé 1987, 14).

The features of the first military phase at Oudenburg are cut into the cultivated soil, as is also the case for earlier features and structures pre-dating the fort. This mix of features of different periods, together with the large disturbances at this level due to the intrusions made from later fort levels, makes it difficult to deduce ‘military’ configurations. The main criteria is therefore the position of the structures according to the axes of the fort defined by the alignment of the defence ditch and the rampart. It is therefore impossible to draw further conclusions from the clusters of postholes to the west of Construction IV and to the south of feature (m).

At the base of the earthen rampart, traces were found of a wooden alignment (e), probably a facing or part of a rampart construction. Parallel to the rampart a drainage gully of c. 0.75 m wide (preserved to a max. depth of 0.24 m and clearly redug) (f) must have edged the no longer preserved via sagularis of c. 4 m wide (g). On the fort precinct, several constructions laid out parallel with the defence ditch can be attributed to the military phase.

---

\(^{120}\) Depending on the assumed width of the berm in between the defence ditch and the earthen wall (of which the front is cut away by the construction trench of the stone defence wall).

\(^{121}\) All letters and Roman numbers in the following section indicating features or structures, refer to this plate.

\(^{122}\) In the northern end of trench 1977/I in the northern precinct of the fort, the ‘vague start of a ditch’ was cut, interpreted by Mertens as the possible defensive ditch of the oldest military phase (Mertens 1978, 76; Mertens and Crabbé 1987, 14). However, no concrete indications are found to presume this. According to the new data this seems unlikely.

\(^{123}\) At least the via sagularis still separates the most southern structure (Construction III) with the earthen rampart, but both the intervallum road and the earthen rampart can have been situated much more to the south.
II.4.3.2. Inner building

Construction I and II (?)

Construction I measures c. 5.50 by 3.75 m (outside measurements) and was erected in timber-framing technique by means of sleeper beams and ridge stand (cf. Addendum 3, 4). Part of the western wall was only visible as shallow prints, while the eastern construction slot was preserved to a depth of a max. of 12 cm. This construction with inner partition for a front and a rear room
(usually referred to as arma and papilio\textsuperscript{124}; a storage room for gear, personal belongings and supplies and the actual living quarters), can be identified as a contubernium where usually eight soldiers were quartered. The layout fits in with Barrack Building Type A of Davison (1989, 4-5, 267: Fig. A)\textsuperscript{125}. Its size, c. 20.6 sq m, conforms to the measurements of known contubernia and fits in with the common sizes between c. 14 and 29 sq m with a peak at c. 21 to 25 sq m (Davison 1989, 13).

The southwestern corner clearly needed a heavier foundation; at some point the post was replaced, now to a (preserved) depth of 0.43 m (h). Pit (i) with straight dug edges and flat bottom at the southeastern corner must have been situated against the outside of the contubernium. The features at the back (the north side), a slightly curved gully – in section clearly a shallow construction slot\textsuperscript{126} – and an overlapping shallow central pit (k), may be identified as robbed out construction features. The east wall of contubernium I runs further to the north, likely to be the last remains of the connected contubernium to the back. Clear traces of the originally adjacent contubernia are lacking, probably due to the many later disturbances and the limited depth of the features\textsuperscript{127}. However, the parallel gully to the west (j), may well be a drainage gully running alongside the west wall of the adjacent contubernium. In between contubernium I and this gully exactly the width of contubernium I can be extrapolated. This would explain the linear feature in the south-west corner of the front room of contubernium I also present at the other side of the common wall. It is therefore likely that a second contubernium can be assumed here (Construction II). The deep-founded ridge pole at the south side fits this configuration. At some point the original post of 0.66 m deep (preserved depth) needed to be replaced with a post with a preserved depth of 0.80 m (see Addendum 3, 4: section 7/49) (l).

\textsuperscript{124} However, these terms are taken from the Liber de munitionibus castrorum written by Hyginus and are applied to a marching camp. It is not sure if these terms are also applicable for solid accommodations (Johnson 1987, 194). Nevertheless, they are commonly used to refer to the front and rear room of a contubernium.

\textsuperscript{125} This Type A was usually equipped with a veranda, but not necessarily. At Contubernium I at Oudenburg, there are no indications for the presence of a veranda.

\textsuperscript{126} In Vanhoutte 2007b wrongly identified as drainage gully.

\textsuperscript{127} For construction beams no deep or broad gullies were needed; 10 cm could be sufficient. Moreover, beams were often laid directly on the soil as a result of which no trace would remain (cf. Davison 1989, 218).
Construction III

Construction III of c. 7.3 by 4.0 m, lying parallel to the presumed southern rampart, may equally have been a *contubernium* as an inner partition forming a front and a rear room can be recognised. Here, the building is founded on posts, with a centrally located series of ridge poles (cf. Addendum 3, 5). It is uncertain whether the construction slots for the sleeper beams were just not preserved or whether this *contubernium* was erected by means of another construction technique. No traces of connecting *contubernia* could be distinguished. How this *contubernium*, which must have been part of a barrack block to the north, relates to *contubernium* I, is unclear. One can wonder if they actually represent two different building phases. Another building technique would fit in this hypothesis.

Small postholes in the southwestern corner of this presumed *contubernium* III locate a structure of 2.10 by 0.80 m. A series of small postholes in a *papilio* at the fort of Heidenheim (Germany) defining areas of c. 2 by 0.8 m, were read as the remains of bunkbeds, an identification first proposed by Cichy (1971, 28) and taken over by Johnson (1987, 194 and Fig. 131) and Junkelmann (1991) although one can make the comment why beds would be fixed into the soil. Nevertheless, a similar identification as at Heidenheim is likely, whether it is a bed or another piece of infrastructure.

Road

At the north-east side of the excavation area, the western side of a road was uncovered made of ‘fieldstones’ embedded in sand (c). For the construction of the road, the cultivated soil was dug away. No stratigraphic relation in surface could be made with fort level features. The road level has been only partly preserved, on its turn cut away by Construction IV of fort level I. Therefore, it cannot be defined with certainty whether it belongs to an early phase of fort level 1 or whether it
pre-dates the fort (c). However, the alignment according to the axes of the fort is in favour of an attribution to the military occupation.

**Construction IV**

In the northeastern corner of the excavated area, next to the road level, part of a long alignment of more than 12.5 m long was cut, constructed by means of posts founded in deep construction slots, with posts up to 0.48 m deep (preserved depth) (cf. Addendum 3, 6). Overlapping construction slots indicate that this alignment has been replaced: the two eastern alignments were dismantled in favour of the two new construction slots to the west, differing slightly in orientation at their south side. It can be assumed that the leveling of the cultivated soil to construct the adjacent road - resulting in a lowering of this area - made it a rather 'squelchy' place causing stability problems, resulting in the reparations. The thick leveling prior to the construction of the second fort seems to confirm this. How the alignments and the shorter construction slot to the east must be interpreted, is not clear. In Vanhoutte 2007b, a large building was suggested, stretching further to the east (as marked on Plate XXVIII). However, one can assume that for the construction of this building the rest of the road would also have been dug away. Extrapolations of the width of *contubernium* I to the east indicates that exactly six *contubernia* can occur in between. This would bring the total number of *contubernia* of the supposed barrack at eight, which is a common number according to the study by Davison (1989, 12)\(^{128}\). Moreover, the southern limits of Construction IV are more or less the extension of the northern limits of Constructions I and II. However, the construction slots of Construction IV stretch too far north to be identified as the eastern wall of a barrack block. The, usually larger, officer's quarter, would be expected at the side of the earthen rampart. It is nonetheless possible that more than one building phase is preserved here.

\(^{128}\) In auxiliary barracks a range of ten *contubernia* is the total most often found, while there are many known examples with eight or nine.
At fort level 1 different building techniques are in play. For the construction of the soldiers’ quarters in the earliest fort, the timber-framing technique with sleeper beams was definitely in use (as can be seen for Construction I). The construction slots of Construction IV show the post-trench building technique. Besides, also the post-pit construction technique seems to be still applied, as can be deduced from Construction III. From fort level 1, a small assemblage of ceramic building material (CBM) was recovered. Only tile fragments were found, but these *tegulae* (42 pieces) and *imbrices* (22 items) evidence that the constructions of fort level 1 were solid structures with tiled roofs.

**Industrial activities**

A large heap of melted oven material - consisting of iron, with some iron bars still attached and a possible ironstone nodule underneath, melted all together with sand and clay, represents the discarded remains of a failed oven\(^{129}\) (Addendum 3, 7). The nearby burnt spread of 4 cm thick is probably the last remains of the corresponding hearth. The surrounding postholes indicate that this was a covered oven workshop (m). On this spot, the making up of the area prior to the construction of fort level 2 was very thick, burying the iron heap completely. A fragment of a melting pot and several iron slag pieces are indicative of metal working activities, but may also predate the fort occupation.

**II.4.4. Fort level 2: a military hospital at the southwestern corner**

**II.4.4.1. Defence system**

After the oldest ditch (of fort level 1) was filled in, a new ditch of c. 4 m wide was dug out for the defence of a new earth-and-timber fort (Plate XXIX) (cf. Chapter II, Section II.3.2). This defence ditch can be traced in the documented sections of Mertens further north up as far north as the later stone wall (Fig. 26). At the northeastern site Kapellestraat, the presumed defence ditch of the second fort was located. With the second fort the known maximum fort dimensions seem to have been reached. However, since data are lacking for the eastern side, there is no certainty about the extent to the east.

\(^{129}\) Examined by P. Degryse.
The earlier rampart of the first fort was partly removed, maybe to renew the palisade, and subsequently raised and broadened to at least 10 m wide, extending slightly to the south towards the fort corner area.

II.4.4.2. Inner building

II.4.4.2.a. First building phase (2A) of uncertain character

Before the construction of interior buildings started, a leveling of the whole fort area took place. The thickness of the homogeneous make-up layers, sand or clay, varies from 10, 15 to 20 cm, and in parts over 30 cm.
The occupation layer marked by a burnt daub level (75) situated on top of the basic sand make-up layer in trench profile 2.7 and covered by a clay make-up layer of level 2 (Plate XV), points to an intermediate occupation identified as level 2A. At trench profile 4.9 the sectioned postholes and/or construction slots also clearly indicate two building phases (Plate XVII). Some construction slots cut by or with a slightly different orientation than the later building (Plate XXIX130: a and b), a facing or fence to the north (c)131, a few pits (d, e and f) and a floor of chalkstone fragments and some small boulders in a bed of clay and showing two levels (g) seem to be related to this first subphase. Also the pit east of construction slot (a) (Addendum 3, 13: section 8/558) must have belonged to the initial phase of level 2. It was completely filled in with large lumps of shell mortar and shell fragments and one can wonder whether it concerns waste of mortar preparation. Construction slot (a) reveals a post-trench technique for this early phase. It also indicates that the first building at this location, whether or not with the same function as the later building, stretched further south. The renovation of the floor after a clay levelling (g) and the succession of features at the south of the excavation area also suggest that these features are the result of more than one building phase. From the remains of in situ plaster fragments at the base of construction slot (b) one can assume that the later large building complex of fort level 2B had a predecessor of the same status, perhaps with the same function. The large pits along the western earthen rampart (h) which may have served as sand quarry holes, also seem to date from this period.

II.4.4.2.b. Second building phase (2B): a large building complex

Subsequently, this first level was raised and the pits at the west side were filled. It is probably now that the differentiation in the composition of the make-up layers took place, which seems to be related to the design of the planned building (Plate XXX132). The area outside the later building complex shows a make-up with homogeneous, fairly sterile sand layers133. The east and north side of the complex have a levelling of greenish clay, generally on top of a sand make-up layer, locally laid directly on top of the cultivated soil. The clay level, deprived of many finds, could be 10 to 15 cm thick, here and there up to 20 cm. Where the clay came directly on top of the cultivated soil, it was noticed that the cultivated soil in these areas was often levelled down. The courtyard was constructed upon a make-up of sand mixed with clay, as seems to have been also the case for the west side of the complex. At the large pits along the western earthen rampart, which were also filled in with clayish material, the area was levelled with clay, probably for the solidification of the area.

Draining

After the making up of the ground and before further construction took place, this area was drained: the evidence consists of a linear ditch system (Plate XXX: i) along the inside of the western earthen rampart cutting the filled large pits. These ditches had layered fillings, mainly of sand, alternated with silt layers.

130 All letters and numbers in the following section indicating features or structures, refer to this plate.
132 All letters and numbers in the following section indicating features or structures, refer to this plate.
133 The lower sand make-up layer was generally a homogeneous light brown sand level, slightly paler than the cultivated top soil. The sand make-up layer covering this lower level was usually more heterogeneous, but equally fairly sterile.
A curvy gully (j) marks the centre of this area. The bottom was filled in with sand, layered with silt levels. The gully cut the make-up layers for the installation of level 2B, and is therefore definitely related to this level. However, it was itself cut at its north side by the northern construction slot of the later courtyard that was built on top of the filled-in ditch (see Fig. 27: 3). Sections of the gully show a digging out - perhaps of a drainage pipe? - after which the gully was filled in with sand (see Fig. 27: 1-2). As the course of this gully follows the contours of the courtyard of the new building, it was obviously dug in view of the specific building design. The parallel course of the southern ditch segment to the inner wall of the south part of the building complex of 2B assumes this gully was installed as a sewer for rain water coming down from the roof of the building complex. That the gully was built over by the north wall of the courtyard can only indicate that the northern part of the building complex underwent serious renovations and that the previous phase at this side, which was related to the gully, was dug away. Several construction slots in the northern part of the building complex can confirm that renovations took place in this part of the building complex.

Fig 27: Section through gully (j) along the north side of the later courtyard (cf. Plate XXX: j), view to the east. 1: bottom of the gully filled in with sand and silt layers; 2: digging out after which the gully was filled in and levelled with sand; 3: remains of the northern construction slot of the later courtyard.

Installation of a large building complex

After these ditches were filled in, the installation of the main phase (2B) of the second earth-and-timber fort period took place (Plate XXX). The south-west corner area was at that time dominated by a large timber-framed building complex measuring c. 32 by 23 m. The architectural complex consisted of corridors or galleries and rooms, all set around a courtyard. At the north side, the building shows a sequence of, from east to west, one larger room with the remains of an inner partition (R3), followed by several small rooms (R4 to R12) along a corridor. The first in row (R4) has a width of c. 2.5 m; the following small rooms measure c. 1.5 to 2 m, all by c. 4 m length. The west side constitutes of four larger rooms (R13 to R16), for which the remaining construction slots indicate identical sizes of c. 5.2 to 5.5 m by c. 6 m. The east side probably also consisted of a series of rooms but the later disturbances make the situation here unclear. A corridor or gallery, most likely identical to its northern counterpart with an inner width of c. 1.8 m, constitutes the south side. The courtyard measures c. 22.5 by 14 m. The section of a construction slot or posthole (feature 60) in trench profile 1.1 (k) situated in the prolongation of the northern slot of the double construction slot at the north side of the complex, with an inner spacing of c. 2 m, may point to a possible portico at the east side of the building of which the posts to the south stood outside the excavation area. This may explain the presence at the east side of mural paintings on the façade.

134 See sections Addendum 3, 10-16.
found *in situ* as fallen down fragments (l), while there is no indication for this at the north, south and west side of the complex.

![Image of archaeological site](image)

**Fig 28**: Remains of the courtyard building of fort level 2B. Top: features of fort level 2 uncovered in trench T1, view to the north-west. Bottom left: part of trench T1, view to the north-west, with mortar floor of room R2 with clusters of fallen plaster and adjacent construction slots with *in situ* plaster along the sides. Bottom right: the northern corridor, view to the west, with stone bed of mortar floor.

The courtyard must have been an open space, but some clusters of deep postholes indicate that there were some isolated structures. On the central west-east axis of the courtyard, the last
remains of a small structure were preserved (m) (Fig. 29). The shallow alignments and in situ plaster and mortar remains indicate a rectangular plan with apsis at the west side and an open east side. Based on these scarce in situ remains, the construction itself probably had outside measurements of c. 3.10 by 2.10 m. At the north side, two parallel mortar alignments indicate the thickness of the wall itself. To the east, plaster fragments were situated in the same orientation. The northeastern corner was marked by a large ‘fieldstone’ block.

![Fig 29: Only shallow features are preserved of the central courtyard construction (m).](image)

Starting near the northeastern outer corner of the complex, a facing or fence stretches to the north (n). The inner spacing of c. 3 m between the first posthole (o) and the building, with a central shallow pit (p), may locate a gate. In front to the east, a layer of Tournai limestone cobbles indicates a metalled road (q). The fence probably closed off an open space or garden, since only a low number of features occur north of the complex. The large pit (r) may have been the location of a tree. Further to the north a shallow ditch (s) (preserved depth: max. 0.18 m) is covered to the west by a debris layer full of ceramic building material. More to the west, a configuration of six small postholes locates a small construction (t) which possibly stretches further outside the excavated area.

To the south of the complex, a small preserved part of a floor of shell mortar gravel on a bed of clay (u) indicates that in this period the 4 m wide strip between the south side of the building and the base of the earthen rampart was hardened. This way the passage to the assumed wooden corner tower was secured. Along the west side, the inner spacing of c. 3 m between the earthen rampart and the complex did not yield any indications for a passage route. Only some pits occurred here.
Timber-framing technique

This complex was built in the timber-framing technique. Most of the construction slots contained sleeper beams; some however held deep posts (post-trench technique). Many of the construction slots with sleeper beams show traces of later recuperation of the beams. In the remains of the fallen down plastered wall at the south side of the building complex (see further), imprints of the wooden timber-framing were still preserved (Fig. 30).

![Imprints of timber framing in the clay/loam lifted en bloc with the plaster of the south wall of the southern corridor.](image)

The CBM assemblage of this fort level comprises 422 tile fragments (282 *tegulae*, 140 *imbrices*), the remains of the tiled roofs that covered the building complex. The upperside of a *tegula* fragment was still covered by the remains of a joint of pink, hydraulic mortar. Next to tiles, the occurrence of 28 *tubuli* fragments at this level attracts attention. One of the fragments was covered with mortar. Their presence is remarkable, since no traces of a hypocausted room were found and only timber-framing structures were recovered. Besides, of the *tubuli* fragments from fort level 3, can be assumed after consideration of the function of the area at that time (see below), that they were dug-up material from level 2. When the *tubuli* from both levels are mapped together (Plate XXXVII), their presence is even more striking. Two clusters can be distinguished, and it is the northeastern cluster that possibly explains this phenomenon. The north wall of the complex was at the east side (from the northeastern corner of room R8 until the east corner of the building) formed by a hollow wall, indicated by a double construction slot (v). A hollow wall is a known arrangement to provide insulation and to keep spaces dry. This side of the building, the most subject to the northwestern wind, probably needed extra protection. *Tubuli* were ideal elements to create such a hollow wall and this may well be the explanation for their clear presence at this fort level.\(^{135}\)

At some point, a renovation took place, as evidenced by the replacement of the double construction slot by a single construction trench (w)\(^{136}\) and the successive construction slots of the north side of the inner court (see already before) and of the north side of the northern corridor\(^ {137}\). Evidences for renovations at the building were also present at the west wall at the western construction slot of room R15 where some posts point to repair works (Addendum 3, 16: sections 7/264, 7/265).

---

\(^{135}\) An additional argument in favour of this hypothesis is that the *tubuli* in question do not bear any remains of mortar.

\(^{136}\) See sections 8/433-440 (Addendum 3, 10).

\(^{137}\) See Addendum 3, 12.
Two large Tournai limestone blocks at the south side of the northern corridor with an inner spacing of 1.10 m (x) may have located an entrance from the courtyard to the corridor. A large Tournai limestone block (y) at the east side of the courtyard may also point to a passage way. Right next to the construction slot to the north, the sunken lower half of a pot may be related to the entrance.

**Mortar and stone floors**

The courtyard and the corridors had stone floors, made of Tournai limestone fragments and some small boulders imbedded in sand. Most, if not all, of the small rooms had compact mortar gravel flooring. Remains of a mortar floor were found in rooms R2, R3, R4, R5 and R6. These floors consisted of compacted tamped mortar gravel on a bed of clay. Only in room R5 the mortar floor rested on a stone floor similar to the one in the northern corridor. Underneath this floor of room R5, a local fire layer refers to subphase 2A. Only for the four larger rooms at the west side were there no indications that they were equipped with a hard flooring.

**Infrastructure**

Rooms 3, 13, 14, 15 and 16 yielded some postholes and/or alignments pointing to inner partitions or infrastructure. Room R13 contained, more or less in the centre of the room, a large hearth of c. 1.30 by 0.75 m (HP 70971) (Fig. 31). This hearth consisted of a bed of Tournai limestone fragments on top of which a horizontal level of tile fragments was laid, surrounded by stone blocks. Two small postholes sectioned at both the north and south edge of the hearth point to some kind of cover. In room R16 a small hearth pit (c. 0.45 by 0.40 m) (preserved depth: 0.17 m) was situated along the northern wall. Room R7 yielded a flat stone level along the western wall consisting of Tournai limestone blocks and boulders. The burnt ground underneath and in-between limited to the stone level suggests that these are the remains of a hearth.

![Fig 31: The central hearth (HP 70971) of room R13. View to the west.](image)

**Mural paintings**

The complex was decorated with mural paintings (Fig. 28 and 32). The wall of the courtyard, the corridors or galleries and the rooms at the north and the east of the building all yielded painted plaster remains. Only the four large rooms at the west side seem to have been undecorated. At the outside of the building, the eastern façade was plastered (I); this is the most visible side, which was probably covered by a portico (see before). The north, south and west façades were not
plastered. The painted walls of the courtyard, evidenced by the fallen down fragments and *in situ* bottom remains of the walls at the east side (z), are likely to have been low walls, supporting an open upper zone with pillars.

In places, the plaster was still preserved *in situ* at the base of the disappeared timber-framed walls or as fallen-off wall fragments. An enormous amount of fragments was found in the demolition layers of the building. Locally, a thick level of very compact greenish clay, measuring up to c. 15 cm, characterizes this level, most of the time covering the plaster levels, sometimes covered by them. This clay level, distinct from the make-up clay level by the presence of plaster fragments and by organic imprints, is presumably what is left of the fallen walls; its position on top or underneath the plaster depends on how the wall fell down. This is confirmed by the imprints of the wooden timber-framing preserved centrally in the clay underneath one of the plaster zones of the fallen south wall of the southern corridor.
A large part of this south wall was preserved to the south of the building, spread over an area c. 11 m by 3.5 m wide (Fig. 33). The wall fell (or was torn) backwards, as a result of which most of the painted fragments were facing upwards, and could be connected to the south wall of the southern corridor. The corresponding construction slot (aa) yielded the last remains of the in situ plaster bases. Based on the reconstruction of the decoration by L. Laken (see further), the mural painting was preserved for c. 35%, accounting for, in total, 10,117 plaster pieces. No indications were found for a second painted wall, the northern side of the corridor, confirming the idea that the corridor was open towards the courtyard with a low border as is supposed based on the plaster fragments found in situ at the south side of the northern corridor (see before).

The absence of postholes and construction slots related to this phase to the south side of the southern corridor, together with the fact that the spreading of the collapsed plaster was not restricted in space, indicates that the building had no symmetrical design. At this side of the complex, a series of rooms, like the ones at the north side, lack. The fact that the mural paintings display no interruption in the decoration scheme also confirms that the north-south construction slot must pre-date the corridor.

The wall paintings of the small apsis construction on the courtyard are also known. There are several indications that the 1115 plaster fragments re-used as foundation of a workshop in the fourth fort period originally came from the small construction on the courtyard, situated nearly on the very same spot (Laken and Vanhoutte 2016 (Addendum 17); see also Section II.4.6).

The dimensions and the design of the complex show resemblances with those of a stone building of 30 by 22 m at the fort of Housesteads (UK) along Hadrian’s Wall, of which however a clear

---

138 Comparison can also be made with the praetoria, the commander’s house, but the location in the south-west corner of the fort excludes this option.
structural chronology could not be established (Charlesworth 1976; Johnson 1987, 184, 186 and Abb. 121; Rushworth et al. 2009, 5, 7, 13: Fig. 1.9) (Fig. 34, a). It was interpreted by Charlesworth as a valetudinarianum or military hospital, the plan viewed as a scaled down and simplified version of that found in the hospitals of 1st- and early 2nd-century legionary fortresses. She recognised one of the larger spaces as a surgery room and the small rooms as cells for the patients (Charlesworth 1976). Although smaller (23.70 by 17.40 m), the stone Building VIII identified as hospital at Wallsend (UK), also on Hadrian’s Wall, equally shows similarities with nine rooms ranged around a central open small courtyard (Hodgson 2003, 129). This building originates from the second half of the 2nd century AD and was demolished during the first half of the 3rd century AD (Hodgson 2003, 134 and 139). This hospital had a timber predecessor from the Hadrianic period which might have been a hospital too, with rooms ranged around an open space (Hodgson 2003, 124-127).

It is however the small construction on the courtyard of the Oudenburg complex which convinces us that this was a hospital. This apsis construction resembles well the central construction of the valetudinarianum (81.90 x 72.90 m) in the legionary fortress at Novae (Bulgaria) (period of Trajanus c. AD 100 - Caracalla), both in dimensions as in the location on the axis of the courtyard (cf. Dyczek 1997, 202) (Fig. 34, b). The military hospital at Novae is one of the largest and best preserved hospital known. Approximately 70% of the total hospital precinct, which covers almost 6000 sq m, has been uncovered so far. One of the rooms of this hospital presumably was a storage room for medical instruments; many fragments of broken implements and remains of medical chests were found here. Several rooms were provided with modest wall paintings. With four to six patients per room it has been calculated that the hospital at Novae could care for 300 sick or wounded soldiers.
(Press 1988; Dyczek 1997; 2002; 2005). The construction on the courtyard at Novae measures 2.46 by 2.60 m. It could be identified as a *sacellum* or shrine to the healing deities Hygieia and Aesculapius, based on the inscriptions on the stands of the statues found in situ, some small altars and a large one dedicated to Aesculapius (Dyczek 1997, 203). It is our belief that to the central construction at Oudenburg the same function can be attributed. A stone fragment may indirectly contribute to this identification. A sculpted glauconite-rich sandstone fragment can be identified as a corner fragment of an altar (Fig. 35). Paint remains indicate that it was painted white, probably to imitate white marble (pers. comm. C. Coquelet). It was found in the fill of one of the construction slots in the north-east corner of the building (cf. location on Plate XXX).

Fig 35: The presumed corner fragment of an altar, found in the infill of a construction slot of fort level 2B (for the location of the find context: Plate XXX, arrow).

Together with the large numbers of medical instruments found at this type of building at the legionary camp of Neuss (Koenen 1904, 399) and the supposed medical-instrument storage room in the complex of Novae (Dyczek 1997, 202), the to Hygiea and Aesculapius dedicated shrine forms conclusive evidence that at legionary sites buildings of this type can be identified as hospitals. Although the identification for auxiliary courtyard buildings is debated (hard proof of medical instruments or epigraphy is lacking) - Baker even arises the question for all legionary and auxiliary buildings assigned as ‘hospitals’ (see Baker 2002; Baker 2004, 83-114) -, Künzl (2005) and Hodgson argue on several grounds for the identification with certainty of these auxiliary buildings as hospitals (Hodgson 2003, 139-140). That auxiliary forts in the north-west of the Empire possessed a *valetudinaria*, is certain based on the Vindolanda tablet 155.6 (and may also be implied from tablet 154.21-25) (cf. Vindolanda Tablets Online II). The presence of an absidial shrine in the courtyard at Oudenburg, is therefore considered here as a decisive element in the identification as a military hospital.

The quiet location in the corner of the fort supports the interpretation of the Oudenburg complex as a *valetudinarium*. *Hyginus Gromaticus* or pseudo-*Hyginus* advises a preferred situation for such a building in chapter IV of his *Liber de munitionibus castrorum* - although a work of the late 1st century AD on marching camps but likely stating general principles – that is a quiet place in the fort with silence for the recovering patients (Richardson 2004, 70). The small rooms at the north side of the building at Oudenburg can be identified as cells for the sick soldiers; room R13 with
central hearth may have been the kitchen. The fill of a pit in room R14 contained pottery that may indicate this room was a storage facility (cf. Addendum 10/11: OS 72767). At one of the other large spaces at the west side a surgery room may be supposed. For Housesteads a capacity was calculated of 20 to 30 beds (2 to 3 beds for each of the 10 rooms). A similar capacity can be supposed at Oudenburg, as at the north side originally also 10 rooms can be assumed.

*Valetudinaria* at *castella* are only known in *Britannia*, on the Rhine and at the *Germania Superior-Raetia*-border. The Oudenburg hospital is the first to be recognised in an auxiliary fort in Gaul (cf. Reddé 2006c, 121). Moreover, it is one of the earliest *valetudinaria* excavated to date.

**II.4.4.2.c. Mural paintings**

The south-west corner excavations yielded some 53,500 plaster fragments, most belonging to the military hospital. Although the colours are poorly preserved, the study by L. Laken and the present author\(^{139}\) of about 25,000 fragments related to this second fort period have revealed diverse decorative schemes (Laken 2016; Laken and Vanhoutte 2016; Vanhoutte and Laken 2009; 2011). The mural paintings of the southern corridor and of the central *sacellum* are published in detail in Laken and Vanhoutte (2016) (see also Addendum 17).

The southern and northern corridors or galleries showed a series of schematic plants in the dado ('decoration 3'), opus sectile imitations with lozenges in the main zone ('decoration 1') and geometric schemes in the upper zone in red, yellow and black that repeat outlines of the opus sectile shapes ('decoration 2') (Laken and Vanhoutte 2016). In the southern corridor the colours red, yellow and grey/black were used (Fig. 36). Fragments from the northern corridor point to possibly other colour combinations with *e.g.* yellow and grey plants and/or a combination (Laken 2016).

Decoration 1 and 2 did not only occur in the corridors, but were also found in several rooms in considerable quantities. At least four other decorations are distinguished on fragments although more study is necessary to gain insight into the precise number of decorations and their design. It is nonetheless clear that more white-grounded panel decorations occurred, sometimes with stylised floral motives, next to more marble imitations. A small number of fragments seems to show realistic plant imitations, possibly part of a garden imitation as is known *e.g.* from the legionary camp at Nijmegen\(^ {140}\) (Laken 2016). One of the decorations shows garlands, closely resembling the ones found on the mural paintings of the officers’ quarters of one of the barracks of the fleet base at Boulogne and dated to the Severan period (Belot 1989).

---

\(^{139}\) In close collaboration with illustrator-graphic artist S. Mazereel.

\(^{140}\) See Peters 1965-66, 131-136, pl. 15A, 15.4-11; Peters 1979, 374-376.
Fig 36: Reconstruction of the painted decoration from the south wall of the southern corridor in the military hospital of fort level 2B. With the location of plaster fragments based on their find spot and decorative patterns (taken from Laken and Vanhoutte 2016, Pl.1).
Fig 37: Hypothetical reconstruction of the painted decoration from the presumed sacellum, with the location of plaster fragments based upon their preserved corners and edges, their decorative patterns, and the building plan. Inset: reconstructed plan of the sacellum (orange) of fort level 2B, with letters indicating painted wall segments (taken from Laken and Vanhoutte 2016, Pl. II, with adjustments).
Apart from the base fragments alongside the construction slots (cf. Fig. 28 and 32), so far the decorations of the rooms could not be related to a particular room. It appears that different decorations were spread over several rooms during the demolition of the building complex. It is striking that the surface treatment of these decorations varies from very coarse to relatively smooth, a phenomenon also noticed at the fort of Aardenburg (see van Dierendonck and Swinkels 1983). Although this distinction at Aardenburg may possibly be explained as a chronological difference, this is out of the question for Oudenburg since these fragments even occur in the same room. The idea that part of the plaster work and paintings were executed by professionals and part by the soldiers themselves (see van Dierendonck and Swinkels 1983, 189-191) can be an explanation for the Oudenburg situation.

The lower zone of at least one of the courtyard walls featured plants combined with an *opus sectile* imitation, a decoration not often occurring on wall paintings. The central building in the courtyard, probably the *sacellum* or shrine, had a panel decoration in the middle and upper zones with a combination of floral motifs and spatters in the lower zones (Fig. 37 and 38). The decoration which probably belonged to the entryway showed a similar decoration with tendrils (see Laken and Vanhoutte 2016 (Addendum 17) for further descriptions).
The study of the wall paintings also provided data on the architecture of the building. The south entrance to the building was located here and the height of the rear wall can be determined. When all parts of the wall decoration are logically counted together, a height of 3.80 m has to be assumed, offering the building a monumental character (Laken 2016; Laken and Vanhoutte 2016).

Most of the mortar was applied to timber-framed wattle-and-daub walls, as confirmed by uneven surfaces on the back of the plaster fragments. It contains a high percentage of shell fragments and occasionally complete small shells, and was normally applied in two almost identical layers, but sometimes only one (De Wilde 2012). Herringbone patterns and other protrusions suggest that, in some cases, incisions were made in the clay to increase adhesion of the plaster; their absence in other cases - the vast majority - indicates that the builders rarely used this ‘keying’ method at Oudenburg, in contrast to nearly every other site in the North of Gaul where the remains of plaster walls were found. The surface treatment and paint at Oudenburg attest to a mixed technique, like semi-fresco. Pigment analysis confirms use of a standard Roman palette, i.e. earth pigments (red and yellow ochre, green earth), carbon black, and lime (De Wilde 2012; Laken and Vanhoutte 2016).

Mural paintings in forts in the Channel region are not an exceptional phenomenon. The officers’ quarters of one of the barracks of the fleet base at Boulogne-sur-Mer was decorated by mural paintings, dated to the Severan period (Belot 1989; see before). In contrast with what could be assumed from their location at Boulogne, mural paintings an sich cannot be considered as a symbol for richness or luxury. Although the mural paintings of Boulogne comprise panels, garlands and figurative motifs, they testify of series work. From the wide distribution of plaster fragments all over the retentura at Boulogne can even be deduced that probably most of the walls of the barracks had mural paintings (Belot 1989, 109). At Reculver, evidence was found that East barrack no. 1 was decorated by wall paintings; the fragments show plain coloured zones and marble imitation on low-level dados (Philp 2005, 186). The Oudenburg paintings closely resemble the decorations found in the nearby castellum of Aardenburg, especially when comparing their styles, surface treatment and mortar compositions (cf. van Dierendonck and Swinkels 1983).

As for other comparisons, painted marble imitations with comparable lozenges were found in public buildings and private dwellings (e.g. in northern Gaul), but not in military contexts, while more stylised plants are found in a number of contexts, sometimes military (e.g. in Germania and Britannia). Panel decorations of bands and lines, and lower zones covered in paint spatters, are found throughout the empire, particularly in the northwestern provinces (Laken and Vanhoutte 2016). As of yet, direct parallels are lacking for the corridor wall scheme that combines a lower zone of stylised vegetation with a middle zone of opus sectile imitation and lozenges, along with an upper zone of the same pattern as the middle one, but in coloured lines on a white background. Parallels for the lower zones of the shrine walls that have leaves (and tendrils) with paint spatters, are neither known by us.

II.4.5. Fort level 3: ‘one level’, several building phases

II.4.5.1. Defence system

For the erection of the third fort, the inner area of the fort was again levelled. The defence ditch of level 2 was filled in, but the trace was reused as part of the new defensive system (cf. Chapter II,
Section II.3.3). The (inner) ditch originally reached a width of c. 3 m (Plate XXXI). At the exterior, this ditch was bordered by a palisade, renovated after time, and also at the interior edge of the ditch a few excavated postholes witness of some kind of defensive woodwork. The presence of a palisade in front of this ditch, assumes this ditch was combined with a second, exterior ditch, not preserved since it was completely dug away by the large defence ditch of fort level 4. The earthen rampart of the second level was partly lowered, possibly to pull out the old palisade, and was afterwards raised again. The western rampart now extends over a width of a maximum of 12 m. A parallel alignment (v) at its base probably belongs to a reinforcement of the rampart.

Fig 39: Overview map with the localisation of the south-west corner site and the features of fort level 3 in comparison to the contours of the later stone fort.
The new fort design represents a totally different spatial organisation when compared to the previous internal layout. The density of features within the fort is immediately striking (Fig. 39; Plate XXXI/XXXII/XXXIII\(^{141}\)). They show a dense occupation of timber-framed constructions, (large) pits, hearths and industrial (hearth) pits\(^{142}\). The large number of hearths, clearly connected to timber-framed buildings, suggests that more than one sub-phase should be considered. This is stressed by the overlapping of construction slots, changing in orientation, clearly not indicating just a renovation but rather a rebuilding of the area. Although the relation between the construction slots and the hearths points to the presence of barracks, the large number of pits is not logical in this respect. The many pits, some of them being very large, suggest instead the industrial significance of this area, clearly during another subphase than the one(s) showing living units in this area. A concentration of industrial hearth pits underlines this idea. The lack of several continuations of features and the absence of expected parts of e.g. parallel aligned constructions indicate that here and there the area was cleared and levelled during renovation and construction works.

Several (parts of) buildings with central fireplace can be recognised, all aligned according to the axis of the fort. The succession of building phases is complex; only a limited number of configurations can be aligned and many postholes, pits and gullies remain unconnected or are not assignable to a specific phase within this fort level 3. Nonetheless, based on overlap and orientation, (at least) three building subphases can be distinguished.

**II.4.5.2.a. Phase 3A**

**Unit I**

Based on stratigraphic relations, Unit I, together with Unit II, appears to be the earliest recognizable set of configurations of this fort level (Plate XXXI). Unit I is defined by construction slots and displays a west-east orientation; the east side of the structure was, however, not preserved (see for sections: Addendum 3, 17). The southern construction slot is only preserved as a shallow trace in the west and must have contained a sill beam; the irregular section of the west side indicates that the beam was recuperated. The northern construction slot clearly represents a post foundation trench. The width of the structure is 3.5 m (measured from mid to mid); according to the southern construction slot, this unit had a length of 9.0 m (the northern construction slot was only preserved over a length of 4.0 m). The central pit (a) may have founded a ridge post. The structure is furthermore defined by a central hearth, situated on the central axis in the west part of the building. The hearth was destroyed by a later pit; only an upstanding Tournai limestone fragment within burnt soil remained from the original hearth level.

\(^{141}\) All letters and Roman numbers in the following section indicating features or structures, refer to these plates.

\(^{142}\) The hearths consist of a horizontal level of mostly pottery sherds, ceramic building fragments or sometimes stones or a combination of these, laid in a clay or clayish bed. Underneath this horizontal level, the heated soil manifests itself in a bowl-shaped section. The hearth pits are pit-like features with a bowl-shaped or more often a rectangular section. They display a burnt edge: an edge of soil burnt to black at the exterior, an edge of orange yellow burnt soil at the interior. In most cases, these features were filled in in one single filling activity after their final use, leaving no trace of the original function.
Unit II

Situated perfectly parallel to the north of Unit I, Unit II can be defined by its southwestern corner formed by construction slots, only preserved to a very shallow depth (cf. Addendum 3, 18). The front side (towards the rampart) was recessed over 0.7 m in comparison to Unit I. The interior of Unit II was characterised by a clayish floor level. This unit is primarily marked by a central hearth (see further). As is the case at Unit 1, this central hearth is situated on the central axis of the structure, at the west side. The same width and length as for Unit 1 can be assumed for Unit 2, but it is also possible that the northern unit was somewhat wider, thus corresponding with the construction slot more to the north-east which displays the same orientation (b). In between Unit I and Unit II, a passage-way with a width of 1.3 m is apparent, clearly free of features (c).

A succession of three hearths was uncovered in Unit II (Fig. 40). Of the earliest feature (OS 72450), only the burnt soil alignment with central burnt crusty clay level remained. After this hearth became out of use, the centre of the unit was raised with clay on top of which a new hearth was constructed, with slightly shifting location. A hearth with a level of ceramic building fragments laid in clay was constructed (OS 70951). Twelve centimetres above this hearth plate, a concentration of pottery sherds represents a new hearth (OS 70950), evidently a renovation of the central hearth.

The presence of a central hearth within Unit I and Unit II suggests that they were dwelling units. These barracks however contrast with the normal 2nd-century layout of adjacent small *contubernia* as to which the units of fort level 1 appear to have belonged. Units I and II of fort level 3 show some resemblances with 3rd- and 4th-century detached *contubernia* uncovered at the forts of Housesteads, Wallsend, Vindolanda, Chesters, Great Chesters, Birdoswald, High Rochester, and perhaps Risingham, Ebchester, Malton, Watercrook and Segontium in Britain (Daniels 1980; Bidwell 1991; Rushworth 2009, 304), although these were built in stone and they were only separated by an eavesdrip gap, presumably indicating separate roofing. These freestanding units are known in the literature as ‘chalets’, but the term ‘freestanding *contubernia* barracks’ is preferred by Bidwell (1991), avoiding any connotation to the family quarters they once were believed to be. These detached *contubernia* had already appeared at Hadrian’s Wall in the 230s (Bidwell 1990, 9-10). The freestanding structures at Housesteads display similar dimensions (Rushworth 2009, 120-126)\(^\text{143}\) as the units of fort level 3, however the inner (eavesdrip) spacing in between the *contubernia* at Housesteads *e.g.* was much smaller, *i.e.* c. 0.5 m (see *e.g.* Rushworth 2009, Fig. 5.19). The recessing of the front side (towards the rampart) of Unit II compared to that of Unit I seems to have been a common phenomenon at British forts, though (see *e.g.* at the *Classis Britannica* forts at Dover: Philp 1981).

\(^{143}\) The larger chalet 1 is not considered here. Being a larger *contubernium* with a more complex inner structure, this unit is interpreted as the centurion’s quarters (Rushworth 2009, 119). Chalet 2: 10.25 x 4.25 m; Chalet 3: originally c. 10 x 3.6 m; Chalet 4: originally c. 10 x 4.5 m; Chalet 5: 9.05 x 5.15 m; Chalet 6: 10.5 x 4.5 m; Chalet 7: 10.4 x 4.65 m.
Fig 40: A succession of three hearths in Unit II: example of renovation, re-use and recycling of material. Top: hearth OS 70950: underneath the top clay crust the level of crushed pottery consists of several vessels. Beneath: underlying hearth OS 70951 reveals a CBM level underneath the top clay crust. Bottom right: stratified association between hearth OS 70951 and the earlier hearth OS 72450.
Unit III

To the south of Unit I, more units can be supposed although no configurations can be discerned. Unit III, marked by construction slots, is likely to be situated in the same subphase based on the orientation of the construction slots. These slots come together with a small curving trench (d), likely forming a gutter\textsuperscript{144} to the south, west and north of the construction slots (cf. Addendum 3, 19). This gutter at the same time indicates that the structure, 2.6 m in width, was not part of a larger building. The trace of the western gutter trench to the south points to a flowing off of water in that direction.

To the north-east, within the contours of the later Unit IVa, a construction slot with the same orientation as Units I and II probably also belongs to this phase (b). The hearth (e) to the east of this construction slot, which was cut by the later drainage gully, is equally datable to this first phase. The hearth level is built with ceramic building fragments and some Tournai limestone fragments.

The distance in between Unit I and the start of the western earthen rampart is 5.75 m. The presence of a \textit{via sagularis} along the southern rampart is probable. Several concentrations of Tournai limestone blocks and fragments to the west of Units I and II may be the remains of this. It could also explain the lack of construction features following the orientation of phase 3A. The pits and other features which do occur in this space in-between seem to be related to an earlier undefinable phase and to later phases.

\textit{II.4.5.2.b. Phase 3B}

At some point a renovation of the inner building took place, resulting in a slight orientation shift although the main orientation remained (south)west-(north)east (Plate XXXII). The construction slots point to longer, connected units as part of a larger building block.

Unit IVa

A construction slot with a shifted orientation (f) overlaps Unit II but is only preserved as a shallow feature, indicating this part has been thoroughly dug up and scrapped. If the construction slot overlapping Unit II is indeed connected with the southern construction slot of Unit IVa (as visualised on Plate XXXII), then a length of 28 m at minimum can be noted for Unit IVa. Rows of postholes and short construction slots (g) are indicative of an inner partition. The northern construction slot of this Unit IVa enclosed sill beams; while the southern construction slot 4.0 m to the south was clearly founded with posts (cf. Addendum 3, 20). The two hearths at the eastern end (h), of which one is cut by the trench edge, may well have belonged to Unit IVa. Both were constructed from ceramic building fragments.

Unit IVb

At a 5.0 and 5.75 m distance to the south, two parallel construction slots were equally part of the same building block. Unit IVb seems not to have extended as far west as Unit IVa. Since the inner space in-between the two southern construction slots of Unit IVb is only 0.5 m, it seems impossible

\textsuperscript{144} In the article Vanhoutte 2007a this trench was wrongly interpreted as a construction slot.
that they had a contemporary function. It is plausible that the northern, short construction slot (i) did not serve at all (cf. Addendum 3, 21). While cutting the trench into the mortar floor of the military hospital underneath (cf. Section II.4.4.2.b), this construction slot may have been left unfinished to avoid more hard labour on this evidence. A central hearth (Fig. 41), a combination of a horizontal hearth level consisting of ceramic building fragments, and a hearth pit, characterizes this unit.

![Fig 41: The central hearth of Unit IVb: combination of horizontal hearth level and hearth pit at the left side. View to the east (scanned diapositive).](image)

At the northern wall an underground sewage channel (j) departed (cf. Addendum 10/11: OS 1169), running underneath Unit IVa and stretching over a distance of at least 13.5 m to the north. At c. 1.2 m from its start, a small side branch departed; it is not clear whether it functioned simultaneously or whether it belongs to an earlier phase (cf. Addendum 3, 20). Two tiles on the bottom of the drainage gully at the side of the wall where the gully began, had been placed to intercept the pressure of the water to prevent erosion of the soil. The eastern part of Unit IVb had been destroyed in a severe fire, as shown by a fire layer limited to the walls of the unit (Fig. 42).

![Fig 42: Remains of burnt down Unit IVb as uncovered in trench I, with drainage gully departing from north side. View to the north/north-west.](image)
This room was closed off from a room to the west, where an oblong pit (k) borders the northern wall. This pit, 3.9 m long, 1.2 m wide, and with a bowl-shaped section of 0.36 m (max.) deep (cf. Addendum 3, 21: section 8/123), resembles urine drainage pits, features well-known from stable-barracks of which examples have been found at forts in Germania Inferior, Germania Superior, Raetia, Pannonia and Britannia (cf. Hodgson 2003, 71 ff.). Although these were preferably situated in the centre of the stable, examples are known of urine pits bordering the wall.

Unit IVc

A similar pit (l) to the south, 3.0 m long, 0.65 to 0.85 m wide and with a bowl-shaped section 0.12 m deep, probably marks the adjacent Unit IVc. The north-south division wall is here situated more to the east. The southern wall was not preserved due to later disturbances, but the same width as with Unit IVb can be assumed.

Unit V

In the south, alongside the southern earthen rampart, Unit V follows the same orientation. This unit with a width of c. 4.7 m was well-defined by construction slots and several central hearths (Fig. 43). The features of this unit cut into the plaster demolition layers of fort level 2. Only a length of 4.6 m could be investigated; the rest of the unit stretches outside the excavation area (cf. Addendum 3, 23). The southern construction slot was a much broader feature than the trenches at the west and the south, maybe due to later recuperation of the sill beam. The curving western construction slot may indicate that another building technique was used to construct this unit, possibly a construction with wattle and daub walls instead of timber-framing. In this southern part of the excavation, a remarkable series of small stake holes were uncovered, being extant as voids. They appear in a systematic way as a double line in the western construction slot and form a line parallel alongside the southern construction slot (m). These stakes can be explained as part of, or as a renovation to, the wattle and daub walls. Stake holes to the west of this unit (n) may be related to construction slots of the same subphase. From other stake holes the related features are missing, or rather not preserved, emphasising the degree of levelling, digging and recuperation on each level.

The uncovered western part of the unit encloses no less than seven (remains of) hearths, of which some must have functioned simultaneously. Hearths OS 80966 (Fig. 43: 1) and OS 80965 (Fig. 43: 2) functioned probably at the same time, and both display two hearth levels. Hearth OS 80966 first had a pottery sherd plate (Fig. 43: 1b) and was later on rebuilt as a hearth with central sherd plate more or less bordered by ceramic building fragments (Fig. 43: 1a). The hearth OS 80965 had two pottery sherd plate levels. With the hearth levels of the first phase, probably hearth OS 83470 coincides (Fig. 43: 3). It displays a central pottery sherd level more or less on top of and bordered by ceramic building fragments. To the west an oblong burnt level with at the south a zone of ceramic building fragments represents the remains of a sixth hearth (Fig. 43: 4). Directly to the north, a concentration of burnt soil, some sherds and ceramic building fragments, is indicative for another former hearth (Fig. 43: 5). Together with the presence of some pits inside the unit, this cluster of

---

145 Cf. e.g. at Dormagen (Germania Inferior), Moos-Burgstall (Raetia), Carnuntum (Pannonia): Hodgson 2003, 74: Fig. 55, 1, 4 and 7.)
hearth points to the likelihood that this unit served craft activities. A wattle and daub construction technique would have served non-domestic facilities.

Along the western earthen rampart, a compact level of Tournai limestone gravel (o) may represent the last preserved part of the western via sagularis of phase 3B, since it overlaps earlier pits. This gravel level is likely the remains of the eastern border of this via sagularis; to the west, the level was cut away with the construction of Unit VI of phase 3C. The Tournai limestones to the west covering the hearth pit OS 70912 of Unit VI (p) were laid down later, maybe as some kind of flooring of the second phase of this unit.

**II.4.5.2.c. Phase 3C**

The orientation of stratigraphically later features indicates that a drastic renovation took place, consisting of a total reorientation of (this part of) the inner building (Plate XXXIII). Since the inner building area was not raised (apart from some local making-up layers) and no indications point to a renewed defence system, this phase should be considered as a late phase of fort level 3.

Two north-south units can be readily distinguished.
Unit VI

The western Unit VI is defined by (part of) the northern, western and southern construction slots which point to a timber-framing technique on sleeper beams, reinforced with some posts, or perhaps rather a construction made of turves (cf. Addendum 3, 24-25). The eastern construction slot was not preserved, but its position can be deduced based on the cut away stone level to the east (see Plate XXXII: o) and the central location of the hearth although the southern construction slot extends somewhat further east. The level of Tournai limestone gravel is likely to be a small preserved part of the via sagularis, related to the previous subphase (Plate XXXII: o). This puts the width of this unit at c. 4.3 m, while the length can be set on 12.6 m. In the southern part of the unit, a hearth was positioned on the axis of the building. This hearth consists of three successive hearth levels (Fig. 44). The hearth was originally built as a level of one large flat Tournai limestone block and several ceramic building fragments, positioned within a more or less rectangular alignment of upstanding ceramic building fragments. Later on, the hearth plate was renovated and covered with a level of pottery sherds. With a second renovation, the hearth was levelled with clay and complete tegulae now formed the hearth plate, of which only one and the edge of a second was preserved. At some point, in a later building phase of this unit, this structure was replaced by a smaller hearth displaying two phases: a first hearth was made of ceramic building material; a second hearth consisted of pottery sherds. The adjacent hearth pit to the south (w) probably also belongs to this unit. A pottery sherd level on top indicates that at some point the filled-in hearth pit also served as horizontal hearth. To the north an oblong pit (q) c. 3.2 m long and 0.9 to 1.4 m wide (cf. Addendum 3, 24-25: section 7/320), positioned according to the same north-south orientation, may well have been a urine drainage pit (cf. Unit IVb).

The long curving trench (r) directly west of Unit VI must be interpreted as a drainage gully or gutter and can only be related to this unit. The curving at the north probably indicates that the entrance was located here. As is also the case for Unit III, the water flowed off to the south, where a water-management structure may be assumed, later cut away by the large structures of fort level 4 (large waste-pit OS 4980) and 5 (large water-basin OS 4923).

At Unit VI four volcanic tuff blocks were found, not in original position but spread over the unit. However, with separate weights between 1.69 kg and 7.70 kg (together c. 21 kg) one can assume

---

146 The northern edge could not be aligned; a west-east test pit cut away this northern end of the pit.
147 Although the curving trench does not border the whole length of the western construction slot.
148 A second block was cubic shaped with flat front: c. 14.0 x 17.0 x 17.0 cm (3.29 kg). Another block was irregular shaped (1.69 kg). A last block was regular shaped with one flat front: c. 26.0 x 15.0 x 23.0 cm (7.70 kg).
that they did not move over a large distance and that they originally belonged to this building. One of the four blocks attracts special attention (Fig. 45). Flattened at all sides with one oblique side (c. 24.0 x 16.0 x 17.0 cm; 7.60 kg), a double layer of pink mortar was applied on the front. The first mortar layer of c. 4.0 cm thick was covered with a white-grounded plaster layer; the second layer on top of c. 2.0 cm thick - clearly a mortar with coarser inclusions - was equally finished with a white-grounded plaster layer. The volcanic tuff blocks appear to have been integrated in the timber-framing building technique with sleeper beams. As can be deduced from the plaster layers, the (exterior?) side of the building was painted white and at some point a renovation took place.

Fig 45: Four views on the plastered volcanic tuff block, one of the four blocks recovered at Unit VI of fort level 3. Several views on the double mortar layer, showing that each layer has a plaster finishing.

Unit VII

To the east, at almost 5 m distance parallel to Unit VI, construction slots define Unit VII. With a length of c. 12.3 m and a width of c. 4.0 m this unit is approaching the width of Unit VI. An interruption in the eastern construction slot points to an entrance. Construction slot(s) may represent an inner division of the building. The western construction slot is characterised by deep sections and points to the timber-framing construction technique with sill beams - which were recuperated - in combination with posts (cf. Addendum 3, 26). In the north side of the unit, i.e. opposite to the situation at Unit VI, the remains of a hearth were situated more or less in the axis of the building.

At a distance of almost 10 m to the east of the north-east corner of Unit VII, a north-south construction slot (t), running parallel to Unit VII and cutting Units IVa and IVb of phase 3B, probably represents the last distinguishable feature of another unit of phase 3C. In between, a cluster (u) of four hearth pits and one hearth – which functioned not all simultaneously - points to craft activities (cf. Addendum 3, 21). The bottom of two of these hearth pits\(^{149}\) (cf. Fig. 46), the hearth and the surrounding fire layer yielded clusters of identical, medium-sized, unused nails, corroded onto each other, indicative for nail production on the spot (cf. Appendix 22).

\(^{149}\) Hearth pit OS 82111: see section 8/310; hearth pit OS 82106: see section 8/312 (Addendum 3, 21).
II.4.5.2.d. Level 3 features not assignable to a specific phase within fort level 3

Some hearths and many postholes and pits are not assignable to a specific building phase of fort level 3. Several pits display in section very straight edges (cf. e.g. Addendum 3, 22: section 1/1900; section 8/238). One can expect they contained some kind of wooden framework to hold the edges – and which was later extracted for re-use –, in the assumption they were used more than once. In some cases, their location, for example where the western via sagularis must be positioned, assumes the phasing within fort level 3 is even more complex than proposed here. The covering of the hearth pit of Unit VI by regularly laid Tournai limestones (w) and a construction slot (x) overlapping the curving gully (r) are indicative for an even later building phase within this fort level 3.

II.4.5.2.e. The successive building phases of fort level 3

In conclusion, the features of level 3 clearly show that this is a fort level in which a lot of activities and renovations took place. The units are mostly long, narrow and freestanding, with a hearth positioned in the axis of the building. At some point, a drastic change occurred with the total reorientation of the structures. The units were all built with the timber-framing technique. The 1284 tile fragments (880 tegulae, 404 imbrices) recovered from this level, evidence the presence of tiled roofs. Nail holes in three of the well-preserved tegula fragments and several examples with mortar remains indicate that the tiles were firmly attached and protected.

The freestanding independent units can be identified as residential units or freestanding contubernia based on their central hearth. In Britannia a type of soldiers’ barrack with freestanding units came into existence during the first half of the 3rd century, deviating from the classical type from the 2nd and 3rd century and separated from each other by an eavesdrip gap (see Hodgson and Bidwell 2004, 148). The inner spacing in between the units at Oudenburg, however, refers more to the barracks revealed at Reculver and dated around the middle of the 3rd century. The different west-east and south-north oriented elongated buildings at Oudenburg were probably originally units of such barracks, of which the general overview is lost through the many renovations and disturbances.

The presence of possible urine drainage pits may indicate that at some point the contubernia may have been replaced by stable-barracks. The presence of a sewage channel in Unit IVb, most likely
originally in wood, departing from the main room, may point to the remains of an officer’s barrack. The accommodation of the centurio consisted usually of six to seven rooms, and a sewage channel was a common feature (see Johnson 1987, 191). The highly decorated Rheinzabern dish (Plate LXXVII) found in the southern construction of Unit IVa and obviously not a common vessel belonging to the gear of a regular soldier, may be an indication that the found structures belonged to an officer’s dwelling.

A cautious hypothesis includes a succession of freestanding contubernia (phase 3A), an officer’s (stable?-) barrack (phase 3B) and again independent contubernia and/or stable-barracks next to units with craft activities (phase 3C). Locally detected fire layers indicate that several structures burnt down at the end of this period.

II.4.6. Fort level 4: a workshop area at the southwestern corner

II.4.6.1. A stone defence

The stone castellum was erected on the same spot and likely with the same dimensions as its wooden and earthen predecessors of fort level 2 and 3 (Fig. 47). The stone fort is however the first fort of which the extent is known for sure. Due to the use of the ruins of this fort as a medieval quarry, only a rubble concentration of approximately 3 m in width was left at the south-west corner site of what was once the defensive stone wall of 1.05/1.10 m thick (cf. Chapter II, Section II.3.4). The limited thickness of the wall may be explained by the lack of local/regional stone building material, the need to import limestone over a long distance (from Tournai), the ample availability of wood in the region (cf. Chapter III), next to the pre-existence of an earthen rampart. The reinforced earthen rampart leaned against the stone wall at the inside and reached at the south-west corner site a width of over 8 m in this period, widening slightly towards the south approaching the area of the corner tower (to c. 9.5 m wide). The late Roman ditch system reached up to 30 m wide.

Combining the locations of the robber trenches of the wall attested during the different archaeological interventions over the years, a ground plan of c. 147 m (north), c. 162.5 m (south) and c. 183 m west and east can be reconstructed. This coincides with 500, 550 and 620 pes monetalis. The fort precinct covers an area of c. 2.8 ha (outside measurement) or c. 2.7 ha (inside measurement).
II.4.6.2. Inner building

II.4.6.2.a. Structures and features

At fort level 4, the inner building at the south-west corner is characterised by a large number of hearths and small structures (Plate XXXIV\footnote{All indications in the following section to features or structures, refer to this plate.}). No less than 38 hearths representing in total 53 hearth levels (Appendix 5) (Plates XXXVIII-XLVII), two furnaces (Plate XLVIII) and three hearth
pits were uncovered. All structures and finds point to the identification that this was a workshop area with several separate working units.

Almost all of the hearths were constructed with a layer of pottery and/or roof tile fragments, sometimes stones, based on a bed of clay; in general the construction of these hearths does not differ from the, mostly domestic, ones of the previous fort levels. On a covering layer of clay, which has sporadically survived as a burnt crust, the fire was stoked. Several hearths were refurbished, showing multiple hearth levels, which point to a long period of use and reuse (cf. Appendix 5). In five cases, two levels were found; in two hearths three, and in another no less than seven superimposed levels were brought to light (see for the latter: Plate XXXVIII). The clay surrounding the hearth plate was in several cases not burnt, assuming there might have been an upstanding clay rim. This may be evidenced by the fragmentary, oxidised edge surrounding the hearth level attested at two hearths (Appendix 5: hearths 16c (Plate XLIII) and 32b (Plate XLVII)). In one case the hearth was surrounded by stones (Appendix 5: hearth 9b) (Plate XLI). These hearths were clearly temporary structures, in contrast to the furnaces which probably had a longer life. It is even likely that not all hearths were preserved and that some were already removed at the time.

Several units, representing several workshops, can be distinguished. The stratified evidence shows multiple local raisings of the area during this period. Next to minor refurbishments, some parts of the precinct clearly testify to at least two major subphases. This can be deduced from the overlapping features at Unit I, Unit II, Unit V, Unit VIII and the area in between Unit VII and VIII and the north-south road. The hearths alongside the western rampart were grouped into two clusters.

**Unit I**

The southern cluster (Unit I), defined by beam slots holding sleeper beams, was partly occupied by a large, but shallow (0.25 m deep) pit (OS 7949) or more likely a lowered level, measuring c. 3.5 by 3.0 m (cf. Addendum 3, 28). On the bottom of this level, some Tournai limestone block fragments were found spread-out. Based on the stratification, this level lay open for a while. From the irregular alignment of the 'pit', one can wonder whether not a former structure - perhaps a work floor (in wood or stone?) - was pulled out after which waste from the workshop was dumped here. The pit yielded much industrial waste from a metalworker's workshop, where items in copper alloy were manufactured. The hearths 1 and 2 probably functioned during that phase with hearth 1 possibly much longer as it revealed seven successive hearth levels (Plate XXXVIII). The pit north of hearth 2, containing a considerable amount of charred grains, also belonged to this first subphase. The lowered level OS 7949 was later filled in with sand and clay, on top of which two new hearths (3 and 4) were installed. They were part of a roofed-over workshop; the northern construction slot cuts the pit north of hearth 2. Initially, this area may have been either an open-air workshop or a roofed-over workshop extending further north (as the western construction slot reaches further north than the northern one cutting it).

---

151 Sections show that the sleeper beams were recycled (see Addendum 3, 28). The eastern construction slot was only preserved to a depth of 10 cm.
The more or less centrally positioned, very deep post, just north of pit OS 7949, supported the roofed-over workshop (cf. Addendum 3, 28: section 7/202+225). The remains of another hearth (or oven152) (hearth 5) also belonged to this latter phase. To the west of this structure, the lower half of a handmade pot was found sunken into the ground and may have served as a means of collecting ash (cf. location on plate XXXIV). The edge of the large waste-pit (OS 4980) cutting away the south-east angle of Unit I, indicates that this unit, after a while, may have been turned into an open-air workshop again.

**Unit II**

To the north, a curving construction slot demarcates a second cluster of hearths. This workshop area Unit II was an open-air space. The curving of the construction slot indicates that this was a wattle and daub, or perhaps – based on the shallow depth of the feature – rather a turf, construction (cf. Addendum 3, 29). The lack of central posts assumes only a kind of wattle or turf screen closed off this area. Protection against the wind seems not necessary here, behind the stone defence wall. The fencing probably closed off the workspace of a specific activity. The alignment around the hearths may have reached along the north of hearths 15, 16 and 17, but was not preserved here. A large fire layer along the north-west exterior side of this northern limit, included a considerable amount of red-burnt daub, possibly the remains of an adjacent building outside the excavation area. The alignment of Unit II was only temporary. At some point, the western part of the construction slot was cut by the edge of a more or less rectangular aligned floor level of clay, interpreted as a work-floor.

![Fig 48: The cluster of successive hearths at the south side of Unit II: hearths 8, 9c, 11 and 12. View to the west.](image)

Various hearths belong to this open-air workshop area representing different phases as is for example clear at the south side of Unit II (Fig. 48). Hearths 6 to 9 superimpose each other, with hearth 6 being the earliest and hearth 9 latest. Hearth 9 itself yielded three successive hearth levels.

---

152 The spread-out, large amount of ceramic building and stone fragments can also represent the remains of a broken out hearth, although more burnt clay would be expected in that case.
The north-east corner of this unit II was raised in different stages, evidenced by the section at the east end of trench profile 6.1\textsuperscript{153} (Plate XIII). It is on top of this elevation of sand and clay that the largest of the two furnaces, Furnace 1 (OS 7905), was situated. The furnace’s base was horseshoe-shaped and contained a large stokehole up to 42 cm wide (Fig. 49; Plate XLVIII). Its superstructure, built mainly out of clay-covered roof-tile fragments and some large pottery sherds, lay to the south of the furnace as demolition debris and partly filled in a pit, but should be reconstructed as an open dome\textsuperscript{154}. In front of the furnace, a level of ceramic building fragments in a bed of clay served as work-floor. The burnt exterior east side indicates that this furnace may have been part of a battery\textsuperscript{155}. The size of the stokehole suggests industrial activity; remains of copper alloy and iron stuck in the furnace floor point to iron and bronze working. The latter is also demonstrated by the large number of copper alloy pieces, often surviving in a powdery form, in the surrounding fire scorched layers.

Fig 49: Fort level 4, Unit II, furnace A. View to the south.

In the vicinity, 4.20 m to the south, a similar, but smaller, furnace (Furnace 2; OS 7955) was situated of which not much more than the clay base and some remains of the dome made of ceramic building material were preserved (Plate XLVIII). Furnace 2 was more rounded and had a stokehole with a maximum width of 26 cm.

At the south-east side of Unit II it could be noticed that a first level of hearths was clearly installed on top of a homogeneous sand layer. After a period of time, this first phase burnt down – probably

\textsuperscript{153} Feature 54 at trench profile 6.1 is hearth 15; features 53, 52 and 51 are the superimposing levels of hearth 16 (Plate XIII).

\textsuperscript{154} A bronze-caster’s furnace is reconstructed in this way at the archaeological park Archéosite at Aubechies (B), based on a similar, excavated furnace at Blicquy (pers. comm. E. Gillet, Inrap). This furnace is still used there successfully for experimental bronze-casting following the Roman methods.

\textsuperscript{155} With thanks to Ph. Despriet (Kortrijk) for pointing me on this aspect during a visit on the site.
only a local, but severe fire –, indicated by a fire layer full of burnt daub and charred grains in this area (see Plate XIII: layer 38; cf. Appendix 4, trench profile 6.1). The area was then raised with a turf level – the separate sandy turves were still clearly visible during excavation –, on which a new series of hearths was constructed witnessing of continuing workshop activities. This level covers the curving construction slot of Unit II and stretches further to the south. This indicates that at some point the limits of Unit II were given up to make room for new open-air workshops. The levelling with turves was also attested in the area between the north-south road to the west of the excavation area and Units VII and VIII. This turf layer was for example preserved as subsidence on top of the filled-in pit OS 80925 of fort level 3; the top of this turf layer was marked by hearth activity (of fort level 4) (cf. Addendum 3, 22: section 8/238). The large oblong pit to the south of hearth 35 was completely filled in with such turves.

Large waste-pit OS 4980

To the south of the excavation area, a very large pit (OS 4980), partly cut by the circular construction pit of the large wooden basin of the following fort level, dominates the corner in-between the western and southern earthen rampart. This bowl-shaped pit of c. 10 by 10 m was dug to a depth of c. 1.7 m compared to the occupation surface at the time, and had a rather flat bottom (Fig. 50). The sections\(^{156}\) show that the primary filling had an average thickness of c. 0.75 m, increasing locally up to 1 m (Plate XLIX). These primary fillings consisted of mainly dark organic clay layers, some more sandy levels, and several shell concentrations of mussels and cockles. The pit clearly cuts the construction slots of unit I, indicating that the waste-pit, at least in its largest extent, post-dates the second subphase of Unit I. It is not excluded that the large waste-pit was in its initial phase smaller and co-existed with the first phase of Unit I.

![Fig 50: Large waste-pit OS 4980, located in the south-west corner of the workshop area. To the left: view to the north-west. To the right: closer view showing the depth of the pit.](image)

The primary fillings of OS 4980 yielded several items of bronze production waste. Or this waste-pit functioned while bronze production was active at the site, or/and the pit was dug when bronze production waste was already deposited in this area; the latter is certainly the case given the content of pit OS 7949 (see before and further). The primary pit fillings were sealed by secondary levels in the very last phase of this fort level or the start of the next fort occupation and were further covered during the final occupation in the 4th century.

\(^{156}\) The sections through the structure could not be set centrally due to the constraints of the excavation in this corner.
The large number of finds\textsuperscript{157}, their variety, the several cross joins in the pottery, together with an important presence of more fragmented material derived from clearing the area, and the location in the corner of the fort, are indications that this pit has to be interpreted in the first instance as a dump for consumption waste (Vanhoutte et al. 2009, 98; Addendum 18; cf. Addendum 10/11: OS 4980). Most of the objects appear to have been thrown away into the pit deliberately, immediately or shortly after breakage or after they became unfit for use. Although the layered structure of the filling suggests that the dump was not the result of a single discard event, the several cross joining pottery sherds indicate that the pit was filled in within a short time-span.

Unit III

To the north-east of the waste-pit, a clean sand level defined a rectangular area of c. 5.5 by 4.2 m (Unit III). In the centre, some large pits occupied most of the space. The pits, some of them re-dug, succeeded each other and it is possible that there was only one pit active at a time (cf. Addendum 3, 30). The pits are characterised by a dense stratification of which the primary, very sandy fillings point to a fast fill.

The clearly defined sand alignment was intentionally installed, probably as a work-floor, and assumes this area was closed off and covered, although this did not leave any trace. One can envisage turf walls for the structure. The activity taken place in this construction obviously needed a large pit in which sand could be deposited. The location assumes the activity was related to the craft activities of the workshops. Within the chain of the metalworking process, one can think of bog iron ore to be cleaned and deprived of the surrounding sand or the making of moulds out of moulding sand, but no further indications can confirm these ideas.

Unit IV

To the north of Unit III, with a spacing of 0.6 to 0.7 m, just enough to pass through, a rectangular structure of c. 5.5 by 3.0 m was situated parallel to Unit III. The foundations of this unit consisted of strips of recycled plaster fragments, scraped together and positioned in shallow construction slots (Fig. 51) (cf. Addendum 3, 31). In the central, empty, gully of the transverse strip, a construction beam could fit (Fig. 51: d). A leveling with sand had raised the areas in between the plaster strips. The study of the painted plaster fragments indicated that these originated from the small structure on in the courtyard of the military hospital of the second fort level, the assumed sacellum (see also Laken and Vanhoutte 2016, 143-147). It appears that during the installation of the fourth fort level the area was levelled as a result of which the plaster fragments of fort level 2 were uncovered again and were found suitable as foundation material.

On top of the sand make-up layers, a partly preserved thin mortar layer represents the occupation surface. On the same level, two thin wall painting fragments (Laken and Vanhoutte 2016, 147-149), were found, laid horizontally, clearly re-used as floor covering, with their paintings faced down. Because of the specific foundation technique and the raising with sand, the occupation surface in the structure was clearly higher than its surroundings; this was confirmed by the covering layers sloping down at the outside of the edges of the structure. Nearly in the centre of the western

\textsuperscript{157} The 5640 sherds, representing a minimum number of 729 vessels, were the subject of a detailed pottery study (Vanhoutte et al. 2009c).
side of the structure, a large sandstone block, completely burnt red, can be identified as a worktop (Fig. 51: a, in the top left of the photo). This structure, most likely a workshop, was completely burnt down, resulting in a fire layer on top of the mortar surface covered by a compacted burnt daub level completely burnt to red, the remains of the construction. The clusters of complete, unused, equal-sized nails recovered from the fire layer may point to nail production on the spot (cf. Appendix 22).

Fig 51: Rows of plaster, recycled from the shrine of the courtyard building of fort level 2B, used as foundation for workshop Unit IV of fort level 4. a: view from the south-west; b: detail of the southern row of plaster, view from the west; c: excavated rows of plaster, view from the west; d: detail of the central row of plaster. The interior gap probably indicates the location of the initial construction beam.
Central well OS 22926

A central well provided the water needed for the various crafts. The felling date of the wood is to be situated between AD 260 and 275 and Haneca (2009) has suggested little time had have passed between the felling and the construction of the well.

The square well (exterior measurement: 1.9 x 1.8 m) consists of an oak (Haneca 2009) framework made of very broad boards fastened to the four corner posts by means of large iron nails and wooden plugs (Fig. 52). The bottom of the framework reaches a depth of c. 4.44 m underneath the current surface level or 2.51 m (2.22 m TAW) underneath the excavation level in which the alignment of the construction pit was first visible (Plate L). The wooden boards of the framework were preserved to a maximum height of 1.11 m. The leached contours can be followed 0.67 m higher. The fanning out of the layers on top indicates that the upper part of the framework was recycled after the abandonment of the well.

The oval-shaped construction pit had a maximum length of 5.1 m and a maximum width of 4.5 m. The southern edge is only just overlapped by the northern border of Unit IV, assuming the well was installed at the beginning of this fort period. To a depth of a maximum of 2.0 m, the construction pit shows a bowl-shaped section. Centrally, around the framework, the construction pit deepens further to a depth of 2.6 m. The construction pit was filled with little polluted natural sand and podzol soil; the upper layers included clay, charcoal, some shell and quite a few mortar and plaster fragments. In the fillings of the construction pit, the different loads of sand can be recognised. After the filling-in of the construction pit, a pit was dug on the west side, which was directly filled in (later causing a small depression because of later subsidences). Since the abandonment layers of the well also filled in this depression, the pit seems to be related with the functioning of the well. One can think of the foundation for a pump installation or winding mechanism.

The framework was constructed around four posts, preserved to a height of 1.18 m, which were related by a frame (Plate LI). The construction of the well assumes they were the remains of long posts reaching to the top of the well. The internal frame of 1.53 by 1.53 m indicates that the well was created as a square tank. The frame timbers, either rounded (north and south) or square in section (west and east), are set oblique: north and south at the same level and west and east at a lower level. These frame timbers were attached to the corner posts by means of a mortise and tenon joint and simultaneously held them together. A wooden peg going all the way through the post locked the timber terminal from the inside. The boards of the framework were attached to the corner posts by means of large nails. Only the boards of the two lower levels were completely preserved, displaying measures for the lowest boards of 1.57 to 1.61 m by 0.53 to 0.57 m wide, with the boards of the second level a few cm shorter and 0.40 to 0.46 m wide. At the lowest level, this results in a well of 1.82 by 1.91 (exterior measurement); at the top of the preserved framework, the inside measurements were 1.46 by 1.41 m158. The lowest four boards were attached with two large nails at the corner posts, one at each short side.

158 The sections show how the well is slightly bending towards the centre.
Fig 52: The central well OS 22926 of the workshop area of fort level 4 during excavation. a: the preserved framework, view to the south-west; b: partly opened framework with view on the preserved floor boards after removal of three quarter of the infill, view to the south-west; c: detailed view on the internal framework structure with connection to the floor boards, view to the west; d: the uncovered floor boards, view to the south-west (the eastern ends are already removed for wood sampling at this stage).

This construction (corner posts, framework and at least the lowest level of boards) must have been lowered in the construction pit as a prefabricated structure. At one side of the western as well as at the northern lower board, the area of the nail is slightly deepened. The installation of this part of the framework must have required quite some time. Besides, the bowl-shaped section of the construction pit only reached the base of the second level of boards and deepens further down as a narrow strip around the framework, leaving no space to hammer this construction in situ. Also the seepage would not allow the necessary time and space. While this lower, fixed part of the framework was constructed above ground, the boards on top were set in situ. These do not show any trace of nails or pegs, except for a hole in the northern board which was not functional, and they were likely just set on top of the series of boards below, without further fixation. The support against the corner posts and on top of the lower boards together with the weight of the sand of the construction pit apparently yielded enough fixation for the further elevation of the framework.

Half of the bottom of the well was covered by two boards next to each other. They were not fixated to the framework, but were squeezed underneath the western and the eastern timber of the inner frame at the base of the well, probably simultaneously with the installation of the well. Both boards were c. 1.45 m long. The southern board had a width of c. 0.29 m, while the northern was slightly
broader (0.35 to 0.38 m). Both boards showed a central series of holes with equal diameter (c. 0.03 m). In only one hole, traces of iron (remains of a nail?) were preserved, and in the northern board one hole was not in line with the others. A similar board with perforations has also been found in a well of the Roman civil settlement at Wijnegem-Steenakker (B). This square well with a terminus post quem of AD 214–219 (Cuyp 2001) also had sides of c. 1.50 m. From the base which consisted of three boards, only one board of 1.07 m could be recovered, showing two lines of perforations (pers. comm. G. Cuyp). The holes were interpreted as a measure to enable the seepage of water to pass into the well during construction but in a managed fashion avoiding undue water pressure to build up (Cuyp 1999, 62-64). The boards of Oudenburg and Wijnegem therefore presumably served as a working floor during the construction of the framework. They gave the necessary stability while installing the well and the perforations made sure the water seeping into the construction area did not push up the boards. Therefore covering only half of the floor was enough. Such a floor was probably also useful during the functioning of the well for clearing out the structure. The northern board shows cavities along its north and south side over the whole length of the board (small semi-round cavities along the north side, V-shaped cavities along the south side). The southern board displays a cavity at the southwestern angle which cannot have had a function within the structure of the well. These elements indicate that the timbers were recycled wood.

A road or path probably reached the well from the north. Although the area north of the well is largely cut by later disturbances, indications for structures occupying this space are lacking and the abundance of Tournai limestones and ‘fieldstones’ may be the remains of road metalling.

Unit V

Along the base of the southern rampart, the burnt remains of a roofed-over workshop were excavated; the fire layer covering this workshop stretched over an area of c. 5.0 by 3.6 m (Fig. 53). This fire layer and the burnt level underneath, with remains of several hearths, were characterised by a large number of finds: a considerable amount of copper alloy and iron items, of which many were corroded onto each other, concentrations of charred grains, many quern fragments, some whetstones, a large piece of thick folded lead sheet and many pottery sherds. In total some 450 copper alloy items and about 100 iron objects were recovered from the debris and fire layers of the burnt-down workshop.

Only the southern west-east and the central north-south shallow construction slots were (partly) preserved (cf. Addendum 3, 32). In the trace of the southern slot, parts of charred beams were preserved. The remains of charred beams delimit the east side of the structure. The southern beam slot is furthermore characterised by a range of Tournai limestones and volcanic tuff blocks; these must have served as foundations for the construction of the wall. The spread-out stones to the south and west and the stones more to the north of the unit may have been removed from these slots, although they may have belonged (or originally) to a road level, an intervallum road, in the beginning of the fort level 4 occupation as trench profile 4.9 seems to indicate (Plate XVII: level 142/143).
The western, eastern and northern limits of Unit V are not conclusively defined. Based on the southern and the central beam slot, the charred beams at the east side, the location of the hearths and the extent of the fire layer rich in metal finds, a structure can be supposed of at least c. 10.0 by 3.8 m wide. Within the supposed perimeter of this workshop, five hearths can be defined (hearths 22 to 26). In between hearths 24 and 25, a concentration of copper alloy flakes was recovered, presumably the remains of a hammering. Here, also fragments of a gold necklace were found (Fig. 115). Unit V belongs to the last phase of fort level 4 as this level covers a previous subphase with some large pits (the oblong western pit is bipartite), presumably related to industrial activities, possibly of the same level as Unit VI (and probably following the aforementioned presumed road level).

Further analysis of the trench profile 4.9 separating the excavation trenches WP8 (in which the main part of Unit V is situated) and WP4bis revealed a burnt level with copper alloy fragments at level 4 (Plate XVII: 144), which can be connected to a distinct demarcation of layers at the same level in excavation trench WP4bis, now believed to be the western limit of Unit V (in contrast to earlier publications e.g. Vanhoutte 2007a; 2009a).
Unit VI

Unit V was preceded by Unit VI, which re-used the location of Unit V of fort level 3. Unit VI, most likely a workshop, may have been contemporaneous with the pits underneath Unit V. The inner flooring of the structure consisted of a pale clay-sand level, sharply aligned (Fig. 55). The alignment of the floor and the covering fire layer which had accumulated against a non-preserved western wall, and possibly also the striking very broad construction (?) slot at the south side, indicate that the structure was probably (partly) turf built (cf. Addendum 3, 33). A hearth with a pottery sherd level, refurbished at one point, lays in the axis of the structure. The concentration of stones (irregular blocks) to the north of the construction slot may have belonged to the construction and may point to the integration of stones in the timber-framing walls, as seems to have been the case for Unit V. Another possibility is that these stones belonged to the metalling of a road, with the north-south road making an angle and passing Unit VI160, or of the aforementioned earlier road pre-dating Unit V.

Fig 55: Fort level 4, Unit VI, view to the north.

Unit VII

To the north, partly cut by the robber trenches of the baths of fort level 5, another unit can be defined, although its limits are unclear. Two fragments of presumed construction slots, part of two crossing charred beams (indicating an inner partition?), a series of three successive hearths161 and the location of a hearth pit, which may have belonged to another subphase, point to the presence of a workshop, Unit VII, positioned parallel to the surrounding structures.

160 This can of course not be verified due to the later bath house at this location.
161 This hearth activity was covered by the western wall of the praefurnium of the bath house of fort level 5A.
Unit VIII

Unit VIII was a roofed-over workshop, c. 7.3 by 4.5 m wide. At the south side, a series of sandy turves appears to be the last remains of a turf wall, apparently a renovation at this side of the construction (Fig. 56). The last remains of an earlier construction slot underneath and the slots at the other sides reveal a mixture of building techniques, possibly also the result of renovations: a sleeper beam in the northern slot, post-trench technique at the east side.

Fig 56: Remains of the burnt-down Unit VIII. To the left: top of burnt loam, charcoal and charred wood remains heaped up against the inner southeastern corner of the unit. To the right: at a lower level, view to the west, starting from the southeastern corner, with the remains of the turf wall in the front and with the top of the oblong cellar pit filled in with burnt material.

The entrance of this workshop was located in the north-west corner. A sharp alignment in the northern part, only visible as a difference in layers, points to an inner division. The interior, along the eastern wall, revealed a succession of hearths (hearths 32b, 32a, 31 and 33\textsuperscript{162}) and an oblong pit with a two-partite division (Fig. 57) (cf. Addendum 3, 35). The bottom and the walls of the pit were covered with the remains of charred boards. More to the north, onto the walking surface of the room, a piece of charred board, subsided into the top filling of an earlier pit and because of that preserved, displayed the same west-east orientation as with the boards of the large pit. It yields a solid argument to state that the oblong pit was most likely a cellar, consisting of two spaces, closed off by a hatch in the wooden floor. The workshop burnt down – the burnt layer, full of loam burnt to red, was limited to the alignment of the structure on a higher level (see Fig. 56: photo to the left) - and floor boards fell into the pit. At the level of the charred boards, concentrations of charred cereals may indicate that grain was stored here. On top of the burnt boards, a very thick level of burnt daub is what is left from the fallen down walls of the workshop (Fig. 57: photo to the left). Also hearth pit b was filled in with a compact level of burnt clay and daub and therefore seems to have been active at the time of the fire which burnt down the workshop.

\textsuperscript{162} It could not be deduced whether hearth 33 functioned at the same time of one of the other hearths (32b, 32a or 31).
North-south road

Along the eastern side of the excavation area, a strip, for the most part deprived of features and characterised by concentrations of mainly Tournai limestone fragments here and there, represents the trace of a metalled north-south road.

In between this north-south road and Units VII and VIII, four (remains of) hearths, a hearth pit and some (parts of) construction slots indicate that there were even more workshop structures, belonging to different subphases, but clear configurations cannot be defined. In this area many pits were uncovered, some very large ones, some oblong, several with box-shaped base (cf. Addendum 3, 36). The latter were originally probably fortified by boards which were later on extracted for re-use. Within the context of fort level 4, these pits may be related to industrial activities. Some of these pits clearly belonged to the earlier phase of fort level 4 as in the subsidence of their infill a hearth could be identified which can also be attributed to fort period 4163.

Unit IX

In the north of the excavation area, part of a large unit stretches along the road. This building was at least 10.0 m by 7.2 m wide (reaching further outside the excavation area), and had its entrance situated in the south-west corner, at the road side. The interior of Unit IX had a floor made of clayish sand turves (Fig. 58). The alignment of this floor at the south points to a closing off with an inner wall, maybe made of turves or constructed onto a sleeper beam which was not set in the ground leaving a portico at the south side. A large hearth made of pottery sherds and ceramic building material on top of a clay bed lay in the axis of the building, and was refurbished at some point to a level of only pottery sherds (Fig. 58: photo to the right). On the bottom of a small pit (preserved depth 14 cm) (OS 80209 (Addendum 3, 38: section 8/45) to the south-west of the hearth, four mounts – most likely horse trappings – and one round link were recovered164. This cluster presumably represents some kind of ritual deposit.

---

163 Cf. sections 8/105 (Addendum 3, 36) and 8/128 (Addendum 3, 35).
164 CA.A/H68 (disc-and-foliated mount); CA.A/H54 (large shell mount); CA.A/H47 (large round mount); CA.A/H43 (medium round mount); CA.A/H29 (small round mount); CA.J07 ring (link) (cf. Addendum 7).
II.4.6.2.b. Building techniques

Different building techniques are uncovered at this fort level. Both timber-framing techniques with sleeper beams and with post-trenches were in use; at Unit VIII, even a turf wall could be detected and it is possible that also Unit III was enclosed by such a light structure. While Tournai limestone was supplied to the fort for the erection of the stone defensive wall and for the construction of buildings in the northern sector (cf. the stone building uncovered in 1977 (see Section II.3.4), domestic and non-domestic facilities were still constructed in the timber-framing technique. The, possibly domestic, Unit IX, was a timber-framed construction with sleeper beams. At the workshops, sleeper beams, post-trenches as well as turf walls were used. Significant is the presence of thirteen large volcanic tuff blocks at this level, amongst other smaller fragments (with a total weight of 62.36 kg). The blocks were all found in features at Unit V (with one in the southern construction slot), at Unit VIII (with one in the cellar pit) and in pits to the east of Unit VIII. The filling of the southern construction slot of Unit V contained a range of seven such tuff blocks, each with a flattened front side, next to blocks of Tournai limestone. They seem to have served the construction of the wall. On one of the tuff blocks the remains of mortar are preserved; another had a burnt front side, an indication that there was a fire while the stone was still in position. Most likely the workshop burnt down together with the other constructions in this area, marked by the several fire layers at the end of this fort level. The intact, rectangular tuff block (c. 31 x 12 x 20 cm) recovered from the central posthole of Unit I (Addendum 3, 28: section 7/202+225) may have been a dug-up piece from the earlier Unit VI at this location belonging to fort level 3 and where several similar blocks were found (see before). As is evidenced at fort level 3, also at fort level 4 the timber-framing technique was combined with the use of tuff blocks in the wall construction.

Tile fragments are found in large quantities at this level: 1928 fragments are counted as tegulae fragments, 918 as part of imbrices. Several examples show remains of mortar joints, indicative for their fixation in the roof. The earliest lateres of the site belong to this level (143 fragments), next to a surprising number of 682 tubuli fragments. A closer look to the distribution of the latter, more specifically considering find contexts in which at least five fragments were recovered, no less than 63.5% of the tubuli appear to be incorporated in hearth levels, and thus as recycled material. The other 26.5% mainly belonged to debris and fire layers. Hence, the tubuli at this level were mainly re-used material, which illustrates well the culture of recycling at the fort precinct. It also emphasises the phenomenon of residuality at the site, to which most visibly the pottery testifies (see Chapter V.2).
II.4.6.2.c. Craft activities in the workshop area

The number of hearths and furnaces and their spatial organisation clearly point to craft activities within a large workshop complex. It is generally accepted that during the Principate, the craft activities at forts were usually carried out in large buildings, called *fabricae*, which could occupy whole building plots in the fort interior. In these *fabricae* repairs were made to gear and weaponry (see e.g. Reddé 2006a, 116). At quite a few forts along the German and Raetian Limes and in Britannia, no true *fabrica*-building was uncovered within the walls, but instead, as at Oudenburg, small workshops for metalworking activities. This was, for example, also the case at Housesteads (UK), where workshops of the early 3rd century AD were located in simple open-fronted sheds set into the ramparts at the north-east corner (Rushworth 2009, 65). Allason-Jones and Dungworth (1997) concluded from the evidence for bronze working at the forts of Hadrian’s Wall that, although it concerned the manufacture of military items on military sites, the bronze working occurred mostly on a small scale, by single persons. The overall picture there shows that the bronze working activities were performed with the most basic equipment and by using recycled scrap. In contrast, the number of workshops uncovered at the south-west corner of the Oudenburg fort and the several units that can be distinguished points to a rather large workshop area in which different bronze smiths were at work.

At the fort of Oudenburg, the open-air workshops and small roofed-over units appear to have served the same purpose as the aforementioned *fabricae*. Due to the noise and the fire hazard, the installation of a workshop area at this corner location, in the periphery of the fort, was a logical option. Wall-surround construction using turves was hence a logical non-flammable choice. The layout of the structures indicates that there was no *intervallum* road in this part of the fort; along the west side as well as along the south side the structures bordered the base of the earthen rampart. At the east of the excavation area, a north-south metalled road of which only local concentrations of Tournai limestone fragments were preserved, gave access to this workshop area; a parallel, additional north-south road or path presumably gave access to the central well.

Excavations in 2009 at the site Kapellestraat revealed that in the same period along the north-east side of the fort craft activities were located, with some hearths along the base of the earthen rampart (Vanhoutte et al. 2014, 184-189; see Addendum 20). At both sites, the north-east site and the south-west site, the hearths were surrounded by fire scorched layers and debris rich in metal finds. The large number of bronze and iron finds most probably represent end products, items meant for reparation and scrap metal intended for reworking.

That these workshop areas served for metalworking, is evidenced by the finds at the south-west site: the glazed fragments of burnt furnace walls with slag material and the pieces of planoconvex furnace bases found at this level and even more in the covering debris layers; the metal remains in the furnaces; the large block type anvil found in the central well OS 22926 (Plate CCLXVII (item IR.C01)); the many finds of production waste. The finds at Oudenburg yield indications for

---

165 A first overview of the workshops and bronze working at the Oudenburg site was published in Vanhoutte 2009a.  
166 For a list of these *castella*, see Graffs 1994, 42 and endnote 330.  
167 Only in the earliest phase a road level may have occurred along the southern earthen rampart (see before).
metalworking with copper alloy and iron. The large number of fine sandstone whetstones\(^{168}\) found at this level (35 of the in total 116 recovered whetstones from the site\(^{169}\)) may well have served in the metalworking activities for polishing the end products and for sharpening the tools.

The furnaces will have served the blacksmith(s) who worked with a solid metal as the metal had to be kept at red heat as it was worked. The hearths will have served the smiths working with other metals and which used the hearth not only to melt the metal prior to casting but also to anneal it during working since like sheet metals usually were cold-worked (Crummy 2011, 71).

**Bronze working**

It seems that several bronze\(^ {170}\) smiths were active in the workshops at the south-west fort corner. Furnace 1 was surrounded by fire layers full of copper alloy fragments and bronze remains in powdery form, and some copper alloy pieces were attached to the bottom of the stoke area of the furnace.

The large amount of items made out of copper alloy and iron that were found amidst the burnt remains of the southern workshop Unit V can (partly) be interpreted as scrap metal. The copper alloy drips and trails, visible on the X-ray photos of the finds\(^ {171}\), are clear indications that metal objects were cast in this workshop. Next to hearth 25, the presence of metal fillings demonstrates that the products were also finished in this workshop.

At the workshops along the western rampart, no droplets of copper alloy were observed. However, the furnaces will have played a central role in the melting of the copper alloy. The rest of the area may have been largely reserved for finishing the products, for welding and soldering; the different hearths probably served for annealing the semi-manufactured items in between hammerings. This may be confirmed by the concentrations of shells (mainly cockles, some mussels) found here and there on the surface level of the workshops along the western rampart. Some layers consisting almost entirely of cockles also filled in the large waste-pit in the corner (OS 4980) and the central well (OS 22926 (see Plate L)). These shells may have been used as antioxidant in the metalworking activities, to prevent the oxidation of the exterior during hammering (pers. comm. P. Degryse). At Unit I, the content of pit/depression OS 7949, comprising a lot of brooch production waste, definitely bears witness of the production of these simple one-piece sprung brooches on the spot (see below; Fig. 60). The different stages in the process represented by the items of the pit demonstrate that at least during the initial phase of this Unit I these items were welded and soldered here.

A small mould, although a disturbed find recovered from a post-Roman level, presumably adds extra information to the bronze working activities at the Oudenburg workshops (Fig. 59). This type of mould, shaped as a small semi-hemispherical recipient, was found in large numbers in a pit at

---

\(^{168}\) The whetstones of the Oudenburg site are studied by S. Reniere (Ghent University) as part of his PhD ‘Romancing the stone. On the provenance, use and socio-economics of stone artefacts in a stone-less landscape’ (forthcoming).

\(^{169}\) A large proportion of the 75 whetstones found in later levels may well have been finds disturbed from this workshop area.

\(^{170}\) The designation ‘bronze’ is used here as a general term for copper alloy, and not in the sense of the exact copper alloy composition.

\(^{171}\) As a result of their poor state of preservation, most finds of the burnt layer of Unit V were lifted in blocks of soil. The radiographic research of the metal finds was prepared by the team Archaeological Conservation at the Flanders Heritage Agency and was executed at Vinçotte (Vilvoorde).
Vertault in Burgundy (F), a Gallo-Roman site of the 1st and 2nd centuries where bronze founders and smiths gathered in shops and workshops (Picault 2006). The mould of Oudenburg is especially similar to the ones discovered at Augst (Picault 2006, 140: Fig. 8). Picault demonstrates that these ‘enveloppes de bronzage’ were used in a specialized technique for ‘bronzing’ iron objects. Since the specimen from Oudenburg was clearly not yet used, no traces were left of the bronze working.

The end of this fort level 4 is characterised by many fire layers, mostly rich in metal finds. Especially the fire layers on top of and surrounding Unit II were full of small copper alloy fragments, charred grains and coins. The main concentration of the latter extended over a surface of about 32 m² south of Furnace 1 and yielded up to 657 coins, mainly radiate copies (cf. Appendix 9), in combination with dense concentrations of charred grains. Since the copies represent varying sizes and since no evidence for mintage at the site could be found, it is likely that at least a large proportion of them represents a dispersed coin hoard or served as scrap for reworking. The high price of metal in Roman times prompted systematic collection and reuse of metals. Research into workshops at various castella in the provinces of Germania Superior, Germania Inferior and Britannia has proven that these were strongly dependent on the reuse of scrap metal (see Gralfs 1994, 44).

**Brooch production**

As for the bronze working, the production of brooches¹⁷² and bracelets is well-attested and evidenced by finds illustrating the different stages in the production process. Most of the brooch production waste was found along the western rampart, with a concentration in pit OS 7949 of Unit I (Fig. 60). The copper alloy assemblage of pit OS 7949 comprises 92 items: six almost complete one-piece sprung brooches with wire bow, thirteen fragments of this type of brooch, eight semi-manufactured products in the form of straight, untwisted brooches, three start (of production) forms of the semi-manufactured brooch, 54 waste products of the production of such brooches such as bows, stretched springs, warped and distorted fragments, fastening devices and rods, next to one fragment of a flat bracelet with stylised snakehead end (CA,B242), one simple annular buckle (CA,B001), three bell-shaped decorative nails, so-called lock-pins (CA,D006, D007, D012), two netting needles (CA,C07 and C11), one fragment of a weaving comb (CA,C24) and one base

¹⁷² The attested brooch production at the Oudenburg fort has been discussed in Vanhoutte 2009a.
fragment of a vessel (CA.D046)\textsuperscript{173}. The other objects beside the brooch products may indicate that occasionally other items were produced here – this is evidenced for the snakehead bracelets subtype Oudenburg 1 and 2 and likely for the netting needles (see further) –, although it cannot be ruled out that they served as scrap metal for reworking.

\textbf{Fig 60: Brooch production waste recovered from pit OS 7949 of Unit I.}

The start forms of the brooch semi-manufactures show very rudimentary rods on which the fastening device of the brooch has been slightly roughed out, with little to differentiate the future bow and pin. Further stages in the production process yielded fully beaten-out but still unwound brooches, next to fragmentary waste products. Only one type of brooch was made at Oudenburg: a simple type in one piece, made of a simple piece of wire, characterised by a bilateral four-coil spring, an internal chord and a rod bow, the so-called ‘simple one-piece sprung brooch’ (see Appendix 22). The production of this simple one-piece sprung brooch type – often considered as an early type in literature (see Appendix 22) – at the Oudenburg fort \textit{intra muros} confirms that this type continued to be made at least until that time. This level also yielded other brooch types, such as crossbow brooches, but there is no evidence to suggest that these too were locally produced\textsuperscript{174}.

The excavations at the south-west corner site of the fort recovered a curiously small number of crucibles; some small, distinct crucible fragments have been found in later contexts at the site and might be interpreted as residual finds. It is possible, as Söderberg suggests (Söderberg 2002, 257) that broken crucibles were reused as grog for making pottery or new crucibles, thus leaving few traces. No remains of moulds were encountered in or around the Oudenburg workshops. It seems unlikely that the metalworkers employed the lost-wax technique, in which the moulds were shattered; the start form for making these simple brooches, a rough rod, is too simple for this. Besides, an archaeometric analysis on a small sample of ‘bronze’ slag material has given additional

\textsuperscript{173} The numbers given in Vanhoutte 2009b should be considered as preliminary; the present numbers are the result of a further, thorough analysis of the items.

\textsuperscript{174} The crossbow brooches of the Oudenburg site were studied by V. Van Thienen (Van Thienen 2016; Van Thienen and Lycke 2017).
evidence not only of the treatment of bronze at the workshops of fort level 4 but also of bronze casting. The high concentration of tin in several samples makes the metal very suitable for forging and hammering. Some samples contained lead which confirms that bronze was not only forged but also cast since the addition of lead results in a significant reduction of the melting temperature (Plas 2016). These bronze casting activities may also (partly) explain the presence of several lead offcuts.

The absence of moulds and the simple basic form from which the brooch production process started, together with the absence of copper alloy drops or trails in this side of the workshop area may indicate that the starting rod was casted into sand or was clipped from an ingot and hammered further. Rough sand, mixed with a binding agent like clay or oil, would be pressed around a rod-shaped object. After careful removal of the latter, the molten copper alloy could be poured into the cavity. This technique can be used only for casting very simple forms (Furger 1989, 55). The burr on the side of one of the bases of a semi-finished brooch product of pit OS 7949 might prove that this technique with moulding sand was used (pers. comm. J. Van Cauter). This casting yielded only a very rudimentary semi-product, a small rod corresponding in volume to the end product. To manufacture the brooches for Oudenburg the start product was beaten (Guillaumet 1993, 5). By hammering, the wire of the pin and spring would be formed, and at the other end the bow and the foot. Then the spring was coiled and the pin sharpened. Every episode of cold beating was alternated with reheating, annealing the piece. Recrystallisation thus returned to the metal the elasticity that had been partially lost by the hammering (Guillaumet 1993, 10; for a more detailed explanation: see Chardron-Picault and Pernot 1999, 156-157). The various stages are clearly recognisable among the Oudenburg finds.

Metallographic analysis on a semi-manufactured brooch product has made apparent the remarkable high quality of the bronze working. Thin-sections showing an extremely small grain size demonstrate that the bronze smith(s) had an impressive expertise; the copper alloy with very high copper content and a very low tin proportion (4 to 5%) was forged and annealed many times and very precisely, resulting in a very small grain size (pers. comm. L. Linders). This indicates that the bronze working was not executed by ‘ordinary’ immunes, but that specialized persons (travelling blacksmiths?) with much expertise were (also) responsible.

**Bracelet production**

Not only brooches were made here. The south-west corner workshops also yielded proof of the production of bronze bracelets, with unbent individual examples and production waste as evidence. The bracelets are all of the type with stylized snakeshead terminals. The simple version (see *e.g.* CA.B237 and B238) as well as a refined version (CA.B/C251) were manufactured (Fig. 61). The aforementioned analysis with a mobile XRF device revealed that this local bracelet production distinguishes itself from the other bracelets by being in brass (copper with zinc), and in this case clearly employed for its golden colour. Although only a very limited selection of copper alloy items
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175 These are to be expected when the casting into sand was applied as suggested in Vanhoutte 2009a.
176 With thanks to L. De Vos for discussing these ideas.
177 These metallographic analyses were executed by L. Linders under the guidance of dr. D. Scott (UCLA, USA), expert in metallography of historic and archaeological materials.
178 This contradicts with the aforementioned results of the archæometric analysis on a small sample of ‘bronze’ slag material. Clearly several bronze working techniques were in play. Further research is needed to clarify these differences.
were examined, so far only the netting needles also yield a brass composition, indicating that they too were probably made locally in the forts’ workshops.

Fig 61: Two bracelet production waste products. Top: unbent bracelet, simple version; bottom: off-cut of bracelet, refined version.

Iron working

The metalworking at the south-west corner of the Oudenburg fort apparently was a mixed one; copper alloy as well as iron were processed. This can be concluded from the characteristics of the furnace base fragments, plus the amount of iron slag material found at this level and the composition of the assemblage of iron finds uncovered in large numbers within and around the workshops. A selection of iron slag lumps has been archaeometrically analysed. All iron slags represent forge slags, most of them being plano-convex bottom slags (PCB’s), the most common type of waste material resulting from forging activities. Further analysis of their geochemical composition and morphology revealed that the slag material from fort level 4 covers the three types of forge slags, the so-called SGD (Scorie Grise Dense), SAS (Scorie Argilo-Sableuse) as well as the iron-rich SFR (Scories Ferreuse Rouillées). SGD slags result from forging activities in which an iron object was produced out of cast iron or in which an iron object was forged into another. The SAS is a type of slag formed during welding. Most of the slags are the iron-rich so-called SFR’s, slags typically formed while welding together iron items or while repairing iron objects. The presence of the three types of forge slags points to the varied metallurgical activities at the workshops: iron objects were not only repaired here, but also newly produced.

Among the iron objects of fort level 4, several tools can be related to the metalworking at the workshops. Other tools are testimony to a diversity of crafts, like woodworking, carpentry, textile and leather working, and agricultural and agro-pastoral activities. Their multiple presence in the workshops together with the aforementioned analysis of the slag material suggests items were repaired here; at least some will have been made at these workshops. Other items may have been gathered as scrap metal for reworking. A combination of these options – repair, manufacture and scrap metal – will be the explanation for the greater part of the vast amount of copper alloy and iron finds at this zone of the site.

---

179 168 slag fragments are stratigraphically related to the workshops; 98.1% of the remaining slag material of the site belongs to later levels of which a large proportion may have been dug-up from level 4; this is certainly likely for the 393 specimens found in the covering layers of the workshop area and in mixed levels 4+5.

180 I would like to thank P. Degryse for the opportunity to make the analysis of a small selection of slag material from the Oudenburg site the subject of a bachelor thesis (Plas 2016). As such, I could retrieve a general idea of the character of the metallurgical activities. Obviously, a study in depth of a much larger sample of slag material in combination with an archaeometrical analysis of the semi-manufactures and end products is needed in order to be able to draw further conclusions.

181 At the time, iron could not yet be melted. The metal could only be made flexible for hammering and refashioning.
Lead working

Several finds indicate that lead was also worked in the south-west workshops: molten lead in the form of droplets, tendrils (amorphous and serpent-shaped ones), shattered molten lead, off-cuts and clips, distorted and folded sheet fragments (Fig. 62). From the Roman level, 84 such items were collected, all belonging to fort level 4 or later levels. At fort level 4, lead working scrap was found in the primary filling of the large waste-pit OS 4980, in the fillings of the well OS 22926, at Unit I in pit OS 7949 together with the brooch production waste, at Unit II stuck to hearth 9 - an amorphous, thick melt of lead of c. 7.0 cm by max. 3.5 cm –, and in the fire layer of Unit V.

Amidst the burnt debris of Unit V a large, folded, thick sheet of lead was recovered (Fig. 63), showing several cuts and likely to be a sheet from which smaller cuttings were clipped to process further. Isotopy analysis on this item has revealed the origin for the lead in the Ardenne-Eifel, a vast region covering the Central Meuse area and the Belgian and German Eifel Highlands, from which apparently the whole north of Gaul was supplied (Raepsaet et al. 2015, 82). All this production waste points to lead working, but there are no indications as to what end products were being fashioned. The lead may also have had its function as additive in alloys. Important additional information is the lead ingot with a weight of c. 20 kg found in the 1970 Trench I in the north-west corner of the fort (Mertens 1970).

---

182 Terminology based on Dubuis 2013, 41.
Cereal processing (nearby?)

This south-west corner of the fort must also have served a role in the final phase of the processing of cereals. Several fire layers in the area along the western rampart were extremely rich in charred cereals; they were mainly prominent around Furnace 1, in the large fire layer to the south of Furnace 1 and around Furnace 2, an area which was also characterised by many coin finds, and along the north side of Unit II. Concentrations of charred grains were equally situated amongst the bronze finds of workshop Unit V and along the charred beam at the west side of the construction, in the cellar pit of Unit VIII and in the covering fire layer of Unit IX. To gain insight into the spatial distribution and the differences in the composition of the botanical material, the different areas were sampled extensively. A selection of these samples was analysed by B. Cooremans\textsuperscript{183}.

The botanical macro finds were characterised by an exceptional conservation; the grains were only charred, not misshapen or burnt. They were probably not directly exposed to the fire, but rather covered by debris as a result of which they were able to char in less oxygen rich conditions by the heat of the surrounding fire. In general, the samples mainly consisted of charred cereals; chaff remains were rare. Spelt was abundantly present, with some barley and oats. The latter may well have been the oats occurring as ‘weeds’ on spelt and barley acres. In some samples, e.g. around Furnace 1, legumes and flax were present; weeds were only found in minor quantities\textsuperscript{184}. Amongst the legumes, remains of lentil, horsebean, pea and tare were found. Flax was in most cases a limited admixture.

At the north-west edge of the excavation area, in a fire layer to the north of Unit II, the situation differed remarkably. In these samples barley was almost as important as spelt and the remains of lentil and horsebean were limited. In contrast to the other areas, flax was present here in large quantities.

\textsuperscript{183} What follows is based on a selection of unpublished material of B. Cooremans, used with her approval.
\textsuperscript{184} The presence of the weeds can be explained by their occurrence on the fields and the difficulty to separate them from the cereals.
The species found here, were mainly intended for daily human consumption or use by the soldiers: cereals, legumes, flax. The latter was of major importance in the region in the Roman period (cf. Cooremans et al. 2002) and was employed in many applications: in nutrition, for its medicinal properties, and as plant fibre\textsuperscript{185}. Deprived of its chaff, the flax was ready for use. With the absence of chaff and the very low quantities of weeds, there are no indications for the processing of cereals. The cereals found here were clean and ready for consumption\textsuperscript{186}. The various samples seem to represent the remains of portions of cultivated plants ready for consumption.

The archaeobotanical finds of the central well (OS 22926) give a complementary view. Here, cultivated as well as wild plants were found: cereals, legumes, fruit, nuts, vegetables, herbs and oil- and fibre plants. The cereals are represented as charred and non-charred material, and in this context grains as well as chaff occurred, mainly from spelt and barley. Although they are only represented in low quantities, there are indications of the consumption of legumes, nuts, fruit and herbs. Walnut, coriander and maybe also sweet cherry are Roman introductions and are often found in military contexts. Some could be cultivated, others can be collected in the neighbourhood. Flax is also well represented here. The presence of the chaff remains and the field weeds in the well – waste products of the processing of the harvest (cf. Kooistra 1996) –, indicates that cereals were prepared for consumption in the vicinity of the well.

The spatial differentiation of cereals deprived of chaff at and in the vicinity of the workshops and the chaff remains in the well fillings may indicate that cereals were processed nearby, maybe just outside the excavation area, and that portions ready for consumption were stored in the workshop area. Also, the many quern fragments in closed contexts at this level point to the processing of cereals. This zone, with its various structures, may have served a purpose additional to metal-processing, namely as a general multi-purpose storage area, as perhaps also indicated by the presence of some of the tools, much like sheds, garages and workshops do today. At least twenty coprolites were found in and around the workshops, indicating the presence of dogs\textsuperscript{187} running around.

\textbf{II.4.6.2.d. Barracks in the northern sector of the fort}

Besides the rectangular stone building already discussed (Setion II.3.4), Mertens and his team also discovered several construction slots of soldiers’ barracks in the northern sector in 1977 (cf. Mertens 1978, 73) (Fig. 19 and 47). Mertens mentioned that ‘a slight shift in the arrangement of the buildings and also a steady raising of the running surface point to changes in the plan of the successive \textit{castella’}, indicating already that the different structures can be attributed to different fort levels. A revision of the field drawings now reveals that at least part of them can be assigned undoubtedly to fort level 4. They were more or less north-south oriented and according to Mertens there were some vague indications that they were equipped with covered galleries along the fronts (Mertens 1978, 73).

\textsuperscript{185} There is no hard evidence that flax was processed for its oil. The fragmentation of the flax grains is sometimes used as indication, but this can occur as a result of many causes (pers. comm. B. Cooremans).

\textsuperscript{186} It is generally accepted that cereals such as spelt and barley were stored in their chaff to limit the decay as much as possible. Systematically, small portions were cleaned for consumption (Reynolds 1974).

\textsuperscript{187} It is the high proportion of chalc, typical for dogs, that makes these coprolites preserve in these conditions, in contrast with the excrements of cats (pers. comm. A. Ervynck).
II.4.6.2.e. The end of fort period 4

At the south-west corner site, the top of fort level 4 was marked by a fire layer over more or less the whole area and in many features a fire layer was preserved as subsidence layer. Also in the northern area of the fort significant fire layers were noticed during the excavation campaign of 1977. They could be dated at the end of the 3rd century (Mertens 1978, 76)\(^{188}\). The south-west workshop area was of course a zone with a high fire risk where an accident may have caused the fire. The presence of fire layers at the end of this fort level in the northern part of the fort call into question whether this fire was not rather a large-scale phenomenon representing the end of this fort occupation. A close study of the stratified evidence at the south-west corner site yields more insight.

Units IV, V, VII and VIII were clearly sealed through fire; Units I and II were covered by fire and demolition layers. At Unit VIII the fire layer (cf. Fig. 56) does not represent the final layer of fort level 4, since this area was partly covered by a later burnt level (Fig. 64: 1). The latter consisted of a large level of clear sand, burnt and extending over a large area of the northern half of the excavation area\(^{189}\). This sand level, up to c. 30 cm thick\(^{190}\) and clearly the result of a lot of manpower\(^{191}\), covered the occupation surface which was heavily burnt. The sand level itself shows a reversed profile\(^{192}\): the bottom of this layer was burnt to black; on top, the sand was (dark)yellow with whitish and dark brown spots, clearly the result of heavy heating from underneath\(^{193}\). This burning pattern seems to indicate that the sand was heated as it was employed in dowsing endeavours by throwing it on a burning or still smouldering surface. The central well (OS 22926) was already abandoned for its water supply function, since the burnt sand level covers a thick level of waste fillings (cf. Plate L). The stratified evidence from trench profile 2.2 (see layer 111) (Plate XVI) shows that in this area part of the occupation surface of level 4 was dug away before the sand level was thrown on the precinct. The sand turf clearly visible within the burnt level on trench profile 2.2 comes from the adjacent turf level (Fig. 65) and demonstrates that soil was moved and shoveled together with the sand level. It also evidences that parts of the original occupation sequence were no longer preserved. On top of the burnt sand level no features could be traced.

\(^{188}\) According to Mertens numerous fire and debris layers were attested all over the northern sector at the end of this fort level representing turbulent times reaching into the beginning of the 4th century (Mertens 1987, 85; Mertens and Crabbé 1987, 16).

\(^{189}\) This burnt sand level surrounded the well OS 22926 at its north side over an area of c. 17 by 10.5 m (identified as layer 111 on trench profile 2.2 (Plate XVI); after its abandonment the well was filled in with this burnt level. More to the west, an area of c. 10.0 by 5.0 m was equally covered by such a layer (trench profiles 7.1 and 7.2: layer 111 (Plate XVIII). This level has also been recognised on the north side of trench profile 1.1 as layer 71 (Plate XIV).

\(^{190}\) See trench profile 2.2 layer 111 (Plate XVI) and trench profile 1.1 layer 71 (Plate XIV).

\(^{191}\) With an average thickness of c. 20 to 30 cm, a volume of almost 200 to more than 280 m\(^3\) can be calculated for its preserved state.

\(^{192}\) Confirmed by R. Langohr.

\(^{193}\) Resembling the heated soil underneath a hearth.
Although more or less the entire fort level 4 was marked by a fire layer and in many features a fire layer was preserved as subsidence layer, four burnt areas were more prominent and were entirely preserved (without later disturbances). Their visualisation on this map helps to understand the text. 1: burnt sand level; 2. the fire layer of Unit V; 3. the fire layer of Unit IV; 4. burnt sand level.

To the west, along the western rampart, a similar burnt layer covers a burnt occupation surface yielding in situ concentrations of pottery sherds, coins and charred grains (Fig. 64: 4). The sealing off of the burnt surface with sand extinguished the fire and at the same time enabled a good preservation of charred remains. The eastern alignment of the burnt layer – layer 111 at trench profile 7.1 and 7.2 (Plate XVIII) – shows that here as well part of the occupation surface was first dug away. At the east side it is clearly readable that this burnt sand level was immediately covered by a demolition level (layer 114 (Plate XVIII)). The latter contained a lot of small debris and was characterised by a large amount of radiate copies, copper alloy fragments and charred cereals. It is this layer which marks the end of fort level 4. As can be seen on trench profiles 7.1 and 7.2, more to the west, which is at the base of the earthen rampart, a separate demolition layer does not occur, but the burnt sand level is here more compacted and mixed with demolition debris194.

194 Cf. Addendum 10/11: key context OS 7957/7971.
Two elements support the idea that the fire at the end of fort level 4 was very heavy and very significant for the evolution of the fort. Several pottery sherds recovered from the fire layers (not only near the hearths) show traces of a long exposure to the fire. The degree and duration of the fire was so high that the texture of the fabric and the form of several ceramic sherds changed, resembling the pottery remains found as cremation grave goods. Moreover, the presence of several secondary molten glass items at this level is signifying evidence for a fierce enduring fire (see Appendix 25, Section 6). A fire in a fire-risk area such as the workshops would normally be quickly extinguished by the army unit as such events would be anticipated and prepared for. In this case the fire seems to have been raging on. It is mainly the second argument, namely the presence of the huge amount of metal finds found scattered over this level and left behind, that is very significant. In a region where the resources for iron and bronze are not at hand, metal was a precious material, commonly reworked. The huge amount of iron and bronze finds abandoned and not recovered later on may indicate that the army unit was caught by surprise by invaders who were responsible for the fire. Moreover, within the well OS 22926, the transition between the waste fillings and the burnt sand level comprised an enormous iron anvil (Plate CCLXVII (item IR.C01)). This anvil of the block type, weighing 63.0 kg, represented a major investment of iron, not only in terms of the amount of material and its value but also in terms of work by the smith\textsuperscript{195}. Its find location in the well at the top of the waste fillings implies that this object was not discarded in a ‘concealing’ activity or as a votive or ‘termination rite’ deposit. It is more likely that the anvil was thrown into the abandoned well since it was too heavy to transport quickly and to avoid the wrong hands getting hold of such a large block of iron which represented a very high value.

The already mentioned presence of fire layers in the northern part of the fort uncovered during the 1977 campaign and, based on the data of Mertens, also related to the end of this fort level 4, seem to indicate that the fire was a large-scale, general phenomenon at least over a large part of the Oudenburg fort. The fact that the fire layers were covered at the south-west corner site by a large level of, specifically for this purpose foreseen, clean sand in which the burning process still went

\textsuperscript{195} P. Degryse examined the piece and concluded that this anvil, containing such a huge amount of iron, has been the product of a labour-intensive process of compaction.
on, implies that the army unit could throw the sand on the burnt surface during the fire or at least shortly after the fire ended. Should this be interpreted as an attempt by the army unit to ‘save’ the fort? Anyhow, this level was immediately followed by a demolition level. In combination with the evidence that the fire affected large parts of the fort and with the conclusions from the iron finds – especially from the thrown away anvil – it seems most likely that an invasion, which caused the fire, eventually, despite the presumed ‘rescue attempt’, led to the abandonment of the fort.

II.4.7. Fort level 5: baths, and eventually animal compounds, at the southwestern corner

II.4.7.1. The renewed stone fort defence

With the reactivation of the fort, the structure of the defensive wall with round gate towers and round corner towers was maintained, but at the north side the stone wall was refaced and reinforced with projecting intermediate bastions (Fig. 66) (cf. Chapter II, Section II.3.5). The defensive ditch system may have been partly re-dug as the research at the north-east corner site (site Jacali (ET17)) confirmed that there was a doubling of the inner defensive ditch at some point (Fig. 19). An intertidal landscape seems to have closed in on the north side of the fort as a consequence of the increasing marine influence in the 4th century. The army presumably took advantage of the situation; it is very likely that the course of the nearby natural waterway was channelled to reach the fort. At the south-west corner site a transverse gully to the west of the defensive wall most likely belonged to this level (cf. Addendum 3, 39). It was flanked by two posts (maybe to hold a wooden gutter?), presumably of the same period, and probably served the draining of the stone wall to the ditch.

The earthen rampart at the inside of the defensive wall was narrowed (max 7.6 m), extending to c. 11.2 m to the south due to the vicinity of the south-west corner tower. Some postholes mark the base of the rampart (a), possibly the last remains of a wooden rampart structure.
II.4.7.2. A bath house at the south-west corner of the fort (fort level 5A)

The fort interior was levelled and raised before it was rebuilt (Plate XXXV\textsuperscript{196}). From the shift in graveyards (see Chapter IV.3), it can be deduced that this renovation was performed by new troops. At the south-west corner site the making-up of the area was partly done by the

\textsuperscript{196} All letters and numbers in the following section indicating features or structures, refer to this plate.
accumulation of a yellow almost sterile sand level: a large area along the base of the western earthen rampart\(^{197}\) and the burnt debris of workshop Unit IV\(^ {198}\) were clearly covered by it.

In the renewed *castellum* the south-west corner was dominated by a stone building, situated along a metalled *intervallum* road, which was eventually cut by a large basin. Long fences, a simple timber building and a ‘double well’ are also attributed to this fort level 5 (Plate XXXV).

Two main elements point to the identification of the building as a bath house: the hypocaust system occurring in at least two successive spaces (b) and the presence of a large praefurnium (c) (Fig. 67). Due to the use of the site as a stone quarry during the Middle Ages, these were the only two in situ structures preserved: the remains of the hypocaust floor and two parallel walls with floor level in between at the north side of the complex and identified as a large part of the *praefurnium*. The main preserved part of the hypocaust floor extended over an area of at a maximum c. 7.8 m by 3.5 m wide, but a preserved strip at the north-east side and one at the south-west corner indicate that the building was at a minimum 6.8 m wide. All walls and outer parts of the building, the original floor level as well as the hypocaust structure on top of the base floor were hacked out in later times. The preserved walls of the *praefurnium*, just outside the medieval excavation, were still standing over a maximum length of 1.65 with a preserved height up to 46 cm, and were built mainly out of tegulae and parts of lateres, some imbrex fragments and some Tournai limestone blocks with clay as fixation element. These walls, with the eastern one sunken in 20 cm deeper due to subsidence, form a channel 1.95 m wide (outside measurement) with a passage width of 0.9 m; the channel was originally probably not much longer (cf. Addendum 3, 40). While the north ends of the walls come to a clear terminal point, the floor level continued to the south towards the hypocaust floor. The exterior of the walls showed a clean facing, the interior was not so well-cared for and was clearly burnt. The thick compact loamy sand floor level in-between the walls, on top of a level of mortar and building material fragments here and there, was severely burnt and hardened by the use of the fire channel.

The hypocaust floor in *opus signinum* technique with an average thickness of 10 cm (in places up to 18 cm) still shows the draught-board pattern of the square bases of the *pilae* (18-19 x 18-21 cm) (Fig. 67). The bottom remains of a transverse wall were preserved as well. The wall had openings, so the hot air could circulate to the next space. Based on the contours of the medieval extraction trenches, the layout of the bath house can be hypothetically reconstructed; a linear design (the so-called ‘row’-type) can be suggested with a maximum width of c. 6.5 to 8.5 m and a minimal length of c. 16 m, presumably still extending to the east outside the excavation area. According to the study by Nielsen, this bath house can be classified as a rather small military bath (see Nielsen 1993, 77). The small, simplified version of the bath house, however without fixed layout, seems to be the norm for late Roman fort baths in the Channel region\(^ {199}\), often displaying only a *caldarium* and a *frigidarium*. At Oudenburg, the presence of a *tepidarium* seems certain. Although it is unknown how the bath house extended further outside the excavation area, it is possible to situate the *caldarium*, *tepidarium* and *frigidarium* based on the location of the fire

---

\(^{197}\) See trench profile 7.1 and 7.2: layer 126 (Plate XVIII).

\(^{198}\) See trench profile 2.2: layer 41 (Plate XVI, south side of the trench profile). On top of Unit IV this layer was significantly thicker.

\(^{199}\) Cf. Reculver: 12 x 7 m; Richborough: 11 x 7 m; Lympne: 15 x 9 m (Philp 2005, 222).
channel and the central partition of the preserved part of the floor, with the *caldarium* connected to the fire channel.

![Image](image.png)

**Fig 67:** The preserved remains of the fort level 5 bath house. a: the remains of the hypocaust floor of level 5 with, in the background at the right side, the still partly covered *praefurnium*. View to the north-west; b: the preserved hypocaust floor, with the draught-board pattern of the square bases of the *pilae* and the remains of a transverse wall. View to the east; c: detail of the hypocaust floor with the remains of the transverse wall. View to the north; d: the remains of the *praefurnium*. View to the north-north-west.

The fact that the bath house did not have a lowered hypocaust system seems to be related to the heavy foundation on which the building was standing. Exploring the surrounding robber trenches in depth brought to light the fact that the bath house was built on top of a very solid, enormous foundation platform more than 1 m thick, consisting of Tournai limestone fragments and mortar\(^\text{200}\) (Fig. 68). While the defensive wall was built immediately on top of the sandy soil, without extra foundations, the bath building apparently needed major stability measures. One of the sections on the robber trench at the north side showed the start of a deep structure extending further down underneath the foundation (Fig. 69). It is likely that the area was too ‘damaged’ by earlier

\(^{200}\) Since all sides of the hypocaust floor were investigated and this foundation was uncovered along the whole perimeter, it can be concluded that the entire hypocaust floor was based on this level.
substantial digging activity, which made it necessary to take such labour-intensive measures by establishing a very solid support to build the bath building on top to prevent risks to the stability.

Fig 68: To the left: view on the hypocaust floor with the foundation of mortar and stones underneath, after removing the medieval robber trench at the north side. Centre: the hypocaust floor shown to be completely based on a mortar-stone platform. View to the east. To the right: the remains of the largely broken out foundation at the south side of the hypocaust floor, with the edge of the preserved hypocaust level at the right side. Section through the robber trench in the background. View to the west.

Fig 69: South-north section on the robber trench bordering the hypocaust level of the bath house. 1: homogeneous dark brown to grey clayish sand, so-called ‘dark earth’; 2 and 3: debris layer full of crushed mortar (white and hydraulic) and shattered ceramic building material, clearly demolition debris of the bath house; 4: greyish sand, infill of a structure extending further down underneath the foundation of the hypocaust floor; 5, 8, 9, 10: infills of pit OS 80925 of fort level 3; 6: hypocaust floor; 7: foundation consisting of mortar and stones; 11: cultivated soil pre-dating the first fort level; 12: the natural sand.

The bath house had been thoroughly demolished: all the walls and floors have been removed during the Middle Ages. Investigation of the robber trenches, containing high medieval ceramics, points to the demolition or the last demolition phase in the 11th-12th centuries. Since the medieval robber

201 Unfortunately, there was no possibility to investigate the situation underneath the hypocaust floor. At the end of the excavation campaign, plans were made by the City of Oudenburg to integrate the in situ substantial remains of the bath house floor into the newly built supermarket in a subterranean construction; therefore the hypocaust floor was left intact. These plans however never came to execution.
trenches reached the bottom of the foundation and never went deeper, it seems obvious that this digging aimed for the recovery of building material.

Not much is left of the bath house, but building material collected from the demolition trenches and from demolition and debris layers, do give a fragmentary idea of the bath house architecture: tubuli from the wall heating system, lateres from the hypocaust structure, tegulae, plaster fragments with hydraulic mortar and with the remains of wall paintings, calcareous sediments of the baths themselves with attached hydraulic mortar, fragments of opus signinum (Fig. 70).

![Fig 70: Large floor block in opus signinum collected from the demolition layers of the bath house. The calcareous sediment on top indicates that this floor was in direct contact with water; this fragment may have originated from the bottom of the baths.](image)

A contextual analysis of the tubuli (or box-tiles) recovered from fort level 5 demonstrates that they all belong to find contexts of fort level 5B, dated later than the bath house. Hence, it is likely that they represent the demolition of that building; at the same time it confirms our assumption that the baths were no longer in use during fort period 5B (see further). Also of the large amount of tubuli found in the post-Roman levels, especially at the transition at the top of the Roman level, it can be assumed they have belonged to the baths, in particular since many of them are large fragments to complete examples (Fig. 71). The different sizes shown by the measurable tubuli probably point to their use in different walls of the bath house, and most likely different spaces. Or they may indicate that profound renovations took place at some point during the life of the baths; renovations can be deduced from the succession of plaster layers (see further). Many tubuli fragments show mortar remains, evidence that they belonged to the walls of the hypocausted rooms.
**Fig 71:** Three of the *tubuli* recovered from the post-Roman level in connection to the robber trenches of the bath house and most likely originating from this building. They demonstrate different sizes and scoring or combing patterns to give the superimposed plaster a better grip.

*Lateres* from demolition layers and later levels – some of them were re-used in medieval hearths (cf. Fig. 72) – possibly all originate from the hypocaust construction. Different sizes were recognised, but mainly the small size of 20 by 20 cm was present at the site; these *lateres* were likely the main elements of the hypocaust *pilae*. The presence of one round *later* in the CBM assemblage testifies of a renovation of the hypocaust structure or of a mixed use of square and round tiles (Fig. 72, to the right) (see Degbomont 1984, 99-101 for the several known types of combinations). A *tegula* from a later level showing the burnt negative mark of a round *later* confirms this (Fig. 72, to the right); this specimen apparently served as the basis for one of the hypocaust *pilae*.

**Fig 72:** To the left: square *lateres*, presumably originating from the hypocaust of the bath house and re-used in a medieval hearth uncovered in the dark earth level at the south-west corner site (see Plate XIX: C). To the right: round *later* left in the demolition layers of the bath house and imprint of a round *later* on the backside of a *tegula*.

*Tegulae* from the bath house roof, typically smaller 4th-century roof tiles (see e.g. Ward 1999, 14), were probably the ones found recuperated in a presumed late Carolingian fireplace (Fig. 73).
Fig 73: Fourth-century tegulae re-used in a presumed late Carolingian hearth uncovered in the dark earth level at the south-west corner site, near the location of the earlier bath house (see Plate XIX: F).

Several large, rectangular shaped volcanic tuff blocks, often with mortar remains, were recovered from the later fillings of the robber trenches of the bath house. One can assume that the walls of the bath house were constructed with such blocks. Still, as it is evidenced that such volcanic tuff blocks were already in use as building material in fort levels 3 and 4, an interpretation as it concerns dug-up material from these earlier levels, would not be unlogic. However, the find of a sculpted, corner piece of an architectural element in volcanic tuff, right on top of the preserved hypocaust floor is an ‘argument pro’ for a construction of the bath house, whether or not completely, with volcanic tuff (Fig. 74). The corner fragment possibly represents the base of a pillar. A decisive argument is offered to us by the 11th-century Tractatus de Ecclesia Sancti Petri Aldenburgensis in which a clergyman describes the ruins from the Oudenburg fort. He mentions that ‘the inner buildings were constructed in a light stone, not too hard, from the region of Cologne’202 (Meijns 1994). This description can easily be connected with the volcanic tuff from the Eifel. One can conclude that much of the inner building of fort period 5A was probably constructed with this volcanic tuff.

Fig 74: Sculpted corner block in volcanic tuff, probably the base of a pillar and most likely originating from the bath house.

The laminated calcareous sediments - so-called calcareous sinter or calc-sinter203 - recovered from demolition layers, are assigned to the baths based on the attachment of hydraulic mortar and on their shape. One fragment shows a corner piece, another represents a kind of a plinth (Fig. 75).

---

202 Translated into English from the Dutch translation by Meijns (1994).
203 The high proportion of chalk is confirmed by R. Dreesen and through testing with HCL.
Calc-sinter originates from the sedimentation of calcareous water. Since this sedimentation took place in the baths themselves, which furthermore points to a long use, and since calcareous water is not at hand naturally on the site, it can be assumed that water was supplied from calcareous tertiary soils. The presence of glauconite in the calc-sinter of Oudenburg and a study of the soil maps of the region have convinced Dreesen of a supply from Torhout, to the south of Oudenburg, where iron, chalk and glauconite are present in the Lede Formation and the Paniselien (pers. comm. R. Dreesen). This implies that water was supplied to the 4th-century fort by an aqueduct\textsuperscript{204}.

The bath house interior was furnished with wall paintings. The plaster fragments that can be related to the bath house reveal two layers, demonstrating two different mortars, and with varying painting patterns (however impossible to identify), pointing to a renovation of the interior of the bath house. There is also evidence for marble decoration in the interior. Three fragments of panels or decorative plates were recovered on top of the Roman level, close to the bath house, amongst other demolition debris from the baths. The fragments show three different ‘marbles’: green porphyry originating from Greece (Fig. 76: 1), \textit{cipollino verde} from Euboia (Central Greece) (Fig. 76: 2) and so-called ‘Belgian red marble’ known between Samber and Meuse (East of Belgium) (Fig. 76: 3)\textsuperscript{205}. The marble \textit{Venus pudica} statuette, found to the north of the bath house in a later pit of fort level 5, most likely adorned a niche in the baths (Fig. 76 to the right). All these elements point to the richly decorated interior the baths must have had.

\textsuperscript{204} With thanks to R. Dreesen and W. De Clercq for their input on this subject. Thin section analysis, organised by R. Dreesen, on samples of the calc-sinter is on-going and will enable us to retrieve answers concerning the origin of the supplied water.

\textsuperscript{205} With thanks to R. Dreesen for the identification.
Fig 76: To the left: three ‘marble’ fragments of panels or decorative plates which can be attributed to the inner decoration of the bath house: 1. Greek green porphyry; 2. Greek cipollino verde; 3. so-called ‘Belgian red marble’. To the right: the marble Venus pudica statuette.

Moreover, to the activities in the baths some cosmetic plates can be related (cf. Appendix 28, Section 3). Two remarkable pieces were found in and on top of the demolition layers of the bath house. They are both made in porphyry, one in porfido nero, one in porfido rosso. This material originates from the Montes porphyrites in Egypt (cf. Corse Collection of Decoration Stones). Blocks of these stones were shipped to Rome, where it was used in e.g. opus sectile. Leftovers were processed into small items, such as cosmetic plates, and further distributed (identification and pers. comm. P. Degryse). Two fragments of other cosmetic plates, both made in Tournai limestone, found at the same level elsewhere at the south-west corner site, may possibly be related as well to the activities in the baths.

The stratified evidence shows that the demolition or final demolition of the bath house took place after the so-called dark earth had covered the Roman site (cf. trench profile 2.7: Plate XV; Appendix 4). Obviously, the ruins were still visible at that time, sticking out above the dark earth accumulation. As already mentioned, at least the final phase of demolition took place in the 11th – 12th centuries. Since the ruins of the bath complex were presumably still visible until the High Middle Ages allowing medieval diggers to recover building material, this bath building was obviously still (partly?) standing until the end of the fort occupation at Oudenburg.

Since the hypocaust floor is situated on the same level as the floor of the praefurnium and of the surrounding soil features, the actual baths were positioned on a raised level accessible by stairs. The difference in altitude was limited to the building itself, considering the preserved construction slots to the west of the hypocaust floor. The curving feature (d), preserved to a maximum depth of 13 cm, most likely represents the last remains of a drainage gully. The narrow trench extends to the south of the bath house where similar shallow features (e) occurred. Since they were covered

\[206\] This can be deduced since the hypocaust floor is the floor of an underground heated room.
by the remains of the metalled *intervallum* road (f), they must have been underground gullies, possibly for draining, related to the construction phase of the bath house.

A north-south construction slot and a west-eastern one to the west of the hypocaust floor are related to the bath house, based on their position and orientation. The north-south slot (g) was only preserved to a very shallow extent to a maximum depth of 14 cm; the sections of the west-east construction (h), preserved up to a maximum of 48 cm deep, indicate original beams were dug away for re-use (Addendum 3, 41). The absence of clear postholes to arch over the space and the location away from the *frigidarium* make an identification as the walls of a wooden *apoditerium* not plausible. It is more likely that these fences closed off a garden or small exercise court. The construction slots uncovered in the north-west of the excavation area (i) display the exact same orientation as these presumed fences to the west of the bath house. The remains of the north-west structure, extending further north of the excavation area, are however too limited to identify the structure (cf. Addendum 3, 42).

Covering the presumed drainage gullies, a well-defined hardened level, a strip c. 6 m wide, here and there dug away, was uncovered, consisting mainly of building and other debris (resulting in a lot of residual material), such as Tournai limestone fragments, boulders, fieldstone pieces, ceramic building fragments, quern pieces and animal bones (f) (Fig. 77). This road level was sectioned by trench profile 4.9; there, a layer of small fieldstone fragments *in situ* (Plate XVII: layer 145a (at the south side of the profile, and see detail to the right) indicates that the strip uncovered in trench 8 is the last remains of a partly broken out *intervallum* road with metalling. This *via sagularis* bordered the bath house and was situated in-between the latter and the earthen rampart. Such a poor road pavement quality seems to have been a trend in late Roman forts, as this has been recognised by Collins as a typical characteristic for the 4th-and 5th-century forts at Hadrian’s Wall (cf. Collins 2012, 76).

A mortar and loam gravel level (j), locally preserved to the west and north-west of the bath building and bordering the construction slot of the north-south fence (g), is probably the remnant of the original running surface contemporary with the bath complex.
II.4.7.3. The bath house in late Roman forts

From the Flavian period onwards, bathing appears to have become an essential part of the military daily life (Haynes 2013, 171-174). While at mid-Roman forts the bath house is in most cases situated *extra muros*, the presence of an intramural bath house is not an exceptional phenomenon for the late(r) Roman period. Baths were a standard feature at fortresses, from the time that military bases were built in stone, this is after mid-1st century AD. At auxiliary forts or *castella* however, baths appear only from the later 1st century AD onwards but remain rare *intra muros* (Bidwell 1997, 78; Reddé 2006, 123). According to Bidwell this difference between fortresses and forts was related to the changing cultural background of the auxiliaries. In the earlier 1st century these men were recruited or pressed into service from newly conquered people. Only later generations were totally accustomed to a Roman style of living with bathing as essential part of daily routine. By the time that bath houses were introduced for auxiliaries, the plans of these forts were already standardised, with no space left for the bath building, resulting according to Bidwell in an allotment outside the fort walls (Bidwell 1997, 79). Although not much can be said about the chronology of the presumed bath house found underneath the graves of the late Roman military graveyard A c. 400 m to the west of the Oudenburg fort (cf. Chapter I, Section I.4.2; Fig. 8), it supposedly served as military baths for the units of the late 2nd- and/or 3rd-century fort.

Unlike in the High Empire, the bath accommodations of the late Roman period were often erected inside the fort walls. Welsby related this to the generating of more space within the fort’s walls as a result of the reduction of garrison size (Welsby 1982, 25). The late Roman Saxon Shore forts in southern Britain, the counterparts of the 4th century fort at Oudenburg, witness, when evidence is at hand, of a bath house *intra muros* (Fig. 78). The forts of Richborough (see e.g. Bushe-Fox 1933, 26; Cunliffe 1968; Maxfield 1989, 144; Pearson 2002b, 143, 145; Wilmott 2012, 15), Lympne (Cunliffe 1980, 257; Maxfield 1989, 154; Pearson 2002b, 143, 145) and Reculver (Maxfield 1989, 139; Pearson 2002b, 141; Wilmott 2012, 20-23) equally yielded small bath suites within the fort perimeter. At Portchester little is known of the interior building but *tegulae, imbrices*, as well as hypocaust and box flue tiles were present in significant quantities, suggesting not only structures with tiled roofs, but at least one which had a heating system (Cunliffe 1975, 71-72). At Dover, the 2nd-century bath house, built outside the *Classis Britannica* fort, was reused within the Saxon Shore fort (Pearson 2002b, 146). Also in Gaul, examples are known of late Roman forts with a bath house within the fort walls, like at Haus Bürgel (G.), Zurzach (S.), Liberchies II (B.) and Furfooz (B.) (Brulet 2006d, 179)\(^\text{207}\).

\(^{207}\) These military baths all show a reduced version in design.
II.4.7.4. The ‘double’ well (OS 2562): insights into the further chronology of fort level 5

The so-called ‘double’, two-phased wooden well of fort level 5 (k), excavated in the north of the excavation area of the south-west corner site, is the key context for this period and provides insight into the chronology of the features (Fig. 79-80; Plate LII-LIII). A construction shaft with an average diameter of c. 5.5 m contained a well with a double framework, perfectly preserved up to a height of 1.7 m. The outer well structure consisted of a framework of c. 3 by 3 m, surrounding an inner well measuring c. 1.4 m on each of its four sides. Dendrochronological dating of the beams from the outer framework yielded a felling date of c. AD 266; however, these timbers with intentionally made holes, with a regular inner spacing, were clearly re-used construction beams and must have belonged originally to earlier structures. At the internal base of the outer framework, a wooden frame was laid as a construction element in the building process or for clearing out the pit during its use (Plate LII-LIII; Fig. 79e). The felling date of the boards of this frame could be dendrochronologically dated between AD 319 and 329. The felling date of AD 379-380 for boards of the inner framework sets a terminus post quem for the construction of the inner well and testifies to the renewed use of this water structure. It also establishes the commencement of the very last occupation phase of the Oudenburg fort. The dendrochronological analyses prove that this is a reactivated well. The dimensions of the original outer structure suggest that it was not only a well but also a tank for rain water. It functioned in the second quarter of the 4th century and possibly later. At some point the structure was renewed with the construction of an inner well after AD 379-380 (cf. Vanhoutte et al. 2009b).

---

This double well was already described in length in Vanhoutte et al. 2009a and has been fully published in detail (Vanhoutte et al. 2009b; see Addendum 19). Parts of the latter article have been incorporated in this chapter.

Dendrochronological research by K. Haneca.
Fig 79: The 'double well' OS 2562 of fort level 5 during excavation: a. the top of the preserved wooden frameworks, view to the north-east/east; b. the outer framework partly exposed, view to the north/north-east; c. the outer framework partly dismantled, view to the north/north-east on the upper part of the inner framework, spread with clay; d. the lower part of the outer framework and the top of the inner framework, view to the north-east/east; e. the wooden frame on the bottom of the double well after dismantling the west side of the outer framework, view to the north-east/east; f. the exposed inner framework after dismantling the west side of the wooden frame, view to the north-east/east.

The lowest part of the space between both wooden frameworks revealed a sequence of pure clay, sand and moss layers, with the well-preserved layers of moss fastened in between the joints of the boards of the inner well (Plate LII). Clearly this sequence was intentionally laid. Underneath this sequence an organic layer may have been the original filling of the outer well. At the bottom of the inner well, only a silty layer approximately 5 cm thick can be associated with its actual use, indicating that the well was carefully maintained. A skull of a brown bear was found at the bottom of the well (see also Vanhoutte and Ervynck 2011). Together with other peculiar finds such as a human femur and skeletons or parts of two non-consumed pigs, two dogs, a juvenile roe, a sheep and a cat, besides isolated skull material, this find quite possibly represents a ritual deposition associated with the abandonment of the well (cf. Clarke 1997; 2000). The well was then filled with a refuse layer characterised by a large number of animal bones, leather shoes, wood fragments and shells, illustrating its employment as a rubbish pit after the abandonment of the well. Immediately after this, a large amount of bone was dumped in the well and the well was later covered by debris layers full of stone and mortar fragments (cf. Vanhoutte et al. 2009b).
The thick clay level on the bottom of the shaft between both frameworks and the clay on the outside of the inner well indicate that water coming from the sides had to be stopped, although the well itself was open at the bottom. The use of moss must have had a specific function in the construction that seems to be linked with a filtering system. The mineralogical analysis of yellow crusts on the clay from the shaft in between both frameworks suggests this as well. The attested yarosite mineral deposit on the clay could only come into existence by an abundance of iron and sulphur, known indicators for mining or metalworking activities. Since the preceding fort level testified of a very active metalworking at the workshops in that period, it is likely that this has had a significant influence on the ground water quality. It appears that this negative effect was acknowledged by the army unit in the 4th century. The specific sequence of alternating sand, clay and moss layers must have served as a filter to improve the quality of the water - rain water that was influenced by the occupation layers - that infiltrated the pit from the sides. The water coming from underneath was accepted as being clear and drinkable or suitable for the activities in this part of the fort (cf. Vanhoutte et al. 2009b).

From the study of the seeds, the pollen and the animal bones, it is clear that the sediments which filled up the well after its abandonment came from heavily polluted areas, ranging from organic material enriched surfaces to fresh heaps of rubbish, dung and garbage on which nitrophilous pioneer and ruderal plant species grew. Within the rubbish deposits, black rat, house mouse, black vulture and raven remains were present: animals living on offal and carrion. The results of the scientific research suggest that after AD 379/380 this area was occupied by animals grazing outside the fort or fed with hay from outside the fort, and stabled in this fort area.

\[210\] Analysis by P. Degryse.
\[211\] Study by J. Bastiaens.
\[212\] Study by K. Deforce.
\[213\] Study by A. Ervynck and A. Lentacker.
II.4.7.5. The end of the Oudenburg bath house: animals on compounds take over the south-west corner (fort level 5B)

The conclusions drawn from the scientific research from the double well are not compatible with the vicinity of a bath house\textsuperscript{214}. Apparently, the bath house went out of use before this very last fort occupation. Some structures near the bath house like the long construction slots (I, m) and the almost adjacent simple timber building (o) seem to confirm that they cannot have been contemporaneous with an active bath house. Since the ruins of the baths were still visible until the High Middle Ages allowing medieval stone quarries to recover building material, this bath building apparently was not cleared and was just left in disuse. Theoretically, it cannot of course be ruled out that in the latest fort phase the bath house was relocated to another place in the fort. However, it is very likely that the functionality offered by the baths was no longer valid in the late 4th century. Other examples are known of military bath houses in Gaul which went out of use after the middle of the 4th century (see Brulet 2006d, 179)\textsuperscript{215}.

Long construction slots north of the bath house, displaying a beam-trench technique although here and there disturbed by later digging, are believed to represent fences. The south-north construction slot (l) starting at only 0.5 m from the north-west end of the praefurnium, leaving just enough space for a man to pass through (cf. Addendum 3, 44), could be followed 11.7 m to the north but ran further outside the excavation area. Its trace makes a perfect right angle with the west-east construction in the north (m), which could be followed over 10.1 m, 12.3 m when the distance to the supposed angle with the north-south construction slot is added (cf. Addendum 3, 45). The south-west construction slot runs further east, but cannot be recognised in trench profile 1.1, assuming the fence had stopped or had made an angle, most probably to the north. These long fences seem to have been constructed to divide the area into yards. The curved construction slot (n) to the north of the northern west-east fence and which was connected to the latter may have served to corral animals (cf. Addendum 3, 45).

A timber-framed construction with simple plan (o) came to light transversally positioned to the base of the earthen rampart. The structure was c. 11.8 by 5.5 m wide (outside measurements) with a presumed entrance at the east side. Although the sections show irregular, deep trenches (up to 50 cm deep), these held construction beams, possibly reinforced by some posts, but here and there the sections seems to have been disturbed probably for the re-use of the beams (cf. Addendum 3, 43). The structure cut the mortar and loam gravel layer recognised as the occupation surface contemporary with the bath house level. The western construction slot which was sectioned by trench profile 7.1 (feature 129) demonstrates that here and there the area was raised for the new arrangement of the precinct. In that way we could speak of a fort level 6 rather than 5B. However, since the initial bath building apparently still had some kind of other function within this fort area, it is chosen to assign this level as 5B.

---

\textsuperscript{214} The following ideas have been presented to a limited extent in Vanhoutte 2015.

\textsuperscript{215} See for example the late Roman castellum of Haus Bürgel (Germany), ending around AD 400. The bath house, situated against the inner side of the defensive wall, was re-used as a residential unit in the last occupation phase (see Fischer 2006, 336). The bath house at the exterior of the small hill-fort at Furfooz (Belgium), dated to the end of the 3rd century – AD 350, was abandoned and re-used from AD 380 onwards as graveyard precinct by the new unit, a small community with Germanic characteristics (Brulet 1995, 117; Brulet 2006c).
As for the rectangular timber-framed structure, the long rectangular plan can be recognised as a stable, although it is only right to mention that many buildings at a fort could display such simple plan, like storerooms, sheds, workshops and even as a part of a barrack building. The entrance on the short side and obviously the conclusions drawn from the scientific analyses from the fillings of the inner structure of the double well, point to an identification here as a stable. The dimensions of the Oudenburg stable can be compared with those of the five separate stables found at the castellum at Halton Chesters along Hadrian’s Wall, dated to the early 3rd century, where a central drainage gully proves that the animals stood in two rows (see Johnson 1987, 200: Abb. 134). Two similar but much longer and broader buildings with such basic plan were for example found at the castellum of Niederbieber where they were interpreted as stables for horses (Johnson 1987, 200 and Abb. 134). No clear indications identify which animals were held in this area of the Oudenburg fort; they must have been horses or pack animals (see further).

Due to the thorough medieval clearing of the floor level of the bath house, there are no indications left to know for what purpose the bath house was re-used or what its new function was; the dark earth covered the hypocaust floor almost directly. The shallow gully (p) (max. preserved depth: 24 cm) starting at the northern end of the praefurnium and running to the east was probably related to the later function of the bath building during the very last fort occupation and may have served as drainage gully (cf. Addendum 3, 44). It is possible that the original bath building was used as a stable or shed for the animals held in this area. The drainage gully may point in this direction (cf. Johnson 1987, 199).

A large basin (q) (OS 4923) bordered the southern earthen rampart. A construction pit with a diameter of c. 8.5 to 9.0 m revealed a wooden framework 4.8 by 4.6 m wide (Plate LIV; Fig. 81). The round construction pit was largely filled in with sand and sand turves; only the top filling of the construction pit was mixed with small-sized debris. The framework was made of large beams in one piece overlapping the total length of a side. They were more or less rectangularly shaped, with no signs of re-use, and with a simple cut-out L-shaped end to click into the connected beam with which it made an angle. Only the bottom 1 m (or five rows of beams, here and there with the remains of a sixth one) was preserved of the wooden structure, originally 3 m deep based on the cut of the construction pit. The sections clearly show that at least the upper half of the beams were extracted after the structure was abandoned. Only a dark grey to black clayish bottom layer of at maximum 10 cm thick within the framework could be connected with the use of this water structure. The filling of 0.5 m on top of this bottom layer consisted of clayish debris layers alternating with a jumble of beams fallen in after the abandonment, or rather thrown in when part of the framework was extracted. These fillings were covered by debris layers full of crushed building material, on top of which the dark earth level levelled the depression. The building debris was clearly dumped into the pit, heaping up at the edges of the structure, covering the top of the construction pit. These layers rich in mortar (both white and hydraulic mortar), crushed ceramic building material, and containing fragments of calc-sinter, were identical to the layers found within the robber trenches of the bath house.
Dendrochronological research on the wood of the basin was unsuccessful leaving us in doubt about its precise installation date\textsuperscript{216}. However, three late Argonne roller stamps – two examples of UC 64 and one UC 94 – recovered from the construction pit indicate that this structure was definitely not installed before the last quarter of the 4th century (cf. Appendix 10). A later date remains possible. Moreover, since the construction pit of the basin cuts away the intervallum road which apparently was no longer of use at some point and since also the north-south fence delimiting the area of the bath house was cut by the construction pit of the basin, it is also clear from the stratified evidence that its installation cannot be dated in the first phase of fort level 5. Assuming that the bath house was broken off after the fort was abandoned and not yet during the very last fort occupation phase (see before), the fact that the basin was filled in with the demolition debris of the bath house demonstrates that the pit was still open at the very end of the fort occupation. The basin therefore clearly served in the last fort phase within the new function – accommodating animals – of this area.

Similar reservoirs as the large basin uncovered at the south-west corner site were excavated in the earlier forts of Oberstimm\textsuperscript{217} (Germany) (Schönberger 1978, 35), Valkenburg (Netherlands) and Wiesbaden (Germany) (see Schönberger 1979) and were all interpreted within the context of fabricae. Johnson, however, also mentions reservoirs in castella of the 1st and 2nd century intended for the collection of rainwater (Johnson 1987, 230). In the 3rd century AD such reservoirs occur as well, like for example at the castellum of Echzell on the inner court of the principia, dating to the beginning of the 3rd century AD (Baatz 2006b). It is very likely that the basin of Oudenburg had a function as water collector.

The use of this large water-basin within the new function of accommodating animals seems to be confirmed by the pollen found in the bottom layer of the basin and studied by K. Deforce. The arboreal pollen in the three samples ranges between 19.9\% and 29.0\% with alder, common hazel and oak as dominant tree species, indicating that the landscape at and close to the fort was rather treeless. Within the non-arboreal pollen with percentages between 71.0\% and 80.1\%, the Poaceae (grasses) count for a quarter to more than a third of the total pollen. Also Trifolium type, Asteraceae liguliflorae, Filipendula, Lotus type and Ranunculus type are important in the pollen spectrum, all pointing to a grassland vegetation at and/or near the site. The rather high percentages of Chenopodiaceae (the so-called goosefoot family) can be explained by the nearby presence of the coastal plain or by human influence. One of the pollen samples shows a remarkable high presence

\textsuperscript{216} After careful consideration, keeping in mind the costs involved, and a simulation by K. Haneca, I concluded that a radiocarbon dating would not help here because of the many wiggles in the graphs for this period.

\textsuperscript{217} The water-basin of Oberstimm, 3.25 m square and dating to c. AD 40-70, was found at the inner court of a fabrica complex (Schönberger 1978, 35).
of clover (*Trifolium* type) (21.1%), not only indicating that clover occurred on the fort precinct itself in the vicinity of the basin (Deforce 2004, 3-5) but presumably also that dung or hay was thrown in the basin during its final use (pers. comm. K. Deforce).

In the bottom fill of the basin a set of fine twigs of common hazel was found. The twigs were all very straight, revealed no distortions which would point to a use for wickerwork, and were more or less of the same length and diameter (Deforce 2004, 3-4). The significance or function of this set of twigs is not clear but may be related to the accommodation of the animals. Maybe it was part of a thatched roof of the stable or another shed?

The results of the scientific research of the bottom of the inner well of the double well structure OS 2562 suggest that this area was a ‘filthy’ area, rich in dung, maybe partly abandoned and that it was reserved for animal husbandry, with animals grazing/eating hay from outside the fort and stabled in this fort area (Vanhouette *et al.* 2009a; 2009b). These data offer an explanation for several structures found on site. The fences formed an enclosure, probably making use of the ruins of the bath house to close off an area and which itself may have been used as a rather grand shed for the animals218; the construction along the western wall can be identified as a stable. The large water-basin provided the animals with drinking water. The solidity of the fences suggests paddocks, for horses or packing animals, dividing the area into yards219.

Apparently, in the late 4th century, there was enough space within the fort walls to reserve a part of the fort precinct for the accommodation of animals. In late Roman forts in Gaul this phenomenon occurs regularly: a full occupation of the internal space was no longer common (see Brulet 2007b, 174). Also, at fortresses more to the east, like the fortress of Bonn in *Germania secunda* (Müssemeier 2011, 237) and the fortress at Regensburg in *Raetia* (Konrad 2011, 380-381), the precinct *intra muros* appears to have been no longer completely built in the 4th century. A less intensive use of space with a reduced inner building within the defences seems to be also a characteristic aspect for the late Roman Saxon Shore forts (Pearson 2002b, 140, 144). The explanation is most likely to be found in the late Roman reorganisation of the army, with the widely accepted reduction in the size of units (see Chapter V, Section V.4.3.2.2) which lead to smaller provision of accommodation at the fort precinct. The late Roman forts were mostly reoccupied and renovated earlier forts which resulted in fort precincts which were not adapted to the new unit sizes, thus resulting in empty spaces, or at least more space besides the habitation areas.

Although it cannot be directly deduced from the scientific data which animals were stabled here, one can assume it concerns horses or (other) pack animals. According to the pollen spectra of the analysed dung species found in the inner well of the double well structure OS 2562 and dated to fort level 5B, the animals were not fed with foliage nor cereals, chaff or straw. The animals most likely grazed on humid grasslands or were fed with hay from such environment. In combination with the presence of little digested plant materials in the dung, it can be concluded that the analysed

218 Perhaps the shallow gully departing from the end of the former *praefurnium* to the east served as draining gully to get rid of water and dung.

219 Several features of level 5 were filled in with a compact greenbrownish/rather rust-coloured granular layer, rich in charcoal and iron finds, and seemingly phosphate-rich although this could not (yet) been examined scientifically for budgetary reasons.
dung came from horses\textsuperscript{220} (Deforce in Vanhoutte et al. 2009b, 73). In the north-south palisade slot (I) a horse skull was found, deposited in the length of the construction slot. Although this likely concerns a deposition with a ritual significance, it is a remarkable coincidence (or not?) that it concerns a horse.

Although there are neither strong indications for the identification of the type of army unit at the end of the 4th century-early 5th century, it is most likely that there was at least a cavalry contingent. Although for alae or mixed units barracks are known in which also the horses were housed in a separate room apart from the soldiers, it cannot be excluded that horses were also been kept in a separate area on the fort precinct. This may be specifically a late Roman phenomenon, perhaps culturally related. The presence of three shoes with spur slits in the contemporaneous inner well of OS 2562 may confirm that mounted horses were kept here. It is however not excluded that this area was reserved for pack animals. They may have been very important since the fort of Oudenburg was rather isolated by land from major centres and long-distance movement from collection points for the supply of sources may have been routine, especially in winter when putting to sea was riskier. Housing the animals in the fort must have been important in that period to protect them at night and from raids.

The crossing construction slots (o) in the north-east of the excavation area belonged, based on the stratified evidence, to the very last phase of fort period 5B. Their relation to other structures is unclear and they point to an even later phase than the palisade slots of fort level 5B. They also indicate that much of the top level of fort level 5 has been dug away in later times, an assumption that can also be drawn from the pottery evidence. A lot of pottery, clearly assignable to fort level 5(B), has been recovered from the bottom layers of the post-Roman level.

\textsuperscript{220} This can however not be concluded with absolute certainty from the pollen analyses since at that time, in contrast to nowadays, also cattle were fed with ‘hard’ fodder and as such could have fibred material in their dung (Deforce in Vanhoutte et al. 2009b, 73).
III. The successive forts at Oudenburg in a changing landscape

III.1. Introduction

Situated at the end of a sand ridge protruding into the coastal plain, the landscape surrounding the Oudenburg fort evidently underwent changes in the period from the 2nd to the 5th century. Highly significant amongst these changes was the increasing marine influence the coastal region was subject to. Besides, the civil settlement and later the Roman military - obviously the latter with even much more impact - left their stamp on the landscape.

III.2. The landscape at the time of the installation of the first fort

According to the interpretation in 1958 of pollen sample data obtained from the cultivated soil on which the first fort was erected (see Mertens 1958a, 6 and footnote 6; 1962, 54 and 58)221, the sand ridge in the 1st or 2nd century AD, before the installation of the Roman fort, was dominated by large woods and bushes alternating with open spaces of grasslands, swamps and heather. The tree-falls discovered underneath the cultivated soil at the south-west corner site (see Chapter II, Section II.4.2) confirm that land was cleared here of forest in favour of habitation. This dominance of woods in the region was definitely the case in the 1st century BC according to the words of Caesar in his De Bello Gallico, IV, 38, 3: 'quod Menapii se omnes in densissimas silvas abdiderant'. The presence of woods can also be assumed indirectly from the known speciality of the Menapians, namely the Menapian ham. Both Martial in the 1st century, in his Epigrammata (XIII, 54) and the 'Edict on Maximum Prices' of Diocletianus, dated to AD 301, mention this salted specialty of the region. Since they were the main habitat for the breeding of pigs, forests must have been covered the civitas Menapiorum well (De Clercq and van Dierendonck 2008, 12). The four wells of site Riethove which could be dendrochronologically dated to the mid-Roman period, with felling dates respectively after AD 129, after AD 139-154, after AD 169 and after AD 156, were all made of oak most likely locally cut (Haneca 2015).

The pollen analysis of a sample taken in 2004 from the bottom of the defensive ditch of fort level 1 at the west side of the castellum at the south-west corner site yielded a pollen spectrum with 70.5% non-arboreal pollen (NAP) versus 29.5 arboreal pollen (AP)224 (Deforce 2004). This analysis sheds light on the fort’s surrounding landscape at the end of the 2nd century when the first fort was installed. The low AP percentage is indicative for an open landscape; the dominance of pollen of the sunflower family (Asteraceae-Liguliflorae) and of the grass family (Poaceae) points to a

---

221 The pollen analysis of the sample of 'a Roman occupation layer at Oudenburg' yielded the following proportions: alder 52%, birch 11.5%, hazel 28.7%, linden 2.8% and traces of willow 0.3%, oak 1.4%, elm 1.4%, pine-tree 0.6%, hornbeam 0.6%. Beside the trees, heather took up the highest proportion with 42.3% in comparison to the total amount of tree pollen. Also grasses (2.4%), sphagnum (2.3%) and fern (1.4%) were important to notice.

222 Mertens referred to this pollen analysis in his publication of 1962; the samples were taken at the section on the western defensive system from the cultivated soil pre-dating the fort.

223 The same pollen spectrum was reinterpreted by C. Verbruggen and listed by H. Thoen (1978, 67 and 69) as evidence for the influence of the bog and peat moor landscape, with the alnus referring to the bog and the calluna, betula and sphagnum to the peat moor. However, this seems rather unlikely since the sample was taken on top of the sand ridge on the location where the civil settlement developed and where the later fort was erected. Pollen in wells, ditches and also in soils come from the nearby landscape; the presence of pollen from the coastal plain further away seems unlikely.

224 The tree-pollen mainly represented hazel (11.0%), alder (7.1%) and oak (7.9%).
predominantly grassland vegetation in the immediate vicinity of the fort (Deforce 2004, 4). The
development of the civil settlement and to a larger degree the preparation for the installation of
the fort at this location will have resulted in a deforestation of the area. Surely, the need of the
huge amount of wood for the construction of the defence of the earth-and-timber fort with most
likely a wooden palisade on top of the earthen rampart and of the totality of the inner building will
have meant a massive impact on the tree population in the region.

III.3. The landscape in the 3rd century AD

A pollen sample was also taken from the western defensive ditch related to fort level 2 which can
be dated to the first half of the 3rd century. The analysis by K. Deforce yielded a similar pollen
spectrum as with the first defensive ditch with a small increase of the AP percentage (37.6%)
against 62.4% NAP, still indicating a predominantly grassland vegetation, again with some bushes
of hazel, alder and oak, here as equally present tree species. A small increase of Chenopodiaceae
could be noticed (here 4.9%) which can be explained by an approaching coastal plain or as the
result of increased anthropogenic influence on the vegetation (Deforce 2004).

The analysis of organic material retrieved from the bottom of one of the ponds at the rural edge of
the civil settlement to the south-east of the fort (ET13) gives more insight into the landscape along
the southern edge of the sand ridge in the first half of the 3rd century. One of the analyses was
the study of the mites (Acari) by Schelvis and Ervynck (1993). Although these appeared to be
rather low-numbered in the sample, their diversity and the richness in terms of the variety of types
present was very high indicating a mosaic of biotopes, most likely due to the specific environments
immediately around the feature, not only on the slope of the sand ridge but also in terms of soil
conditions. Apart from the large number of mites typical for a strongly polluted anthropogenic
habitat rich in decaying organic matter, the mite spectrum primarily points to open, humid, brackish
grasslands (Schelvis and Ervynck 1993, 181-182). The assemblage was dominated by the mite
species ‘living in moist as well as soaking wet, either fresh or salty grassland’ and by the organisms
‘exclusively living on salty grasslands and salt marshes’ (Ervynck et al. 1999, 114). Other mite
species, although much lower in number, are indicative for dryer soils without brackish character,
sandy soils, Calluna heather, bog and peat moor and possibly even marshes. The study concluded
that the site where the sample was taken from must have been a rural, wet and open grassland
with strong brackish marine influence. This implies that the marine influence at that time reached
the landward side of the ridge and that a tidal channel was located very close to the south of the
sand ridge of Oudenburg. It is therefore possible that the gullies which divided these lands into
parcels (see Chapter I, Section I.4.2) were intended for drainage and that they stood in direct
contact with this natural waterway. The brackish influence implies on its turn that these grounds
were probably used for livestock farming instead of crop production. More to the north and the east
on the sand ridge, the soil must have been much dryer with heather vegetation; more to the south
the lower wet-lands were probably partly covered by bogs and marshes (Schelvis and Ervynck
1993, 182 and 185).

On the same sample of the first half of the 3rd century an analysis of the diatoms was undertaken
by Demiddele and Ervynck (1994). Diatoms are the preferred organisms to detect changing marine
influences on a site. The results of the diatom study were in accordance with those of the mite
analysis. In general, the diatoms pointed to mud-flats – this however is in contradiction to the
pollen results (see further) – or, more likely, a swampy, brackish grass landscape with marine influence at least during spring-tide or storm surge but with periods of relative dryness. As with the mites, the diatoms indicated a ‘dirty’ environment, which must have been caused by animal excrements (Demiddele and Ervynck 1994, 225). An additional palynological analysis on the same sample by Cooremans (1994) confirmed the presence of a deforested, humid grassland, with the dominance of grasses and clover species (*Trifolium*) with in the vicinity some small bushes of alder and hazel. However, in contrast to the mites and the diatoms, the pollen gave no indication for a clear brackish character. Since pollen mainly reflect the immediate surroundings of the feature (Cooremans 1994, 230), the combined results of the three scientific studies indicate - for the close vicinity where the sample was taken at the southern edge of the sand ridge - a salt pasture or grassland where cattle were kept and which was sporadically reached by sea water coming from a nearby tidal channel or creeks (Demiddele and Ervynck 1994, 227).

This image for the first half of the 3rd century can be complemented by the results of the study of a well from the civil settlement found by chance during pollution management ground works in 2010 c. 90 m to the west of the western defensive wall (SO28) (see Vanhoutte et al. 2016). The pollen from the fill of the well, which reflects the vegetation of the immediate surroundings, points to open grassland with disturbed areas. The boards of the wooden framework were tucked in with moss which was analysed by H. Stieperaere. The mosses appeared to be collected in forests with predominantly (moderate) nutrient-poor dry soils and nutrient-richer wet areas which must have been located further inland. The pollen found in these mosses and analysed by K. Deforce, indicated that these woodlands consisted predominantly of oak, ash tree, hornbeam, alder and birch, next to some hazel, common ash, common elder, linden, elm, alder buckthorn and common dogwood, but it cannot be excluded that the mosses were collected in woods from different locations and with different tree species (Vanhoutte et al. 2016, 179). A peat slab from the fill of the well was also subject to palynological analysis by Deforce. According to the high percentages of heather and sphagnum this slab was collected from ombrotrophic (rain-fed) raised bog. Whether such an environment still occurred at the surface in the coastal plain in the 3rd century is uncertain; the slab can also have been dug up from a subfossil level. Although raised bog environments are mostly treeless, the peat slab contained a high percentage of arboreal pollen (67.0%). Deforce reasoned that these pollen came from trees on the nearby sand ridge. The dominant tree species in the peat slab were hazel, alder and oak, not surprisingly the same species identified as the trees in the grasslands surrounding the fort in the late 2nd and first half of the 3rd century. The presence of the peat slab in the fill of the well probably indicates that peat was exploited from a raised bog environment for its use as fuel, a practice already demonstrated for the Roman period at Raversijde (Vanhoutte et al. 2016, 197).

In 1960 one block of heather or turf from the earthen rampart at the west side of the fort was sampled by Mertens for pollen analysis. Mertens assigned it to his *Oudenburg II* level which was built up with sand and blocks of heather or turf, laid in horizontal layers (see Mertens 1977, 57). Most of the structures on the fort precinct identified by him as belonging to the *Oudenburg II* level, can now be assigned to fort level 4 of the later 3rd century. However, it is uncertain whether this reasoning can be as such extended to the earthen rampart for which it is more difficult to distinguish the separate construction levels since they largely applied the same building technique. In any case, it is most likely that the sample represents material from the 3rd century, from the end of it or earlier. The pollen analysis gives insight into the landscape where the turf block was skimmed.
and points to an important presence of heather in a wooded landscape which was dominated by alder, birch and hazel (Mertens 1977, 57).

Scientific research of the central well (OS 22926) in the workshop area at the south-west corner area (fort level 4) of which the filling in can be dated to the late or at the end of the 3rd century\textsuperscript{225}, not only yielded ecological information for the immediate vicinity of the well but also for the surrounding landscape outside the fort. Dendrochronological study by Haneca of the boards of the wooden framework indicated that the oaks of which the boards were made, were more than 100 years old at the time they were cut down; one of the oaks even had reached an age of c. 150 years. The pattern of the growth rings shows that these oaks most likely grew locally in a closed, natural forest (Haneca 2009) which can probably be located more inland, further away on the sand ridge. With this availability it is not surprising that oak at the Oudenburg fort appears to be the most favourable wood for constructional elements\textsuperscript{226}.

The paleoethnobotanical study of the well fillings by Cooremans (unpublished results) sheds light on the fort surroundings. The spectrum of the seeds and fruits represents plants for use as well as wild species. The plants for use consisted of cereals, legumes, fruit, nuts, vegetables, herbs, oil and fiber plants of which some were cultivated and others can also have been collected in the wild. As for the cereals spelt (\textit{Triticum spelta}) and barley (\textit{Hordeum vulgare}) were dominant, and since both grains and chaff remains were found, they were most likely cultivated in the wider surroundings and processed within the fort. Some chaff remains of oats indicate that at least a part of the oats being consumed at the site was also of the cultivated species (\textit{Avena sativa}). Furthermore, the samples contained some lentil and horsebean. The hazelnuts, blackberries, raspberries, blackthorns and maybe also the strawberries and apples, all rather low-numbered in the samples, were probably collected in the surroundings of the fort, with the latter two being possibly cultivated species. The walnuts, cherries and plums were cultivated only from the Roman period onwards; they may well have been imported. Flax (\textit{Linum usitatissimum}) was very well-present in the fillings of the well and was most likely a very important cultivated plant in the region. Many of the weeds in the well fillings may have been brought in together with the cultivated plants; some can be associated with the borders of fallow land or grew on the cultivated arable land, others are related to grasslands and pastures or the borders of ditches and gullies within these lands. The weed species indicate that the arable cultivation existed on both moderate and more nutrient-rich soils which must have occurred a bit more inland.

III.4. The landscape in the late Roman period \textit{i.e.} the 4th century and later

Several findings testify of the increasing marine influence in the late Roman period and the related narrowing of the sand ridge. The cart tracks found at the site to the south-east of the fort (ET13) and dated by the excavator to the second half of the 4th century – although their period of use must have been wider –, together with at least one of the 4th-century horse burials, were here and

\textsuperscript{225}The installation of the well could be dendrochronologically dated with a \textit{tpq} date of AD 260-275 for the framework (Haneca 2009).

\textsuperscript{226}Anthracological analysis of selected charred remains of constructional elements from fort level 2 and fort level 4 structures identified them, when determinable, as being of oak. Also a sample of charred wood from fort level 3 was identified as oak. Only one sample of the floor boards covering the cellar pit of level 4 of Unit VIII appeared to be of silver fir while the rest of the boards were of oak (Deforce, unpublished results).
there covered by a clayish level most likely related to land inundation by the inland expansion of the tidal channel at the south border of the sand ridge (Hollevoet 1994, 212). Apart from the sample of the 3rd-century pond (see before), a late (to post-) Roman sample from this site was also palynologically analysed. The pollen spectrum showed a significant increase in the marine and brackish component of the flora while the freshwater species, which were very important in the 3rd-century sample, had now nearly disappeared (Ervynck et al. 1999, 114-115 and 114: Fig. 9).

The scientific study of the evidence from within the 4th-century double well examined at the southwest corner site (see Chapter II, Section 4.7.4) has also provided ecological information about the fort surroundings. The mosses found between the two wooden frameworks and part of the installation dated after AD 379/380 (felling date of the boards of the inner framework), were studied by H. Stieperaere. These mosses appeared to be mainly scraped from the lower part of trees. The different species were collected from a well-developed forested landscape with large, older trees and a lot of undergrowth in a wet environment with high air humidity, but also with several open places, probably due to an intense use of this part of the landscape (Stieperaere in Vanhoutte et al. 2009b, 62-63). According to the analysis by K. Deforce of the pollen within the mosses, which are natural pollen traps, the dominant trees were alder, birch, hazel and oak (Deforce in Vanhoutte et al. 2009b, 63-64). Alder and oak were also the main fuel-suppliers according to the anthracological analysis of the charcoal remains of the well (idem, 70). Apart from these dominant species, the pollen also revealed, but in minor quantities, the presence of hornbeam, beech, alder buckthorn, common ash, ivy, holly, pine, willow, elder type, linden, guelder-rose and elm. The presence of cereal pollen suggests that the mosses were collected not far away from arable fields (idem, 63-64). These pollen spectra from the mosses differ strongly from those from the fill of the well which pointed to a very open, grassland dominated vegetation (idem, 78). The preserved dung fragments from the fill of the well belonged to animals which grazed on wet pastures and/or were fed with hay from such grasslands (idem, 73). These must have surrounded the fort as military animals – horses and pack animals – will have grazed close-by. This indicates that the woods from where the mosses were collected did not occur in the immediate vicinity of the settlement site but further inland. The animal remains studied by A. Ervynck and A. Lentacker add more information on the(se?) woodlands. The well-represented pig remains in the well fillings could suggest that there was a considerable amount of woodland in the region. Several of the hunted animal species are related to wet woods; whether these were the same woods as where the mosses were collected, is of course uncertain. The skull of a brown bear on the bottom of the well with indications of removal from a ‘fresh’ cadaver and which was clearly a ritual deposition, may have originated from an animal killed locally; this assumes the presence of even rather undisturbed terrestrial biotopes in the region (Ervynck and Lentacker in Vanhoutte et al. 2009b).

As for the woods where the oaks for the boards were felled, the dendrochronological study by K. Haneca revealed that parts of the forest were managed. Mainly young oak trees were felled for the construction of the framework of the inner well of OS 2562 and the wood was characterised by a fast juvenile growth slowing down after 10 to 20 years, both indications for coppicing (Haneca in Vanhoutte et al. 2009b, 109-111). These woodlands occurred in the region, but not closeby the fort.
III.5. Conclusion: a changing landscape around the Oudenburg fort

The arrival of the Roman army at Oudenburg resulted in a deforestation of the area. This will mainly have been the consequence of the need for huge amounts of wood for the construction of the successive forts. Moreover, the clearance of trees will also have been important in terms of visibility so the fort was not vulnerable to surprise attack. Besides, surrounding the extramural settlement there will also have been military territorium or prata including arable fields and grasslands. The wider surroundings however, more inland, continued to be a forested landscape.

From the late 2nd century onwards, grasslands dominated the landscape surrounding the fort. There are several indications they were used as pasture for livestock farming, and likely also for the mowing of hay. The meadows were doubtless also important for military animals – horses and pack animals – which would sensibly be grazing close-by the fort.

Marine influence already determined the soil conditions from the first half of the 3rd century onwards making arable cultivation in the immediate surroundings of the fort difficult or even impossible. Arable fields were located a bit more inland but were clearly not far away. The crop production will, logically, also have served the army since it meant less dependence upon external supply.

The extramural settlement seems to have been abandoned already in the AD 260s. Nevertheless, the central well (OS 22926) in the south-west corner of the fort of fort period 4 which was filled in at the earliest in the 270s (but most likely a decade or more later) provides evidence that cereals and flax, amongst other crops, were still supplied from the wider surroundings of the fort. By that time the fort community could apparently still rely on local supply. How this was organised without significant civil population in the region or at least no organised large-scale occupation, is unclear. This context seems to suggest that the agricultural activities were organised by the fort community.

In the 4th – early 5th century the fort became more and more isolated due to the increasing marine influence resulting in a narrow sand ridge. The fort was surrounded by wet grasslands on which the horses and pack animals grazed or from which they at least got their hay. Several findings testify of large woods in the wider surroundings, more inland. The mosses gathered in these woods give evidence of adjacent arable lands where cereals were grown. Whether these served the army, is uncertain. The presence of the weed White Lace Flower with the cereals of the infill of the double well OS 2562 indicates that cereals were (also?) imported from arable fields located in more eastern or more southern loamy soils (Bastiaens in Vanhoutte et al. 2009b, 112). The large woods located more inland were clearly managed. Surviving timbers testify to coppicing. Mosses were gathered in large amounts; it has been estimated that over 60 m² of moss was used for the presumed filtering installation in the double well. These findings testify of a large-scale organisation and a well-organised fort community.
IV. The successive forts at Oudenburg and their related graveyards

IV.1. Introduction

Studying the everyday life at the fort cannot be isolated from looking at the available cemetery evidence which is exceptionally informative at Oudenburg. Not least this is because of the dating of the finds in the burials and the implications of that information. In addition to matters of chronology the cemetery evidence reveals much about the identity of the deceased. Many details of the cemeteries are relevant in this matter and a long section on this topic is therefore justified, not least because of the importance of the finds from the late Roman military graveyards for international research. Gardner (2007b, 670-671) already pointed to the ‘virtually unknown’ 4th-century cemeteries associated with later Roman forts in Britain and emphasised the importance of the combined research of forts and their graveyards to understand ‘military’ identities.

IV.2. The mid-Roman graveyards

IV.2.1. The southern mid-Roman graveyard

To the south of the castellum a vast mid-Roman graveyard was brought to light in the early 1990s by Y. Hollevoet (Institute for Archaeological Heritage, predecessor of the current Flanders Heritage Agency) on the occasion of the plans for a new housing-estate and adjacent sport complex (ET12, 14, 15; SO23) (Hollevoet 1993c; 1994)\(^\text{227}\) (Fig. 6). This cemetery was situated at the southern edge of the sand ridge and extended over an area of several hectares; as such it is still one of the largest graveyards known in Gaul\(^\text{228}\) (Plate LV). In total around 500 graves were investigated (Hollevoet 1993c, 198; 1994, 208; 2001, 70). Hollevoet believed that only one third of the graveyard was revealed; large parts of the cemetery remained unexcavated and were built over before any archaeological observation could be done\(^\text{229}\).

The graveyard mainly consisted of cremation graves, most of them were so-called ‘Brandgrubengräber’\(^\text{230}\) (c. 90% of the total number of burials), the main grave type found in Flanders with the highest concentration in the civitas Menapiorum (cf. Hollevoet 2008). These cremation graves were small, mostly rectangular pits with varying sizes, containing the burnt remains of the funeral pyre: the deposition of (part of) the burnt human bones, mixed with charcoal, iron nails and sometimes remains of burnt pottery, mostly accompanied by a separate niche in which some grave goods were placed (always one or more pottery vessels, often a glass vessel, ...

\(\text{227}\) This site was the subject of two preliminary reports published by Hollevoet (1993 and 1994). Important steps were made for a detailed study of the site but a full publication could not be achieved.

\(\text{228}\) This graveyard with - according to Y. Hollevoet - c. 500 recovered burials often with lavish grave goods, still is a reference site for the North-west of Gaul, unfortunately not published in detail. Preparations for full study and publication are started by the present author. As this graveyard is one of the cases to be studied within the EOS project ‘Cremations, Urns and Mobility – Ancient population dynamics in Belgium’ at the VUB Brussels, it will be possible to consider the material culture in comparison to characteristics of the deceased to come to profound conclusions about their identity/identities.

\(\text{229}\) Only c. a fifth of the area under threat could be investigated systematically: the strips of the future roads and some large parcels (Plate LV). The owners of the other parcels did not give permission for excavations on their land; there, the knowledge was limited to the systematic observations made by Hollevoet during the earth moving activities of the mechanical digger (Hollevoet 1994, 208). The burials found this way resulted in the dots on the map (Plate III (SO23)).

\(\text{230}\) Grave terminology based on Bechert 1980.
sometimes a coin, often a small or larger amount of burnt bone). Some graves were very lavish. Most graves at the Oudenburg graveyard were less than 1 m long (Hollevoet 1994, 209), which is remarkably small in comparison to other graves known in the sandy part of the civitas Menapiorum of which the lengths were mainly situated between 1.11 and 1.90 m (Deconynck 2009, 32). Next to Brandgrubengräber the Oudenburg graveyard yielded a comparatively small number of urned cremations, of so-called ‘Brandschüttungsgräber’ and of so-called ‘Knochenlager’.

The twenty or so inhumation graves were not clustered together but were found spread across the cemetery displaying a varying orientation. Remains of a wooden coffin were rarely preserved. In some graves, the skeleton was placed on its back, the hands often brought together on the pelvis; in other graves the deceased seemed to be buried rather carelessly. Apart from the presence of some iron bracelets231, grave goods were lacking in these inhumation graves (Hollevoet 1993c, 198; 1994, 208-209).

Most of the cremation graves were dated to the 2nd or beginning of the 3rd century; some burials belonged to the first half of the 3rd century and these were mainly situated in the north-east corner; a very few graves may have been slightly later (middle or third quarter 3rd century). First-century graves seemed to be absent (Hollevoet 1993c, 198; 1994, 213-214). The stratified evidence indicated that the inhumation graves belonged to the later phases of the cemetery (Hollevoet 2008) and that both grave rituals, cremation and inhumation, were at some point employed simultaneously. Towards the middle of the 3rd century, the cemetery diminished in size and parts were reused for agricultural purposes, as could be deduced from a well and a complex ditch system that were installed in the northern area. This southern graveyard also revealed four horse skeleton graves which were probably linked to the 4th-century castellum based on the stratified evidence and the presence of a coarse Mayen cooking pot in one of these burials (Hollevoet 1994, 211). One of these horse graves had cut an inhumation burial which can be an additional argument that the inhumations of the southern graveyard belong to the 3rd century. As for the horse skeleton graves, Hollevoet established parallels with the ones at early medieval row cemeteries and their presumed association to the Germanic world (Hollevoet 2008).

The cemetery seemed to lack any form of organisation or clear stratification. Since the burials were rarely cut by new graves, the graves must have been visible on the surface by grave markers over some considerable time (a small monument, a small tree?). In a few cases there was evidence for a square, rectangular or even circular enclosure ditch (Hollevoet 1994, 214-215)232.

The north (at site ET14) and north-east (at site ET12) limits of the cemetery could be established (Hollevoet 1993, 198) but at the west side the cemetery clearly still extended beyond the examined area (ET15). The find c. 300 m to the west (FR05) of a complete Cologne colour-coated beaker with rouletting type NB32c dated to the end of the 2nd - beginning of the 3rd century and likely to have been a grave good, may possibly be an indication for the extent of the graveyard at least that

---

231 It is not clear whether only one or two skeletons wore bracelets. Hollevoet (1993c, 198) mentioned one deceased with one bracelet; Hollevoet (1994, 208-209) lists one with one bracelet on both upper arms. Since Hollevoet (2011c, 120) mentions only one grave with clear upper arm bracelets, it is not clear whether it is a matter of one or two cases.

232 Only two graves were clearly related. Within a nearly square gully system with an entrance to the south a central cremation grave was installed. In a later phase, this monument was adjusted and extended to the west as a rectangular monument; a second cremation burial was placed a few metres to the west of the first grave, on top of the former western gully. Based on this spatial connection and on the grave goods, Hollevoet concluded that a prosperous married couple was buried here ((Hollevoet 1994, 210-211) (see also further).
far to the west. To the south, the eight cremation graves discovered in 1992 (SO24) and the three complete vessels collected by a private person in the 1950s (FR06) are the most southern known finds of the cemetery. Since the adjacent parcels to the west (ET18 and ET33) did not yield any Roman features, one can assume that the graveyard narrowed to a strip, possibly bordering a road to the south, of which however no trace has yet been revealed.

IV.2.2. The eastern mid-Roman graveyard

At the south side of the site Belleruche (ET28) a cremation cemetery bordered the west-east mid-Roman road (Fig. 6). The north, north-west and north-east limits of the graveyard were revealed but it clearly extended further south outside the excavation area. No less than 59 cremation graves of different sizes were counted. Most of the burials were Brandgrubengräber; one possible urned cremation and one possible Knochenlager could be distinguished. Two rectangular enclosure ditches each surrounded one, possibly two graves. Post-excavation study is still on-going but the cremation graves can be preliminary dated to mainly the 3rd century; some may have been of earlier date (Dysselinck forthcoming). An isolated cluster of four SW-NE oriented cremation graves (with lengths of c. 0.9 to 1.2 m) c. 165 m to the west of the Belleruche graveyard bordered one course of the same west-east road (site Riethove (ET26): Dhaeze and Vanhoutte 2009a, 85; Dhaeze et al. 2018). Since the site along the Bekstraat (ET13) did not yield any graves and the north-east edge of the southern graveyard could be aligned, the cemetery in the east clearly represented a separate graveyard and not an extension of the vast southern cemetery (Fig. 6).

South of the four cremation graves of site Riethove (ET26), four isolated inhumation graves were found at the south side of this site. These inhumations can be compared with those uncovered at the southern graveyard. Two of the skeleton graves at the site Riethove were situated next to each other with opposite orientation; the two others were spread further away. Anthropological research by M. Vandenbruane (at the time Flemish Heritage Institute) revealed that they were four adult men. As was the case in some of the skeleton graves at the cemetery south of the fort, the four skeletons were placed on their back with their hands brought together at the pelvis. Grave goods equally were lacking here. Based on the stratified evidence they belong to the latest Roman features at this site (see Dhaeze et al. 2008, 36; Dhaeze et al. 2018), as was also the case at the southern graveyard.

IV.2.3. Cremations versus inhumations

Although the inhumation burial (with the interment of the dressed body) was not absent in the first two centuries AD and started to be popular in the Roman West already by the end of the 2nd century, mainly in urban context, the inhumation rite only became generalised in our region in the late Roman period (Young 1977b, 43-45; Van Ossel 1991; Jones 1981). In the 3rd century inhumation was already practiced in the North-West, co-existing with cremation, but it is only from

---

233 See e.g. at the cemetery of the small town of Tienen (Belgium, prov. of Flemish Brabant) in the civitas Tungrorum where already in the first phase of the cemetery (AD 1-70) some inhumations occurred (Martens 2012, 157), as was also the case in the following phases (Martens 2012, 182, 205, 241).

234 The inhumation rite was first introduced in the late 2nd and early 3rd century in the cemeteries of towns such as Cologne and Tongeren: see Theuws 2009, 285.
the end of the 3rd century onwards that inhumation became the dominant burial ritual in both town and countryside (van Doorselaer 1964; 1967; Jones 1981, 18; cf. also in the civitas Tungrorum: Martens 2012, 27)\(^{235}\). The intersecting of some inhumations by cremations at the southern graveyard of Oudenburg proves that at some point, probably around the middle or in the third quarter of the 3rd century, the two burial rites existed simultaneously\(^{236}\).

Thanks to the overview made by Hollevoet (2008) on Roman burials we are well-aware of the occurrence of cremations versus inhumations in our region. Hollevoet (2008) concluded from a number of finds that cremations continued during the late Roman period, which was already assumed by Van Doorselaer (1967), and even in the early Middle Ages. Theuws pointed to some cemeteries like Vireux-Molhain and Vron (F.) where the cremation ritual (in small percentage) was still in practice even until the first half of the 5th century (Theuws 2009, 285 and note 19, with references)\(^{237}\).

Hollevoet concluded to a mainly civil character of the mid-Roman cremation cemetery. However, since inhumations only appeared in our region in the later 3rd century, it is most likely that the fort inhabitants of the successive late 2nd- and 3rd-century forts of Oudenburg were also buried at these cremation graveyards, together with the civilians. Besides, the amount of excavated graves and on top of that the estimation by Hollevoet that the southern graveyard presumably counted around 1500 graves, based on spatial extrapolation, is an indication that it did not only contain the deceased from the extramural settlement. No clear separate clusters were detected in these cemeteries, from which it can be assumed, very cautiously\(^{238}\), that the soldiers were buried amongst the vicani and not separately.

Worth drawing attention to in this respect are the grave goods from a double cremation grave found at the southern graveyard and according to Hollevoet possibly belonging to a married couple. The earliest cremation grave was located in a more or less square area limited by ditches and with a passage to the south. At a later time, possibly years later, a second deceased was buried in this enclosure, a few meters to the west of the first grave. This burial came together with an adjustment of the enclosure with an enlargement to the west, resulting in a rectangular structure with a possible second passage to the west. The character of the grave goods of the first burial, with among other

\(^{235}\) At the graveyards of Krefeld-Gellep the transition to the inhumation rite, with burials with grave goods, can already be detected after the middle of the 3rd century (Pirling 1993, 109).

\(^{236}\) For the same period this could also be verified at for example the Tongeren cemeteries (cf. Vanvinckenroye 1985, 126-129) and at Nijmegen where at the cemetery of Ulpia Noviomagus the first inhumation graves of Nijmegen occur in the second half of the 3rd century in combination with cremation graves (pers. comm. H. van Enckevort)). The Marktvedl cemetery at Valkenburg, that was related to the auxiliary fort and its vicus, yielded very early inhumations. A remarkably high number of inhumations was discovered there amongst the c. 400 cremations. Of the c. 145 inhumations, c. 90 could be assigned to infants or neonatals and another thirteen or fourteen to children and adolescents. The adults all appeared to have been buried in a very careless way. While the infant and neonatal burials date already from the beginning of the cemetery onwards, i.e. the second half of the 1st century, the adult inhumations belong to the 2nd century (Waugh in Hallewas and van Dierendonck 1993).

\(^{237}\) For the wider region the following sites can be referred to. Van Vinckenroye (1984, 228) points to late Roman cremations in and around Tongeren. Also at the two 4th-century cemeteries of Nijmegen cremation graves still occurred, although very limited. The five or six cremation burials (graves B 5, B 106, B 140, B 182?, OO 131 and OO 308) were dated mainly to the first half of the 4th century (see Steures 2013). The long-lasting Roman cemetery with predominantly inhumation burials at the Jacobstrasse in Cologne yielded eleven cremation graves. While six of them were attributed to the 2nd occupation phase, dated to the mid-2nd to mid-3rd century AD, four burials belonged to the 5th or 6th occupation level, respectively dated to the end of the 3rd century until c. AD 330 and to the middle of the 4th century (Friedhof 1991, 64-66). At Gennep-Touwslagersgoes (NL) the late Roman cemetery of the early 5th to 8th century consisted of cremation and inhumation graves, but their chronological interrelationship has not been fully examined (see Hiddink and Seijnen 1998).

\(^{238}\) It has to be taken into account that not the whole graveyard could be uncovered.
things a necklace, indicates that a woman was buried here. Very important for the present discussion are the two identical green glazed beakers, one deposited in each grave (in the niche) (Fig. 82). Glazed ware is extremely rare in the North of Gaul and such beakers are completely lacking in the rest of the Oudenburg graveyard (Hollevoet 1994, 210-211). The small beakers are characterised by one ear and barbotine scale decoration, a form found in several contexts in South-Gaul (cf. Gohier et al. 2016, 587, 588: Fig. 5, 1; see also Desbat 1986, 35: Fig. 2) where they can be dated between the second half of the 2nd century and the early 3rd century AD. In Poland such a beaker belonged to a burial closely dated to the end of the 2nd century AD (Gohier et al. 2016, 587). In combination with the other pottery in the Oudenburg burials in question a date at the end of the 2nd century, corresponding with the first fort period, can be concluded. Based on archaeometric analyses and typological correspondances it has been evidenced that such glazed pottery was produced in Latium, central Italy, in the region of Rome (Gohier et al. 2016, 593). The presence of such unique beakers in these connected graves at Oudenburg testify of access to a trade network of which can be supposed that it was only accessible by the military. The high-status character of these burials is moreover emphasised by the large field flask in soapy ware from Famars – a very rare find – in the latest (male) grave.

Another rarity in this southern graveyard is formed by the two complete Lower Nene Valley colour-coated beakers recovered from two graves at the eastern side of the southern graveyard (Archive Y. Hollevoet; Flanders Heritage Agency). The Lower Nene Valley colour-coated ware production only started widely distribution around AD 250 (Howe et al. 1980). Were civilians in the possibility to obtain products from Britannia? Can trade or simply contacts with Britannia be considered as a military action? That is very likely. Many imports at Oudenburg most probably came in by ships through the tidal channels; the tidal channel to the north of the Oudenburg ridge seems to be the best option to bring goods as close as possible to the Oudenburg fort. Direct evidence for navigation,

---

239 This type of beaker was not found on the fort precinct excavations.

240 Worth mentioning in this respect are the three cups of such glazed ware and identically decorated with a barbotine scale pattern, known from Richborough (Busche-Fox 1926, 170-171 and Plate XXXIV: 229-231). Especially no. 231, made of ‘light yellow-green clay with brown to olivine-green glaze’, resembles well the Oudenburg individuals. Although according to the excavation report found in 1st-century assemblages – however, Gohier et al. (2016) date all barbotine decorated beakers in the 2nd and 3rd century –, the Richborough cups add to the evidence that the military had access to these exclusive wares, which could also be observed e.g. at Usk, Wales (UK) where such glazed ware beakers were recovered (cf. Greene 1978a). In an overview of such wares Vilvorder has related them to a Central Gaulish production (Vilvorder in Brulet et al. 2010, 287 ff.), however, with the results by Gohier et al. (2016) this idea may have to be revised.

241 Identification by S. Willems (Inrap, France). It dates at the earliest to the second half of the 2nd century AD.
whether it was military or not, – apart from of course the many indications from the import products – are scarce242.

The presence of these beakers, the glazed ones and the Lower Nene Valley examples, can be an indication that soldiers were buried here. However, other possibilities should be considered. Perhaps the deceased belonged to the civil elite and obtained these goods from the military through gift giving or exchange. In this respect, the connection with distant regions will have had an important significance. Another possibility is that these deceased were veterans who stayed at Oudenburg where they perhaps received land and where they eventually died as civilian, however with a strong military-linked identity.

Regarding the inhumations, the same comments can be made. The inhumation rite was applied - at least at the southern graveyard - at a time when cremations were still in place. Do these inhumations represent a different social group? Were the deceased of the inhumation graves distinct civilians? Or were they the fort occupants of the later 3rd century or veterans? Being military and being regularly on the move soldiers came in contact sooner with new ideas and were probably more progressive towards the use of this new burial rite. Apart from iron bracelets in one (or two?) cases (see before), these inhumations lack grave goods or dress accessories. It is important to keep in mind that at the late Roman graveyards a large proportion of the burials neither yielded grave goods (at graveyard A: 83 out of 216 graves or 38.4%; at graveyard C: 10 out of 20 graves or 50%). It is therefore not possible to draw any conclusions from the absence of grave goods in these presumed 3rd-century inhumation graves. Neither is it possible to think of a distinction related to a civil-military dichotomy – since the graveyards A, B and C were clearly military (see further) – or to wonder whether different cultural backgrounds are at stake here243.

---

242 A newspaper in the 1890s mentioned the find of a Roman ship to the south of the Oudenburg fort (Gysseling 1939, 23; Gysseling 1950, 55; Hollevoet 1985, 237-238 (Oudenburg 178)). However, this find could never be verified and the location makes the identification as a ship, at least one of Roman date, very unlikely. Ship remains might be related to the nearby medieval city moat. At the end of the 19th century, the remains of two Roman boats were found to the north of Bruges. Radiocarbon analysis yielded dates of AD 70-430 and AD 120-330. K. Vlierman, who studied the preserved wood in 2010, concluded that it is not possible to determine whether it concerns trading boats or military ships (Vlierman 2011).

243 The careless position of some of the skeletons had led Hollevoet to think of possibilities like convicts to which a normal burial was denied, specific offerings or crisis burials, in this following the theories of Aldhouse-Green (2001) and Vanvinckenroye (1984) (Hollevoet 2011c, 121).
IV.3. The late Roman graveyards

IV.3.1. Introduction

So far, three late Roman graveyards are known in the surroundings of the castellum. That the late Roman graveyard A is of military signature is widely acknowledged based on the presence in several graves of a crossbow brooch and/or elements of a broad waist-belt (cf. e.g. Swift 2000b, 231-232). The belt and the crossbow brooch served as expressions par excellence of being in service of the late Roman state i.e. the army or the bureaucracy (Esmonde Cleary 2013, 58). While belt fittings are now primarily associated with late Roman ‘officialdom’ (Gardner 2007a, 235), the few elaborate chip-carved belt garnitures definitely have a strong military association (see Böhme 1974, 90 and confirmed by Swift 2000b, 201). The presence of a crossbow brooch and several belt buckles at the recently discovered eastern graveyard C assigns it equally as military. Graveyard B, of which only three graves were uncovered, all three deprived of dress accessories but with ceramic grave goods, has been considered by Mertens and Van Impe (1971) as military as well, and this designation has been accepted by all scholars referring to this cemetery. However, it would be better to refer to these cemeteries as ‘graveyards of the fort inhabitants’ rather than as ‘military graveyards’. As will be demonstrated further in this thesis, the findings at the fort precinct indicate a mixed community, no longer only consisting of soldiers. As already discussed, civil occupation at Oudenburg ceased in the later 3rd century; there are no indications of a late Roman occupation outside the fort.

Much has been written about the ‘identity’ of the deceased from graveyard A and from contemporaneous cemeteries in the wider region with similar grave goods. The relation between the Oudenburg late Roman graveyards and the last phases of the fort is obvious. It is therefore of primary interest to understand who these deceased were. However, it is important to acknowledge that the burial is a ritualised expression of the identity of a social group. Theuws emphasised the ‘ritual patterning’ of the material culture originating from graves and pointed to the misconception that the dress and weaponry of the deceased were a copy of these in his or her lifetime. The lavish grave good assemblages should rather be considered as a rhetorical expression of a high-status social group which created a funerary identity (Theuws 2009, 294-295).

I want to focus on what material culture of the ‘everyday life’ from the fort precinct can tell us about the identity, in all its forms, of the fort inhabitants. In what follows, the different subjects of recent debate about the identity of the deceased of the late Roman cemeteries at Oudenburg are brought together and are commented. A further discussion on the ‘military identities’ follows in Chapter V.4.

244 See e.g. James 1999, 21: ‘Military status was primarily represented by the cingulum, the sword on a baldric, and the cloak-brooch’.
245 I want to thank V. Van Thienen for the discussions on several aspects in the following sections which enabled me to come to new ideas on the matter.
IV.3.2. Graveyard A

IV.3.2.1. General data

Over 400 m to the west of the defensive wall of the stone fort, a large late Roman inhumation graveyard with inhabitants of the 4th century – early 5th century fort was uncovered in the years 1963-1964 and 1968 by Mertens and his team\(^{246}\). The investigation covered an area of c. 70 by 70 m (Mertens and Van Impe 1971, 18). Mertens stated that the whole graveyard could be brought to light; however, more recently reported finds indicate a wider extent with probably more isolated graves not suspected at the time\(^{247}\). The 1960s research at graveyard A brought to light in total 216 graves, on top of the remains of an earlier civil settlement of which a stone building, two wooden wells, many pits and postholes were investigated (see Chapter I, Section I.4.2). Many graves were dug in and around the debris of an earlier presumed bath house (see Creus 1975) (Fig. 8 and 85); within the actual building itself no graves were found, according to Mertens because of the large amount of coarse building debris which would have inhibited grave cutting. Mertens established that the remains of the baths were already covered by sand before the burials began (Mertens and Van Impe 1971, 18-19; Creus 1975, 8), indicating that the building itself was not re-used at the time of the graveyard\(^{248}\).

The largest concentration of graves was noticed in the north-west of the cemetery where at some places a certain arrangement in rows can be detected (Fig. 85). Only in fifteen cases did two graves intersect each other\(^{249}\); hence it may be deduced that most of the graves were well-marked at the surface. At the same time these intersections testify to two distinct phases at the graveyard. Only grave 45-46 which intersected grave 48 yielded a closely datable find, a *Securitas Reipublicae* of Valentinianus I minted at Arles (364-375) (see Lallemand 1966, 161) pointing to a start date for the last phase in the late 4th century.

The orientation of the graves was mainly east-west (66.5%); west-east counted for 7%, south-north for 11.6% and north-south for 2.8% with the latter two orientations mainly situated in the north-west of the graveyard\(^{250}\). Other orientations were rather rare and were probably the result of local conditions (Mertens and Van Impe 1971, 21 and 23: Afb. 10; Mertens 1977, 61). From the

\(^{246}\) This graveyard has been fully published by Mertens and Van Impe 1971. It is not my intention to give a detailed overview of all the finds nor to make a revision of all aspects. In what follows, I tend to give an overview of the results which are important to consider in view of the last fort occupation (fort level 5) and to integrate as much as possible new insights into the graves and their finds based on more recently published studies on these matters in light of a better understanding of the chronology and the identity of the deceased. Evidently, a closer study of the glass vessels, the integration of the information on the glass beads (see the study of Swift 2000a, 89 ff.) and a revision of all ceramic vessels according to the latest insights would extract even more information out of the graveyard.

\(^{247}\) Sewerage works around 1969 clearly disturbed an (isolated?) grave when human skeleton fragments and a complete colour-coated beaker came to light, a find reported to Hollevoet in the 1980s (FR12) and resulting in a further extent to the north-west of graveyard A. A complete Roman vessel found in 1964-5 to the north-west of graveyard A may also have been a grave good, maybe from an isolated grave (FR10). The fragment of an Argonne roller-stamped sigillata bowl of the 4th century found in 1982 through fieldwalking to the north of graveyard A can also have been one of the remains of a disturbed late Roman grave (FF02). A coin of Constantius II dated to 330-335 found in the 1960s midway in-between graveyard A and the fort (FR07) may originate from a late Roman grave, but can also be related to the late Roman passage route which can be assumed leading from the fort to graveyard A.

\(^{248}\) One can think of the re-use as an early Christian church or chapel, as was the case at a Roman villa near Regensburg (Osterhaus 1984), but this is clearly not a valid option for the situation at Oudenburg.

\(^{249}\) Grave 51 was intersected by grave 55, grave 56 by 53, 60 by 58, 68 by 69, 81 by 82, 85 by 89, 87 by 65, 110 by 109, 113 by 112, 122 by 123, 147 by 146, 154 by 156, 202 by 201 and grave 48 by 45-46 which itself is intersected by grave 33.

\(^{250}\) In the remaining cases the orientation could not be determined accurately (Mertens 1977, 61).
synthesis of all datable elements it can be concluded that the orientation of the graves includes no clear chronological significance, although of the graves which can be assigned to the last phase of the graveyard (see Fig. 87) all but one display an east-west orientation. What significance can be attributed to this, is unclear. At the graveyards of Krefeld-Gellep for example, the inhumation burials dated before the second half of the 4th century mainly display a south-north orientation, while those of later date are mainly west-east oriented (Pirling 1993, 111). Halsall (1992, 199-200) concluded from his study of late Roman graves in Gaul and the Rhineland that the east-west prevailed, but that the orientation apparently was not governed by a distinct rule.

From the 216 graves, only 138 contained recognisable skeleton remains (54% of the total). Most of them belonged to adult persons, twelve to children of less than 16 years: seven with an age between 3 and 5 years, one between 6 and 10 years, four between 11 and 15 years old, six between 16 and 18 years, 36 between 19 and 25 years, 24 between 26 and 35 and 28 of 36 years or older (Delsaux 1973; Mertens 1977, 61) (cf. Appendix 6). The adults had an average height of 170.6 cm. The anthropological examination revealed no pathological evidence which might have been the cause of death of any of the individuals. For most of the (male) skeletons it could be deduced that they were strongly built and well-muscled (Delsaux 1973, 1-3, 47; Mertens 1977, 61).

Apart from the few skeletons which could be undoubtedly identified as being female, the gender was mainly attributed based on the grave goods. Grave goods however were only found in 133 of the 216 graves (61.6%). Besides, some sixteen of these 133 graves only contained one item (a coin, a silex, a vessel, a bracelet, a knife), 44 graves only contained pottery or glassware (cf. Appendix 6). The distribution of graves with and graves without grave goods shows no separate locations in the graveyard. Mertens and Van Impe attributed twenty-one graves to women, next to

---

251 Grave 33 has a west-east orientation.

252 An average on both male and female skeletons.
nine cases of doubt\textsuperscript{253} (Mertens and Van Impe 1971, 21 and 24: Afb. 11 with the location of the male and female graves (30 graves)). A revision of the evidence establishes that only nineteen graves can be undoubtedly assigned to (young) women (graves 4, 7, 50\textsuperscript{254}, 79, 88, 100, 112, 123, 159, 177, 178, 179, 191, 194, 196, 199, 203\textsuperscript{255}, 205, 216\textsuperscript{256})\textsuperscript{257}, two probably to female adolescents (graves 78 and 200) and two to female children (graves 10\textsuperscript{258} and 67\textsuperscript{259}). Graves 16, 116, 150 and 158 may have belonged to women, but the skeleton evidence or the finds are not conclusive. The female graves were mainly situated in the north-west part of the cemetery and at the east side (Mertens and Van Impe 1971, 21) but their distribution is not explicit enough to say that there was a clear distinct area preserved for them. The child graves were found distributed all over the cemetery\textsuperscript{260} (Fig. 85).

At this cemetery the burials followed a firm pattern of interment (Fig. 84). The deceased were all buried within large, rectangular, heavy wooden coffins, preserved or not in different degrees\textsuperscript{261} (Mertens and Van Impe 1971, 24). The individuals were all stretched-out on their back, with the arms mostly brought together on the pelvis or stretched along the body, in a few cases with one or both arms crossed over the chest. The deceased seem to have been fully clothed and were often decked with ornaments or with the objects of dress presumable belonging to the deceased placed at the feet. The dress of the deceased male clearly demonstrates the military status of the cemetery which is most obvious mainly from the crossbow brooches and the waist belts. When present, the vessels with drinks and food (see Gautier 1972 for the animal remains) were also mostly placed near the feet, either within or outside the coffin, in some cases in a separate niche in the wall of the grave pit; in some other cases the position of the grave goods seems to indicate that they had been placed on top of the coffin lid (Mertens and Van Impe 1971, 25).

\textsuperscript{253} They did not state precisely which graves they considered as definitely female and which as possibly female.

\textsuperscript{254} This grave was not listed by Mertens and Van Impe (1971) but the presence of a spindle whorl is taken here as a basis to assign the deceased as female.

\textsuperscript{255} In this grave the remains of two female skeletons were uncovered.

\textsuperscript{256} Graves 4, 7, 78: with bronze bracelets; graves 79 and 123: with beads; grave 88: with tutulus brooches (see further); grave 100: with two jet bracelets, both diameter 6.4 cm; grave 159: with hair pin; grave 196: with torques and bead; graves 177, 178, 179, 191, 194 with hair pin and beads; graves 199, 203, 216 yielded female skeletons. The skeletons of graves 150, 158 and 200 were possibly female. All information from Mertens and Van Impe 1971.

\textsuperscript{257} The other female graves as such assigned by Mertens and Van Impe (1971) were apparently interpreted based on the presence of glass vessel(s) (graves 24, 29, 33, 44, 93, 144, 185), a comb (grave 84), glass vessels and comb (grave 58), a glass vessel and/or tweezer and/or finger-ring (grave 64), a tweezer and/or comb and/or glass vessel (grave 71), an undecorated bronze finger-ring (graves 30 and 133), a stylus (listed by Mertens and Van Impe as an ‘iron rod’) and a counter (grave 143). These finds cannot be regarded as exclusively women-related items.

\textsuperscript{258} With bronze and bone bracelets. That it concerns a female child is a likelihood in this case. However, also young boys are known to have been buried with bracelets.

\textsuperscript{259} With hair pins and tutulus brooch (see further).

\textsuperscript{260} The distribution of the child graves is based on the anthropological data in Mertens and Van Impe (1971). This information differs slightly from that given in Mertens (1977) (see also before) which is said to be revised data but lacks details and grave identifications.

\textsuperscript{261} When not preserved, large nails indicated the original presence of a coffin.
Fig 85: Graveyard A as published by Mertens and Van Impe (1971) ('Plan I') supplemented with the indication of the distribution of graves with crossbow brooch, 'weapon' graves, female graves with Tutulus brooches, other 'undoubted' female graves and child graves (based on the anthropological data in Mertens and Van Impe (1971)).
IV.3.2.2. The chronology of graveyard A

Since many new insights emerged on several find categories since the publication of this graveyard in 1971, new conclusions can be put forward on the chronology of graveyard A. The chronology of the graves is mainly based on the presence of coins, roller-stamped samian, double-lobed beakers Brulet B4.2 and specific types of crossbow brooches and of buckles and belt fittings (see Appendix 6). Of the ceramic grave goods, the Argonne roller-stamped sigillata are of special interest as chronological indicators. At graveyard A twelve graves, well-spread over the cemetery, yielded a roller-stamped Chenet 320 bowl[262] (see Mertens and Van Impe 1971, Pl. LXVI). The roller stamps mainly refer to the second half of the 4th century AD[263][264] (see Table 2). The double-lobed beakers with wider upper lobe type Brulet (1990) B4.2 generally appear in the North-Gaulish repertoire from the last quarter of the 4th century AD (cf. Tuffreau-Libre 'vase bilobé' Iia; Tuffreau-Libre and Jacques 1992, 108; Seillier 1994, 55; Brulet et al. 2012, 152). At Arras, this type only occurred from the end of the 4th century onwards (c. AD 390 – first quarter 5th century) (Tuffreau-Libre and Jacques 1992, 108). It was a very popular type in the Atrebatian repertoire and has been attested frequently at late Roman graveyards between the Somme and the Scheldt (Seillier 1994, 55)265. At the graveyard of Vron, this type occurs regularly in phase I (c. AD 370-388) and in phase 2b (c. AD 405/410-415/420) (Seillier 1994, 56). Hence, this type B4.2 can be considered as a guide fossil for the classification of the graves of the latest phase (see Appendix 6). Coins, crossbow brooches, buckles and belt fittings deserve a closer look.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GRAVEYARD A</th>
<th>roller stamp</th>
<th>date</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>grave 15</td>
<td>UC 117</td>
<td>AD 340-380/390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 58</td>
<td>UC 108</td>
<td>AD 350-400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 70</td>
<td>UC 304</td>
<td>AD 325-375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 99</td>
<td>unclassifiable (only diagonal lines)</td>
<td>AD 320+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 115</td>
<td>UC 335</td>
<td>AD 325-375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 135</td>
<td>UC 308</td>
<td>AD 350-400</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 144</td>
<td>UC 157</td>
<td>AD 325-375</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 151</td>
<td>unclassifiable (only diagonal lines)</td>
<td>AD 320+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 170</td>
<td>UC 117</td>
<td>AD 340-380/390</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 185</td>
<td>unclassifiable (only diagonal lines)</td>
<td>AD 320+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 201</td>
<td>UC 117</td>
<td>AD 340-380/390</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2: Overview of the Argonne roller-stamped sigillata at graveyard A.

Coin data

Several graves of graveyard A contained coins, not as Charon’s obols but clearly given with the deceased as grave good; in total 114 were collected. Apart from seven, residual, coins from the High Empire, the coin spectrum runs from Constantine I until after 388 (Lallemand 1966; Mertens and Van Impe 1971, 33)266 (Fig. 86). Lallemand pointed in her study of these coins to the monetary

262 This is the only roller-stamped type found at the graveyard.
263 With thanks to W. Dijkman for the identifications of the roller stamps. Revised dates by Bakker, Dijkman and Van Ossel (forthcoming).
264 Roller stamps with Christian motifs are lacking. Based on the finds in France and Germany, P. Van Ossel and L. Bakker believe their distribution started around AD 430; at Maastricht in the Netherlands W. Dijkman sees them appear around AD 400. According to Dijkman this group of stamps did not reach the Belgian and Dutch coastline, this in contrast to Friesland. The absence of Christian motifs can therefore not be used as a chronological indicator (pers. comm. W. Dijkman).
265 At the graveyard rue Perdue at Tournai, this type has been attested definitely after AD 341 (Brulet 1990, 48).
266 In eleven graves, only one coin was found: four of them belong to the period 330-340, one to 340-348, two to 348-378 and one to the period 388-402. Grave 104 yielded three coins, with Valentinianus II (388-392) as youngest piece (van Heesch 1998, 278). In both graves 76 and 141 the soldier was buried with his purse (see further).
instability of the 4th century implying that coins ceased to circulate commonly only a few years after their issue, in contrast to the High Empire (Lallemand 1966, 119: note 6). This seems to be confirmed by a recent study of the late 3rd- and 4th-century coin finds of the Rue Perdue cemetery at Tournai where the graves tend to have only recent coin issues in them (van Heesch and Weinkauf 2016, 109). Van Heesch and Weinkauf (2016, 113) also demonstrated that billon and bronze coinage of the 4th century apparently had a very short life in circulation. One has to take into account, though, that these conclusions result from the study of a civilian graveyard. Military grave contexts make this issue more complicated, as the expression of an identity must have played a (more significant?) role here. Coins may have been used as a symbol of Romanitas or loyalty to the emperor or part of the expression of a military identity, and in this respect it may have been important to be buried with earlier coins. This seems to be confirmed by the presence of a Constantine coin in grave 201 and a purse with Constantine coins in grave 141. Both can be dated to the late phase of the graveyard, from the late 4th century onwards, based on accompanying grave goods.

Fig 86: Chronological range of the coins found in the burials of graveyard A.

In grave 76 the soldier was buried with his purse containing 88 coins. Of the 79 datable coins, 72 were minted under the reigns of Valentinianus I (364-375), Valens (364-378) and Gratianus (364-383); a coin of Theodosius I minted at Arles c. AD 379 was the closing-off coin of the purse (van Heesch 1998, 278). At least seven issues were minted at Siscia (Sisak in current Croatia (Pannonia)). Lallemand calculated that they represent 11.1% within the group of coins posterior to 364 of which the workshop could be identified. At Richborough 10% of the Valentinian coins were

267 In grave 141 five coins were found at the right hipbone, clearly the content of a purse: three Gloria Exercitus, two standards (one minted at Lyon, issue of Constantinus II, two minted at Trier, one by Constantius II and one by Constantinus II), one Gloria Exercitus, one standard, minted at Arles by Constans (I), and one Urbs Roma from Trier. The youngest coin of this assemblage was the issue of Constans dated AD 336 (Lallemand 1966, 120; Mertens and Van Impe 1971, 173; van Heesch 1998, 278). Although this is a very homogeneous assemblage of the later first half of the 4th century, the accompanying double-lobed beaker Brulet B4.2 dates the grave to the later 4th century or later.
attributed to the same workshop at Siscia. The Oudenburg issues were identified as ‘Série F’; two third of the Richborough coins from Siscia were also of that series (Lallemand 1966, 122-124). This increase of coins minted at Siscia has been related to the troop movements under Valentinianus I268 (van Heesch 1998, 160). The given that the purse of the soldier of grave 76 at graveyard A contained at least seven coins from Siscia may suggest that this man obtained these issues there himself rather than that he collected them while he was stationed at Oudenburg.

Although the number of graves with coins is low, and taken into account the aforementioned discussion on earlier deposits, the coin spectrum of graveyard A shows a weak concentration in the period between Constantius II and Constans (333-361) (Mertens and Van Impe 1971, 33). The periods 340-348 and 348-364 were characterised by a general coin loss dip due to monetary reasons (van Heesch 1998, 169) (see Appendix 9). A slightly higher coin loss in these periods at graveyard A seems to evidence a definite occupation in that period, and hence also continuity in the fort occupation around the middle of the 4th century. The latest coins of graveyard A are an issue of Valentinianus II dated to AD 388-392 (Lallemand 1966, 120) and a copy Urbs Roma dated after AD 388 (Mertens and Van Impe 1971, 33).

Crossbow brooches

Thirty-two burials, or almost one quarter of the graves with grave goods, yielded a crossbow brooch (Table 3; Fig. 85; Appendix 6), found in situ keeping the chlamys costume (not preserved) in position. A 33rd crossbow brooch can be added but was found unstratified269. All these crossbow brooches are of the ‘developed type’270. This late Roman brooch type is a well-known official insignia for high-ranked soldiers and civilian dignitaries (see Van Thienen 2011a; 2016a; 2017a for a discussion on this topic). They were symbols of an abstract state but worn by real people. Strikingly, the crossbow brooch occurred in combination with belt fittings (in some cases only the buckle) only in twenty graves, in combination with belt fittings and (iron) knife (or the ‘official’ suite) only in ten burials. The defined uniform consisting of crossbow brooch and belt set (cf. Swift 2000b, 43-44) was clearly not strictly applied and one can wonder whether the military uniform was indeed as strictly defined at all. At Oudenburg it was at least not rigidly practiced that the deceased was buried in this sense. The variation in their occurrence may, however, also be related to differences in the cultural biography of the individual items in relation to the specific deceased (cf. Gardner 2007a, 215).

The remarkable high number of crossbow brooches distinguishes the Oudenburg graveyard from contemporaneous cemeteries in the north-west of the Empire and points to the importance of the military base at Oudenburg with the presence of many high-ranked soldiers. Van Thienen

268 The Gaulish troops which returned from the East after his death in AD 375 were probably responsible for the distribution of these coins in the Northwest. According to Alföldi (1963) who studied the Siscia coins found at Trier, they belonged to comitatenses stationed in this city. Based on the chronological data of the coins, Alföldi believed these units had retrieved these coins at Pannonia from contacts with the local population and not as army payments. Alföldi further concluded that the presence of Siscia coins in Britannia must be indicative of direct relations between the army at Trier and the Litus Saxonicum. Lallemand suggested that the troops at Trier brought the Siscia coins into circulation resulting in a wide-spread distribution (Lallemand 1966, 124-125). However, both conclusions have been made departing from the coins from Trier.

269 This crossbow brooch was found unstratified by Hollevoet during the observation of the works for a new housing estate on the precinct of the former late Roman graveyard A (SO14). The brooch was found together with some human bone fragments (Hollevoet 1985, 30-32), indicating that likely a burial was disturbed here which was not excavated in the 1960s.

270 British terminology, following Hull and Hawkes 1987; cf. Van Thienen 2011b; 2016a.
investigated the social and cultural biography of crossbow brooches and concluded for the Oudenburg graveyard A to a dominance of military indicators (type 3/4\textsuperscript{271}), apart from some items incorporating the ambiguity military-civil (elite) through a process of imitation/adoption (type 2) and a few very late brooches representing high elite or state (type 5 and 6) (Van Thienen 2016a, 387; Van Thienen (2017c) and pers. comm.). The distribution of the graves with crossbow brooches does not show any focus for their burials in particular areas in the graveyard; these high-ranked soldiers were buried well-spread throughout the cemetery (see Fig. 85). The brooches found in graves 14, 37, 41, 59, 103, 165 and 206 possibly date to the first half of the 4th century (Table 3). Three type 6 crossbow brooches date their graves (49, 111 and 124) from AD 390 onwards; graves 111 and 124 were situated in the north-west of the cemetery, grave 49 in the south-east.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GRAVEYARD A</th>
<th>type of crossbow brooch</th>
<th>date of brooch type AD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>grave 14</td>
<td>Keller-Prottel 2b - Swift 2l (Rha 6.5.2/Hull T191B/192)</td>
<td>300-365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 41</td>
<td>Keller-Prottel 2b - Swift 2l (Rha 6.5.2/Hull T191B/192)</td>
<td>300-365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 206</td>
<td>Keller-Prottel 3c-4c - Swift 2l (Rha 6.5.3-6.5.4/Hull T192)</td>
<td>300-365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 59</td>
<td>Keller-Prottel 2b - Swift 2l (Rha 6.5.2/Hull T191B/192)</td>
<td>300-365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 165</td>
<td>Keller-Prottel 2b - Swift 2l (Rha 6.5.2/Hull T191B/192)</td>
<td>300-365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 37</td>
<td>Keller-Prottel 4a - Swift 2li (Rha 6.5.2/Hull T191B/192)</td>
<td>300-365</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 103</td>
<td>Keller-Prottel 3a - Swift 3/4a (Rha 6.5.3/Hull T92)</td>
<td>325-355</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 20</td>
<td>Keller-Prottel 3a - Swift 3/4d (Rha 6.5.3/Hull T92)</td>
<td>330-410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 1</td>
<td>Keller-Prottel 3a-4c - Swift 3/4d (Rha 6.5.3-6.5.4/Hull T92)</td>
<td>330-410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 19</td>
<td>Keller-Prottel 4c - Swift 3/4d (Rha 6.5.4/Hull T192)</td>
<td>330-410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 26</td>
<td>Keller-Prottel 4c - Swift 3/4d (Rha 6.5.4/Hull T192)</td>
<td>330-410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 34</td>
<td>Keller-Prottel 4c - Swift 3/4d (Rha 6.5.4/Hull T192)</td>
<td>330-410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 129</td>
<td>Keller-Prottel 3c-4c - Swift 3/4d (Rha 6.5.3-6.5.4/Hull T192)</td>
<td>330-410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 169</td>
<td>Keller-Prottel 4c-6 - Swift 3/4c (Rha 6.5.4-6.5.6/Hull T192)</td>
<td>330-410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 188</td>
<td>Keller-Prottel 2b - Swift 3/4b (Rha 6.5.2/Hull T191B/192)</td>
<td>350-410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 57</td>
<td>Keller-Prottel 2b-3b - Swift 3/4b (Rha 6.5.2-6.5.3/Hull T192)</td>
<td>350-410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 190</td>
<td>Keller-Prottel 2b-3b - Swift 3/4b (Rha 6.5.2-6.5.3/Hull T192)</td>
<td>350-410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 27</td>
<td>Keller-Prottel 4a - Swift 3/4b (Rha 6.5.4/Hull T192)</td>
<td>350-410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 129</td>
<td>Keller-Prottel 4a - Swift 3/4b (Rha 6.5.4/Hull T192)</td>
<td>350-410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 2</td>
<td>Keller-Prottel 3b-4a - Swift 3/4b (Rha 6.5.3-6.5.4/Hull T92)</td>
<td>350-410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 104</td>
<td>Keller-Prottel 3b-4a - Swift 3/4b (Rha 6.5.3-6.5.4/Hull T92)</td>
<td>350-410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 72</td>
<td>Keller-Prottel 3b - Swift 3/4b (Rha 6.5.3/Hull T92)</td>
<td>350-410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 114</td>
<td>Keller-Prottel 3b - Swift 3/4b (Rha 6.5.3/Hull T92)</td>
<td>350-410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 115</td>
<td>Keller-Prottel 3b - Swift 3/4b (Rha 6.5.3/Hull T92)</td>
<td>350-410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 172</td>
<td>Keller-Prottel 3b-4 - Swift 3/4b (Rha 6.5.3/Hull T92)</td>
<td>350-410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 03</td>
<td>Keller-Prottel 4b - Swift 3/4c (Rha 6.5.4/Hull T192)</td>
<td>350-410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unstratified (SO14)</td>
<td>Keller-Prottel 4a - Swift 3/4b (Rha 6.5.4/Hull T192)</td>
<td>350-410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 138</td>
<td>Keller-Prottel 5 - Swift 5i (Rha 6.5.5/Hull T192)</td>
<td>350-415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 152</td>
<td>Keller-Prottel 5 - Swift 5i (Rha 6.5.5/Hull T192)</td>
<td>350-415</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 49</td>
<td>Keller-Prottel 6 - Swift 6i (Rha 6.5.2-6.5.6/Hull T192)</td>
<td>390-460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 111</td>
<td>Keller-Prottel 6 - Swift 6i (Rha 6.5.6/Hull T192)</td>
<td>390-460</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 124</td>
<td>Keller-Prottel 6 - Swift 6i (Rha 6.5.6/Hull T192)</td>
<td>390-460</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 3: Overview of the crossbow brooches of graveyard A sorted according to their chronology.

Combining all chronological indicators discussed above with the revised dates of the military dress accessories (see Appendix 6), has enabled to refine the chronology of graveyard A. This graveyard was installed in the second quarter of the 4th century and was in use until the first decades of the 5th century. Two phases can be discerned and, as will be demonstrated further in this thesis, they can be related to fort level 5A and fort level 5B (Fig. 87).

\textsuperscript{271} The crossbow brooch typology applied here is based on the models of Keller-Prottel-Swift after Swift (2000a).
Fig 87: Graveyard A as published by Mertens and Van Impe (1971) ('Plan I') supplemented with the in this thesis proposed phasing. The graves left blank do not contain grave goods.
IV.3.2.3. Weapon graves or not?

Mertens and Van Impe (1971, 26) emphasised that the military graveyards at Oudenburg were characterised by the absence of weapons - concluding to a regular army unit - while weapon graves were so typical for the second half of the 4th century and first half of the 5th century AD in the wider region. These weapon graves occur between Elbe and Loire with a dense concentration at Belgica I and II and at Germania II (Böhme 1974; Böhme 1996, 95). Böhme however countered the assumption for Oudenburg in his study. Grave 122 yielded an axe, and this burial was listed by Böhme (1974, 105) as a weapon grave. Around 80% of the weapon graves in the cemeteries of the 4th and 5th centuries listed by Böhme only contained one axe (Böhme 1996, 95). Grave 142 containing six arrowheads, although not listed by Böhme, can be compared with the twenty ‘warrior graves’ containing arrowheads in that same region (Böhme 1974, 110-111). For the spear with broken-off shaft and totally wrapped in cotton from grave 129, probably originally laid upon the coffin, Mertens and Van Impe suggested a function as standard (1971, 26); Böhme however recognised in it a variant on the hunting spear. In contrast to Mertens and Van Impe, Böhme did consider the axe- and the spear-burial as weapon graves - and the arrow-grave can perhaps be added - but acknowledged the exceptional low percentage of them in the Oudenburg graveyard while their presence was normally more than 8% reaching up to 70% or more at contemporaneous cemeteries such as Rhenen, Haillot, Furfooz, Cortrat, Vert-la-Gravelle, Abbeville and Vermand III (Böhme 1974, 168-169). Based on the grave goods and the intersection of grave 122 containing the axe by another grave, this burial can be dated in the first half of the 4th century or somewhat later. Grave 129 with the spear can definitely be dated to the very end of the fort’s occupation in the early decades of the 5th century and should therefore be considered within a totally different context than grave 122. For grave 142, with the arrowheads, there are no chronological indicators to date this burial more closely. However, it is important to take into account the remote, isolated position of Oudenburg within the Roman North-West. The aforementioned contemporaneous cemeteries lie in more ‘romanised’ regions and will have had a higher degree of connectivity to larger centres than Oudenburg which will have had its influence in burial expressions.

Böhme considered all inhumation graves in the North-West, and certainly the ‘weapon graves’, as Germanic. However, Halsall demonstrated that inhumation graves in the Frankish homelands only appeared after they emerged in Northern Gaul and that their introduction should be seen within the same social context as within the Empire. Besides, Halsall argued that the weapon burial was not at all an inherently Germanic rite and that the presence of weapons should not exclude that the deceased was a Roman civilian. Moreover, the weaponry appears to be of Roman manufacture (Halsall 1992, 200; 2007, 156-157). Theuws (2009) looked deeper into the data of these ‘weapon burials’ which revealed to be rather a rare phenomenon. The sword graves mainly dated to the very late 4th and 5th centuries; most of the 4th-century weapon burials only contained an axe, a spear or both. Theuws noticed that of the 4th-century graves over half of them contained only a single

---

272 Many graves contained a knife but this multi-purpose tool cannot be regarded as a weapon.

273 He recognised the Oudenburg find as a hunting spear with holder based on the four long staples preserved in the wooden shaft. In the case of this variant two fine iron straps were stapled onto the wooden stem and connected with the shaft of the blade through multiple wrap-around (Böhme 1971, 101).

274 Böhme listed 4% for the Oudenburg graveyard representing two graves. When considering the grave with the arrowheads as an additional weapon grave, this results in a percentage of 5.5%, still much lower than at the other graveyards; however, it must be taken into account that at both Cortrat and Vert-la-Gravelle the respective 10% and 9% only represent in both cases one weapon grave versus respectively 10 and 11 male graves (see Böhme 1974, 167) which sets the percentages in a different perspective.
axe, a quarter an axe and a spear, and a small number only a spear. Rather than as weapon and/or ethnical expression, Theuws sees the universal, dual meaning of the axe as ‘a symbol encompassing both military and agricultural meanings’ as the reason for its deposition in the grave (Theuws 2009, 297-298, 301-302). He argued that the axe was an ‘ethnically neutral object eminently suited to the rhetoric of a new burial rite in late Roman Gaul, which resulted from an interpretative process involving the appropriation of elements from different cultural sources’ (Theuws 2009, 303). He even sees parallels with the lance, which was not only a weapon but also a symbol of authority, both in Roman and Germanic contexts, and besides also related to the hunt (Theuws 2009, 303-304). The arrowheads were already considered by Böhme as primarily referring to the hunt (Böhme 1974, 110; Theuws 2009, 305). Theuws concluded that it was in fact the hunt that was the primary element in the rhetoric of the late Roman burial rite, with the axe, the lance, the bow and arrows as symbols in a rhetoric related to ‘the representation of new types of claims on the land and positions of authority’, thus being the ‘key elements in the sophisticated symbolism of embedment in the landscape, both cultural and physical’ (Theuws 2009, 307). In this reasoning, these objects can no longer be associated with a Germanic origin, nor with a status as warrior (Theuws 2009, 307-308), but should be seen as a ritual expression, mainly visible in resettled areas (Theuws 2009, 309-310). A connection to a (civil) elite cannot be confirmed by the Oudenburg situation, though. In the 4th and first half of the 5th century, this site only knew a military presence, or better said a fort community; it was a remote post with no surrounding land to claim over a nearby elite. Moreover, interaction and competition with neighbouring groups will have been limited. These elements can of course also be the reason why this type of burial is hardly represented at the Oudenburg graveyard. Moreover, one can call into question whether these finds at the Oudenburg graveyard should be regarded as weapons after all. The axe can have belonged to the deceased being a woodworker; with the arrowheads – a possibility Böhme already mentioned (1974, 110) – and the spear it is possible that they had been actually used by the deceased for hunting.

A mix of cultures and changing identities marked the region in that period. It will have resulted in the search for new expressions to ‘identify’ themselves and to distinguish themselves from others. Certainly, the deposition of specific grave goods will have symbolised certain values, claims and representations. However, whether they were exactly the ones discussed by Theuws, can hardly be evidenced archaeologically. Whatever the exact meaning of the ‘weapon’ graves were, the grave goods of graveyard A definitely indicate that this cemetery represented a military-based, and complex, society. The brooches, buckles and belt fittings and also the jewellery deserve close attention here as they are witness of a high mobility.

IV.3.2.4. Graves of women with rich dress accessories

Two graves of women were distinctive because of their prominent brooches (Fig. 85; Plate LVII). The girls’ grave 67 yielded a so-called Tutulusfibel (or trumpet brooch) named Typ Oudenburg by Böhme (1974, 22), in silver, gilt and with niello inlay, apart from many other jewellery (see further). Grave 88 belonged to a woman of about 25 years old, apparently of high status based on her brooches, silver finger-ring, double-sided bone comb and bronze needle. The burial contained in total five brooches (see Mertens and Van Impe 1971, 113-116): a silver gilt set of Tutulusfibel of the same type as in grave 67, together with a loose closing disc with cross-motif of such a brooch (see Böhme 1974, 22), next to a bronze so-called Armbrustfibel mit Trapezfuss Böhme Variante C (1974, 9), a silver so-called Stützarmfibel mit Trapezfuss Böhme ‘Gallischer Typ A Untertyp Vermand’ (1974, 12), and a, now identified as such, ‘composed disc brooch’ (Komponierte
Böhme’s Typ Lippspringe, with spiral decoration surrounded by a ribbed rim (see Böhme 1974, 26). The latter can be dated from the last third of the 4th century onwards; datable grave contexts with such type of disc brooch mainly point to the first half of the 5th century (Böhme 1974, 28).

A large concentration of Armbrustfibeln mit Trapezfuss (or supporting-arm brooches with trapezoid foot) was found around the estuary of Elbe and Weser (G.) (Böhme 1974, 10 and Karte 2; Böhme 2009, 136: Fig. 5), according to Böhme indicating their region of origin from where they reached northern Gaul with their owners and where they developed into more elaborate forms (Böhme 2009, 136). He pointed to a distribution of the Gallic type of the Stützarmfibel which was limited to the Gallic coast, according to him pointing to a production in a north-French workshop (Böhme 1974, 12). The distribution of the Tutulus brooches (Fig. 88) illustrated for Böhme that this dress code originated from the region between the Rhine and the Lower Elbe based on the restricted distribution of the early Germanic tutulus brooches of the type Ortbrook-Nijmegen dating c. AD 300 – early 4th century (cf. Böhme 1996, 94; Böhme 2009, 135). The Tutulus, Armbrust and Stützarm brooches, usually worn as pairs, were mainly common in the provinces of Belgica Secunda and Lugdunensis II in contrast to their absence to the east of these provinces. Böhme concluded from this distribution pattern that in these regions a different Germanic population was attracted to join the Roman army (Böhme 1996, 94-95). Halsall, however, interprets the distribution maps very differently. He concludes that it is far more likely that the tutulus brooches, but also the other brooch types, were made in Gaul and exported northwards (Halsall 1992, 201; 2000, 172; 2007, 157). However, this may be an underestimation of the frontier dynamics. The distribution may well indicate that the brooches were produced in the Rhine frontier zone and were exported to both sides. The distribution in Northern Gaul also reflects the idiosyncrasy of a frontier zone population, representing a mixed descent.

The face of the bronze disc brooch was not preserved. Two very similar and more complete fragments of the upper plates of two disc brooches found in grave 1 at Bad Lippspringe (see Böhme 1974, Taf. 4: 5-6) evidence that the margin piece of a flat, round, silver plate in Oudenburg grave 88 most probably is the last remains of the face of this disc brooch. As such it can now be classified as a ‘composed disc brooch’.

As will also be clear further in this thesis, the conclusion by Sas (2004, 362-363) that she was probably the wife of a Germanic soldier recruited by the army or that a regular Roman army soldier had taken a free Germanic lady for his wife, may be too simplistic.
Several women and girls were buried with their bracelets still in situ or placed next to them. Integrated in Swift’s research on the dress accessories in the late Roman West (Swift 2000a) and studied in depth as an assemblage by Sas (2004), many of them are revealed to be items ‘on the move’ (obtained during troop movements) with relations with Britannia, Germania, Raetia, Pannonia and the Danube region (Sas 2004277) (Table 4).

The type of bracelet with simplified animal-head or snake-head terminals worn by the woman buried in grave 194 has, according to Swift (2000a; 2000b) its largest concentration in Pannonia with just a few examples outside the area. One of the bracelets of grave 191, of the type with double snake-head, has only be attested in Raetian cemeteries with a few exceptions in the west (Swift 2000b). The second bracelet of a simple circular wire type with a probably double-hook fastening is known from Britain and Pannonia, and has only one parallel in Belgium, at Furfooz. At grave 199, the female of around 20 years old, had a silver hair pin in her hair and a bronze bracelet with animal-head terminals on the right forearm of the same type as the one in grave 191. The gilded pinecone forming the head of the silver hair pin points to the higher social status of this young woman (Sas 2004, 357). These two graves (191 and 199) had the same orientation, east-west, and both were located at the east border of the cemetery.

277 The distribution patterns of the bracelets were based on the study by Swift (2000a). For references to specific types: see the references by Sas (2004) to Swift (2000a).
Table 4: Overview of the jewellery from graveyard A which is connected to other regions.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CONNECTION TO (based on distribution restricted to the region in question and/or exact parallel(s))</th>
<th>GRAVEYARD A</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Pannonia                                        | grave 114: bracelet  
|                                                 | grave 191: bracelet  
|                                                 | grave 194: bracelet  |
| Raetia                                          | grave 191: bracelets and finger-ring  
|                                                 | grave 199: bracelet  |
| Danube limes region or the region beyond in Germania Libera | grave 7: bracelet  
|                                                 | grave 10: bracelet  
|                                                 | grave 67: bulla (parallel in Moesia Superior)  
|                                                 | grave 196: torque  |
| Britannia                                       | grave 4: bracelets  
|                                                 | grave 67: bracelets and finger-ring  
|                                                 | grave 78: bracelets  
|                                                 | grave 191: bracelet  
|                                                 | grave 216: bracelet  |

Several graves also displayed a strong connection with Britannia (Table 4). The female grave 4 yielded two bracelets of which one with a decoration of chip-carved facets and transversal lines, according to Swift (2000b) a typical British type travelling from Britannia to Raetia. An identical bracelet was found at the Portchester fort (Cunliffe 1975, 204-205, Fig. 111: 31). All three bracelets of grave 78 of a young woman of 18-20 years old point to Britannia as origin. A snakeshead bracelet with ring-and-dot terminal was likely produced in a workshop in southern Britain; this type hardly occurs on the Continent. The only near exact parallel for the second bracelet with alternating single and double ring-and-dot-motifs was found again in Portchester (see Cunliffe 1975, 206 and 208, Fig. 112: 34). Sas noticed that such multiple motif bracelets appear predominantly in very late contexts of the 4th century on the Continent and are sometimes found together with other Romano-British bracelets, usually from sites having military associations (Sas 2004, 365). The third bracelet is of the cogwheel type which must have been produced in southern Britannia. This type knew a wide distribution in Britannia but on the Continent only three sites have yielded such a bracelet: Oudenburg (1 ex.), Tongeren (4 ex. but out of context) and Krefeld-Gellep (2 ex.) (Swift 2000b, 160; 2010; see also Sas 2004, 366-367). This distribution pattern has been related by Swift to movements of women travelling with the army and/or to trading of goods to military sites.

The young female of c. 20 years old of grave 216 was buried with two British bracelets, one with imitative bead decoration and one with zig-zag/ring-and-dot decoration, besides a fragmented bone bracelet (Swift 2000a: Fig. 159 and 186; 2010, 273). In the child grave 67 a girl was buried of 13 years or later, together with her jewellery box (Mertens and Van Impe 1971, 95-97; Sas 2004, 368-369) near her feet and several pieces of jewellery around her skull: four bronze hair pins, a beaded necklace with gold bulla, a silver ring, next to a silver bell-shaped brooch (tutulus type, see before), a bone bracelet and two bronze bracelets. As for the bracelets almost identical comparisons were found in Portchester. The finger-ring shows resemblances with a type of bracelet mainly available in Britannia. The bulla can be regarded as a good-luck charm which was usually worn by children; an almost identical gold bulla was found in a child grave at Archar/Ratiaria in Moesia.
Superior (the territory of modern-day Central Serbia, Kosovo and the northern parts of the modern Republic of Macedonia)\textsuperscript{278} (Sas 2004, 369).

The many connections between Oudenburg and Portchester through exact parallels of bracelets and comparable decorative patterns made Sas believe in a rotational occupation at the \textit{Litus Saxonicum} with a moving of army units and their families from Portchester to Oudenburg and maybe also the other way around (Sas 2004). Also Swift believes that they were brought in at the Oudenburg fort by their wearer (Swift 2010, 251). The analysis of the distribution of specific types of British bracelets has revealed that they knew a bias to military, mostly coastal, sites and large towns, from which Swift has concluded that they came along with women travelling with the army (Swift 2010, 271). The finds of Romano-British bracelets in 4th-century Tournai and Tongeren indicate even further troop movements in these capitals of respectively the \textit{civitas Turnacensium} and the \textit{civitas Tungrorum} (Sas 2004, 369). Furthermore there are indications that the paired army units serving in Portchester and Pevensey possibly were Pannonian in origin, some of them may have already served on Hadrian’s Wall (Johnston 1977, 9-10; see also Allason-Jones 1989, 61 and 196). Therefore Sas (2004) suggested that contingents from the Danube limes, possibly from \textit{Pannonia}, were moved to forts along the \textit{Litus Saxonicum} on both sides of the North Sea, such as Portchester and Oudenburg, passing through \textit{Raetia} and the provinces of the Rhine Limes.

IV.3.2.5. Male graves with dress accessories

Special attention goes to the soldier of grave 114, 22-25 years old, who was seemingly an adherent of the mystery-cult of the Thraco-Phrygian god Sabazios since he wore a silver armlet still \textit{in situ} on his right upper arm with the inscription VOTVS SAVAIVJS (\textit{vow/gift to Sabazius})\textsuperscript{279}. Indications for this cult, with strong connections to Bacchus and Jupiter, have been frequently encountered in military contexts and were often referring to \textit{Pannonia} (Sas 2004, 354).

A belt buckle and belt fittings were found in several male graves (cf. Appendix 6). While the chip-carved belt sets are clearly items of military dress (Böhme 1974, 97; Swift 2000b, 201), most of the buckles were likely to have had military associations as well (see Swift 2000b, 201, 230-232). The belt (buckle and/or fittings) was either found \textit{in situ} or deposited near the feet of the deceased. This deposition near the feet was apparently a wide-spread burial practice; it is believed that it meant to give with the deceased his, taken off, function and his dignity (Mertens 1964, 232; Mertens and Van Impe 1971, 25). The belt trappings from the Oudenburg graveyard A have been integrated in the studies of several scholars (for example Bullinger 1969; Keller 1971; Böhme 1974; Sommer 1984; Swift 2000a). Mertens and Van Impe already pointed to the presence of, according to Chadwick Hawkes and Dunning (1962; 1964), continental types of animal-ornamented buckles as well as types produced in \textit{Britannia}\textsuperscript{280}. The belt buckles, plates and strap-ends from the Oudenburg graveyard were integrated by Böhme in his study on the ‘Germanic’ grave finds of the 4th and 5th century in the region between the Lower Elbe and the Loire. He made a classification of the belt fittings in \textit{Stufen} and a combined chronology of male and female graves (mainly based

\textsuperscript{278} Based on these connections to \textit{Britannia, Germania Libera} and \textit{Moesia} Sas has suggested that this girl was perhaps the daughter of a soldier who had been stationed in \textit{Moesia and Britannia} and who later married a Germanic lady and finally got transferred to Oudenburg (Sas 2004, 369).

\textsuperscript{279} For an explanation of the remarkable grammatical form of the inscription: see Tassignon 1997, 100.

\textsuperscript{280} Mertens and Van Impe (1971) considered as ‘British’ types of buckles according to Chadwick Hawkes and Dunning (1962; 1964) the ones found in grave 16, 171, 188 (type IA) and grave 122 (type IIA). To type IA can be added the buckles from graves 59 and 149.
on the brooches) in three Zeitstufen based on related coins, (crossbow) brooches, stylistic comparisons and find-combination statistics (Böhme 1974, 79 and 155-157).

Belt elements from graves 3, 37, 104, 122, 129 and 172 were classified by Böhme (1974) in Zeitstufe I and first dated to AD c. 330-400 (1974, 80: Texttafel A, 82, 155-157) (Plate LVI). One of these is the threefold belt garniture Böhme Typ B (1974, 57-58) from grave 3. This belt set was completed with a lancet-shaped strap-end with chip-carved decoration Böhme Typ 1 (1974, 74). Böhme compared the chip-carved belt buckle piece of grave 146 with the belt garniture of grave 3281. Böhme also included into Zeitstufe I the belt buckle from grave 122 (Böhme 1974, 157) which was dated by Keller previously to the first half of the 4th century (Keller 1971, 63-64) and was assigned by Böhme as ‘Schnalle mit Rechteckbeschlag und Steckachse’ (1974, 65). The other indicators for Böhme’s Zeitstufe I were the animal-ornamented buckles Form Hermes-Loxstedt (with rectangular buckle plate with simple punched design) (Böhme 1974, 70) from graves 37, 104, 172, and the punched-decorated belt garniture Böhme Form Trier-Basel (1974, 63-64) with the disc-shaped strap-end (Böhme 1974, 77) from grave 129 (Plate LVI). To Zeitstufe II were classified the animal-ornamented buckle Böhme Form Cuijk-Tongeren (with punched-decorated rectangular buckle plate) (1974, 69-70: group k) from grave 111 and the simple bipartite belt garniture (‘Einfache Gürtelgarnituren’ Böhme 1974, 64-65) from grave 104 (Böhme 1974, 81: Texttafel B, 83, 155-157). This period was dated by Böhme (1974) to AD 380-420.

However, this classification by Böhme (1974) has been criticised since, first by Mildenberger (1975) who not only pointed to problems according to differences between the regions Böhme covered; more importantly he countered the dates of the Zeitstufen. In 1987 Böhme revised his own classification in a short but very important notice and classified the Germanic grave finds in the West-Roman provinces now into two Fundgruppe without making clear connections with his Zeitstufen though. Lanting and van der Plicht (2010) investigated the correlation between Böhme’s Zeitstufen with their according types (cf. Böhme 1974, 156: Abb. 51/52) and his Fundgruppen (cf. Böhme 1987, 771-772: Abb. 38 and 40). Important in relation to the Oudenburg graveyard is the attribution to Fundgruppe A, which Böhme dated to c. AD 390-430/435, of type 1, type 10, type 17 and type 21282. The types which are present at the Oudenburg graveyard and attributed to Fundgruppe B, dated by Böhme to AD 430/435-465/470, are types 2, 3, 7, 11, 22283. Based on the revised ideas on the chronology of these late Roman finds, the Oudenburg graveyard A should have been still in use until at least AD 430/435. However, the chronology by Sommer (1984) does not support this; the dates given by Böhme (1987) and by Sommer (1984) for the buckle types in graves 37, 104 and 172 are even not compatible (see Appendix 6). While these data of graveyard

281 According to Ypey (1969, 91) such a trapping as of grave 146 attached a pocket or purse onto the belt; according to Bullinger (1969, 60 and Abb. 47: 3) this kind of buckle mount rather served as fastener of the shoulder belt.

282 Type 1 represents the chip-carved belt garnitures A and B with the B-type being present in grave 3 (Plate LVI). As for type 10 the Stützarmfibel mit Trapezfuss of the Gallische Typ A is of importance here, one of the brooches of the female grave 88. Type 17 is the Armbrustfibel mit Trapezfuss Variant C, also one of the brooches of grave 88. Type 21 represents the Tutulshfibel Typ Oudenburg, found in graves 88 and 67.

283 Type 2 is the animal-ornamented buckle of form Hermes-Loxstedt, which has been found in graves 37, 104 and 172 (Plate LVI). Type 3 is the punched-decorated belt garniture, like the one in grave 129 (Plate LVI). Type 7 represents the early composed disc-brooches, like the one at grave 88. Type 22 includes the ‘Einfache Gürtelgarnituren’ which is represented in grave 104 (see also Böhme 1996, 100: Abb. 75). Type 11 stands for the animal-ornamented buckles of type Misery and type Cuijk-Tongeren; the latter was found in grave 111 together with a crossbow brooch Keller-Pröttel 6. The date range 390-460 for this brooch results in a combined date for this grave between AD 430/435 and 460.
A are inconclusive about its end date, finds at the fort precinct confirm that an end date well after AD 410 has to be considered (see Chapter V, Section V.1.6.2).

Other grave goods at the Oudenburg graveyard, like the razor knife in three graves (83, 111, 122), the fire striker as a component of a purse in two graves (76, 104), and the triangular bone combs, have been regarded as typical ‘Germanic’ elements by Böhme (1974; 1996; 2009). However, like the brooches, they probably should rather be considered as typical elements of frontier societies which consisted of mixed lifestyles, identities and ethnicities. I will further discuss this topic in Chapter V, Section V.4.5.2.

It is important to keep in mind that not all burials contained grave goods. Of the 216 graves no less than 83 burials had no grave good; of the 133 which did, some sixteen graves only contained one simple item (a coin, a silex, a knife, ...). Besides, the grave good assemblages of the remaining 117 graves were not all lavish (see Appendix 6). Böhme wondered whether the graves without grave goods were to be considered as representatives of the Gallo-Roman population (Böhme 1974, 166). Böhme furthermore postulated that, since the weapons belonged to the army, also Germanic soldiers would have returned their weapons when they were part of a regular unit. He suggested that maybe only soldiers with a very strong connection to pagan-Germanic beliefs maintained the weapon grave goods (see Böhme 1974, 182 and footnote 854). With an absence of material culture, it is obviously difficult to interpret the graves without grave goods, or with only a silex for example, versus the graves with grave goods. It has already been stressed that this fort community was part of a frontier society in which one cannot (or at least no longer) speak of ‘Roman versus Germanic’. This society was developed from a mixture of identities and ethnicities and burial expressions are more likely to be explained within a social context than as related to ethnicity. Graves without grave goods may have belonged to another social group, maybe lower-ranked soldiers. A chronological dimension can neither be excluded. Only radiocarbon analyses would be (partly) able to yield some answers.

Böhme (1974; 1996; 2009) - and this was already put forward by Werner (1950) - maintained the general acceptance that male graves with weapons and women graves with brooches were testimonials of Germanic newcomers in Northern Gaul. Besides, he identified the waist belts with bronze fittings, the iron buckles, the large hair pins, the neck rings, the spindle whorls, the iron razor knifes, the fire strikers, the wooden buckets and the triangular triple layer combs, all typical grave goods between Rhine and Loire, as Germanic (Böhme 1996, 92-93). Werner (1950) identified the deceased with Germanic laeti; however, their status assumes that they were probably typically rather poor. Böhme (1974; 1996), following Böhnner (1963), believed that these graves were attributed to foederati. Breuer and Roosens (1957), however, have argued that the distinction between laeti and foederati had become blurred by the middle of the 4th century.

The assumption of a clear and direct relationship between these graves and a Germanic population has met with much criticism in the last decades, as is already clear from the above. Above all,  

---

284 Nine parallels could be listed by Böhme for the region between Elbe and Loire (Böhme 1974, 114-115).
285 Eleven parallels were known by Böhme in that region (1974, 115).
286 See Böhme 1974, 167.
287 As such Böhme met the conclusion Mertens and Van Impe (1971) made through the presumed absence of weapons that the troops stationed at the 4th century castellum must have been regular units (cf. Mertens 1977a, 62; Mertens 1987; Mertens and Crabbé 1987).
Whittaker (1998), Halsall (1992; 2000; 2007) and Theuws (2009) convincingly argued that this thesis is based on the wrong ideas. The ‘Germanic’ explanation in fact presumes the existence of a ‘mixed’ culture in late Roman Northern Gaul with two distinct groups which co-existed. However, it is clear that in that period there was no (longer) a ‘Roman-Germanic’ dichotomy and that the frontier region knew a merging of cultures (Theuws 2009, 288, 299). Already in 1952, De Laet, Dhondt and Nenquins suggested that the characteristics of these graves were a military ‘fashion’ common alike to Germanic and Gallo-Roman soldiers, and the result of the exchange of ideas between people in the North of Gaul. Halsall – and further elaborated on by Esmonde Cleary (2013, 81-86) – rejected one by one all arguments which were used to assign these graves as Germanic: the choice of inhumation, the choice of grave goods, the presence of belt fittings and buckles, the presence of weapons and the type of jewellery, including the brooches, can all be explained without migration theories (Halsall 1992, 199-202; 2000). Bishop and Coulston demonstrated that the chip-carved belt fittings which have for long been considered as ‘Germanic’ can no longer be associated with the recruitment of Germans into the Roman army, as their use should be seen as a development by regular Roman troops (Bishop and Coulston 2006, 223-224). Swift (2000b, 229) emphasised that one should look to the Germanic-linked items as expressions in terms of regionality rather than of ethnicity. Also Heeren believes that many items such as buckles and women’s brooches may have had a Germanic origin and were originally brought in as ‘Germanic’, but evolved into items which expressed another identity or culture for the new group which was or was not Germanic (Heeren 2017, 173).

The frontier zone had become a hybrid society of cultural interchange, as the result of interactions over several generations. Anthropological research in combination with multi-isotopic analysis on skeletal remains has shown how heterogeneous and diverse the population in Roman Britain could be but also how cautiously one has to be with the interpretation of material culture – some individuals buried with ‘local’ items revealed to have been incomers while in some cases ‘non-local’ material culture appeared to be associated with ‘local’ individuals (Leach et al. 2009; 2010; Eckardt et al. 2009; Eckardt 2014; Eckardt et al. 2015; see also Cool 2010). The Germanic regions beyond the Rhine frontier were already for a long time politically secured buffer areas against larger threats from the North-East and the East. The dynamics and the coexistence in the frontier region not only resulted in communities of mixed descent, but also in mixed cultures and this of course also influenced material culture. New forms of material culture developed, in consumption as well as in production, in searching for new ways of expressing social practices and traditions and determined by factors as kinship, marriage, gender, age, status, cultural tradition, ...

In conclusion, based on the grave goods alone one cannot know whether the deceased was Germanic or not. As has been demonstrated for late Roman Britain only a multidisciplinary approach making use of multi-isotopic analysis on skeletal remains in combination with the contextual study of the grave goods can lead to more transparent conclusions288 about the origin and cultural identity of the deceased. Applying this method at e.g. the 4th-century graveyard at Scorton, just north of Catterick (Eckardt et al. 2015) and at the late Roman cemeteries of Lankhills, Winchester (Eckardt et al. 2009; Eckardt 2014, 56-57, with references)289 and of Roman York (Leach et al. 2009) has

288 Although not always unambiguous, as is demonstrated e.g. by the study of the ‘Lady of York’ by Leach et al. 2009.
289 E.g. at the late Roman cemetery of Lankhills near Winchester strontium and oxygen isotope analysis has been used to test the assumption of the presence of incomers based on the grave goods and this has revealed that there does not have
lead to the possible identifications of first and possibly second-generation migrants from different regions (see for other studied sites: Eckardt et al. 2014, 535 with references). Pinpointing possible areas of origin of the deceased still remains challenging and will only be reached with the further development and combination of multi-isotope analysis in comparison to a more developed craniometric multivariate analysis and anthroscopic evaluation (Leach et al. 2009, 14). In Chapter V.4 I aim to further explore the cultural identity/identities of the fort community at Oudenburg starting from the evidence at the fort precinct.

IV.3.3. Graveyard B

To the south/south-east of graveyard A the northern edge of a second inhumation graveyard had been discovered already in 1962, by accident, when a cellar was dug for a new house (SO03). Also underneath these graves remains of the earlier civil settlement were uncovered consisting of mortar floor debris and pottery sherds.

According to Mertens, the area in-between graveyard A and B was deprived of burials nor yielded any archaeological material290, in that way confirming that these were two separate graveyards291 (Mertens and Van Impe 1971, 6). An excavation through trial trenches in 1975 to the west of this parcel (ET08) only uncovered Roman land division or draining ditches and according to Mertens indications that the edge of the sand ridge was nearby. A site observation in the same year by Mertens more to the south did not yield any Roman feature at all (SO04), assuming that the uncovered edge of graveyard B was the northwestern end and that this graveyard must have extended to the east.

Three east-west/west-east(?) oriented inhumation graves with grave goods were uncovered292; these only comprised ceramic vessels, no coins nor other (metal) finds such as dress accessories were found. Since many graves at graveyard A were not gifted with such items either, their absence in these three graves should not be seen as an indication of a non-military status; as previously stated it can be assumed that also this graveyard B was of military signature. The lack of dress accessories may also be a chronological indication. Grave A contained a face pot from Hadham (UK) and an undecorated burnished beaker of regional production. Grave B yielded three vessels: a black-slipped motto-beaker with VIVITE FELICES and two coarse small bowls, both Eifelkeramik (one ear pot Pirling 106 and one bowl NB 104 / Alzey 28). Grave C also contained a black-slipped motto-beaker, with AVETE, and a ‘pot in red fabric’ (Mertens 1964, 220-221; 1977, 60; Hollevoet 2004, 337-338)293. Mertens dated these graves slightly earlier than graveyard A, at the end of the

290 Mertens only had the opportunity to make a long trench along the north side and one along the west side of the parcel both of which did not yield any graves/grave evidence (Mertens and Van Impe 1971, 6).
291 Mertens and Van Impe 1971 state at p. 9 that the area in-between was 60 m wide; at p. 18 they mention 40 m. The plotting of the locations on the map verifies a distance of c. 60 m.
292 These finds were reported to J. Mertens by J. Trimpé-Burger who excavated at the time at Aardenburg and to who the find was reported by Mr. Kegel, amateur-archaeologist from Aardenburg. The latter discovered the graves and retrieved the finds. Data on the skeletons, like the direction of the head, were not mentioned to Mertens (Mertens 1964, 220).
293 These finds could not be traced to have a closer look at them.
3rd – beginning of the 4th century (Mertens 1971, 18; 1977, 60), a date later confirmed by Hollevoet (2004, 337). According to Going (1999, 297) who studied the oxidised Hadham wares found at Colchester294, the Hadham potteries only started a more widespread distribution in the latter part of the 3rd century and mainly in the 4th century, especially the second half of that century. For Tyers (1996, 168) the expanded distribution only started from the beginning of the 4th century. However, such a face jar is rather an exceptional item and should not be considered within such distribution patterns. An inventory of the face pots found in Gallia Belgica made Braithwaite (2001) conclude that their distribution was closely connected to the military society, being the Roman army or fleet, or retired veterans and their families, as can also be assumed for the rest of the face pots and face beakers in continental Europe. The Oudenburg face pot, of the type of the larger face jar with the face on the upper half of the shoulder, and made at the late Roman Much Hadham kilns, moreover emphasises the close connection of the Oudenburg fort with Britannia. Being an exceptional item, it may have been the personal belonging of a recruit from Britannia.

One of the motto-beakers295 shows with AVETE a rather common motto; the dated finds all belong to Künzl’s Gruppe IV (AD 280-310/315) and V (AD 300-310-355) (Künzl 1997). Although all of the known closely datable finds from Bonn, Kologne and Trier (G) can be assigned to Gruppe IV (Künzl 1997, 65), two grave finds from Gerlachsheim-Königshofen (AD c. 350) and two from Krefeld belong to Gruppe V (Künzl 1997, 69, 72). The Oudenburg VIVITE FELICES was the only one known by Künzl (Künzl 1997, 259) and can only be dated based on its type to Gruppe IV or V. The NB 104 bowl was made in Urmitz technique which is generally dated earlier than the typical Alzey 28 in coarse Mayen ware which has been found in several graves of graveyard A. The Urmitz pottery is commonly dated until AD 260; however, Brulet points to the presumed survival of certain forms, amongst which the NB 104 bowl, into the 4th century AD (Brulet 2010c, 404 and references). The rim rounded to the interior and underscored by a groove rather points to the 3rd century, though (cf. Brulet 2010c, 418). Thoen drew attention to the (Mayen?) ear pot Pirling 106 with lid groove which distinguishes itself from what he called its ‘typical 4th-century successor Alzey 30 with straight rim occurring in graveyard A’ (Thoen 1978, 141). The absence of Pirling 106 at graveyard A may have a chronological significance, but cannot be taken as an absolute given; besides, the Alzey 30 jug is represented by only two examples at graveyard A.

Taken together, the previous elements seem to confirm the date for graveyard B initially suggested by Mertens ‘end 3rd – early 4th century’; also Thoen concluded to a slightly earlier date than graveyard A based on the Eifelkeramik. It is tempting to relate this graveyard B to the very last phase of fort level 4, at the end of the 3rd century (see Chapter V, Section V.1.5). However, keeping in mind the long life-span vessels could have, certainly ‘special’ ones, the possibility of an attribution to the beginning of fort level 5A, in the second quarter of the 4th century, should not be totally excluded.

Hollevoet already emphasised the unique character of the face pot in oxidised Hadham ware (Hollevoet 2004, 338). He mentioned an almost identical narrow-necked jar with small opposed ‘squashed’ handles and applied face at the fort precinct of Burgh Castle (Johnson 1983a, 92-93:

295 Both motto-beakers Pirling Group 58-62 were catalogued by Künzl (1997, 205) as type 1.6.2. The rim of one of the beakers was broken off, but the beaker was likely of the same type of the one completely preserved.
54), one of the British Saxon Shore forts, where the Much Hadham kiln vessels formed a distinctive group within the colour-coated products. Since oxidised Hadham wares are rare finds on the Continent, and then only in the coastal region of Belgica Secunda (Going 1999, 297), and since especially these face pots were not well-spread, the presence of such a beaker in a grave at Oudenburg is very meaningful and must point to a level of contact between the unit and Britannia. Hollevoet suggested that this vessel may have been the personnel possession of the deceased or his family once stationed at the other side of the Channel (Hollevoet 2004, 340).

IV.3.4. Graveyard C

In the summer of 2014 the western edge of a new late Roman graveyard came to light c. 550 m east of the southeastern corner of the fort and clearly extending further east296 (Plate VII; Fig. 89). In analogy with the late Roman graveyards to the west of the fort, this graveyard to the east will now be further referred to as graveyard C. At the east border of the site Belleroche (ET28) twenty skeleton graves were brought to light297 (Dysselinck forthcoming). They intersected the mid-Roman west-east road (the assumed Zandstraat of the mid-Roman period) and bordered its successor of the late Roman period north of it and of which the course was situated just outside the excavation trench of the Belleroche site according to the attested cart tracks at the neighbouring site Riethove to the west.

The pottery clearly dates this graveyard in the 4th to early 5th century and shows many identical pottery types to those from graveyard A. The inhumations at graveyard C showed different orientations; north-south, south-north, west-east and east-west were all clearly attested. The orientation of the graves seems to have no chronological significance. The N-S grave 4 and the S-N grave 8 both intersected grave 18 which is in its turn N-S or S-N oriented. Grave 19 intersected grave 20; both were W-E or E-W oriented. The intersections do indicate that the graveyard knew a very long use. They most likely also point to an interruption in the graveyard; during the second use of the cemetery the location of the earlier graves was forgotten (or ignored?) assuming possible grave marks may have been lost.

Most of the graves revealed the remains of a wooden coffin and grave goods, such as pottery, glass beads, bracelets and/or brooches (Fig. 90) (see Appendix 7). One grave (grave 8) contained a set of eight coins, very badly preserved, probably the content of a purse. They were identified as eight folles, datable to the 4th century298. Two of them, both nummi, are likely to have been Urbs Roma imitations and are possibly dated around AD 350 (+/- 10 years). This grave 8, belonging to the latest group of burials, also yielded a roller-stamped Argonne bowl Chenet 320 with stamp UC-125 dated after AD 350 (identification by W. Dijkman).

296 With thanks to BAAC and project leader T. Dysselinck for their permission to use the excavation data before the coming out of the archaeological report.

297 Since the post-excavation process with the study of the natural sciences and the conservation and study of the metal objects is still ongoing, only preliminary results can be registered. With permission from T. Dysselinck who conducted the excavations for BAAC Vlaanderen.

298 Identification by F. Stroobants and J. van Heesch (Coin Cabinet of the Royal Library of Belgium, Brussels).
Fig 89: Part of the excavation map of the site Belleroche, eastern side, with the twenty inhumation graves of graveyard C discovered in 2014 (adjusted version of the unpublished unprocessed map from BAAC, taken over with permission). a: the twenty inhumation graves marked in dark brown; b: chronology of the twenty inhumation graves based on material culture and intersection; yellow: early phase which can be connected to fort period 5A; orange: late phase which can be related to fort period 5B, white: no phasing possible based on the material culture.

Fig 90: Grave goods from graveyard C (Photos by N. Cleeren, with permission by BAAC). a: bronze buckle with amphora-shaped strap end, grave 8; b: bronze D-shaped buckle, grave 10; c and d: bronze crossbow brooch, grave 10, view from below and detail top; e: bronze buckle with belt plate, grave 12.

The crossbow brooch in grave 10 and the belt buckles found in three burials (one together with the crossbow brooch in grave 10 and two others in graves 8 and 12) are clear testimonies that a third military graveyard has been discovered here. The crossbow brooch is of the type Swift-Pröttel-Keller 3/4B, dated to the second half of the 4th century, possibly still in use in the early 5th century AD (Van Thienen 2016b) (Fig. 90c, d). This type was a common crossbow brooch type at graveyard A. Based on the buckle, belt plate and/or strap end they contain (see Appendix 7) graves 8, 10 and
12 are clearly pointing to the second half of the 4th century; for graves 1, 10 and 12 a somewhat later date into the early 5th century is even possible. An unstratified find which can be connected to the burials is a small elongated, gilt, chip carved strap end which can be dated according to the typology of Böhme (1974, 90) to the period c. AD 400-450 (Fig. 91). With grave 8 intersecting graves 17 and 18, a date in the second quarter of the 4th century, or somewhat later, can be assumed for the burials of the early phase.

![Gilt chip carved strap end found unstratified at site Belleroche, according to Böhme (1974) dated to c. AD 400-450 (Photo by N. Cleeren).](image)

Nine adult burials can clearly be defined based on the length of the coffin and/or the size of the skeleton (remains). Based on the grave goods at least two of these adult burials can be recognised as of women (graves 4 and 7). The size of the coffin and the skeleton remains designate five graves those of children (graves 5, 8, 15, 17 and 20), one of them definitely female (grave 5).

**IV.4. Conclusion: relationship between the successive forts and their graveyards**

The cremation rite has its limitations for the identification of the deceased. Grave goods such as Charon’s obol, vessels with liquids and food, and an occasional dress accessory or jewellery item can hardly reveal whether the deceased was a civilian or a soldier. However, when the Oudenburg territory is envisaged in its totality it becomes clear that it is most likely that the deceased fort inhabitants of fort level 1 to 4 were buried at the cremation graveyards together with the civilians. The inhumation rite seems to have appeared in the late(r) 3rd century and at this time it seems to have resulted in a burial without or hardly any grave goods.

Although the results for graveyard C are fragmentary, they seem to indicate that graveyard A and C covered (more or less) the same period from the second quarter of the 4th century until the early 5th century AD. Why two different cemeteries, one c. 400 m to the west of the fort and one c. 550 m to the east, would have served the same unit(s) (and their families) is not clear. However, since this cemetery was contemporaneous with graveyard A, one can wonder whether it concerns another military group. This graveyard C, clearly extending further east, was situated at the junction of the late Roman course of the continuation of the Zandstraat with the Zeeweg. It is a possibility that the deceased did not belong to the known fort but to a military installation not yet discovered. One can think of an outpost or *burgus* located near the junction of the two roads. However, this *an sich* should not have been a reason for another graveyard. Likely, the reason should be considered rather within a sociocultural context.
One can expect that the supposed continuation of cemetery C underneath the adjacent parcel may probably bear some answers on this issue. The lands surrounding this junction and located in an expanding residential area should therefore be closely monitored - and preferably pro-actively investigated through geophysical research - so that every threat from soil intervention can be foreseen and be prevented or anticipated by a thorough methodological excavation of the cemetery where all recent excavation technology can be applied and with opportunities for multi-isotope analysis on the matter of the geographic origin of the deceased.

The chronology of both graveyard A and C can be linked with the fort occupation in the 4th – early 5th century. As will be clear further, the installation of the 4th-century fort occupation can be defined through dendrochronological evidence after AD 319-329 (fort level 5A); a second phase is dendrochronologically dated after AD 379-380 (fort level 5B). The coin spectrum at graveyard A already indicated that this cemetery was probably initiated in the second quarter of the 4th century (Fig. 86), which seems to be confirmed by other grave goods such as the late Argonne sigillata with roller stamps (Table 2) and the crossbow brooches (Table 3). This chronology can also be applied to graveyard C. The first phase of graveyard A is obviously related to fort level 5A. Later graves can be dated to the last quarter of the 4th century – first decade(s) of the 5th century (cf. Appendix 6) and are to be related to fort level 5B (see also Chapter V, Section V.1.6). The established intersections at graveyard A and C testify to an interruption in the use of both graveyards - a continuation in use would assume that the location of earlier graves was respected – and therefore a change of army unit at Oudenburg. This fits in well with the findings at the south-west corner fort precinct, where the transformation of the built interior is clear (Chapter II, Section II.4.7). While an interruption in the fort occupation could be assumed but not concluded as archaeologically evidenced based on the stratified data on the fort precinct, this now can be reasoned based on the clear phasing at graveyards A and C.

It has been demonstrated that graveyard B was slightly earlier than graveyard A. Dating to the end of the 3rd or early 4th century, it is possible that this cemetery is related to the last phase of fort level 4, although the first phase of fort level 5 cannot be excluded. The latter date is in fact favored by the lavish grave goods. These are believed only to have appeared later in the 4th century. Besides, with the graves from graveyard A kept in mind it becomes clear that one should be cautious with drawing conclusions from only a few graves.

The clear relation of graveyard A and graveyard C with the last occupation period of the fort (fort period 5) enables us to link the material culture of the graveyard with that of the fort site to come to more insight into the identities of the fort inhabitants of the 4th – early 5th century. It is however important to keep in mind that the burials represent a ritualised expression of the identity of the deceased and/or of the social group responsible for his or her burial. The grave goods can be a reflection of how the deceased was dressed and what vessels and other objects he used in the everyday life, but it cannot be ascertained that this was definitely the case299.

299 See e.g. the pewter plates at graveyard A in graves 57, 58, 69, 70, 100 and 115. Poulton and Scott (1993) have demonstrated for Roman Britain that pewter was seemingly buried as a result of ritual activity and may even have been manufactured specifically for ritual purposes.
V. Discussions: confronting stratigraphy and material culture to come to new insights into the fort’s occupation and the wider context

V.1. A refined fort chronology for the Oudenburg castellum, its significance for the historic setting of the fort and within the wider historic context of the Channel region.

V.1.1. Coming to a refined fort chronology

What position did the Oudenburg fort hold in the coastal defence system? And how can the refined fort chronology of the Oudenburg fort contribute to a better understanding of the military development in the Channel region? With all chronology-loaded find categories studied in depth within a contextual approach in relation to the stratified evidence, a refined fort chronology for the Oudenburg fort can be presented (Table 5). As such, the Oudenburg fort sets several historic developments in the (wider) region in a different perspective (cf. Fig. 94).

The general chronological framework set by Mertens between the late 2nd century and the early 5th century AD already revealed an important military presence in the 3rd and in the 4th century at Oudenburg (cf. Chapter I.5). The general timespan still stands more or less but a far more complex succession of occupation phases than formerly assumed is evidenced (Chapter II) and results in more insights into the position of the Oudenburg fort within the military developments in the wider Channel region. The stratified evidence in relation to all available chronological indicators testifies to a succession of five main fort levels, each comprising two or more subphases. The collected information from the radiocarbon dates and the dendrochronological analyses (Appendix 8), the numismatic study (Appendix 9), the pottery evidence (Appendices 10-21) and some specific, datable small finds (e.g. the crossbow brooches) (cf. Appendices 22-25) retrieved from the south-west corner site, and studied contextually (see also Addendum 10/11), in combination with reliable data from the other Oudenburg fort sites, has resulted in a more specific dating for these respective fort periods.

The presented fort chronology is mainly based on the collected data retrieved from rather small windows on the fort precinct. The basis is formed by the data at the south-west corner site, as the successive fort levels revealed at the site yielded substantial assemblages of finds which were studied in depth in their totality and within a contextual approach. This area of this site inside the contours of the defensive wall only represents 5.25% of the total fort area *intra muros*. However, the stratified evidence and the chronological data of the sites at the north-east side correlate with the data retrieved at the south-west corner site, both of which could be excavated and studied while applying the same method and standards (with these investigations undertaken within a few years of each other). Although there is obviously no absolute certainty that the presented fort chronology can be accepted for the total fort precinct, the correlations between the south-west and north-east fort sites provide strong grounds for assuming their general acceptance.

---

300 Only the sites with archaeological evidence to presume a fort at this location in the period in question, are represented on the maps.
In what follows, I investigate with which events the successive Oudenburg fort levels can be linked. Direct evidence for military events can only be found in records of ancient writers. This immediately points to the limitations of such research, as evidently not all military events are known to us: several events are undoubtedly not recorded by ancient writers. Besides, the archaeological evidence has its limits in dating a precise level and to relate it with a specific event301.

301 See for a discussion on this matter: e.g. Drinkwater 1987, 215-218.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Closest Chronological Indicators</th>
<th>Fort Level 1</th>
<th>Fort Level 2</th>
<th>Fort Level 3</th>
<th>Fort Level 4</th>
<th>Fort Level 5</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Radiocarbon Dating</strong></td>
<td>AD 156 (68.3%) 215 - AD 150 (63.7%) 350 (charred construction beams of military hospital fort level 280)</td>
<td>AD 250 (68.3%) 350 - AD 240 (95.4%) 390 (charred beam)</td>
<td>AD 250 (68.3%) 350 - AD 240 (95.4%) 390 (charred beam)</td>
<td>AD 130 (68.3%) 350 (charred beam)</td>
<td>AD 130 (68.3%) 350 (charred beam)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Dendrochronology</strong></td>
<td>felling date AD 200-275 (east-CIS 200-275)</td>
<td>felling date AD 175-220 (east-CIS 200-275)</td>
<td>felling date AD 175-220 (east-CIS 200-275)</td>
<td>felling date AD 175-220 (east-CIS 200-275)</td>
<td>felling date AD 175-220 (east-CIS 200-275)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Coin Evidence</strong></td>
<td>(dig in coin loss in first half 3rd century AD)</td>
<td>(dig in coin loss in first half 3rd century AD)</td>
<td>Absence of Gallic ens coins (AD 245-285) and Postumus coins (AD 250-268)</td>
<td>(dig in coin loss in first half 3rd century AD)</td>
<td>(dig in coin loss in first half 3rd century AD)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brooches</strong></td>
<td>Coin hoard 1, consisting of coins dated after AD 245 (cont. 90% well AD 255-290)</td>
<td>Coin hoard 2, consisting of coins dated after AD 245 (cont. 90% well AD 255-290)</td>
<td>Coin hoard 2, consisting of coins dated after AD 245 (cont. 90% well AD 255-290)</td>
<td>Coin hoard 2, consisting of coins dated after AD 245 (cont. 90% well AD 255-290)</td>
<td>Coin hoard 2, consisting of coins dated after AD 245 (cont. 90% well AD 255-290)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Samaris Ware</strong></td>
<td>Coin hoard 1, with coins of Gallic ens and Postumus coins at the north-east fort site 2000-2050</td>
<td>Coin hoard 2, with coins of Gallic ens and Postumus coins at the north-east fort site 2000-2050</td>
<td>Coin hoard 2, with coins of Gallic ens and Postumus coins at the north-east fort site 2000-2050</td>
<td>Coin hoard 2, with coins of Gallic ens and Postumus coins at the north-east fort site 2000-2050</td>
<td>Coin hoard 2, with coins of Gallic ens and Postumus coins at the north-east fort site 2000-2050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Brooches</strong></td>
<td>Five crossbow brooches type Böhme 26, dated AD 250 (cont. 90% well AD 255-280)</td>
<td>Five crossbow brooches type Böhme 26, dated AD 250 (cont. 90% well AD 255-280)</td>
<td>Five crossbow brooches type Böhme 26, dated AD 250 (cont. 90% well AD 255-280)</td>
<td>Five crossbow brooches type Böhme 26, dated AD 250 (cont. 90% well AD 255-280)</td>
<td>Five crossbow brooches type Böhme 26, dated AD 250 (cont. 90% well AD 255-280)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Samaris Ware</strong></td>
<td>Five crossbow brooches type Böhme 26, dated AD 250 (cont. 90% well AD 255-280)</td>
<td>Five crossbow brooches type Böhme 26, dated AD 250 (cont. 90% well AD 255-280)</td>
<td>Five crossbow brooches type Böhme 26, dated AD 250 (cont. 90% well AD 255-280)</td>
<td>Five crossbow brooches type Böhme 26, dated AD 250 (cont. 90% well AD 255-280)</td>
<td>Five crossbow brooches type Böhme 26, dated AD 250 (cont. 90% well AD 255-280)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Samaris Ware</strong></td>
<td>Five crossbow brooches type Böhme 26, dated AD 250 (cont. 90% well AD 255-280)</td>
<td>Five crossbow brooches type Böhme 26, dated AD 250 (cont. 90% well AD 255-280)</td>
<td>Five crossbow brooches type Böhme 26, dated AD 250 (cont. 90% well AD 255-280)</td>
<td>Five crossbow brooches type Böhme 26, dated AD 250 (cont. 90% well AD 255-280)</td>
<td>Five crossbow brooches type Böhme 26, dated AD 250 (cont. 90% well AD 255-280)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Samaris Ware</strong></td>
<td>Five crossbow brooches type Böhme 26, dated AD 250 (cont. 90% well AD 255-280)</td>
<td>Five crossbow brooches type Böhme 26, dated AD 250 (cont. 90% well AD 255-280)</td>
<td>Five crossbow brooches type Böhme 26, dated AD 250 (cont. 90% well AD 255-280)</td>
<td>Five crossbow brooches type Böhme 26, dated AD 250 (cont. 90% well AD 255-280)</td>
<td>Five crossbow brooches type Böhme 26, dated AD 250 (cont. 90% well AD 255-280)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Samaris Ware</strong></td>
<td>Five crossbow brooches type Böhme 26, dated AD 250 (cont. 90% well AD 255-280)</td>
<td>Five crossbow brooches type Böhme 26, dated AD 250 (cont. 90% well AD 255-280)</td>
<td>Five crossbow brooches type Böhme 26, dated AD 250 (cont. 90% well AD 255-280)</td>
<td>Five crossbow brooches type Böhme 26, dated AD 250 (cont. 90% well AD 255-280)</td>
<td>Five crossbow brooches type Böhme 26, dated AD 250 (cont. 90% well AD 255-280)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Closest Chronological Indicators</td>
<td>Fort Level 1</td>
<td>Fort Level 2</td>
<td>Fort Level 3</td>
<td>Fort Level 4</td>
<td>Fort Level 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>---------------------------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
<td>-------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-Samian Fine Wares</td>
<td>Three fragments of red, Nene Valley, Hadrian and Cicignon, prove a time-series distribution from c. AD 250 onwards. No intrusive sherds or not.</td>
<td>Small amount of Romano-British fragments of olive-drab wares, Sicilian tableware, and Hadrian red tiles.</td>
<td>NW European materials (1st-2nd century AD).</td>
<td>Large amount of late 1st century BC and Romano-British fine wares, mainly Hadrianic, Lower Nene Valley, New Forest products. Most of which are dated to AD 300-400.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amphorae</td>
<td>Complete Gaulish amphora with characteristic features for the last quarter of the 2nd century AD.</td>
<td>Dressel 29 type LF C OF FC, dated to AD 210-240, residual in the Roman level.</td>
<td>Dressed 50 type OF C II (OF C II), dated to AD 210-230, residual in the Roman level.</td>
<td>Dressed amphora, dated to AD 210-240, residual in the Roman level.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Coarse Oxidised Wares</td>
<td>Small amount of Utopian Ware, generally dated to AD 190-369.</td>
<td>Utopian Ware well represented at fort level 4.</td>
<td>one fragment, dated to AD 230-369.</td>
<td>Presence of Utopian Ware, generally dated to AD 190-369.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Roman-British Coarse Pottery</td>
<td>B21 dish, Dressel type 2/2, dated to AD 210-240.</td>
<td>Two M31 B11, beaker and flanged bowl, Dressel type 2/3, dated to AD 220/230-270.</td>
<td>One M31 B11, beaker and flanged bowl, Dressel type 2/3, dated to AD 220/230-270.</td>
<td>Presence of Utopian Ware, generally dated to AD 190-369.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North-Gaulish Reduced Wares</td>
<td>Presence of Gaulish bucchero, dated to the second half of the 2nd century AD in key context OS 20036.</td>
<td>Presence of Gaulish bucchero, dated to the second half of the 2nd century AD in key context OS 20036.</td>
<td>Presence of Gaulish bucchero, dated to the second half of the 2nd century AD in key context OS 20036.</td>
<td>Presence of Gaulish bucchero, dated to the second half of the 2nd century AD in key context OS 20036.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Glass</td>
<td>Fragments of three glass vessels dated from middle of the 2nd century onwards.</td>
<td>Fragments of two bowls and two decanters (in key context OS 1166).</td>
<td>Fragment of engraved glass bowl of type 18E-11 from the 2nd century AD.</td>
<td>Glass and glass vessels (1st-2nd century AD), dated to AD 300-400.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dating Conclusion</td>
<td>c. AD 180-200</td>
<td>c. AD 210-250</td>
<td>c. AD 250-280</td>
<td>c. AD 320-350</td>
<td>c. AD 370-400</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5: Overview table with the closest chronological indicators for each fort level. (previous page)

V.1.2. Oudenburg fort level 1: c. AD 180 – 200(+)  

Fort level 1 can be dated c. AD 180-200. The start of the military presence at Oudenburg can be set around or later than AD 180, mainly based on the samian and fine wares assemblages. The end date of fort level 1 is difficult to establish with precision. While certain pottery types and characteristics point to the 2nd century, several others continue into the (early) 3rd century. The absence of clear 3rd-century indicators in combination with an interruption in the early 3rd century as shown by coins and samian name stamps and decorations, implies an end date before or around AD 200; however, it cannot be excluded that occupation passed into the first years of the 3rd century.

Since generally from the late 2nd century AD onwards auxiliary forts were erected in stone (Baatz 2006c, 78), one can assume that the first earth-and-timber fort at Oudenburg was intended as a temporary installation. Some renovations and new arrangements in the interior fort building at this level however suggest that this fort occupation lasted at least several years.

The first earth-and-timber fort at nearby Aardenburg has been dated in the period AD 170-185/190 (castellum I/1a) (van Dierendonck and Vos 2013, 323), however based on very scarce chronological indicators yielding wide dating ranges302. From a well in the centre of the fort precinct situated right next to the principia a fragment of a very significant, monumental inscription, most likely a building inscription, was recovered. The preserved capitals [M]O[ and ]RMA[ most probably refer to the emperor Commodus (AD 177-192), with his title - Germanico and Sarmatico have been put forward by Bogaers and De Clercq, although a reference to armamentarium cannot be excluded according to Bogaers -, resulting most likely in a date between AD 180 and 192 (Bogaers 1990; De Clercq 2009, 381303; cf. van Dierendonck and Vos 2013, 299)304. As van Dierendonck and Vos (2013, 300) mention, Commodus has been responsible for the renovation in stone of most of the principia in the limes forts in Germania Inferior (see Kunow 1987, 75). It is therefore much likely that this inscription plate adorned the first principia (in stone or partly in stone) of the fort of which the construction date should likely be narrowed to the period AD 180-192. Van Dierendonck and Vos (2013, 323-325) believe that an earlier castellum phase (castellum I/IA) preceeded the castellum phase to which the first principia has been assigned (castellum II); as such the building inscription serves as a terminus ante quem date for the first military installation at Aardenburg. The close distance between the Aardenburg and Maldegem fort, only c. 6 km apart, and the geographic position of Aardenburg, closer to the sea, favour the hypothesis that Aardenburg must (almost) immediately have succeeded the Maldegem castellum and as such took over its military role. Soon after, under Commodus, the Aardenburg fort appears to have been rebuilt or renovated, likely in the same period as the first installation of the Oudenburg fort.

302 No pottery assemblages of Aardenburg fort period I were studied. Two find contexts (a pit and cart tracks) of the level prior to the castellum were analysed by W. Dhaeze and yielded a date between AD 160/170 and 180/190 (Dhaeze 2013, 230-240) offering a terminus post quem date for the construction of the first fort. From the coin evidence, a precise start date in the 170s cannot be defined according to Chameroy, only a general date in the period Marcus Aurelius (AD 161-180) - first half of the 3rd century can be deduced (Chameroy 2013, 83).

303 Reading by M.-T. Raepsaet-Chantal.

304 The assignment to Commodus has been preferred over the one to Marcus Aurelius (cf. Besuijen 2008, 52-53: reading in favour of Marcus Aurelius based on his title Maximo and Germanico).
The Oudenburg and Aardenburg fort evidence indicates that under the reign of Commodus (AD 177-192) the coastal region of Gallia Belgica became militarised. This appears to have formed part of a larger military building programme: the number of military installations along the Rhine and Danube increased and several of them were fortified during that period (Erdich 2001, 150). The militarisation of the coastal region with the erection of two temporary forts, at Oudenburg and at Aardenburg, can be considered in the aftermath of the invasions of the Chauci and the subsequent erection of the castellum at Maldegem (see Chapter I.3). The Chauci invasions demonstrated the need of a coastal defensive system in this region against sea-borne invasions. Both the Oudenburg and Aardenburg fort were built at a similar geographic position, on a sand ridge protruding into the coastal plain and as part of the same ridge complex. The forts were separated from each other by what will have been a long day march; the Roman road, the ‘Zandstraat’, connected both forts over a distance of c. 33 km. In the past, Oudenburg has been considered as less important than Aardenburg in its earlier phases (e.g. Brulet 1990b, 300). The current results now evidence an equal importance and (largely equal) development, as will be clear from the below.

The construction of the Oudenburg fort implied a shift of the core of the civil settlement towards the fort and a change of its layout, since pre-fort features at the fort precinct demonstrate that the margins of the settlement of the 2nd century already extended this far. The military presence obviously resulted in the further development, growth and expansion of the surrounding settlement. Settlement structures to the south, south-east and east of the fort all show pottery assemblages dated to the second half of the 2nd and the 3rd centuries (see Chapter I, Section I.4.2). The military presence also stimulated the further development of the North-Menapian pottery industry, with now also wheel-turned wares next to handmade pottery. It equally meant the introduction of new pottery types of which several were inspired by the repertoire of southern territories, mainly the Atrebatian region, and increasingly by the Romano-British form repertoire and its decoration schemes (see Appendix 21).

At the British coast, the first generation of Shore forts dates from the same period: Reculver, Brancaster and Caister-on-Sea. Only at Reculver is there a precise construction date of AD 185-195 (Philp 2005). It is an attractive hypothesis to consider the installation of the Oudenburg and Aardenburg forts in a general defensive coastal programme under Commodus covering both sides of the Channel.

V.1.3. Oudenburg fort level 2: c. AD 220 - 245/250

The chronological ranges of the samian stamps and decorations at the Oudenburg south-west corner site both show a dip in the period AD 205-215 (see Appendix 10). This coincides with a dip in the coin loss at the site, in this case not only characterising the beginning but the total first half of the 3rd century. While van Heesch recognises this as a typical phenomenon at settlements in Gallia Belgica (see Appendix 9), in the case of the Oudenburg fort the corresponding chronological lines for the samian wares and the coin spectrum seem to suggest an interruption in the fort's occupation in the first two decades of the 3rd century, or at least a very restricted occupation. This has been confirmed by the chronological indicators from key contexts of fort level 2, yielding a terminus post quem date for the erection of the second fort definitely later than AD 220. This tpq date can perhaps be fixed to after AD 233 for the occupation of the military hospital of fort level.
2B. However, the stratified evidence demonstrates clearly that this building was preceded by an earlier one for which the function cannot be determined.

Again, a similar picture can be recognised at Aardenburg, although van Dierendonck and Vos (2013) have concluded a date range for Aardenburg fort II in the period c. AD 190 to AD 240/245 with a renovation around AD 222. However, a close look to the chronological indications on which this chronology has been based, reveals that these dates and the presumed phasing can be questioned and circular arguments are in play. Since this has its implications for the understanding of the military development of the wider region, I believe a discussion is essential here.

Chameroy (2013, 81) points to a weak coin supply to the Aardenburg fort in the first half of the 3rd century AD (which one can compare with the one at Oudenburg) and even concludes, while acknowledging the insights for Gallia Belgica by van Heesch (1998), that this cannot correspond to a continuing fort occupation between the Severi and the middle of the 3rd century. Even in the chronological range of the samian stamps at Aardenburg, a similar dip as at Oudenburg occurs in the period AD 205-210 (van der Linden and Huijben 2013, 70: Fig. 4.8); this is not reflected by the decorated samian though (idem, 73: Fig. 4.10).

The dating of the pottery assemblages of two contexts appear to have formed the basis for determining the start date of Aardenburg castellum II, however, without stratified evidence to ensure the assignment to this level. A large, bipartite waste-pit, located underneath the fanum, has been dated to the very end of the 2nd or early 3rd century, based on the absence of Central-Gaulish samian amongst the eighteen samian MNI, the presence of Urmitzer Ware (AD 190+) and one fragment of Moselkeramik (Dhaeze 2013, 241 ff.). While Dhaeze sees the latter as pointing to a date definitely after the end of the 2nd century, and therefore only assignable to castellum II, a date from AD 180 onwards can be accepted for the occurrence of Moselkeramik (see Appendix 11). As such, a date at the end of the 2nd century for the infill of this pit, is as plausible. The other pottery assemblage forming the basis for the start date of castellum II is that of the aforementioned well W-3, yielding besides the fragment of the presumed building inscription, seventeen pottery sherds or thirteen MNI. Dhaeze dated this assemblage in the period AD 200-275 (Dhaeze 2013, 273 ff.). However, only the six samian fragments are ‘closely’ datable, and they can readily be dated from AD 175 onwards. While van Dierendonck and Vos (2013, 186) did not exclude the well belonging to the first castellum, they eventually attributed it to castellum II, based on the dating of the pottery; this, however, lacks credibility.

While the two ‘key’ contexts to date the start of Aardenburg castellum II can easily have belonged to castellum I, as evidenced above, and assuming that there was no continuing fort occupation in the first decades of the 3rd century, this should be tested against the key context assemblages on which the ‘second phase’ of castellum II has been defined. They comprise the fills of the defensive ditch and of two wells. The pottery assemblage of well W-1 of 69 fragments or 44 MNI could only be dated to AD 200-275, with a preference for the period AD 225-275 (Dhaeze 2013, 265). The

---

305 However, it is important to keep in mind here that the samian wares from Aardenburg, recovered from several sites, were not studied in their totality and neither within a contextual approach. Samian wares from inside and outside the fort precinct were analysed without differentiation (see Appendix 10). Such an approach can easily flatten certain dips or peaks in graphs.

306 There is no mention whether these were found in the construction pit, the primary fill or the secondary infill of the well.

307 Comprising a Rheinzabern Drag. 43, a Rheinzabern Drag. 43/45, a Trier Drag. 33, a Trier Drag. 36R, a Trier Drag. 43 and an undetermined East-Gaulish fragment (Dhaeze 2013, 271: Table 7.10).
pottery of well W-2 of 48 pottery sherds or twenty MNI yielded a similar wide date range according to Dhaeze (2013, 271). However, this assemblage contained the rim with handle of a Gauloise 13 amphora, which can only be dated from c. the middle of the 3rd century onwards, a chronology confirmed by the occurrence of these amphorae at the Oudenburg fort from fort level 3 onwards (c. AD 250-260) (see Appendix 14). Nor does the pottery assemblage of the defensive ditch brings us closer to the suggested chronology for this period at Aardenburg; the date of this pottery assemblage has been set at AD 200-250 (Dhaeze 2013, 260); the occurrence of a Rheinzabern Lud. SM bowl points to the final part of this period though (cf. Appendix 10). One can conclude that all three pottery assemblages may well have belonged to the second quarter of the 3rd century. The renovation date of the principia, marking the start of phase IIb, has been based on the assignment of the CIIS stamps to this phase. These stamps, presumably readable as Cohors Secunda Severiana, probably designate the same unit as the CIIA (Cohors Secunda Antoniana) stamps which originally covered the roof of the fanum of castellum IIA (cf. van Dierendonck and Vos 2013, 305, 307). The unit received a new epithet when Severus Alexander became Emperor in AD 222 (see further).

The discussion above demonstrates that the suggested fort chronology for Aardenburg castellum II has (so far) little support and can at least be questioned. Rather, the evidence favours a similar development as at Oudenburg with an interruption, or at least a serious decline, in the fort’s occupation in the first two decades of the 3rd century and the erection of a second fort in the same period as Oudenburg fort 2, namely in the second or perhaps rather in the third decade of the 3rd century.

A stamped roof tile fragment found at the Oudenburg fort (Fig. 92) suggests contemporary occupation with the Aardenburg fort in this period. The tegula fragment was found at fort level 4, however, it is a very abraded piece and was likely from fort level 2 based on the similarities with stamps found at Aardenburg assigned to this period (Fig. 93). The Oudenburg stamp reads C-Λ

---

308 In a large pit to the east of Unit VIII (Addendum 3, 36: pit section 1/99a and b, southern pit).
(with Λ representing A\textsuperscript{309}) and is placed oblique towards the top/bottom of the tegula\textsuperscript{310}. Brick stamps of the similar style have been found in London (CVC), Saalburg (C [], Alteburg (C C), Petronell (Carnuntum) (COIA (Cohors I A(lpinorum))) (cf. De Poorter and Claeys 1989), but only at Aardenburg can very close parallels be found. The attested stamps at Aardenburg, recovered both inside and outside the fort, represent Λ, C Λ, C n Λ and C n S\textsuperscript{311} (cf. Trimpe Burger 1999, 30-31; Besuijen 2008, 51; van Dierendonck and Vos 2013, 304-305).

A close examination of the Oudenburg and Aardenburg stamps (Clerbaut et al. forthcoming) has pointed to the use of an identical character Λ but also to differences in the character C. This may either point to stamps made by the same manufacturer or stamps made by a different manufacturer.


\textsuperscript{310} The characters have been pressed into the wet clay at some distance from each other with a metal stamp (\textit{signaculum}). Such stamps are mainly known in iron and in the first instance are linked to burnmarking on barrels (and possibly also cattle) (Baratta 2007). The ‘C - Λ’ was probably impressed less deep than the ‘Λ’. The characters do not form a straight line indicating that the metal stamp was probably formed by loose characters on individual stems. This would also explain the occurrence of a stamp at Aardenburg only consisting of the character Λ with similar dimensions and form as the Oudenburg character.

\textsuperscript{311} The character n consists of two legs connected at the top; this connection could be clear or weak. The character most likely represents the number II.
but at the same factory\textsuperscript{312}. At Aardenburg, nine of the uncovered C n Λ tile stamps must have originally covered the roof of the fanum, attributed to the second phase of Aardenburg castellum II (cf. van Dierendonck and Vos 2013, 304). The lack of parallels for the attested stamps makes their identification difficult. Thoen was the first to suggest for the Aardenburg stamps the identification as $C(ohors)\ A(ntoniniana)$, in analogy to the known auxilia of the Cohors II Treverorum Antoniniana, a cohors quingenaria peditata originating from the region of Trier (Thoen 1993, 27) and which was stationed at the fort of Holzhausen an der Haide in Germania Superior (Germany) (van Dierendonck and Vos 2013, 307, with reference to Baatz 2000, 112-113).

In general, an honorary title designates the emperor responsible for the initial installation of the unit or for a change in its composition. Maxfield has pointed to the common practice from the early 3rd century AD onwards that this epithet derived directly from the name of the reigning emperor and that it therefore altered when the emperor changed (Maxfield 1981, 234). The aforementioned Cohors II Treverorum from Holzhausen demonstrates this clearly; its epithet changed from Antoniniana into Severiana after Severus Alexander (AD 222-235) became Emperor while the unit remained stationed at Holzhausen (cf. Baatz 2000, 112-113)\textsuperscript{313}. A similar situation can be assumed for the Aardenburg troops with a name change of the same unit from Antoniniana to Severiana. The title Antoniniana refers to the installation of this unit under Emperor Caracalla, officially named Marcus Aurelius Antoninus (AD 211-217); the title Severiana of the second cohort refers to Emperor Severus Alexander (AD 222-235) and can therefore only be dated from AD 222 onwards. Hence, it is possible that the fanum at Aardenburg was constructed c. AD 220. The presence of similar stamps at the Aardenburg and Oudenburg fort does not necessarily mean that a unit was moved from the one fort to the other, although this possibility cannot be excluded. It is just as possible that this cohors was responsible for the production of the ceramic building material which was distributed to both castella.

It is striking that a numeration in the considered stamps is lacking\textsuperscript{314}. Moreover it is surprising that in all these stamps a reference to the origin or place of recruitment of the troops is absent. Were these troops recruited locally, was it originally obvious that there was only one such unit and was it therefore not necessary to add an additional number nor an origin reference? Was it only eventually, with the installation of a second cohors, that a number was added to these new stamps? Or should the stamp be interpreted otherwise\textsuperscript{315}? Clerbaut has suggested another possibility for the reading of this C Λ stamp, namely as $C(ohors)\ A(micorum)$, which would explain the absence of a number and of a reference to the origin. A Cohors Amicorum was a group of ‘friends’, advisors who formed part of the administrative support around an army commander, governor or emperor and who were in most cases responsible for the non-military government (Mommsen 1879; Étienne

---

\textsuperscript{312} A first macroscopic analysis by T. Clerbaut of the fabrics of the Oudenburg and Aardenburg tegula fragments in question reveal large resemblances (pers. comm. T. Clerbaut). Further petrological research based on thin section analysis is ongoing (Clerbaut et al. forthcoming).

\textsuperscript{313} References have been made to Haalebos (2001, 42-43) who suggests that the honorary title Antoniniana was already adapted by Septimius Severus; he believes that the Legio I Minervia Antoniniana at Alphen aan den Rijn / Albaniana already obtained it c. AD 196 (cf. Besuijen 2008, 51: footnote 159). However, the given chronological context seems to favour the specific association with Caracalla.

\textsuperscript{314} See the many cohort stamps in which CO or COH is followed by a number (see Spaul 2000) or e.g. the two PRIMACORT stamps found at Aardenburg (cf. Besuijen 2008, 52). Exceptions do exist, see e.g. cohořs Aelia Expedita, cohořs Apula, cohořs Aurelia civium Romanorum, cohořs Carnietum et Veniaesium, cohořs Lusitanorum, cohořs quingenaria Maurorum equitata, cohořs milliaria Maurorum equitata, cohořs milliaria Numidarum, cohořs Parthorum, cohořs Raetorum et Vindelicorum, cohořs Scutata Civium Romanorum, cohořs Silaucensium, cohořs Trapezuntiorum, cohořs Trumplinorum (see Spaul 2000).

\textsuperscript{315} With thanks to T. Clerbaut for discussing these ideas with me.
1955, 258; Frank 1967, 312-313). The installation of such a group was common practice in the late Republic / Early Empire but remained in vogue until the reforms by Diocletianus who replaced them by a state administration (cf. Kelemen 2013, 348-349). If the stamps in question should be read as such, then the production and/or the control over the supply of building material towards the Oudenburg and Aardenburg forts was organised by the *cohors amicorum* of a regional chief, maybe the governor or the army commander.

In any case, the presence of similar stamps at the Oudenburg and Aardenburg fort (C Λ / C - Λ and Λ) with an identical Λ character assumes a close connection between them and a concurrence of their fort occupations.

But how should we interpret the cessation of the Oudenburg fort or at least a serious decline in its fort occupation, and probably also at the Aardenburg fort, in the first two decades of the 3rd century? It is the period of the Scottish campaigns by emperor Septimius Severus which are dated to AD 208-211 (Hodgson 2014b, 32-33). Herodian (III.14.1) mentions that these campaigns were initiated by barbarian attacks in Britain in AD 208. That the campaigns by Severus had a major impact on the army in the Northwest, is well-known. The supply-bases at South Shields and at Corbridge, or at least their completion or enlargement, can be related to the preparation of Severus’ campaign (Hodgson 2014b, 36-38). Based on the size of uncovered marching camps, it has been assumed that Severus had assembled an army of 40,000 men (Hodgson 2014b, 41). The fort at Reculver seems to have been unoccupied in the early 3rd century. According to Philp, its first occupation probably ended by the end of the 2nd century, and a new fort occupation began c. AD 212-215 (Philp 2005). It seems therefore not unlogical to assume that army units from the Continent, and possibly not only from the continental Shore forts but also from the British Shore forts, were summoned to join Septimius’ army for campaigning in Scotland.

How should the erection of a renewed fort at Oudenburg, and probably also at Aardenburg, then be explained? In this period a serious threat in the North Sea Channel region apparently led to the reactivation and continuing activity at several forts. At Reculver, a peak in coin loss can be observed under Alexander Severus (222-238) (Philp 2005, 216). In AD 233 Alamanni attacked and ravaged the Rhine and Danube provinces, taking advantage of the weakened army when troop units were sent by Severus Alexander to Persia (Baatz 2006a, 42). Dhaeze (2011, 185) points to altars found at Vechten and Bonn which record marine operations along the coast of *Germania Inferior* and invasions by Germanic tribes, mainly Alamanni, in 234 in *Gallia* and *Illyria*. In the nearby village of Roksem (part of the municipality of Oudenburg) a small coin hoard of 49 coins was recovered in 1970. Its closing coin of Balbinus can be dated to AD 238 and because of the monetary reforms by his successor Gordianus III it is possible that this coin hoard was entrusted to the earth already in AD 238 or shortly after (van Heesch 1991; 1998, 96). However, it is difficult to interpret such a coin hoard: was it an act resulting from an invasion, or from the fear of it and did the owner die before he could collect his coins, or was it buried simply for monetary reasons?

At Oudenburg and Aardenburg renewed earth-and-timber forts were built, apparently intended as temporary installations. However, at Oudenburg this fort occupation lasted until around AD 245-250. Also at Aardenburg the end of *castellum* II has been dated around AD 240-245 (van Dierendonck and Vos 2013, 308). Moreover, at Oudenburg the attested two building phases (2A and 2B) and the renovations performed at the military hospital of phase 2B (as clearly evidenced by the construction slots of the northern part of the complex) hardly correspond with a temporary
occupation. The same can be said of the renovations of Aardenburg *castellum* II (cf. Van Dierendonck and Vos 2013, 304-307). The elaborate wall paintings which decorated the Oudenburg hospital may be another reason to suggest a more long-term occupation, as can also be deduced from the pottery of this level. Was this fort in the first instance intended as a temporary base, after which eventually a longer occupation turned out to be needed in light of continuing threats in the North Sea? Why was it not then decided to fortify this fort with a stone defence? Was this related to the lack of suitable local stone building material? It is worth drawing attention here to the building materials used for the construction of the British Shore forts of this period: Reculver, Brancaster and Caister-on-Sea. Their building materials mainly came from local sources, although Brancaster and Reculver testify of some distant regional sources of stone, however all accessible by sea or river and supplied to the forts by ship transport (Allen and Fulford 1999; Allen, Fulford and Pearson 2001)\(^{316}\). In general, most of the stones used for the building of the British Shore forts came from sources within a 30 km radius of the construction site (Pearson 2003, 110). The most closely available source of building stone for Oudenburg was the Tournai limestone, which has been used to build the later defensive stone wall; the same goes for Aardenburg (see further). The distance between Tournai and Oudenburg as the crow flies is less than 70 km over land. However, the stones were transported over a much larger distance: directly by ship via the Scheldt, the Scheldt estuary and eventually the North Sea coast and the tidal channel up to the fort locations of Oudenburg and Aardenburg. In contrast, as has been demonstrated in Chapter III, wood and more specifically oak – ideal as construction material – was amply available in the region, as were also sand and clay. It is therefore rather a likelihood that the decision to erect an earth-and-timber fort at Oudenburg, and at Aardenburg, was an economic decision rather than determined by the character or intended duration of the occupation. In this region it was just easier, more suitable and cheaper to erect an earth-and-timber fort than a stone *castellum*. As such there is no firm ground to believe that the forts of fort period 1, 2 and 3 were temporary installations. Certainly for fort period 2 and 3 this seems not be the case.

\(^{316}\) Of the British Shore forts, only at Bradwell transport of stone over extra-regional distances can be evidenced with certainty; the bulk of the stones were still obtained locally though (Pearson 2002, 82; Pearson 2002a).
Fig 94: The Oudenburg fort during its successive fort periods in relation to the other military sites in the Channel region (basic map: © Frontiers of the Roman Empire Culture 2000 project (2005-2008), http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/scotland).

V.1.4. Oudenburg fort level 3: c. AD 245/250 - 260

Whether the third Oudenburg fort occupation immediately followed the second one, cannot be deduced from the archaeological evidence. Anyhow, not much time will have passed in between, and it is even likely that the new troops of fort level 3A were responsible for pulling down the plastered and painted south wall of the hospital prior to levelling and raising the fort precinct to build a new earth-and-timber fort.
Again, it is difficult to imagine that this third earth-and-timber fort was a temporary installation. The renovations at the interior building, even with a complete rebuilding of the area, with a totally new organisation, with successive changes in orientations and with new arrangements, suggest that this fort level 3 witnessed at least three different garrisons. These renovations also point to the rapidity of the troop changes and to a lot of political developments which will have been related to increasing threats. Written sources do assume that under the joint reign of Valerianus I and Gallienus (AD 253-260) the internal and external threats increased. First major invasions in Gaul are recorded for AD 253 and AD 259-261 and are mainly attributed to Francs (Brulet 2006b, 43). Van Heesch (1998) calculated that for the civitas Menapiorum and the adjacent civitas Nerviorum to the east 58.4% of all coin hoards date to the 3rd century of which 85.0% are situated in the second half of that century. Twenty-seven of these 130 coin-hoards have a closing coin from the joint reign of Valerianus I-Gallienus (AD 253-260)\textsuperscript{317}.

The pottery assemblages of fort level 3 show the first contacts with Britannia. Freestanding ‘contubernia’, a new type of barrack-plan built in the same style as barrack units recovered at Reculver fort (although at Oudenburg not with a stone supporting base), perhaps point to the connection of these forts within a general Shore programme. The British Shore forts active around the middle of the 3rd century were Reculver, Brancaster and Caister-on-Sea. Also at Dover, the construction of the Shore fort can be dated to this period. At Boulogne-sur-Mer, this period represents the last phase of the Classis Britannica fleet base, as this fleet stopped functioning around or shortly after the middle of the 3rd century. The latest inscription referring to the Classis Britannica dates to the reign of Philippus Arabs (AD 244-249) (Dhaeze 2011, 316 and footnote 300). At the coast of Germania Inferior, several forts can be assumed (see Chapter I, Section I.3.4); however, none of the known fort sites can be assigned to this period with certainty. At Aardenburg a fort occupation in the period c. AD 250-260 could not be determined (but can neither be totally ruled out, cf. van Dierendonck and Vos 2013, 307-308)\textsuperscript{318}.

\textit{V.1.5. Oudenburg fort level 4: c. AD 260 – 285/295(+)}

\textit{V.1.5.1. Installation and occupation during the Gallic Empire}

Under Postumus (AD 260-269), the first stone fort was erected at Oudenburg. It seems very likely that this new fort immediately succeeded fort level 3 and that it was in fact the petrification of the third earth-and-timber fort, with a total renovation of the inner building. The pottery assemblages of fort level 3 and 4 hardly differ.

The coins and dendrochronological evidence indicate that this was a fort built by Postumus as part of the Gallic Empire\textsuperscript{319}. Postumus, commander of the Rhine army, established in AD 260 the Gallic Empire, as a segregation regime, after the revolt of his troops. That revolt took place in the aftermath of the capture of the emperor Valerianus by the Sassanidic Persians (König 1981; Drinkwater 1987). Postumus appropriated the title Restitutor Galliarum, implying that he

\textsuperscript{317} At Reims, a third of the coin hoards were put in the ground between 244 and 260, but according to Doyen these should all be related to the constant regression of the coin value (Doyen 2007, 375).

\textsuperscript{318} It is worth drawing attention here to the pottery assemblages of Oudenburg fort level 3 and their restrictions in dating them closely (see Addendum 10/11).

\textsuperscript{319} It is argued that the large waste-pit OS 4980, one of the key contexts of fort level 4 and belonging to the second phase of this period, can be closely dated between AD 268 and 275 (cf. Addendum 10).
established the restoration of Gaul and the border region of the Rhine after a period of chaos (Brulet 2006b, 43). Not only was the preceding period characterised by regular Germanic attacks, after the death of Severus Alexander in 235 several civil wars, revolts and battles for the throne with a succession of a fifty-some soldier emperors until 284 took place. Postumus and his successors Laelianus, Marius, Victorinus and father and son Tetricus I and II reigned over an empire which imitated the official Roman Empire (Drinkwater 1987, 28). Their Gallic Empire covered Gaul, Spain, Britannia (König 1981; Drinkwater 1987, 27-28) and Raetia (Bakker 1993).

Postumus built the Oudenburg fort to serve as one of his strongholds along the North Sea coast, next to Aardenburg. There, the construction of the first stone fort has also been attributed to Postumus (van Dierendonck and Vos 2013, 330), mainly based on coin evidence. The Oudenburg and Aardenburg strongholds were obviously needed, as the Empire experienced increasing Germanic threat from the joint reign of Valerianus and Gallienus (253-268) onwards. The increase of seaborne attacks can probably be related to the ceasing of organised protection of the North Sea coasts by the Classis Britannica. Zosimus mentions threats at the Rhine limes under Gallienus (AD 253-268), which must have been the reason for the latter to move his headquarters from the Danube to the Rhine (Rogge 1996d, 72).

The period of the Gallic Empire and the last quarter of the 3rd century were characterised by several piracy attacks on the coasts of Germania Inferior and Gallia Belgica, of which several mentions in the Scriptores Historia Augusta give proof. References to piracy attacks are attributed to the reigns of Postumus, Tetricus I, Aurelianus and Probus (Detalle 2002, 9). In AD 260 Franks and Alamanni organised massive attacks, respectively from the North and from the East; they invaded into Gaul and penetrated even as far as Spain (Rogge 1996d, 72 with reference to the descriptions by Eutropius and Aurelius Victor). They seem to have attacked the Gallic Empire regularly, by land as well as by sea, up to AD 268: in 263-264 as well as in 268 Postumus had to push them back (Drinkwater 1987). At the fort of Boulogne, a significant fire layer has been attested which can be dated, based on coin evidence, after AD 268/269 (Seillier 1986a, 174).

Most of the attacks were most probably small-scaled, with looting the primary goal. Others, like the invasions of 260 and 268, appear to have been massive. They resulted in a large amount of coin hoards in a well-defined region from the North Sea to the Middle-Loire area (van Heesch 1998, 185). Van Heesch (1998), who examined the coin hoards of the civitas Menapiorum and civitas Nerviorum, calculated that the highest peak in the second half of the 3rd century was formed by the coin hoards closed off under the reign of Postumus (van Heesch 1998, 127, 131). The coin hoards of 260 show a dense concentration in the western provinces of Gallia Belgica down to the

---

320 Doyen furthermore includes part of Germania Inferior and only considers the north of Spain (cf. Doyen 2007, 240: Fig. 155).
321 Only one pottery assemblage assignable to this level, namely from a waste-pit, has been studied, only generally datable to the 3rd century. One Rheinzabern Drag. 36 dish bears a figurative stamp, which may be related to the phenomenon of the line-stamps, a characteristic feature for the middle and the third quarter of the 3rd century (Dhaeze 2013, 275-277).
322 The large number of coin hoards in the second half of the 3rd century has been interpreted by many scholars as the consequence of raids and invasions. Following this, the course of the Germanic invasions in Gaul has been deduced by many scholars from the dispersion and concentration of these coin hoards (see e.g. Gricourt 1988). Van Heesch (1998, 147) mentions the discussion by others who do not deny this military explanation but give more importance to a monetary interpretation as related to coin reformations and the savings behavior of the people. Delmaire totally questions the military approach and argues against the significance of coin hoards as representatives of insecurity (Delmaire 1995). Kropff has considered the ‘unrest’ hypothesis and the ‘monetary’ hypothesis and argues that the latter has to be most likely rejected (Kropff 2007).
Somme (Rogge 1996d, 81). The coin hoards of 268 were mainly found in the coastal plain of Northwest Gaul (Gricourt 1988; Rogge 1996d, 81; van Heesch 1998, 150). The large amount of coin hoards may also be partly related to internal threats, since these were also amply present: the attacks by Gallienus on Postumus (AD 266-267), the revolts of Laelianus and Marius in AD 269, the revolt of Autun in AD 269/270, the recapture of the Gallic Empire by Aurelianus in AD 274 (van Heesch 1998, 148).

The stone wall of the Oudenburg and the Aardenburg fort are strikingly similar, and their construction as part of one building programme seems very likely. Both were constructed with foundations and facings in Tournai limestone, with a similar width323 and in the same building technique (small blockwork), with no extra foundation, and both banked by an earthen rampart. As already mentioned in the discussion of the morphology of the stone wall (Chapter II, Section II.3.4), the defensive wall of the Oudenburg fort, and equally that of the Aardenburg fort, was remarkably thin, respectively 1.05-1.10 m and 1.20-1.65 m. This is in strong contrast with the building style of the second generation of British Shore forts which is characterised by thick walls, next to exterior towers or bastions, tile bonding courses and a lot of re-use of earlier material (cf. Brulet 2006d, 169; Mertens 1983; Johnson 1970, 240). These elements cannot be recognised in the remains of the defensive wall of fort level 4. The walls of Oudenburg and Aardenburg rather recall the military building trend of the High Empire in *Germania* and *Britannia* (Johnson 1987, 84), also embodied by the British Shore forts of the first generation of the late 2nd century, equally characterised by a wall with flanking earthen rampart (see Table 6). The same is true for the shape of both Oudenburg and Aardenburg forts, still representing the classic ‘playing card’ shape, however without the rounded corners. The emergence of new fort shapes and altered internal building plans has been assigned to the reign of Diocletianus at the latest, but Southern and Dixon (1996, 133) mention that it is hardly known how the forts under the ‘Military Anarchy’ were built. The Oudenburg and Aardenburg fort indicate that the building trend under Postumus was still connected to that of the High Empire. An additional argument is that the façade of the north wall was covered by mortar imitating masonry (and presumably painted red), a known phenomenon at forts of the High Empire.

This however does not explain the limited thickness of the walls at both forts, which is in strong contrast to Richborough, of which it is assumed that it has been built in the same period. Was this choice at Oudenburg and Aardenburg related to the pre-existence of an earthen rampart? Or/And was it determined by the lack of local/regional suitable building material and the necessity to transport the totality of the stones, at Oudenburg as well as at Aardenburg, from Tournai? It can be assumed that the latter led to an economical use of the stones.

On the Channel coast of Britain new forts were built in this period, next to the still active forts of Brancaster, Reculver, Caister-on-Sea and also Dover. According to the current insights, the Shore forts of the second generation were erected at various stages and not all under the same circumstances. Second-generation Shore forts which functioned or were constructed during the Gallic Empire seem to be Burgh Castle, Walton Castle, Bradwell, Bitterne and Richborough. Only the construction of the Richborough fort can be more specifically dated between AD 267 and 275 (see Chapter 1.3). As will be clear further, the pottery evidence at the Oudenburg fort shows a

---

323 Although also at Aardenburg the stone wall was completely robbed out in later times, the width of the wall can be defined between c. 1.20 and 1.65 m. Recovered Tournai limestone blocks display measurements of c. 10 by 20 cm (van Dierendonck and Vos 2013, 145).
considerable orientation towards Britannia. It can be assumed that there was an important interaction between the Oudenburg fort and the British Shore forts of that period.

During fort period 4, or already at the start of this period, the extramural settlement at Oudenburg was abandoned. This end has been traditionally dated around AD 270. It seems more likely, though, that its occupation already ceased around AD 260 or in the 260s. The study of the finds of the 2007-2009 excavation at the east side of the settlement, at site Riethove, has not appeared to be able to date this end more precisely than after the middle of the 3rd century (cf. Dhaeze et al. 2018). Although a few decorated samian fragments can be dated until AD 270, only one pottery sherd, a rim of a Gose 366-369 flagon from Famars (Dhaeze et al. 2018, 99), can definitely be set from AD 260 onwards. Nevertheless, with only one Postumus coin and one radiate copy found on the site, both unstratified, the coin spectrum seems to indicate that after AD 260 there was hardly any activity left. As already discussed in Chapter I (Section I.4.1.4), the depopulation of the Northwest of Gaul in the 3rd century is a complex phenomenon, not only caused by external threats but the result of a concurrence of circumstances. Nevertheless, the aforementioned invasions of the 260s which can be defined by the coin hoards, will certainly have had a major impact on the population at the coastal region and probably also on the extramural settlement at Oudenburg. In the coastal region of the civitas Menapiorum also the increasing marine influence may already in this stage have played a significant role.

Likewise, along Hadrian’s Wall, but also in the hinterland, all military vici seem to have been completely or largely abandoned in the later 3rd or early 4th century AD (Hodgson 2009, 35; Bidwell and Hodgson 2009, 33-34). At Vindolanda, Housesteads and Wallsend, the abandonment of the military vici can be dated more specifically to c. AD 270 (Hodgson 2003, 17). Arbuthnot (2014) has shown that not all extramural settlements along Hadrian’s Wall were abandoned at the same time. Bidwell and Hodgson (2009) have related the downfall of the military vici to the decline in activity in late Roman forts due to the decrease of the unit size. This may have resulted in the military vici being no longer economically viable. Also Wilmott has argued that ‘the decline in these settlements must reflect a major change in the economic life and organisation of the fort settlement’ (Wilmott 2010, 10). For his master’s thesis, Arbuthnot (2014) examined the available data from extramural settlements in the Hadrian’s Wall Frontier zone and reviewed the different abandonment explanations as stated by several scholars. He concluded that indeed economic changes most likely were the primary factor for their decline, but that these were probably in first instance related to the runaway inflation which started to have a serious impact in the 260s (cf. Brickstock 2010, 89). This must have had major consequences for the supply system and must have been eventually fatal to the economies of extramural settlements. Nevertheless, also the reduction in the number of troops will have had a negative impact on the economy and security situation of the vici (cf. Arbuthnot 2014, 60 with references).

V.1.5.2. Continuing occupation after the Gallic Empire

The Oudenburg fort, as well as the Aardenburg fort, clearly continued to be an important military base under the successors of Postumus throughout the entire Gallic Empire. The coin spectra at both forts, confirmed by the pottery evidence, indicate that the fort occupation also continued after the Gallic Empire. After Aurelianus brought under control the Gallic Empire, the Oudenburg fort

324 With thanks to I. Haynes (Newcastle University) for pointing me to this Master thesis.
remained occupied without interruption and underwent no major changes. Apparently the same unit stayed in place.

The North of the Roman Empire was severely plagued by large-scale Germanic invasions over land in AD 275/276 and around 280 (Drinkwater 1983, 88-89). They lead to the destruction of 60 of the most important cities in Gaul and several forts along the Rhine limes. These invasions have been seen by many scholars as the cause of the end of civil population in the North-West of Gaul (however as discussed above this was most likely not the cause and civil occupation had ceased already years before) and of the end of the Oudenburg and Aardenburg fort (see e.g. Thoen 1978, 196-201; Thoen 1987; Rogge 1996d; Brulet 2006b, 43; Dhaeze 2011, 196-197)325. However, with the totality of the coin evidence and the evidence of all find categories in place, it is now clear that these invasions did not affect the Oudenburg fort and that its occupation continued for at least another decade and a half. The 275-276 invasions were most likely not significant for our region in contrast to the surrounding provinces where they had a devastating impact (van Heesch 1998). After Postumus, the number of coin hoards in the Northwest of Gaul decreased very strongly. In other regions of Gaul and Germania, the coin hoards from the period of Tetricus (AD 270-274) are dominating. These are however almost lacking in the northwest, north of the fortified road Boulogne-Bavay-Cologne, whereas the coin hoards of the period 257-268 are dominant in this region (van Heesch 1998, 150). This shows that the major Germanic invasions of 275-276 did not affect as much our regions, probably since they mainly occurred over land bypassing Oudenburg, and that the main attacks in the Northwest of Gaul are to be dated in the period of Postumus.

Oudenburg continued to function under the reign of Probus (AD 276-282)326. Under his reign, Germanic invaders were forced back and a powerful repair of the Empire started, with the restoration of the 60-some cities around AD 277 as can be read in the Vita Probi (xiii, 5-7). Nonetheless, the northern regions continued to be menaced in the 280s, not only by pirates but also by internal revolts (like Bonosus and Proculus) and by bagaudae, raiding gangs wandering around, against which Maximianus (AD 283-288) campaigned. Apparently, seaborne invasions drastically gained importance, since in 286 emperor Maximianus assigned the Menapian officer Carausius the task to push back the piracy in the Channel coastal region (Rogge 1996d, 68-69; De Boone 1954, 47-56). Carausius had distinguished himself in the campaigns against the bagaudae. His appointment as naval commander was intended to 'rid the seas of Germania of pirates' (Aurelius Victor xxxix, 20: 'propulsandis Germanis maria infestantibus'). Eutropius (ix, 21) specified the area as the seas of the tractus Belgicae et Armorici, or the continental coastline between the Rhine and the Loire, and the pirates involved as the Franks and Saxons327 (see also Orosius vii, 25, 3) (Wood 1990, 93). This implies that the raiders had already broken through the Boulogne-Dover defence and had reached the coasts of Armorica, current Brittany (Cunliffe 1975). In 286 Carausius seized power himself, after Maximianus turned against him because of his contested methods. Carausius (AD 286-293) established the Imperium Britanniarum (AD 286-296) over part of the coastal region of northern Gaul and the whole of Britannia. Casey (1977) has demonstrated that the command of

325 Also the present author has assumed this in previous publications (Vanhoutte 2007b; Vanhoutte et al. 2009b, 96).
326 The south-west corner site (COIN0849) and the north-east site (site Kapellestraat) both yielded one Probus coin. At the latter site this coin could be closely dated to AD 277. It was possibly the closing coin of a dispersed coin hoard, mainly consisting of Postumus coins (Vanhoutte et al. 2014; see Appendix 9).
327 Wood (1990, 94) argues that the involvement of Saxons in invasions of the late 3rd century are in fact a later perception by 4th-century writers on earlier events. It is only with historian Ammianus Marcellinus and his contemporary Ambrose, bishop of Milan, that Saxons, besides Franks, are pointed to as raiders on the coast of Gaul.
Carausius on the Continent covered a larger area than Boulogne and its environs, extending over Rouen, Amiens, the Arras region and Laon (see also Williams 2004). Boulogne functioned as his base and the construction of the forts at Pevensey and Portchester can be attributed to his reign. The construction of the forts at Lympne and at Richborough probably predate the Carausian reign but Williams demonstrates that their coin evidence, especially that from Richborough, point to increased activity in this period (Williams 2004, 13-14, 75).

Constantius Chlorus captured Boulogne in AD 293. The segregation empire of Carausius continued under his successor Allectus (AD 293-296). It is however uncertain whether Allectus ever held domain in Gaul (Casey 1977, 301). Williams (2004, 74) believes that Allectus tried to reconquer Boulogne right after his accession in early AD 293 but that he eventually failed. In any case, at the Oudenburg fort, the coin evidence yields no indications for Carausius; neither does the Aardenburg fort. So far, the evidence at the Oudenburg fort indicates that during the episode of Carausius and Allectus – if the fort was still active, and this is a likelihood - it was part of the official Roman Empire. This implies that, while the Oudenburg fort formed a close system with the British Shore forts during the Gallic Empire, and most likely also during the successive years, they were counterparts during the period of Carausius and Allectus. Both usurpers must have been expecting an invasion by the Central Empire. In light of the defensive strategy of Carausius, and subsequently Allectus, the British Shore forts now functioned as defensive bases against the Central Empire, and were as such manned by defensive troops supported by ships (Williams 2004, 14).

At this time a continuing fort occupation at Oudenburg, and Aardenburg, was definitely necessary as the North Sea region still suffered from piracy. The Panegyrici mention victories by Maximianus and Constantinus Chlorus against ‘barbarians’. Maximianus in 288 and Constantius Chlorus in 293 campaigned against Frisians and Frankish tribes, in fighting piracy and simultaneously Carausius (Dhaeze 2011, 67).

V.1.5.3. The final phase of fort level 4

The end of the Oudenburg fort 4 is marked by a destruction level. The presence of a lot of metal at this level is a further indication that the fort was rapidly and unmethodically abandoned, rather than decommissioned. Also, the fort Aardenburg III saw an abrupt end with a fire destroying the inner buildings (van Dierendonck and Vos 2016, 342). The precise end is difficult to define since it lies in a chronological range which is hard to capture with the current archaeological data. The samian workshops in the East of Gaul ceased exporting their products in the period c. AD 270-275 (cf. Brulet et al. 2010). The production of the following samian guide fossils, the late Roman roller-stamped sigillata from the Argonne region, emerged, according to the current insights, only c. AD 320. They are completely lacking at fort level 4. The coins recovered from this level can hardly help to clarify the chronology in this period since they should only be taken into account as terminus post quem data; coins for the period 294-318 are generally very rare. Finally, radiocarbon date analyses are unable to capture this time frame specifically as too many wiggles in the graphs occur. For other pottery categories and other objects such as e.g. brooches, chrono-typological evolutions have mainly been established based on the samian chronology. The only data which would enable us to clarify this transition period with certainty, could come from dendrochronological analyses from preserved wood from this period, however so far unknown for the region.
The collected data from the pottery and the coins from the Oudenburg fort point to a terminal date for fort level 4 at the very end of the 3rd century. The presence of a Trier motto beaker dated after AD 280, of some Speicher and Mayen coarse oxidised vessels, and especially some Romano-British Black Burnished ware vessels point to an end date even probably after AD 290. Lyne has concluded from the Romano-British coarse ware spectrum of fort level 4 that all vessels could be made to fit within the period c. AD 270-300 but that the absence of BB1 incipient-beaded and flanged bowls of type 6/2, dated c. AD 210-280/90, indicates that the BB1 vessels of fort level 4 all arrived on site during the narrower time-slot c. AD 280/90-300 (see Appendix 21). Apart from the many radiate copies at this, the two Probus issues (AD 276-282) are the latest tpq date from the coin assemblage of this level. However, two Tetrarchy coins (AD 294-310) found out of context may be related to this level, although this cannot be evidenced; they may as well have been used at fort period 5A, as old coins. Two presumed minimissimes, of which one was found at level 4 (although this one is rather large and identification uncertain), may push the end date of level 4 further to at least c. AD 300. The absence of 4th-century coins at Oudenburg level 4 may be an argument, although not conclusive, for dating the end of fort level 4 not later than the start of the 4th century.

While the coin evidence of the Aardenburg fort in general shows many similarities with that of the Oudenburg fort, the coin spectrum of the late 3rd century is strikingly similar. Chameroy has concluded from the Aardenburg coin study that the occupation of the fort probably stopped in the 280s and related this to the campaigns of Maximianus, co-emperor of Diocletianus in the West (AD 285-305) (Chameroy 2013, 76: Fig. 5.1 and 5.2). The Oudenburg evidence, in which the coins are considered in combination with all other chronological indicators such as the pottery, also demonstrates a date after AD 280/290. So far, the end date of Oudenburg cannot be related to a specific event, but it appears that this end was violent, as was also the case at Aardenburg. However, a destruction level can be explained in several ways: as a result of a ‘barbarian’ invasion or as the result of ‘non-barbarian’ actions, and precise date, extent and impact are difficult to assess.

It is worth drawing attention to a study by Chameroy (2011) who defined two late 3rd-century coin hoard periods in the North-West: a general AD 281-282 horizon, next to an AD 293 horizon in Gaul and an AD 293-296 horizon in Britain. Voorburg-Arentsburg or Forum Hadriani lost its role as supply centre of military bases along the coast around AD 300 which is marked by some intentional deposits pointing to ‘military stress’ (Van Kerckhove 2014, 472). Both phenomena seem to have been the result of a supra-regional phenomenon, but the exact events which initiated them and/or prevented the retrieval of the hoards are so far unknown. Are the latter two periods related to the incoming of Frankish groups? From one of the Panegyrics (Panegyrici Latini VIII, 5) it is known that Constantine Chlorus, then Caesar in the western provinces, purged the area between the Scheldt and the Rhine from Franks in the period AD 293-297 (De Boone 1954, 58). The violent end at the Oudenburg fort may be an indication that the Frankish invasion also affected Oudenburg. It is also the period of the reorganisation of the provinces, of the civil centres and of a large building programme in Germania Secunda (cf. Heeren 2017, 155) (cf. Fig. 95). Was the focus now totally on a more defensive northern border region and was it decided to leave the Oudenburg fort temporarily unoccupied?

The end of the Aardenburg castellum III appears to have also been the definite end of its military occupation. At least fifteen 4th-century coins, of which some are dated in the third quarter of the 4th century AD, and some Germanic pottery were recovered from the Aardenburg fort; however,
no features could be related to them (van Dierendonck and Vos 2013, 86). They point to some kind of occupation, however most likely not a military one. The decision not to reoccupy the Aardenburg fort in the 4th century was most likely related to the increased marine influence which must have made it difficult to have easy access to the fort. The Oudenburg fort, however, seems to have played a major role in the Channel region in the 4th and early 5th century AD.
Fig 95: Overview map of the late Roman military situation in Belgica Secunda and Germania Secunda with indication of all attested/presumed shore forts and Rhine forts. Taken over from Brulet 2017 (Fig. 2) with minor adjustments and additions.
V.1.6. Oudenburg fort level 5: c. AD 325/330 - (c. AD 380) - 430(+)

V.1.6.1. Fort level 5A: c. AD 325/330 – c. AD 360

In the third decade of the 4th century, the stone *castellum* was renovated and reoccupied\(^{328}\). A start date around AD 325/330 is indicated by dendrochronological analysis in combination with the chronological range of the samian roller stamps. The chronological range represented by the datable graves of graveyard A, of which the earliest ones can be dated in the second quarter of the 4th century, confirms this time span (Fig. 96-97).

It is most likely that with this renovation the semi-circular bastions were added to the north side of the fort. The evidence that this side of the fort no longer had a defensive ditch in fort period 5 but that a side-branch of the tidal channel reached this far, favours a 4th-century date for the bastions. This renovation of the northern wall with the addition of intermediate towers also involved a refacing of this side; it is most probably at this stage that bonding courses were added.

Not only did the bastions offer extra protection, facing the enemy, their symbolic meaning in embodying power and strength will at least have been as important. The Oudenburg bastions are similar in size and shape to the ones of the British Shore forts of the second generation (Table 6). Clearly a military identity expressing Roman imperial power was installed in the Channel region through a general building programme.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SHORE FORTS</th>
<th>WALL THICKNESS (m)</th>
<th>YE'F COURSING</th>
<th>BASTIONS</th>
<th>CORNERS</th>
<th>RAMPS/ BANK</th>
<th>HECTARES</th>
<th>DITCHES</th>
<th>references</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>BRITISH SHORE FORTS PERIOD I</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Richborough</td>
<td>3.05-3.00</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>rounded</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>3.24</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>Philp 2005, 22-24, 194.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Colchester</td>
<td>2.70</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>rounded</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>3.00</td>
<td>1 or 2</td>
<td>Philp 2003, 218; Johnson 1989b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caister-on-Sea</td>
<td>2.90 &gt; 3</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>rounded</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>3.53</td>
<td>?</td>
<td>Darling and Gurney 1993; Philp 2005, 220-221</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dover</td>
<td>3.50-3.50</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>angular</td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>1.56</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>Philp 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **BRITISH SHORE FORTS PERIOD II** | | | | | | | | |
| Richborough | 3.20 | yes | yes | angular | no | 2.70 | 2 | Bushe-Fox 1926; 1928; 1931; 1949 |
| Durgh Castle | 3.20-1.20 | yes | yes | rounded | no | 2.50 | no | Johnson 1993a; Johnson 1989c |
| Lydney | 3.50-3.60 | yes | yes | angular | no | 3.23 | no | CurliFFE 1980; Johnson 1979, 93-98; Boxworth 2016 |
| Walton Castle | c. 7.70 | yes | yes | rounded | ? | 1 | ? | Pearson 2002, 20 |
| Pevensey | 3.76-3.08 | yes | yes | none | no | 4.30 | ? | Lynn 2008 |
| Portchester | 3.10 | yes | yes | angular | no | 3.42 | ? | CurliFFE 1975, 13 |

| **SHEFORTS BELGICA SECUNDA** | | | | | | | | |
| Oudenburg | 1.05-1.10 | only N side | only N side | angular | yes | 2.72 | 7+5 | Van Damendriek and Vos 2013 |
| Aardenburg | 1.20-1.50 | no | only 27 | angular | yes | 3.60 | 17 | Van Damendriek and Vos 2013 |

Table 6: Overview of the British Shore forts versus the forts of Oudenburg and Aardenburg and their respective characteristics.

The reoccupation of the stone fort is to be seen in light of the consolidation policy of Constantine I (306-337), as no serious threats are recorded for that period, although Eutropius (3.10) mentions in general that Constantine battled against Franks and Alamanni in Gaul (Southern and Dixon 1996, 33). Constantine I seems to have succeeded in restoring the Roman authority along the northwestern border of the Roman Empire (see Engemann 2007), not only by means of a large building programme with the consolidation of the border (although much was presumably already

\(^{328}\) Mertens already suggested the possibility that the last fort was installed during the reign of Constantine I (306-337) (Mertens 1987, 89).
done by Diocletianus (Southern and Dixon 1996, 33 ff.) and a defence system ‘in depth’ (Fig. 95), but also by means of offensive actions. New *castella* were built, several earlier military bases were renovated or restored (Brulet 1990b; 1993, 137; 1995, 111-112; Southern and Dixon 1996, 33-34). It is a valid hypothesis to suggest that the construction date of the 4th-century fort of Oudenburg is related to the installation of the post of the *comes litoris saxonicum*.

The first specific indications for external threats in the 4th century date to the 340s. Constans, son of Constantine I, fought the Franks in Gaul around 341 (Dhaeze 2011, 68, 215). Maternus mentions in his work from AD 346 that crossing the Channel was a ‘precarious undertaking because of the presence of barbarians’ (*De Errore Profanarum Religionum* XXVIII, 6). Both Portchester (Cunliffe 1975, 425) and Pevensey (Lyne 2009, 39) were renovated in the period AD 340-345. Lyne relates this to the visit to Britain by Constans in AD 342/343 who may have ordered these renovations in light of increasing threats (Lyne 2009, 40). At Burgh Castle, a first peak in the coin loss of the 4th century can be observed for the 330s and 340s. From AD 352 until 355, severe invasions, mainly by Franks, but also by Saxons and Alamanni, ravaged the Rhine front, mainly in *Germania Inferior* and *Superior* (Hoffmann 1969/70, 342-344; van Es 1981, 51; Oldenstei 2006, 47). Specific indications for new attacks and invasions in the North-West point to AD 363, following measures by Julianus to withdraw army units from the western front to fight in the East against Constantius II (van Es 1981).

During fort level 5A (and 5B) the Oudenburg fort must have been an important stronghold. According to the available data along the shore of *Belgica Secunda* and *Germania Superior*, Oudenburg is the most northern of the Shore forts. The renovation of the stone fort and its reinforcement with bastions emphasise its importance. Furthermore, several burials which can be attributed to fort period 5A contained a crossbow brooch (Tables 3 and 12), pointing to an important presence of high-ranked military personnel.

*V.1.6.2. Fort level 5B: c. AD 380 – 430(+)*

The chronological range represented by the roller stamps at the south-west corner site and the one represented by the datable graves of graveyard A (Fig. 96-97), suggest at first sight a continuing, dense occupation throughout the 4th century, until at least AD 410. However, the inner building of the *castellum* indicates a renovation of the fort in the later 4th century, after the abandonment of the baths and the arrangement of the south-west corner area for corralling horses or pack animals. The dendrochronological dating of AD 379/380 for the latest well of fort level 5 situates its construction, and hence the renovation of the fort, under the reign of the western emperor Gratianus (367-383)\(^\text{330}\). The pottery evidence of the structures assigned to this level confirms a renovation date in the last quarter of the 4th century. Moreover, this change can be linked to a new phase in graveyards A and C. While a considerable interruption in the occupation cannot be archaeologically attested from the available data of the fort precinct, the overlap of existing graves by new grave cuts – implying the earlier ones were no longer visible\(^\text{331}\) - and their shift in orientation.

---

\(^{329}\) Constans embarked for Britain at Boulogne. Gerrard (2013, 19-21) argues that this event must probably be seen as a ‘planned piece of imperial bravado’, most likely in combination with an inspection of the British garrisons.

\(^{330}\) Until AD 375 together with his father Valentinianus I.

\(^{331}\) Another explanation would be that the new unit had no respect for the earlier graves. However, even from another socio-cultural group one can expect that there was respect within the military community. Based on the geographic position of the graveyard at the end of the sand ridge one could also consider a masking by a silting from a sea incursion event, which washed away the markers. However, archaeologically there was no indication for this.
indicate that there must have been a considerable break. The fact that grave markers must have disappeared, and the graves were no longer visible, suggests some time had passed before the fort was reoccupied by a new unit. The well-balanced chronological ranges represented by the samian roller stamps and by the datable grave goods of graveyard A imply that this interruption did not last long. However, it must be taken into account that it is inherent to the chronological indicators in question that they mainly yield wide dating ranges which inevitably result in a flattening of the graphs. Only in the chronological range of the grave goods of graveyard A a minor dip can be noticed, interestingly exactly in the period AD 360-365; this should be considered with much caution though, as this graph only represents *terminus post quem* dates which result from a range of chronological indicators, variably present in the different graves. It is in this respect important to keep in mind the possible long life-span of certain objects or the possibility that earlier items were buried with the deceased, as part of a specific burial expression.  

Fig 96: Overview of the dating ranges of the graveyard A grave assemblages which can be taken as *terminus post quem* dating ranges for the burials, with AD 380 marked, the date of reoccupation of the fort as indicated by the evidence at the fort precinct and with AD 410 marked, the date which has so far been generally accepted as end date of the Roman occupation of the Oudenburg fort.

The chronological evidence points to an interruption in the fort occupation (or a strong decline in unit size) somewhere within the time-span c. AD 360-380. With the current available data it is not

---

332 In this respect it is important to notice that both grave 141 and grave 201 contained a Constantinian coin. Nevertheless, both can be dated to phase 2, from the late 4th century onwards, based on the accompanying grave goods.
possible to narrow this timeframe. While the end date of this break is fixed through the
dendrochronological date, the precise end of fort level 5A is definitely not. It may well have been a
date in the 360s. In AD 361 Julianus withdrew about 23,000 elite soldiers from the western front
to face his opponent, the eastern emperor Constantius II, in the East (Rogge 1996c, 108). The
interruption in the fort occupation at Oudenburg may be an indication that also the Oudenburg unit
was withdrawn for this event. This would specify the interruption of the fort occupation to c. AD
361-379/380. However, lacking clear chronological evidence this is no more than a suggestion and
it would be remarkable that the Oudenburg fort would not have played a role in the following
episode.

Fig 97: The chronological range of the grave assemblages of graveyard A based on the frequency of the attested
chronological segments. Although most burials only yield wide dating ranges and keeping in mind the uncertainties shown
by some conflicting dates between Böhme (1974/1987) and Sommer (1984), this representation demonstrates that the
graveyard had its most active use between AD 330 and 410.

The established date of AD 379/380 for the reoccupation of the fort (fort level 5B) shows that this
did not happen under Valentinianus I (364-375), as has been suggested by Mertens (Mertens and
Van Impe 1971, 34). After the withdrawal of troops by Julianus the lower strength at the northern
border resulted in a new wave of invasions by Franks and Saxons, first recorded for AD 363, who
were able to penetrate far into Gaul. Ammianus Marcellus mentions in his Res Gestae piracy raids
by Picts, Scots, Attacotti and Saxons in AD 362-364. By the time Valentinianus I arrived in the
region in AD 364, after Julianus died, the invasions were still ongoing. According to Tomlin, these
were related only to Gaul, not to Britain (Tomlin 1979). A climax was reached with the so-called
barbarica conspiratio or barbarian conspiracy of AD 367, a co-ordinated attack on the coastal
regions of northern Gaul and on Britain (Hoffmann 1969/70, 349-350; Esmonde Cleary 1989, 44).
However, Gerrard (2013, 22-25) argues that the accounts by Ammianus Marcellinus of these events
were most likely exaggerations, instructed by the western imperial court. Bartholomew (2004)
believes that the Saxons at that time only threatened the coasts of Gaul. In any case, the Saxon
Shore must have been vigilant. According to Ammianus Marcellinus, Valentinianus I sent
Theodosius, one of his officers, to Britannia to fight back, after which he restored several forts and
cities (Hoffmann 1969/70, 350). As mentioned above, the archaeological evidence at hand for Oudenburg does not exclude that the fort still played a role.

Another valid hypothesis is to relate the end of fort period 5A to troop changes by Valentinianus I. In AD 369, the succession of invasions and attacks forced Valentinianus I to a complete reorganisation of the Rhine limes and of Britannia together with considerable troop movements (see Hoffmann 1969/70, 344-345, 349-350). He established a large defensive building programme with the erection and (mainly) renovation of fortifications of the limes, along the Rhine - as is referred to by Ammianus Marcellinus (XXX, 7-9) - as well as along the Danube (Gerrard 2013, 30), and the militarisation of the coasts of Normandy and Brittany (Brulet 1990b, 338; 1996). According to Ammianus Marcellinus, in AD 370 Saxons again attacked the shores of Belgica Secunda, and again in AD 373. Valentinianus I eventually pushed back successfully Francs and Saxon pirates at the Lower Rhine (Oldenstein 2006, 48). Welsby concluded that Valentinianus’ building programme most likely also comprised the renovation and strengthening of several of the Shore forts, although firm chronological and archaeological evidence is scarce for that period (Welsby 1982, 104 ff.). In the 370s the emperor transferred troops from Gaul to Illyricum; the Oudenburg unit may have been part of this. These Gaulish units kept on being deployed in other campaigns in the East, probably Raetia, certainly until AD 378 (cf. Ammianus Marcellinus XXXI.10, 5-6).

It is in light of the reorganisation of the northwestern border and within the context of the end of these troop movements in the 370s until around AD 380 that the reoccupation of the Oudenburg fort can be situated. Several grave goods of graveyard A, mainly the jewellery, testify to close links with Pannonia and Raetia. The study of the bracelets and other accessories (Swift 2000b; Sas 2004) concluded that their presence can be explained as the result of returning troops (see Chapter IV, Section IV.3.2). Mertens and Van Impe (1971, 36) connected the reoccupation of Oudenburg with the troop movements of AD 387-388. The presence of the assemblage of Siscia coins in grave 76 of graveyard A was to Mertens the decisive argument to identify the unit of the last fort occupation as the milites Nerviorum, one of the troops involved in the military operations in the Balkans which were later moved back to the West, and named as the unit stationed at portu aepatiani. Portu aepatiani is one of three forts listed in the Notitia Dignitatum under the Dux Belgicæ Secundæ along the Gallic coast, besides Marcis in littore Saxonico and in loco quartensi sive hornensi (see Notitia Dignitatum Occ. XXXVIII) (cf. Chapter I.3). It is a likelihood that the soldier buried in grave 76 of graveyard A together with his dog and with his purse with an AD 379 closing coin and at least seven coins minted at Siscia, located in Pannonia, obtained these latter issues himself in neighbouring Illyricum while he was stationed there. Mertens believed Oudenburg should probably be identified with this portus Aepatianus (Mertens and Van Impe 1971, 35-36). However, scholars like Will (1973) and Leman (2004) rejected this idea. Will pointed to the disproportional small list for the Dux Belgicæ Secundæ with only three forts, in contrast to the many fortified sites for the tractus Armoricanus et Nervicanus to the south-west along the French coast and the well-equipped British Saxon Shore. Will argued that at the time of the Notitia the current Belgian coastline was already abandoned by Roman troops, likely in the years 407-410, due to the Germanic invasions well-attested in historic sources for this period and based on the closing date for graveyard A suggested at the time by Mertens around 406-410. Therefore, Will concluded that portus Aepatianus

---

333 His efforts at the Lower Rhine will have been mainly intended to safeguard the supply from the vital cereal transports from Britannia (Rogge 1996c, 115).
should rather be located along the current French coast between the Bresle and the Aa (Will 1973, 72). A shift to a later closing date for the Oudenburg fort, as is now clear, obviously invalidates this reasoning.

However, the transferred troops to which Mertens and Van Impe referred were the Nervii (seniores) (Hoffmann 1969/70, 482) and these comitatenses had no connection with the milites Nervii who formed part of limitanei. Moreover, the definition of the start date of fort level 5B at AD 379/380 rather enables a connection with the troop movements to Illyricum in the 370s, and in AD 377-378 back to Raetia, after which the Oudenburg fort was most likely manned by returning troops or certainly by units with men in their ranks who served there. I therefore believe that it is more likely that portus Aepatiacus was not the Oudenburg fort but that this location is to be identified with a site more to the south of Belgica Secunda 334.

A similar occupation history in the 4th century as at Oudenburg can be seen at the fort at Cuijk (Fig. 95), where equally first an occupation during the reign of Constantine I could be recognised, with later, after an interruption in the occupation, a rebuilding in stone. The latter happened somewhat earlier than at Oudenburg, under Valentinianus I (van Enckevort and Thijssen 2002, 81-83). Some of the hill-forts in the Samber-and-Meuse region testify of a similar timeline. They were abandoned during the 4th century and reoccupied from AD 370/380 onwards until the middle of the 5th century, apparently with Germanic units (see Brulet 1990b).

The dendrochronological date available for the installation of Oudenburg fort 5B, AD 379/380, places its reoccupation under the reign of Gratianus. Did he continue the work of his father? This is most doubtful. Already in AD 380 Gratianus moved the western court to Italy and his removal from the North-West probably resulted in an increase of unrest and revolt, eventually leading to the usurpation by Magnus Maximus in AD 383 (Halsall 2007, 186-187). Halsall (2007, 195-196) has argued that Magnus Maximus in preparation of his revolt, and after him the generals Arbogast and Stilicho, withdrew regular troops from Gaul and probably replaced them by ‘barbarians’ to defend the frontiers. Halsall has furthermore stated that, although ‘there was no deliberate abandonment of northern Gaul’, it knew no longer an ‘effective re-establishment of imperial authority after 388’ (Halsall 2007, 199-200). Hard evidence for this thesis is however lacking. Ammianus Marcellinus’ Res Gestae stops in AD 378 and cannot yield information on this episode. However, this scenario fits in well with the archaeological evidence at Oudenburg. This will be further elaborated on in Chapter V.4 (Section V.4.5.2.3).

As already outlined in Chapter I (Section I.4.1.4), in the 4th century civil population in the region fell back drastically to hardly exist. In the civitas, now called the civitas Turnacensium, besides at the Oudenburg fort, population was concentrated at the civitas capital Tournai and at Kortrijk, where another castellum should be located 335. Around AD 358 Julianus granted Salian Franks permission to settle as foederati in Toxandria, the territory between the Demer and the Dommer, east and north-east of the Scheldt (De Boone 1954, 90-91; Blok 1974, 18). The countryside of Belgica Secunda increasingly ended up in the hands of Frankish immigrants, with or without approval of the Roman authorities (Brulet 2006a), as was also the case for Germania Secunda (Heeren 2017). For Germania Secunda Heeren believes that the new settlements inhabited by

---

334 For locations for which the identification as Portus Aepatiacus has been assumed: see Chapter I, Section I.3.2.  
335 The milites Cortoriacenses are mentioned in the Notitia Dignitatum (cf. Chapter I, Section I.3.3).
*foederati* and their families developed around AD 400 (Heeren 2017, 167). The hillforts in the Samber-and-Meuse region and the graveyards at Vron and around Boulogne witness of incomers in the late 4th century; it is noteworthy that this change too is dated around AD 370/380 (cf. Seillier 1986a and 1986b). The rural site of Zerkegem, in the vicinity of Oudenburg (at c. 4.5 km to the east/south-east), was occupied from around AD 370 onwards which can be seen within the same context\(^{336}\). Its origin may well be connected to the reoccupation of the Oudenburg fort.

**V.1.6.3. The ‘end’ of the last ‘Roman’ fort occupation at Oudenburg**

By convention the end date of the fort occupation at Oudenburg was set, mainly based on the historical sources, around AD 410 and was related to either the AD 406-407 invasions or the events under Constantine III between AD 407 and 410. With all chronological indicators in place, this end date should now be shifted to a later date, probably at least around AD 430 or even later. This can mainly be deduced from the revised data from the roller-stamped *sigillata* from the fort precinct (cf. Fig. 98; Appendix 10, Section 8.2) in combination with revised dates of several finds from graveyard A, mainly the buckle and belt fittings (cf. Chapter IV.3; Appendix 6)\(^{337}\). At the south-west corner site, four unique roller stamps (UC 24, UC 25, UC 26 and UC 29\(^{338}\)), in total accounting for seven vessels\(^{339}\), have a dating range situated between AD 410 and 450. From several other roller stamps the chronological range starts earlier but stretches until AD 450, implying that presumably more individuals may be dated after AD 410. The revision by Böhme (1987) of buckle and belt fitting dates means that several Oudenburg items classified within his *Fundgruppe B* date to c. AD 430/435-465/470. For some grave assemblages, however, this is in conflict with the proposed dates by Sommer (1984) and new research is definitely needed to shed light on this topic. Nevertheless, the proposed dates indicate that several burials should be set well after AD 410. This is in line with the perception at other sites in *Belgica Secunda*. At the military base at Boulogne-sur-Mer the end has been dated between AD 410 and 425/430 (Seillier 1996). At the presumed *castella* of Kortrijk and Ghent the (military?) occupation also clearly continued beyond AD 410 and is believed to have ceased in the second third of the 5th century (Rogge 1996c, 111). The scarce evidence demonstrates that the Rhine provinces and the Rhine frontier was held until the middle of the 5th century, maybe even somewhat later\(^{340}\) (Brulet 1990b, 264). Roymans has related the drying up of the Roman gold influx in the Lower Rhine frontier zone around the middle of the 5th century to the end of effective Roman authority in this region. It probably equally reflects the move of the Frankish warbands to more southern areas in Belgic Gaul that were still under Roman control (Roymans 2017).

---

\(^{336}\) Other rural sites in current Flanders where a clear Frankish presence has been attested are e.g. Donk and Neerharen-Rekem (see Van Ossel 1992).

\(^{337}\) This date may be confirmed by the presence of one fragment of assumed *Rotgestrichene Keramik* of which the start of production is dated to c. AD 430 (see Appendix 15, Section 5). However, with only one single sherd, caution is needed about its identification.

\(^{338}\) The UC 26 fragment was found in the transition level 5+post, fragments with UC 25 and UC 29 stamps were recovered from the post-Roman level, the UC 24 fragment was collected as an intrusive find at fort level 4.

\(^{339}\) UC 29 is represented by three individuals, UC 25 by two and UC 24 and UC 26 both by one.

\(^{340}\) The fort at Alzey for example testifies of a military occupation until AD 450/470 of the Rhine frontier under the *Dux Mogontiacensis* (Oldenstein 1993, 125).
Fig 98: The chronological range of the datable sigillata roller stamps recovered at the south-west corner site with indication of the traditional end date of c. AD 410 for the occupation of the Oudenburg fort.
While the chronological ranges from both the datable graves of graveyard A and from the roller stamps found at the fort precinct indicate continuity of occupation until probably at least around AD 430, the dips in both graphs from AD 410 onwards are significant. While one should, again, take into account the extended life span of specific vessels and dress accessories like belts and crossbow brooches, particularly when they are so symbolically loaded as these categories, this can be interpreted as a decrease of the fort population after AD 410 but also as less availability of these goods. The arrangement of the south-west corner site, with animal compounds, already pointed to less fort inhabitants by fort level 5B. Structures specifically constructed in the end phase cannot be identified with certainty (cf. Chapter II, Section II.4.7.5), and it seems that the structures of fort level 5B remained in function until the final end of the fort’s occupation.

It has traditionally been accepted that northern Gaul and Britain fell out of Roman control after the barbarian invasions of AD 407 or the suppression of the usurper Constantine III in AD 411. These events were initiated by the withdrawal in AD 402 by Stilicho of many troops from the northern border to Italy and the subsequent inevitable weakening of the northern defence. This eventually led to a supposedly massive invasion at New Year’s Eve AD 406 (or was it 405 as Halsall argues? (Halsall 2007, 211)) by Vandals, Alans, Suebi and Burgundi over the Rhine, who were pushed forward by the Huns. These large-scale devastations affected the whole of Gaul, as can be concluded from the descriptions by Hieronymus. Large groups of the named tribes crossed the Rhine between Mayence and Worms plundering, northwestwards towards the Channel, eventually reaching the region of Amiens, Arras, Thérouanne and Tournai (Thompson 1977, 304-305). Drinkwater however argues that this invasion must have been far less massive than generally assumed (Drinkwater 1998, 272-274) while Brulet already argued that it did not result in the abandonment of Gaul by the Roman army (Brulet 1990b, 263). The continuity at the Oudenburg fort and at the aforementioned military sites in Belgica Secunda may indicate that this region was kept out of harm’s way.

From contemporary historic sources it is known that in AD 406-407 three successive usurpers were appointed in Britannia, consequent to the invasions in Gaul. The precise cause of the British revolt remains unclear (Drinkwater 1998, 271). The first two usurpers had short reigns; the third usurper, Constantinus III, did cross the Channel in AD 407 together with the British field army (Esmonde Cleary 1987, 142). Constantinus III usurped Gaul by making treaties with Franks, Alamanni and Burgundi (Demandt 2007, 176) and strengthened the Rhine defences, apparently without much trouble since the invaders had progressed southwards and mainly operated at the interior of the Empire (Thompson 1977, 306; Oldenstein 2006, 49). Drinkwater (1998, 280) believes that Constantine III already became recognised in 407 throughout Britain, Gaul and Spain. He was defeated by the future emperor Constantius (III) in AD 411, but shortly after his death Jovinus revolted and he maintained power over Gaul until 413 (Drinkwater 1998, 286-292). Brulet (2017) believes that in AD 413 Gaul was again controlled by Rome.

It is difficult to assess what happened with the north-west region of Gaul after AD 411/413, because of a dearth of material for this period, both in literary as in archaeological evidence. The very restricted and fragmentary nature of the literary sources (see e.g. Callander Murray 2000) only
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341 It also has to be taken into account that some of the latest features may have been disturbed and integrated in the post-Roman dark earth level. Lyne (2009, 40) has concluded for Portchester and Pevensey that the last occupation levels containing structures in non-durable materials had effectively disappeared in the dark earth.
yields a very patchy narrative and can hardly be considered as reliable (Wood 1992). How the military and administrative control must be seen in northern Gaul is still a matter of debate. Wightmann (1985, 300) describes the state control of the North after AD 406/407 ‘at best intermittent and precarious’. Based on Zosimus, De Boone concluded that the North of Gaul was forced to continue further on its own already under Constantine III, most likely in AD 410/411 (De Boone 1954, 125). We are better – although still scarcely – informed of the situation in Gaul from the later 420s onwards when general Aëtius, comes rei militaris, was sent to Gaul to restore imperial authority, although the chronology of Aëtius’ campaigns remains vague (Halsall 2007, 237). Aëtius forced back the Visigoths who had moved on Arles, but he subsequently also proceeded against the Franks in the North of Gaul. Prosper and Cassiodorus record for the year 428 that the forces of comes Aëtius conquered the Franks in that ‘part of Gaul near the Rhine’ and that he as such pacified the Rhine limes (Wijnendaele 2017, 473-474). In the beginning of the 430s Aëtius again campaigned against the Franks in Gaul (Wijnendaele 2017, 479). Between AD 434 and 454 Aëtius even became the most important man in the West. Important for our understanding of the evolution of the region is that his military success was based on a total integration of Franks (Brulet 1990b, 264), apart from the support of Hun mercenaries (Wijnendaele 2017). From the descriptions by Gregorius of Tours, although dated to the 6th century, it can be deduced that from the 430s Gaul had ‘become a patchwork of territories ruled by unrecognised local chiefs, leaders whose authority was based upon claimed Roman titles, and barbarian warlords’ (Halsall 2007, 243). These earliest Frankish leaders or royal warlords maintained the contacts with the Roman authority and acted as Gallo-Roman officers (cf. Rogge 1996a, 142; van der Tuuk 2009, 21). Only one of them is known by name, Chlo(d)io/Chlogio (as he is called respectively by Sidonius Apollinaris and Gregorius of Tours), ‘king’ of Salian Franks, ancestor of the Merovingian dynasty and possibly the grandfather of Childeric (Lebecq 2006, 328)\(^{342}\). Aëtius defeated Chlogio somewhere between AD 428 and 448 east of Arras, indicating the westward advance of the Franks (Wightmann 1985, 303), but Chlogio appears to have remained in charge of the northwestern territory up till the Somme as a client or federate king (van der Tuuk 2009, 20).

At Oudenburg the fort community probably continued to occupy the fort even after this ‘garrison’ lost its (Roman) military function. It is important to acknowledge the chronological indicators. The proposed end date should be seen as the latest date of which ‘Roman presence’ can be detected, whether military or not, more specifically through the latest incoming of Roman imports and metalwork. The end of the ‘Roman’ occupation in the first half of the 5th century, most likely in the second quarter, represents a period in which the most visible features such as coins, imported wares, stone architecture disappear, as is also clear at the British forts (cf. Gardner 2007a, 253). The ceasing of Roman control will have resulted in a ceasing of trade networks, which will have been a gradual process, not from one day to another. The metalwork of graveyard A and the pottery imports, such as the latest Argonne sigillata are the last ‘visible’ chronological indicators yielding a terminus post quem for the final end of the ‘Roman’ fort occupation. It is, however, not excluded that these imports were obtained by a fort community which had no longer a military command. On the other hand, it is neither excluded that the latest fort community could no longer obtain such imports and gradually had to rely on, less datable, pottery such as for example grass-tempered wares. Of the post-Roman pottery at Oudenburg the earliest can be dated to the 6th century (cf.

\(^{342}\) He first seated in castrum Dispargum, which may have been Duisburg (G.), and eventually at Cambrai (F.) (De Boone 1954, 140). Also Tournai remained an important place, as can be deduced from the fact that in AD 481/482 king Childeric was buried there. Accompanying child graves can already be dated around AD 450 (Brulet 1996c, 167).
Eggermont 2017). However, 5th-century pottery (and 5th-century material in general) is hardly known for the region. With the presence of hardly any imported wares, due to the falling away of economic trade networks, handmade wares are hardly closely datable. One can wonder whether the hiatus in the 5th century is not rather a consequence of the state of art in the knowledge of dating the pottery, and as such: is it not rather a given of archaeological visibility (cf. also Collins 2012, 5-6) certainly given the scarcity of pottery?

For _Britannia_ it is generally accepted that the ‘Saxon adventus’ was not the end of Roman Britain (see Gardner 2007a, 253). Lyne has demonstrated, based on archaeological and numismatic evidence that after AD 407 at Richborough, Pevensey and Portchester military occupation did continue to some degree (Lyne 1999b). At Pevensey, continuity in the fort’s occupation is embodied by wide-ranging trade links during the early 5th century with vessels from Southern Gaul and glass from the Eastern Mediterranean. Lyne believes that the fort occupation at Pevensey lasted until around AD 470, based on the evidence in the 1936 excavation for the Roman/sub-Roman occupation being sealed by widespread burning. This may be associated to a reference in the Anglo-Saxon Chronicle where the sack of this fort by the South Saxons is mentioned (Lyne 2009; Lyne pers. comm.). At Portchester, continuity seems to be indicated by the presence of hemispherical bowls with bosses, a Germanic-style type of pottery but apparently locally made and to be dated at the transition of the late Roman and early Saxon period (Lyne 1999b). Finds at Richborough bear witness to a violent end. While this was first related to the Saxon incursions of AD 410 (Lyne 1999b), Lyne now believes the fort was only sacked by the middle of the 5th century. In the early 1950s, 4000 of the mainly unstratified Theodosian coins from Richborough were re-examined and were found to include four later coins: two minted in AD 421-423, one in AD 423-425 and one in AD 425-435 (Lyne 2016, Chapter 1). The use of Roman base coinage until at least well into the second quarter of the 5th century has recently also been evidenced at other sites in Southern Britain (Lyne 2016, Chapter 1; Walton and Moorhead 2016, Section 5.1). Lyne re-evaluated late Roman pottery in southern Britain and believes its date range should be widened to c. AD 370-435/450, rather than c. 370-410 as formerly assumed (Lyne 2016, Chapter 1). Interestingly, Esmonde Cleary (2017) wonders, through an analysis of distribution patterns of coins, belt-fittings and crossbow brooches in south- and southeast-Britain, whether the assumed evolution of fort garrisons into warbands commanded by ‘warlords’, in analogy to what has been proposed at Hadrian’s Wall (Collins 2012), did not start in the last quarter of the 4th century.

V.1.7. In conclusion: significance for the wider historic context of the Channel region

Establishing the refined chronology of the occupation of the Oudenburg fort contributes to a better understanding of the evolution of the development of the coastal defence along the Channel (cf. Fig. 94). This coastal defence clearly was not a static system, but grew organically and was subject to many changes (a phenomenon which is also noticed on other frontiers at various times, as with the northern frontier in Britain). Its development started by the end of the 2nd century and its installation as a defence system covering both sides of the Channel seems to be assignable to Commodus. From the data from the Oudenburg fort in relation to the other Channel forts it can be deduced that during the first half of the 3rd century it was not a continuously fully manned defence, possibly not until the reign of Postumus.
Under Postumus, or at least under the Gallic Empire, the coastal defence developed into an extended, permanent cross-Channel system, linked and expressed by a unified stone defensive architecture. On the Continent the Oudenburg and Aardenburg forts became stone forts. While a lack of natural stone sources in the region and the ample availability nearby of oak as construction material did not necessitate a stone defence circuit at the Oudenburg and Aardenburg forts before – probably just an economic choice, rather than related to the character and duration of the occupation – now a stone defence was erected at both forts, symbolising their status and their integration in the larger defence system.

Carausius reinforced and completed the system with the addition of the two most southern forts at the British side, those of Portchester and Pevensey, the first probably in light of his duty against Saxon and Frankish pirates, the latter possibly within the context of his actions against the Emperor. Within the context of the British Empire, the Channel defence system clearly was divided into the British side serving against the Emperor and the continental side (with Oudenburg and Aardenburg) serving the official state.

The combination of the start date of Oudenburg fort period 5 around AD 325-330 and the fort’s renovation with the addition of intermediate towers and bonding courses at the north side are highly noteworthy. Visually and strategically the latter mirror the manner in which the British Channel forts were reinforced, and are strong indications to believe that the Litus Saxonicum, as it was later called, was indeed already created under Constantine I as Mann (1977, 11) and Wightmann (1985, 208) have suggested before. The reinforcement with bastions of the north side of the fort, the direction of the enemy, not only symbolises a general building programme along the Channel. It is furthermore an indication that these forts indeed played a military role and were in the first instance strategic defensive installations.

Probably in the 360s or early 370s, the army unit of the Oudenburg fort was pulled away. This can be related to troop movements to the East by Julianus in AD 361 or, perhaps more likely, those by Valentinianus I in the 370s. The reoccupation of the fort in AD 380 – fort period ‘5B’ although by coming to this point in my research I believe ‘fort period ‘6’ may arguably be a more preferable term – may possibly be directly related to the military actions by Magnus Maximus in preparation of dethroning Gratianus. Magnus Maximus withdrew regular army troops from the North of Gaul for his war against Gratianus and it is believed that he manned the military bases in question with Germanic units. As will become apparent below, it is possible that foederati occupied the Oudenburg fort from this period onwards. This further implies that the Oudenburg fort no longer formed part of the Saxon Shore system, which was still under official Roman control as can be deduced from the Notitia Dignitatum, and as such presumably neither did the whole northern part of Belgica Secunda.

The fort community at Oudenburg of the latest fort phase, starting in AD 380, most likely evolved into a system of warlordship in the first decades of the 5th century, a scenario which has been suggested by Collins (2012; 2017) for the forts at Hadrian’s Wall. The unit or part of the unit may have remained in place and eventually transformed losing their military identity, at least their ‘Roman’ one, as time passed. In this respect it is important to bear in mind that the Oudenburg evolution in the 4th and 5th century was also locally determined and should be seen within its specific context. The remote position of the fort, topographically and at the end of the road network but also without accompanying settlement and in a seemingly rather deserted region, will have had
its impact resulting in a very specific evolution of the site. The fort as a boundary space, so visual in the landscape and so loaded as a symbol of authority, most certainly remained occupied.

The final episode of the Oudenburg fort deserves further investigation within a larger framework. The attested new chronological elements which clearly shift the ‘end’ of the last fort occupation towards a later date, are an important key to consider in the debate on this transition period in the region.
V.2. Evidence for site formation processes: the spatial distribution of material, residuality and rubbish disposal, and the value of the find assemblages

V.2.1. Spatial distribution of material: the result of different site formation processes

Establishing the character of archaeological site deposits is fundamental in order to comprehend the formation processes involved. Residuality is an endemic aspect of long lived sites such as Oudenburg and a number of implications are associated with this phenomenon (cf. Evans and Millett 1992). Not surprisingly study in depth of selected pottery categories amongst the assemblage from the south-west corner site indicates a high degree of residuality at the site. In the first place, this is embodied by the many cross joins encountered with the pottery throughout the Roman level and the post-Roman levels.

For the samian wares, the mortaria and the amphorae, the cross joining pottery fragments were established and these data have been visualised. The resulting map (Fig. 99) shows the cross joins in a lateral sense representing sherds separated by a distance of at least two metres.

The spatial distribution of cross joining pottery sherds shows more than only a high degree of on-site residuality. When looked at within the respective levels, the cross joins enable us to see the movement of pottery sherds after their primary deposition. Cross joining sherds from different contexts of the same level indicate the relocation of material after the primary disposal of rubbish and emphasise the fact that much of the material on site was recovered from contexts that were its secondary or third (or more) position.

The cross joins within the Roman level can be explained as the redeposition of material by building activities. Cross joins between fragments from the Roman level and fragments in a post-Roman level (cf. Fig. 100) give evidence of a lot of digging up at the time of the accumulation of the dark earth.

Cross joins within the post-Roman level indicate that there has been a lot of moving of earth which involved on-site digging while the newly brought-in earth was accumulating (Fig. 100). The large distances covered by the cross joins in the post-Roman level may be partly due to the fact that this earth (containing pottery) was brought in from another location and was dispersed over the area.

---

343 A further visualisation of all pottery categories was not feasible within the current research framework, but there is the intention to realise this in the near future. This analysis should also be enlarged to other find categories which seem to yield opportunities in this respect, e.g. querns and whetstones; one can assume that querns did not move over long distances.
344 There are also cross joins of pottery sherds that mainly moved in a vertical sense; obviously these cannot be visualised in two-dimensional maps.
Another important process to consider comprises ploughing activities. As one can assume that the dark earth was brought in to fertilise the earth for agriculture or horticulture, plough activities will have been responsible for further distribution of pottery that was brought in with the earth or that was dug up on site. This also strengthens our idea that the top of the latest fort level has been largely integrated in the lowest level of the dark earth deposits, as so many late Roman pottery was found at that level.

Furthermore, the many cross joins between pottery from the final fill of structure OS 2562 of fort level 5 and fragments recovered from the dark earth level, are striking (Fig. 100). This adds weight
to our assumption that the remaining pit of this structure was eventually filled in by the very last fort inhabitants, or by later inhabitants after the final abandonment of the fort, with earth and debris surrounding the structure.

The cross joins over different levels (different colours on the map connected) which in the first instance represent residuality (cf. Fig. 99), appear to be dominated by pottery found at fort level 4 (Fig. 101). Also the cross joins within levels which represent contemporary movement, are dominated by finds of fort level 4 (Fig. 102). This emphasises not only the impact of building activities (digging, levelling) at fort level 4 but at the same time points to a succession of intense earth moving activities at this level.
Fig 101: All samian cross joins leaving out those with the post-Roman level, plotted on the excavated area of the south-west corner site.

Is the spatial distribution of finds within one level only the reflection of one or more earth moving activities (the moving of earth in which the pottery was situated randomly) or does it reflect patterns of rubbish disposal (the moving of pottery itself as a deliberate act)? Certainly some hearths give proof of the re-use of pottery from earlier levels to construct the hearth level (cf. e.g. hearth OS 70950 of fort level 3).
Fig 102: All samian, mortaria and amphorae cross joins within the same level, plotted on the excavated area of the south-west corner site.

A presentation of all cross joins of all suitable find categories from the site using GIS would certainly enhance insights into issues of rubbish disposal, earth moving activities, and the system - or different systems? -, of waste processing.

V.2.2. Residuality and the value of the find assemblages

While residuality is very visual through the cross joining pottery fragments, also the study of fabrics, forms and types demonstrates a share of residual items at every level (cf. Appendices 10 to 21). A degree of residuality is also evidenced by the coin assemblage of the site (cf. Appendix 9). The study in depth of find contexts (cf. the key contexts of the successive fort levels: Addendum 10/11) can define more or less the residual portion in the pottery assemblage based on fabrics, types and
stamps. While this exercise is largely possible for samian wares and other fine wares (although narrow timespans are difficult to assess), and to a large extent for other imported pottery, the residual component in the local/regional handmade and reduced wares is difficult to define and for narrow timespans even impossible.

At fort level 5 the residuality factor can be readily seen based on the proportions of late Roman versus mid-Roman samian vessels. The high degree of residuality is represented by a ratio of c. 1 to 3.6 of late Roman versus mid-Roman samian individuals; that is to say there was a greater number of residual than ‘contemporary’ items. This may have been even higher when taking into account that some early 4th-century vessels may also have been residual in late 4th-century contexts, although it is difficult to grasp the normal life-span of these vessels in question. In the double well structure OS 2562, the late Roman samian only accounts for 41% of the total samian assemblage, but also from this share of late samian a part was residual in the inner well dated after AD 379/380. Within the construction pit of this structure the residual component within the samian assemblage accounts for a striking 81% (Vanhoutte et al. 2009b, 97-98). This situation has also been encountered at the north-east fort site (site Kapellestraat) where at site level 6, which can be identified as fort level 5, on a total of 1282 fragments, accounting for 182 MNI, only ten individuals could be undoubtedly dated to the end of the 3rd – 4th century. The presence of a roller-stamped Chenet 320 bowl fragment with stamp UC 196 (AD 325-375) definitely dates this level after AD 325 though (Vanhoutte et al. 2014, 216).

However, the picture is not always straightforward, as the long life-span of some vessels demonstrates – in the case of this site mainly clear for several samian vessels, exemplified e.g. by the complete Drag. 38 bowl from Lezoux discarded in the late 3rd century in waste-pit OS 4980 of fort level 4 – or as some old stock supplies can be assumed – as is for example possibly the case for several Lezoux samian wares in later 3rd-century contexts (on this aspect of samian ware see Willis 2005, 5.7 and 5.8, and Wallace 2006).

An important portion of residuality, unconsciously (by earth-moving activities) or consciously (by re-use or recycling of dug-up items), makes it tricky to come to conclusions when re-use or recycling cannot be demonstrated, as for example the conclusion from Gardner (2007b, 665) of the maintenance of objects in the late Roman period as they were rooted in tradition.

Nevertheless, as at other Roman sites with long occupation sequences where residuality has been shown to be marked, the value of the finds assemblages at the Oudenburg site for diachronic study still stands. The changing overall trends in the variety of fabrics, forms and types do demonstrate the validity of the pottery assemblages as generally representative for their respective fort levels when taking into account the residual component. The residuality factor emphasises, though, the importance of the study of closed contexts for diachronic study. In-depth examination of contexts defined in space and time based on stratified evidence, can also reveal specific depositional processes (cf. Addendum 10).
V.3. Continuity and change in supply and trade networks towards the Oudenburg fort and in the Channel region

V.3.1. Introduction: pottery, source for insights into economic relationships

Pottery is an ideal indicator of trade and supply in general. Present in all contexts, at all levels, in large quantities and easily quantifiable, it is obviously the material best assigned to unravel trade networks and supply systems to the Oudenburg fort. Through a contextual study of its pottery, I want to explore the supply towards the Roman fort and investigate how the gained insights contribute to a wider understanding of trade networks in the Channel and North Sea frontier region.

Within the wider military context of the Channel region the pottery assemblage of the Oudenburg fort represents a unique chance for a contextual approach. As can be deduced from the analysis of the key contexts, such a contextual method is necessary to come to valid conclusions about the chronology in pottery supply. From a regional point of view, the Oudenburg material represents in particular a unique sequence of datable samian from the late 2nd until the early 5th century. This is certainly the case for the 3rd century, and specifically from the middle of the 3rd century onwards, when a lot of rural settlements in North-west Gaul ceased to exist. Looking at larger settlements in the hinterland, a problematic provisioning in samian, but also in other long-distance import pottery, during the politically unstable 3rd century can be observed, emphasising that by that time those supplies were mainly military-oriented. The supply of the armed forces will have had priority over that of reduced settlements situated in a turbulent hinterland. Every regional inter-site comparison, however, is distorted by the sheer lack of published and quantified material, especially for the Flemish wider coastal region.

Fulford highlighted the lack of clear literary or epigraphic evidence for trade between Britain and the Continent in the period between the second half of the 3rd and the early 5th century, and demonstrated that ‘only a study of ceramics can illuminate the nature of the trade contact between Britain and the Continent’ (Fulford 1977, 35). The scarcity of (studied) contextually reliable assemblages at the other forts in the Channel region makes an exhaustive comparison study difficult (cf. Appendix 10, Section 12) and marks the importance of the available large pottery assemblages from the Oudenburg fort. Darling (1977) emphasised that every site context is specific though, and that the interpretation of the pottery of an individual military site should be considered against ‘the geographical location of the site, the size of the fort [...] and of its garrison, the availability of native pottery of adequate quality and quantity from within the area, [...], the military function of the site and the availability of clay suitable for potting in the area’ (Darling 1977, 58).

Obviously, not only pottery was imported. Many other commodities were purchased abroad or from other regions and reflect supra- and interregional contacts and exchanges on the continent and crossing the Channel. Some of them enhance the importance of the networks revealed by the pottery (see e.g. querns from the Eifel region; whetstones from the Weald in South-east Britain); others yield additional import information and point to other supply centres (see e.g. Tournai limestone in the mid-Roman period) (cf. Appendix 28).

Imports do not only reflect trade, though. They could also arrive at the Oudenburg fort as personal belongings of a soldier from his home country (see e.g. the North-African lid at fort level 1 (cf.
Appendix 15), through exchange with a civilian resident or providing services in the military vicus, as a souvenir from a former expedition (cf. e.g. the jewellery items from the Danube region or presumably the Siscia coins at graveyard A), or as exceptional items (see e.g. cosmetic palettes in porphyry (cf. Appendix 28)). Not all systems of purchasing or acquiring items can be recognised, though. The relation to identities will have played a certain role in the purchasing of pottery (and other objects), but the pottery supply and the choices made in this respect will have been in first instance directly related to pottery availability (Gardner 2007, 91-92).

Not all imported pots reflect trade in pots; some were traded for their content (see e.g. amphorae (Appendix 14) and apparently also several flagons of which the black coating on the neck interior points to sealed wooden caps (Appendix 17)), and several vessels can have been brought in as side products which came along with the actual commodities. Considering content, one has also to take account of the rather invisible trade of food and liquid products in containers which are mostly not preserved, such as barrels and goatskin bottles for example.

When drawing conclusions regarding the evolution of pottery supplies to the Oudenburg fort and the trade networks and mechanisms involved, two elements have to be kept in mind. The pottery studied in depth is mainly that recovered at the south-west corner site, a window covering only 5% of the total fort precinct, although pottery assemblages from the other fort sites are taken into consideration. Moreover, the function of this south-west corner area, changing over time during the successive fort periods, evidently also had its impact on the represented pottery assemblages. Fort interiors had different functional zones generating to some degree their own ceramic identities. Nonetheless the size of the pottery (and other finds) assemblage available for study from the south-west corner site is large by any comparison, a factor which means its study should provide firm patterns that are fairly representative for the fort community as a whole, and by extension a significant contribution for the Channel region and the trade networks in the North-West.

V.3.2. Trade and supply networks in the North-West: some general thoughts

How Roman economics worked, has been much debated. The discussion mainly opposes the ‘command economy’ versus the ‘independent dynamic of trade’ (Erdkamp 2002a, 10) or the role of the state versus the role of the free market, their significance and relation, and their position versus ‘socially embedded economic networks’ (Gerrard 2013, 74 ff.). Within the ‘command economy’ view, distribution mainly reflects the capacities of the state/the army to obtain what it needed, rather than that it reflects the scale of market exchange involved. One can conclude that in the later Roman period economic activities can be defined at four levels: the ‘command / political / imperial economy’ (imposed by the state with the army as the most important actor), the ‘prestige economy’ (specific goods for the elite), the ‘market economy’ and the ‘peasant economy’ onto which the political and the market economies partly relied. These distribution models are each characterised by the predominance of one or other economic mechanism being the (free) market, reciprocity (exchange for mutual benefit, e.g. gift exchange) or redistribution (extraction without reciprocity, e.g. rent, tax, tribute, …) (Esmonde Cleary 2013, 307-309). These mechanisms were often combined and political and market economies will have partly acted in symbiosis (Esmonde Cleary 2013, 313). A state-induced distribution of bulk transports to armies will also have given other traders ‘the opportunity for a parasitic existence on the back of a massive official supply system’ (Erdkamp 2002a, 10-11; quote after Middleton 1979). Esmonde Cleary sees this ‘tax-spine
model’ as probably the most important way the political economy from the late 2nd century onwards acted: the system of the organisation of bulk transports for the supply of *annona* (such as grain, olive oil) along which other merchandise piggybacked. From the distribution of the African Red-Slipped ware in the Mediterranean world, it is argued that this pottery is an example of such merchandise (Esmonde Cleary 2013, 312-315 ff.). The emergence of the *annona militaris* (regular taxation-in-kind), from the late 2nd century onwards to meet up the needs of the army, will certainly have had a huge impact, not only on society but also on the economic mechanisms (Erdkamp 2002b, 47). Roman state officials were in charge of the transportation of supplies to the army – at least they supervised it –, the transactions themselves were organised by civilian *negotiatores*, middlemen between producers and clients, most likely large-scale traders which were not personally involved with the trade itself (Erdkamp 2002b, 51; Greene 1986, 166 with references). Such a controlled, political redistributive system seems to have been the distribution *formula* for the Spanish olive oil; within this supply system clearly also private enterprise was involved (Carreras Monfort 2002, 80-81; Funari 2002, 262).

Epigraphic evidence for trade mechanisms in the North-West in general and with *Britannia* in particular is scarce, but the altar inscriptions dedicated to Nehalennia, the goddess of seafarers, from Colijnsplaat and Domburg in the Netherlands, both shrine sites being near presumed important harbours, are instructive. The Nehalennia altars, dated to the period around AD 200, record traders and sailors from a wide region in Gaul, *Germania* and *Britannia* (Stuart and Bogaers 2001, 34-38) and indicate that Colijnsplaat and Domburg were passage routes for trade with the wider region around the Scheldt mouth. One of the *negotiatores cretarius Britannicius* must have originated from the Rhineland (Stuart and Bogaers 2011, 53: A3). Very significant also is the Nehalennia altar listing a trader with Gaul (Stuart and Bogaers 2001, 124: B34). The inscriptions evidence trade between the Rhineland, via the river Waal, and *Gallia Belgica*, via the river Scheldt, on the one hand, and the coastal regions of Gaul and the east coast ports of Britain on the other (Hassall 1978, 42-43; De Clercq 2009, 475).

Strabo (*Geography* 4.5.2) mentions the four crossings between the continent and *Britannia* which were commonly used, departing from the mouths of the Rhine, the Seine, the Loire and the Garonne (Milne 1990, 82; Dannell and Mees 2015, 79). Lezoux samian for example was distributed to a large extent towards the Bavay/Paris/Amiens axis and further to *Britannia* most likely via the Seine estuary (Dannell and Mees 2015, 86). That the Rhine was the transport route for samian from Rheinzabern and Trier to *Britannia* is extremely clear from the distribution of stamped vessels (Dannell and Mees 2015, 86, 92). The known ports and trans-shipment centres in the North-West of Gaul – at Boulogne, at/near Domburg and Colijnsplaat on the Scheldt river in the Netherlands, and at *Forum Hadriani* (Voorburg) (see further) – will have been linked by a coastal route (cf. Milne 1990, 83: Fig. 10.1) which passed Oudenburg. From recent excavations (2007-2008) at the harbour at Voorburg-Arentsburg, the Netherlands, it has been evidenced that *Forum Hadriani* must have been a trade and supply centre for the coastal forts from their installation in the later 2nd century onwards. The pottery assemblages show a military character, the resemblance of the import spectrum and of the intentional depositions of *Forum Hadriani* with those of London indicate

345 Mentioned seafarers are *negotiatores allecarii* (dealers in fish sauce), *negotiatores Britannici* (traders of goods and commodities to and from Britain), *negotiatores cretarii Britannici* (traders in fine pottery), *negotiatores salarii* (traders in salt) and *negotiatores vinarii* (wine merchants) (Hassall 1978).
346 See for transport routes in Gaul: Dannell and Mees 2015, 78: Fig. 1.
that they belonged to the same military oriented economy (Van Kerckhove 2014). The military harbours used by the Classis Britannica and later those of the Saxon Shore forts probably also served the civilian market (Milne 1990, 84; see Chapter I, Section I.3.5). London was certainly a major port until the late 3rd century AD, and possibly later if the extensive late Roman remains at the extramural focus at Shadwell are associated with a late Roman port facility (Lakin et al. 2002; Douglas et al. 2011).

Milne (1990) argued that from the late 3rd century onwards the Rhine axis became less important since the harbours at Domburg and Colijnsplaat were no longer used and the London harbour was not being maintained; however, the Shadwell evidence raises questions for such a deduction. For the late 3rd century and 4th century, Milne concluded that the principal cross-Channel supply lines were shifted westwards, based on the development of Boulogne347, Portchester and Clausentum (Bitterne) (Milne 1990, 84).

The archaeological evidence has demonstrated the importance of the Oudenburg fort under the Gallic Empire continuing up until the final end of the 3rd century as part of a unified cross-channel defensive system. The pottery assemblages of fort period 4 offer the opportunity to investigate what impact this had on an economic level, as Drinkwater (1987, 231) stated that ‘it remains to judge whether the era of the Gallic Empire was itself one of economic strength, [since] it is very difficult to connect any particular archaeological feature to the period 260-274’. This impact study is equally important for the 4th century when the cross-channel shore system became even more intensified. General studies have concluded that in the late Roman period in the North-West distribution of supplies became less empire-wide and more and more regionalised (Esmonde Cleary 1989, 86; Erdkamp 2002a, 10). Halsall argued that northern Gaul ‘was no longer keyed into the Mediterranean trade patterns and formed a distinct economic zone’ (Halsall 2007, 85-86). The pottery assemblages at the Oudenburg fort form a unique opportunity to test and validate these statements.

V.3.3. Basics to come to valuable insights into trade and supply: quantification, classification and factors to consider at the Oudenburg fort

In total, 125,257 fragments of Roman pottery were recovered at the south-west corner site, both from the Roman and the post-Roman level348. They were classified and counted according to the following pottery categories349: samian (SA), colour-coated and black-slipped fine wares (CC/BS), marbled wares (MA), fine oxidised (FO) and mica-dusted wares (MD), terra rubra (TR), terra nigra (TN), Pompeian-red wares (PR), flagons and jar-amphorae (FL), amphorae (AM), dolia (DOL), (coarse) mortaria (CO MOR), coarse oxidised wares (CO OX), (wheel-turned) reduced wares (RE)

347 Milne points to ‘Garrianonum on the French coast’. As this is Burgh Castle in Britannia, we assume he intended Boulogne or Gesoriacum.
348 The post-Roman level also yielded 3801 medieval pottery sherds.
349 The author wishes to thank A. Verbrugge who was contracted during a period of six months from July to December 2008 at the Flemish Institute for Immovable Heritage (VIOE, now Flanders Heritage Agency) to assist the author with classifying and counting the pottery sherds, which resulted in an important progress in the processing of the total collection.
(with fine reduced and coarse reduced products) and handmade wares (HA) following a classification in use in large parts of Flanders. Through fabric analysis, an overview of all pottery fabrics present at the Oudenburg fort could be achieved (Table 7).

Table 7: The attested pottery fabrics at the Oudenburg fort and their pottery codes.

The pottery groups are represented in the overview tables in sherd counts and in minimum number of individuals (Tables 8 and 9). When considering the MNI of the different pottery categories, it is important to keep in mind that they could not all be studied with the same degree of detail. All

---

350. It would have been better to classify the fine reduced wares (mainly beakers) next to the CC/BS wares as they both are ‘fine’ wares. However, since the distinction between fine reduced and coarse reduced is often not straightforward for a lot of body fragments, it is chosen to count them as one group. Therefore it is also chosen here to position the fine reduced wares as first group of the reduced wares.

351. A small assemblage could not be specified and was left undetermined (undet.).

352. The author is well-aware of the unbalanced division in use: this historically developed classification mixes to some degree fabric and functional criteria. However, it is opted to maintain this classification enabling the possibility to compare the assemblages and the counts with other assemblages in the region.
imported wares were subjected to detailed study\textsuperscript{353}. The handmade wares, the wheel-turned reduced wares and the flagon wares could not be studied in depth in their totality (except for the flagons from \textit{civitates} to the south and the Romano-British imports, besides the groups represented in the key context assemblages), and here the MNI is based on the unique rim fragments counted per context\textsuperscript{354}. Also important to take into account is that for the study of several imported categories different specialists were involved. This inevitably brings along differences in quantification approach and definitions which the present author has tried to get as much as possible on the same line.

For the Roman pottery a total MNI count of 17,257 is recorded, of which 10,839 MNI were found within the Roman level. A comparison of the sherd counts and the MNI counts of the respective pottery groups reveals some important differences, pointing to the caution one has to maintain when considering these percentages, and which at the same time emphasises the importance of comparing both quantification methods (Tables 8 and 9; Fig. 103). One important factor is that several pottery groups have a different fragmentation rate due to the thickness and hardness of their fabric\textsuperscript{355}. Looking at the Roman level, the samian wares represent c. 5.4% in total sherd count and c. 13.8% in MNI of the total pottery assemblage of the Roman level. This difference results from the very diagnostic character of the samian fragments and the easy recognition of the different samian types as a result of which more different individuals can be discerned. In some of the ceramic studies (the fine wares, the marbled wares, the Romano-British coarse pottery and in a limited degree the samian study) also EVE’s (Estimated Vessel Equivalent) have been involved as quantification method. None of the quantification methods is ideal; only their consideration and comparison can lead to realistic percentages. Of course the purpose of quantification is not to establish absolute numbers present as an end in itself but more importantly to use methods of measurement in order to establish proportions of types present and thus to be able to compare between different phases and with like data from other sites, in order to see what is normal and what is noteworthy etc. amongst an assemblage.

\textsuperscript{353} For the study of several pottery categories, the present author could collaborate with specialists. The samian was studied in close collaboration with J. Deschieter and W. De Clercq; W. Dijkman, L. Bakker and P. Van Ossel studied the late Argonne sigillata roller stamps, and G. Raepsaet the graffiti (see Appendix 10). The colour-coated and black-slipped wares were investigated in detail by R. P. Symonds in collaboration with the present author (see Appendix 11). R.P. Symonds also studied the marbled wares (see Appendix 12). The \textit{terra nigra}, mica-dusted wares, fine oxidised wares, Pompeian-red wares and the flagons from southern territories were investigated by S. Willems in collaboration with the present author (see Appendices 16-20). The amphorae were studied by P. Monsieur in close collaboration with the present author (see Appendix 14). The coarse mortaria were analysed by S. Willems, R.P. Symonds and the present author (see Appendix 13). M. Lyne carried out the study of the Romano-British coarse pottery in close collaboration with the present author (see Appendix 4, Section 4).

\textsuperscript{354} Only evident cross joins could be detected for these pottery groups but the joining together of fragments over the different contexts and levels could not be pursued to an exhaustive level.

\textsuperscript{355} The flagon group in the Roman level shows c. 10.5% in sherd count and only c. 2.9% in MNI, exposing the over-representation in sherd count: fine-walled flagons, characterised by a large globular body and mostly a very small rim diameter, break into a lot more body fragments than for example a samian cup or a handmade dish. The wall thickness of the amphorae for example results in less small fragments, but at the same time the large size of these vessels yields more sherds for one individual.
Table 8: Classification and distribution of the Roman pottery at the south-west corner site (for a complete view, also the medieval pottery is listed (ME)), based on sherd count and sherd count percentage.

### Table 8: Classification and distribution of the Roman pottery at the south-west corner site

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>number of sherds</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>CC/BS</th>
<th>MA</th>
<th>TR</th>
<th>MD</th>
<th>PD</th>
<th>PR</th>
<th>FL</th>
<th>AN</th>
<th>DDL</th>
<th>CO MOR</th>
<th>CO OX</th>
<th>ME (CO REE + FR)</th>
<th>HA</th>
<th>undet.</th>
<th>TOTAL ROMAN</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>OVERALL TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>399</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1510</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL2</td>
<td>228</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>888</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>4780</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>4780</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL3</td>
<td>145</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1554</td>
<td>157</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>16028</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>16028</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL4</td>
<td>2150</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>124</td>
<td>4887</td>
<td>1012</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>34576</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>34576</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLS</td>
<td>1556</td>
<td>246</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>2064</td>
<td>524</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>22055</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>22055</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL ROMAN LEVEL</td>
<td>4841</td>
<td>683</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>122</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>140</td>
<td>4902</td>
<td>1749</td>
<td>265</td>
<td>7599</td>
<td>4903</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>35064</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>35064</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S+POST / POST</td>
<td>4131</td>
<td>496</td>
<td>173</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>278</td>
<td>629</td>
<td>123</td>
<td>1539</td>
<td>2459</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>36164</td>
<td>54</td>
<td>36164</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>5072</td>
<td>1378</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>129</td>
<td>83</td>
<td>216</td>
<td>2126</td>
<td>2595</td>
<td>398</td>
<td>1668</td>
<td>1911</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>121206</td>
<td>120</td>
<td>121206</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Table 9: Classification and distribution of the Roman pottery at the south-west corner site, based on minimum number of individuals and MNI percentage.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>% number of sherds</th>
<th>SA</th>
<th>CC/BS</th>
<th>MA</th>
<th>TR</th>
<th>MD</th>
<th>PD</th>
<th>PR</th>
<th>FL</th>
<th>AN</th>
<th>DDL</th>
<th>CO MOR</th>
<th>CO OX</th>
<th>ME (CO REE + FR)</th>
<th>HA</th>
<th>undet.</th>
<th>TOTAL ROMAN</th>
<th>ME</th>
<th>OVERALL TOTAL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>L1</td>
<td>5.5</td>
<td>1.52</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>4244</td>
<td>2.58</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>10993</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>10993</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL2</td>
<td>4.7</td>
<td>6.09</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1538</td>
<td>6.52</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>12606</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>12606</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL3</td>
<td>3.6</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>2741</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>15702</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>15702</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FL4</td>
<td>2.7</td>
<td>2.67</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1914</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>11142</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>11142</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FLS</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>1.12</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>935</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>5827</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5827</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL ROMAN LEVEL</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>0.76</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>1949</td>
<td>1.06</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>8722</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>8722</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>S+POST / POST</td>
<td>11.7</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>731</td>
<td>1.76</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>7043</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>7043</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>7.1</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>0.15</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>3685</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>0.00</td>
<td>5729</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>5729</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 9: Classification and distribution of the Roman pottery at the south-west corner site, based on minimum number of individuals and MNI percentage.
Last but not least, it is important to take into account the residual aspect at the site when looking at the different numbers and percentages provided for each fort level. The detailed studies of the samian, the colour-coated & black-slipped wares and the amphorae demonstrate that the residual component at the site is undeniable (see also Chapter V.2). Residual examples within the handmade and reduced wheel-turned wares are however difficult to recognise. While all North-Menapian handmade and wheel-turned grey pottery sherds found at level 5 can be identified as residual (see below), the residual element in these categories at the fort levels of the 3rd century cannot be captured due to the impossibility of narrow dating of these common wares and due to the persistence of most of the North-Menapian types.

Taking all the previous points into account, the given counts and percentages nevertheless illustrate clear trends in the fabrics, forms, types and the functions they represent. With all (long-distance) imported wares studied in depth (see Appendices 10-20 and Appendix 21, Section 4), diachronic conclusions can be drawn regarding pottery supplies and trade networks. For a valuable perception of chronology (also to define to a maximum the residual and/or intrusive component) and supply of the pottery, it has been considered as crucial to validate the general conclusions with contextually, quantitatively and qualitatively reliable assemblages, key contexts representative for the successive fort levels, selected as much as possible in relation to external chronological elements like dendrochronological datings and coin evidence (Addendum 10/11). Within these key context assemblages a closer look has been given to the functional distribution within the pottery to come to insights into consumption patterns and functional interpretations of the area. Therefore a classification has been maintained into storage vessels (storage jars\textsuperscript{356}, amphorae), preparation

\textsuperscript{356} These are most likely underrepresented in the tables and graphs as many identified as cooking/kitchen vessels in handmade and wheel-turned reduced pottery may have been smaller storage jars.
of food (mortaria), cooking/kitchen vessels (cooking jars, baking plates), drinking vessels (cups, beakers) and tablewares (flagons, bowls, platters, dishes).

V.3.4. The Oudenburg fort and its locally/regionally based supply

V.3.4.1. The importance of the local-regional ceramic products versus long-trade imports in the late 2nd and 3rd century

In the late 2nd and 3rd century (fort periods 1 to 4) the handmade and reduced wheel-turned ceramics clearly dominate the pottery assemblages of each period. Together, they represent no less than 79.3% of the total pottery assemblage of the Roman level when the sherd counts are considered, or 77.71% when MNI is considered, ranging from 63.3% at level 1 (or 72.38% MNI), 72.7% at fort level 2 (or 73.26% MNI), 83.5% at fort level 3 (or 82.15% MNI) and 81.0% at fort level 4 (or 80.54% MNI). In these periods, both groups are completely dominated by the local/regional North-Menapian production.

With an average percentage of 45.5% of the total pottery of the Roman level (sherd count; 36.03% in MNI) and individual percentages ranging from a minimum of 39.7% (at fort level 2; or 37.39% MNI) to a maximum of 49.9% (at fort level 4; or 48.6% MNI at fort level 1), the handmade wares take up a major share of the pottery assemblages at every fort level. Not only do they represent cooking and storage vessels, handmade vessels were also acquired in tableware versions. Apart from a very small portion of Romano-British imports (BB1), the handmade group in the late 2nd and 3rd century is completely taken by North-Menapian products (cf. Appendix 21).

With an overall percentage of 33.9% of the pottery of the Roman level (sherd count; 41.7% in MNI) and individual percentages ranging between 16.9% (at fort level 1) and 40.1% (at fort level 3), the reduced wheel-turned wares also represent a very important portion of the ceramic assemblages at every level. In the late 2nd and 3rd century this group is equally dominated by the North-Menapian products, comprising coarse reduced and fine reduced vessels. The reduced common wares of levels 1 to 4 only include a very small assemblage of Romano-British products, represented by BB2 and different East-Anglian greywares, a few Low Lands Ware I vessels from the Bergen-op-Zoom area in the south of the Netherlands and a small quantity of North-French products (cf. Appendix 21). Although the latter appear to have been an inspiration for several imitations in the North-Menapian fabric, during the late 2nd- and 3rd-century occupations of the fort the authentic North-French products were only imported in small numbers, rather as occasional purchases.357 Besides a small increase at fort period 2, only at the end of fort level 4 and in fort level 5, does this picture change (see also further). Mainly from the Bruay-Labuissière kilns similar products as those of the North-Menapian wheel-turned pottery industry were purchased (see Appendix 21, Section 3). Their limited numbers assume that these vessels were brought along with soldiers, as by this time recruitment will have been largely regional. The increase in imports from the North of France reflects more intensive contacts with those regions, on the regional market or

357 Most of these originate from the region encompassing an area from Normandy to the Champagne-Ardennes region. A very small group of reduced pottery sherds is likely to originate from the Ardres region more to the north of France; they appear in contexts from fort level 3 onwards.
on a military level, and this may also have been influenced by the increasing trend to recruit soldiers from near to their stations.

The North-Menapian industry, a reduced group of local/regional manufacture, differs from more inland productions through the combination of fabrics, forms and decorations (see Appendix 21, Section 1). Both handmade and wheel-turned productions occurred alongside each other in the same region and in the same contexts, as is also clear in the Oudenburg pottery assemblages (cf. Addendum 10).

During the 1st and 2nd centuries in the region, handmade fabrics were gradually replaced mainly by common wheel-thrown pottery. The latter was at that time imported from Northern France or came from regional workshops like Low Lands Ware (cf. Appendix 21, Section 2) and other unidentified potteries. During the late 2nd and 3rd century this changed with a revival of the handmade wares – which by that time can clearly be defined as a homogeneous North-Menapian group – up until 40% at several sites in the region (De Clercq and Vanhoutte 2011), at rural as well as military sites. Not only at the Oudenburg fort, but also at the Aardenburg fort (cf. Dhaeze 2011; 2013) this trend can be observed. Beside this, a well-defined North-Menapian wheel-thrown group emerged. The North-Menapian industry clearly developed as a uniform style group to become firmly established around AD 200 and to continue to grow until the second half of the 3rd century. New forms and new decorative patterns show that the North-Menapian industry not only attributed to the native repertoire; it was also influenced by Romano-British wares and was effected by the Roman pottery spectrum (Appendix 21, Section 1.5). Around 75% of the ceramic assemblages in the 3rd-century contexts studied from different sites in the North-Menapian region, appear to have originated regionally within the North-Menapian area. Moreover, the same pottery forms and styles within this group were found on both military and civilian sites and testify to a growing regionalisation of the supply of the common pottery in the region from the late 2nd century onwards (De Clercq and Vanhoutte 2011).

The closely datable Oudenburg assemblages of the fort site demonstrate that the local/regional native pottery continued to be made and that it developed extensively, with a peak around the middle of the 3rd century. The increase of forms, decorations and new and refined decoration techniques suggest that this evolution was the result of a military-native interaction (De Clercq and Vanhoutte 2011). An important aspect in this respect is the cross channel connectivity, visible in the North-Menapian pottery of the mid- and later 3rd century with influences from the Black Burnished pottery. The North-Menapian potters of the 3rd century became familiar with the BB-products, as the – although limited quantities of – BB-wares at the Oudenburg (see Appendix 21, Section 4) and Aardenburg forts show (De Visser 2001, 137-138, 155, Fig. 9.87-88). From this observation emerges the hypothesis that this pottery evolution was incited and stimulated by the military which arrived in the region in the later 2nd century. Instead of direct control by the military, this pottery evolution could also be the result of a growing integration of the Romano-British and references.

---

358 A survey of the burial assemblages of the southern cremation graveyard at Oudenburg reveals this shift in the imports from Northern France. While Arras vessels are well-present in the 2nd-century graves, they hardly occur in the fort assemblages from the late 2nd century onwards.

359 E.g. the large rural site of Kluizendok (Egrem, East-Flanders) to the east of Oudenburg, to the north of Ghent, yielded 30% of handmade wares in the 2nd century, increasing to 55% in the 3rd century (Laloo et al. 2009).

360 In contrast to earlier North-Menapian handmade assemblages which were more in line with inland traditions, e.g. at Zeebrugge (E. Patrouille, unpublished material), Varsenare (Hollevoet 2002, 168-173), Damme (In ’t Ven et al. 2005).
the Gallo-Roman communities through trade and personal contacts, possibly induced by the military presence, resulting in an exchange of material culture and ideas (De Clercq and Vanhoutte 2011; Vanhoutte et al. 2009, 134). Such a military influence on the native pottery production and distribution is not surprising; the same phenomenon can also be observed elsewhere, for example at early Roman military sites in western Britain (Darling 1977).

Surprisingly the evolution concerned both the reduced wheel-turned and the handmade pottery. With the latter also pottery of lesser quality kept on being used by the fort community. Some North-Menapian vessels found at the Oudenburg fort site show flaws, indicating that even inferior products could be sold to the army. Lesser quality apparently did not prevent the army from obtaining and using it. This readiness to use whatever quality emphasises the importance the army attached to this local pottery; this pottery was found adequate enough for the everyday use at the fort. This conclusion could equally be made for early Roman military sites in western Britain, amongst which is the example of the legionary fortress at Exeter (Darling 1977, 67). The presence of such second-class vessels at the Oudenburg fort precinct also suggests that North-Menapian pottery was purchased by the army in large batches for which a complete quality control was not possible. Together with its distribution to all types of sites in the North-Menapian region, this indicates that the North-Menapian pottery production remained a civilian one, though very much influenced by the army with which a close collaboration can be assumed. That the North-Menapian pottery supplied enough to answer the needs of the army (beside those of the whole region), implies that there was a high degree of interaction with the settlement or surrounding settlements where the pottery production took place. That civilians and soldiers could work closely together, could already be deduced from the Vindolanda Tablets (Whittaker 2002, 215). The presence of inferior products at the fort precinct might also be an indication that the kiln sites were not far away. No kiln-sites have been found yet in the North-Menapian region and there are no indications for pottery production at the Oudenburg fort site itself. However, during fieldwalking in 1982-5, Hollevoet found a ceramic waste product on the transition to the polder area to the west of the fort, pointing to the possible presence of pottery kilns at or near the civil settlement (Hollevoet 1987, 49) and in one of the 3rd-century wells at the eastern border of the extramural settlement (site Riethove (ET26)) a large fragment of a perforated pottery kiln plate was found, however, without further indications for local pottery production (cf. Dhaeze et al. 2018, 129-130).

As already mentioned, the large quantities and proportions of North-Menapian pottery at fort periods 1, 2, 3 and 4 indicate that the supply by this pottery could answer the needs of the army units. Pottery from southern territories like the region of the Atrebati and neighbouring regions only representing very low numbers in the fort assemblages suggests occasional purchases (cf. Appendix 21, Section 3). The local/regional potters could clearly supply quantitatively and qualitatively enough so that imports of common wares from other regions were no longer acquired, in contrast to the pre-military period before the late 2nd century AD. It is also significant that the reduced forms of Low Lands Ware I pottery are hardly prominent in the assemblages of the successive fort levels. On the other hand, the Low Lands Ware I flagons represent the most important portion in the flagon supply (Appendix 17). Functionally seen, by the 3rd century, the North-Menapian pottery – both the handmade as well as the wheel-turned group – represented the entire process of food processing: storage, cooking and consumption. Fabric comparisons indicate that also a share of the (oxidised) flagons were possibly produced in the North-Menapian region. Nevertheless, for flagons an extra source of supply was clearly needed.
Noteworthy is that some North-Menapian handmade vessels even arrived at Forum Hadriani (Voorburg) in the period c. AD 230-310 and were found in the silt fills of the harbour, which has been identified as a trade or trans-shipment centre (Van Kerckhove 2014, 328). This will not imply trade but most likely does point to military contacts.

While the Oudenburg army units of the late 2nd and 3rd centuries received long distance traded wares, they continued to rely on the local/regional production for most of their vessels of everyday use. This points to the army unit being strongly imbedded in the local and regional society. It also assumes a close interaction between the army and the local/regional pottery sites. Likewise at British sites, locally produced pottery generally appears to have dominated the pottery supply through time. Gardner (2007, 160) believes this cannot be explained economically, in terms of being cheaper, but should be related to the social/cultural significance of the sites on a local/regional level.

V.3.4.2. Significant changes in the late Roman period: the Oudenburg fort as a remote economic community in the region.

In the late 3rd century, (larger) rural communities in the region ceased to exist (see Chapter I, Section I.4.1.4). Structural remains of late Roman civil occupation in the North-Menapian region are lacking; whatever form civil settlements in the late Roman period took, they will have been small-scale. With this downfall of civil occupation in the late 3rd century, North-Menapian kiln sites shut down, as pottery production required more than small-scale organisation and structures, and some level of consumer demand.

It is also clear from the analysis of the key context assemblages (cf. Addendum 10), that all North-Menapian handmade and reduced wares found at fort level 5 (and later) are made in the fabrics and reflect the typology attested for the 3rd century (and earlier). A life-span of several decades for such kitchen vessels does not seem probable; moreover, a continuity of use cannot be related to an interruption between fort level 4 and 5. Hence, the North-Menapian fragments found at fort level 5, although representing up to 75.4% of the pottery assemblage of that level, should all be considered as residual re-deposited items361.

The late Roman downfall of civil occupation will also have resulted in a downfall of the civil market economy in the region (Van Thienen 2017, 120). The supply to the rather remote Oudenburg fort, not only geographically but also demographically seen, will have been purely military-oriented from the late 3rd century onwards.

Within the handmade group of fort level 5, only a limited quantity of Romano-British handmade pottery and some ‘Germanic’ or ‘Germanic-style’ pottery can be chronologically associated. Functionally, the North-Gaulish reduced wares took over the role of the North-Menapian pottery, certainly for cooking and consumption. For storage and cooking, they were complemented by the Mayen wares. Handmade products were clearly no longer an acquired product. Late Roman BB1 products seem to represent only casual imports. Only limited quantities of late Roman handmade wares of ‘continental’ provenance, which can all be defined as ‘non-Roman’, can be attributed to

361 In the case of material from post-Roman levels, a portion could have been brought in from mid-Roman contexts from outside the fort (see Chapter II, Section II.2.3).
fort period 5, mainly to the latest fort phase (fort level 5B). Some are clearly imported, others were most likely local imitations (Appendix 21, Section 5). Functionally, they can all be identified as cooking or storage vessels. As for the imports, it is possible that soldiers brought this pottery with them; it is also possible that these pots represent packaging for an imported content, a specific commodity or foodstuff from *Germania Magna* (cf. the suggestion by Carroll (2001, 320) for the presence of native Roman-period pottery at the fleet base of Cologne). Whatever scenario, their purchase and their imitation-production should be seen within the context of the expression of a certain identity, as a reference to the tradition of their owners, rather than being obtained for their form.

Within the reduced wheel-turned group of fort level 5, next to an increased, but still limited, number of products from different kiln sites from northern France and a small portion of East-Anglian greywares, a variety of ‘North-Gaulish’ greyish fabrics can be attributed to the 4th – early 5th century. Within the 4th - early 5th century common wheel-turned reduced wares at the Oudenburg fort a classification into well-defined fabric groups hardly seems possibly\(^{362}\). These sandy fabrics, belonging to the North-Gaulish late Roman forms and types, cannot be recognised as originating from the region of the *Atrebates*, although a lot of the pottery connects with the late Roman repertoire of that region (cf. *e.g.* Tuffreau-Libre and Jacques 1992; 1994). Typologically, the reduced assemblages at Tournai for example show many similarities (cf. Brulet 1994; 1996; Brulet and Verslype 1999; Brulet *et al.* 2012). An origin in the South-Menapian territories around Tournai (the late Roman capital of the *civitas Turnacensium*), around Cassel (the former capital), or in the region of the *Morini* around Boulogne, is possible; however, the potteries in these regions have not yet been described or characterised in detail\(^{363}\) (cf. Brulet *et al.* 2012, 150-151 for the fabrics attested at Tournai). Nevertheless, these North-Gaulish wares, next to the variety of products from the North of France, can clearly be identified as wider-regional productions.

Since these fabrics appear at the Oudenburg fort from the end of fort level 4, towards the end of the 3rd century, onwards, a direct relation with the ceasing of the North-Menapian pottery industry is strongly implied. For the common reduced wares, the army had to rely on new supply centres and will have found a market southwards. Around AD 296 (cf. Esmonde Cleary 1989, 47), the administrative reforms of the Tetrarchy resulted in a new capital for the *civitas* (now called the *civitas Turnacensium*) at *Turnacum* (Tournai), which will have had a huge impact on the markets in that region and on trade and supply networks with that region.

\(^{362}\) This situation was already acknowledged when studying the pottery of the double well of fort level 5 (Vanhoutte *et al.* 2009b). A similar situation was encountered during the study of late Roman pottery at some sites between Arras and Famars (Corsiez 2006, 343).

\(^{363}\) In the southern region of the Morini only the kiln site of La Calotterie is well described (pers. comm. S. Willems).
V.3.5. Evolutions in long-distance supply to the Oudenburg fort: the factual evidence of the successive fort periods

With all pottery imports identified and quantified, a diachronic picture can be mapped out which forms the basis for insight into the long-distance trade networks involved. The following conclusions are based on the represented MNI364.

Fort period 1: c. AD 180 – 200(+)

Although the pottery counts for fort level 1 are much lower than those of later levels (and with the MNI counts representing only very low numbers), some conclusions can be drawn from the pottery assemblages assigned to fort period 1 (Fig. 104). On a functional level365, the large proportions of cooking/kitchen vessels and tablewares, next to a considerable number of beakers, reflect the dwelling function of the area where food was made and consumed. The importance of the handmade pottery is clear, not only as cooking/kitchen vessels but also as tablewares. Common reduced ware beakers were even more in use than the imported colour-coated beakers (Fig. 105).

Samian wares were mainly supplied by the Lezoux potteries from Central Gaul, but Argonne, Trier and Rheinzabern were already also sources of supply, albeit in small quantities. The Central-Gaulish Les Martres-de-Veyre products were only found as residual items in fort levels 3, 4 and 5, and should most likely be attributed to fort level 1. The same can be assumed for samian from La Madeleine, of which a few individuals were found in later levels. Also beakers in La Madeleine black-slipped ware were known, but overall, imports from La Madeleine are hardly significant.

From kilns at Trier came beakers of their early export phase, albeit in limited quantities. Most of the non-samian fine wares were supplied by the Cologne potteries. Tableware flagons were also imported from Cologne, but they were probably casual imports brought along with the fine ware beakers (and dishes) as they could not compete with (mainly) the Low Lands Ware 1 regional flagons.

Amphorae from this period were Baetican Dressel 20 olive oil and Gauloise 4 Narbonne region wine containers. Their modest number probably reflects nearby moderate usage by the fort inhabitants.

Mortaria were mainly supplied by the Bavay-Famars potteries and those from the Rhine-Eifel region. Noyon mortaria most likely came only as casual items. A North-African lid should not be seen as a trade import, but rather as a personal belonging from a native African soldier (cf. Chapter V.4.5).

364 Fabrics listed in the overall fabric table (Table 7) but not mentioned in the successive fort periods, only occur in post-Roman levels and cannot be assigned to a specific fort level. The few finds which can undoubtedly be considered as intrusive finds, are not recorded; the same goes for the identified residual finds. An import only present by body or base fragment(s) at a certain level, has been recorded as 1 MNI as its presence cannot be denied. For some pottery imports, it is uncertain whether they represent at a certain level residual items or not; their dots on the maps (see further) are not filled in. The flagon and (jar-)amphora imports from the Low Lands Ware 1 industry, probably centred to the east in Germania Inferior in the Bergen-op-Zoom area, and from Dourges, located in the region associated with the Atrebates, have not been included on the maps as the current research so far could not relate specific numbers to these productions. Nevertheless, they represent the two major supply regions for the tableware and storage ware flagons and jar-amphorae (see Appendix 17).

365 Based on key context OS 30916, the assemblage of a specific level in the earthen rampart (cf. Addendum 10/11). This is the only context assemblage of fort level 1 sufficiently large to look into the functional distribution in relation to the pottery categories.
Reduced wares and handmade pottery were almost exclusively supplied by the North-Menapian industry. Only one production from the Atrebates region occurs, more specifically from the Bruay-Labuissière kiln sites. Since these products could not compete with the local/regional North-Menapian industry, they might not represent actual trade (see before).

During fort level 1, the Oudenburg fort was clearly imbedded in the continental trade networks with an important supply axis with the south and the east/south-east.

![Map of long-distance imports to the Oudenburg fort during fort period 1, AD 180-200(+)](http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/scotland/)

**LEVEL 1 - long-trade imports**

C. AD 180-200 (+)

Fig 104: The attested long-distance imported wares to the Oudenburg fort during fort period 1, c. AD 180-200(+), based on MNI (basic map: © Frontiers of the Roman Empire Culture 2000 project (2005-2008), [http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/scotland/](http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/scotland/)).
Fig 105: Functions versus pottery categories as represented in selected pottery assemblages for fort period 1, 2 and 3, based on MNI percentages.
Fort period 2: c. AD 220/225 - 245/250

The high number of tablewares at fort level 2, together with a significant amount of drinking vessels, in combination with a lower number of cooking/kitchen vessels are indicative for the changed function of the area in comparison to fort level 1 and are in line with what can be expected in a more official complex366 (Fig. 105). Colour-coated/black-slipped wares are hardly present, within the considered context only as dishes. Remarkably, this picture is representative for the other key contexts of fort level 2. Drinking vessels are either samian or common reduced beakers.

At fort level 2 (Fig. 106), the Argonne and the Lezoux potteries dominated the samian supply; according to the numbers they were almost equally well-represented. However, when taking into account a residual portion from the earlier level, Argonne clearly led the market. Rheinzabern and Trier samian were also imported, but in moderate quantities.

The trade network for non-samian fine wares seems hardly changed in comparison to fort level 1. Cologne still dominated the market, but also beakers in Moselkeramik were imported, albeit in low numbers. Also Argonne black-slipped ware beakers came in, although no rim fragments were preserved.

Some flagons were imported from Bavay-Famars and from Cologne, albeit in low quantities; both may have been side-products arriving along with other pottery from those locations conceivably with Bavay-Famars mortaria for example, as they dominated the mortaria supply. Soller mortaria are also now present. Mortaria from the Rhône valley and from Noyon seem to be casual imports. From Bavay-Famars also fine oxidised wares were imported.

Pompeian red-ware plates were supplied by Cambrai potteries. A coarse oxidised vessel from the Meuse Valley represents an isolated import. The same amphora trade network as for fort level 1 is likewise seen in level 2.

Although the North-Menapian industry continued to dominate the reduced and handmade products and supplied all tablewares next to cooking and other kitchen wares, Bruay-Labuissière tablewares became somewhat more significant, although the represented numbers are still far below those from the NOM products.

At fort level 2, the Oudenburg fort was still exclusively continental-oriented. Supply axes from the south and from the east/south-east became equally important: some pottery groups were supplied by both, others only by the one or the other.

---

366 For this functional analysis, the pottery assemblage of gully OS 23966-70920-83780 has been selected as representative for fort period 2. The assemblage of the gully probably largely reflects the pottery of the predecessor of the military hospital of fort level 2B though. Although this cannot be evidenced, a similar function of the building of fort level 2A is likely. Nevertheless, a comparison with the other key contexts – too small to look into the functional distribution – indicates that the selected assemblage seems largely representative for this level.
Fig 106: The attested long-distance imported wares to the Oudenburg fort during fort period 2, c. AD 220/225 - 245/250, based on MNI (basic map: © Frontiers of the Roman Empire Culture 2000 project (2005-2008), http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/scotland/).

Fort period 3: c. AD 245/250 – 260

The functional composition of the selected assemblages\(^{367}\) reflects the dwelling character of the area during fort period 3 with both the production and consumption of food represented (Fig. 105). The high number of tablewares and drinking vessels is significant, even more marked in the assemblage of gully OS 1169. This may be indicative of the waste of the presumed officer’s

\(^{367}\) Pit OS 80925 and gully OS 1169: see Addendum 10/11. Although the assemblage of context OS 1169, the drainage gully of the presumed officer’s quarters, is much smaller and proportions therefore less representative, the functional composition picture of this assemblage confirms the picture of context OS 80925.
quarters. The CC/BS wares are clearly present as beakers but at fort period 3 the first, large handmade beakers appear.

At fort level 3 (Fig. 107), the Rheinzabern potteries took the lead in the samian market to the Oudenburg fort, but also Trier and Argonne samian imports became very important. Lezoux samian still accounts for similar numbers as for fort level 2. As studies clearly show that the military obtained the latest supplies of pottery, one can assume that at the latest at fort level 3 the Lezoux samian fragments represent dug-up items. Possibly during fort level 3, the first North-Gaulish samian appeared (however, not found in closed context).

![Map of Fort Level 3 long-trade imports](http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/scotland/)

Fig 107: The attested long-distance imported wares to the Oudenburg fort during fort period 3, c. AD 245/250 - 260, based on MNI (basic map: © Frontiers of the Roman Empire Culture 2000 project (2005-2008), http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/scotland/).

Until the early 3rd century the non-samian fine wares were almost exclusively from the Rhineland; this changes, however, from the middle of the 3rd century onwards. Moselkeramik became almost
equally important as Cologne colour-coated wares; the latter were clearly still in mass production. Some fragments from New Forest colour-coated, Oxfordshire black-slipped, Colchester and Hadham red wares may represent the first British imports at the site, although all but the New Forest production, are small body fragments (it can therefore not be totally excluded that they represent intrusive items). The Oxfordshire production was possibly also responsible for an isolated fine oxidised vessel. While the former individuals represent isolated finds, the British link is securely confirmed by the presence of the first products of Dorset BB1, Alice Holt/Farnham and East-Anglian greyware, next to Lower Nene Valley and Oxfordshire mortaria, although all representing very small quantities. They point to contacts, rather than trade.

The amphora trade continued to be dominated by the *Baetican* Dressel 20. Although Gauloise 4 only represents one MNI, one can assume that the import of these wine amphorae was still of significance. By this time, however, transport of wine from the Rhineland and eastern and northern Gaul in barrels is entirely possible. At fort level 3, the first North-African amphora appears.

Flagon wares were mainly acquired at the local/(wider-)regional markets; only some tableware flagons from Cologne and Bavay-Famars occurred, possibly products which came along with other pottery imports.

For the supply of mortaria, the Rhineland potteries, with mainly Soller, took the lead, over Bavay-Famars. The first British mortaria appeared, but their low quantities do not represent trade. The same goes for an isolated Champagne mortarium. Coarse oxidised wares were hardly imported: only one vessel from Urmitz/Weissenthurm can be assigned to this level.

Grey wares from civitates to the south were very limited: only Bruay-Labuissière supplied some vessels, next to single products from the Champagne and the Cambrai region. The latter exported mainly Pompeian red-ware plates to the fort.

At fort level 3, the supply axis from the east/south-east became very important. Very significant are the first British imports. With these British elements present in a wide range of pottery groups, the first steps are visible towards an orientation on Britannia.

*Fort period 4: c. AD 260 – 285/295(+)*

The pictures retrieved from the three key contexts for fort period 4 which are large enough to study their functional composition, complement each other well (Fig. 108). The pottery assemblages indicate that the area was multi-functional with far more happening than metalworking. Handmade pottery is still very important within the three functional groups of the cooking/kitchen vessels, drinking vessels and tablewares, almost equally important as the reduced wares. While proportionally samian beakers become less significant, samian wares are very well-represented as tablewares. Both the samian and CC/BS beakers have to compete with a significant number of handmade and reduced drinking vessels.

---

368 The primary waste fillings of well OS 22926, the fire layer OS 7957/7971 and the large waste-pit OS 4980: see Addendum 10/11.
In fort period 4 (Fig. 109) the Rheinzabern potteries prevailed in the samian supply to the Oudenburg fort; Trier, however, remained an important supplier. The samian assemblage from the waste fillings ofwell OS 22926, representing the later phase of fort level 4, seems to be representative with only Rheinzabern and Trier samian vessels, present in equal proportions (see Addendum 10). The significant MNI counts for the Argonne samian may imply that the Argonne potteries still exported in this period. At that time, also the North-Gaulish samian clearly emerges with a few vessels from the Les Rues-des-Vignes kilns and several products probably produced at Desvres in the Boulonnais region. The Lezoux samian still accounts for significant numbers at this level, and mainly in contexts of the first phase, and the question arises whether these can all represent residual items. Very significant in this respect is the complete, well-used Drag. 38 bowl of Central-Gaulish origin found in the large waste-pit OS 4980 of fort level 4. Since the filling of
this rubbish pit is dated after AD 268 based on coin evidence, this collared bowl was discarded after a very long life, of at least 30 years, considering the date of c. AD 240 for the assumed last productions at the Central-Gaulish workshops intended for export to the North of Gaul. However, this is only one clear example, and as mentioned above one can assume that most Lezoux samian fragments at this level are residual from earlier levels. The long life of samian vessels is well-attested (Willis 2005, Sections 5.7 and 5.8; Wallace 2006) and in this case, is also evidenced by the East-Gaulish stamped dishes recovered from the fire layer OS 7957/7971 marking the end of fort period 4 but all made prior to AD 260 or much earlier (see Addendum 10).

At fort period 4, there is a significant change in the supply of non-samian fine wares, with an important increase of Moselkeramik. Trier was now the main supplier; besides the import of
Moselkeramik, the first products in late Trier black-coated ware already came in, pointing to the late end date of fort period 4. There are several imports from Britannia, mainly from Lower Nene Valley, but also from Colchester, Hadham, New Forest and Oxfordshire, but the latter fine wares still remained low-numbered. Furthermore, only an isolated Argonne black-slipped ware import can be mentioned. Related to these CC/BS fine wares, are the marbled wares. The first marbled products at the Oudenburg site appeared at fort period 4. Two originated from the Poitou region, one from the Lower Rhineland. The latter region may also have been the origin of a fine oxidised vessel.

Flagons were mainly supplied by regional potteries, with the Low Lands Ware 1 seemingly largely dominating (cf. e.g. key context OS 22926). Nevertheless, also several flagons came in which were produced at Bavay-Famars, next to a few fine oxidised vessels in the same fabrics. Flagons from Desvres, Cologne, Noyon and the Narbonne region all represent single individuals and probably came in as casual items with other commodities.

It is at fort period 4 that for the first time a wider range of amphorae were supplied though Dressel 20 was still the main import. It is uncertain whether the Gauloise 4 amphora still came in. The North-African amphorae certainly did, albeit in low quantities. The first (and only) Aegean amphora at the site and the Gauloise 13 amphora, originating from the North of France, made their appearance. The Cambrai region also supplied most of the Pompeian red-ware plates and a fine oxidised vessel.

In the supply of mortaria, the potteries from the Rhineland region clearly prevailed from fort period 4 onwards. With more than half of the mortaria produced at Soller, the latter became a very important export site. Although of lesser significance, mortaria from Bavay-Famars were still supplied. The Champagne and the Meuse Valley mortaria seem to have been casual items. The Lower Nene Valley mortaria are not more important than at level 3, but the Oxfordshire mortaria clearly represent more than just some contacts with Britannia. This is certainly the case when taken into account the mortarium assemblage which is not counted in since its origin is uncertain, but of which a Romano-British origin can be assumed based on fabric and form (cf. Appendix 13, Section 9: fabrics 1-4, 6 and 8). The single Verulamium mortarium of a type dated to c. AD 280-360, represents a casual import.

Fort level 4 is the first level in which coarse oxidised imports became significant. Vessels from Urmitz/Weissenthurm occur, where the major production has been assumed to have ended around AD 260 although longer production is not excluded (cf. Appendix 15). A few late Roman products from Speicher and Mayen appeared, pointing to the late 3rd-century end date of fort period 4.

The import of greywares from regions to the south of the civitas Menapiorum became more prominent, although these productions could not at all compete with the North-Menapian productions. The Bruay-Labuissière products continued to be the most popular amongst the greyware imports, but products from La Calotterie are also present, besides a few products from the Cambrai and the Champagne region. Only some greyware vessels were imported from Britannia: BB2 from Colchester, BB2 from Kent, East Anglian grey wares and Hadham greyware all account for only one or two individuals. This is in contrast with the Dorset BB1 ware represented by a larger assemblage. However, they can hardly be considered as trade products; they could certainly not compete with the dominant North-Menapian handmade products.
During fort period 4, the supply axis from the east dominated the trade networks towards the Oudenburg fort, although several vessel forms were still supplied from southern civitates. Most of these originated from civitates just south of the civitas Menapiorum and did not represent trade over very long distances. A wide range of pottery demonstrates that the contacts with Britannia grew considerably.

Fort period 5: c. AD 325/330 - (c. AD 380) - 430(+)

During fort period 5 (Fig. 110), the late Argonne potteries and the North-Gaulish ‘samian’ industry both supplied significantly to the Oudenburg fort. When the samian wares recovered from fort level 5 are considered, these regions appear to be equally important. Their supply was functionally related: decorated wares mainly supplied by the Argonne, mortaria mainly by the North-Gaulish potteries. These North-Gaulish samian wares at the Oudenburg fort originated largely from the Boulonnais region; only two vessels originated from Les Rues-des-Vignes.

However, when the late Roman samian vessels recovered from the transition level 5+post and from later levels are also taken into account – their late Roman date can only assign them to fort level 5 –, a different picture arises (Fig. 111), with the late Argonne potteries largely dominating the North-Gaulish industry. This picture might be influenced by a changed situation at fort level 5B for which this trend might be representative, as the late Argonne roller stamps show a large portion (44.7%) that can be dated to that period. The dominance of the late Argonne wares in these later levels can be ascribed to the dominance of Chenet 320 bowls; only a limited number of individuals in other forms occur. Samian was clearly no longer used as a drinking vessel, but only as tableware or for the preparation of food (mortaria).

Not only the late samian wares recovered from later levels demonstrate that a large proportion of the pottery from fort level 5 had been disturbed in later times. With the colour-coated/black-slipped and marbled wares that are 4th-century in date, large numbers occur in the transition level 5+post and in the post-Roman levels.

The Oxfordshire potteries prevail in the supply of non-samian fine wares to the 4th-century fort. Their products consist mainly of Oxfordshire red-slipped wares; their black-slipped wares account only for a few vessels, while their parchment wares, red/brown colour-coated wares and whiten-slipped wares only represent single items. Possibly also a mica-dusted and a fine oxidised vessel originated from the Oxfordshire region. The Lower Nene Valley potteries equally exported well to the Oudenburg fort and several vessels came from Much Hadham, the New Forest and Colchester. The single vessel from the Pevensey potteries possibly came along with other British imports.

The Argonne black-slipped and red-slipped ware potteries, only accounting for single items in previous levels, now exported several vessels. The late Trier potteries were a major beaker industry. It is therefore rather surprising to observe that their supply, although definitely significant, did not exceed that of the Lower Nene Valley potteries.

The marbled wares were mainly supplied by the Poitou potteries; only a small number originated from the Lower Rhineland. A single Verulamium marbled ware vessel probably represents a casual import. Pompeian red-ware plates were still imported in number from the Cambrai region. Flagons from Bavay-Famars still came in, but only represent minor quantities in comparison to the wider-regional products.
Amphorae were still imported but their spectrum was limited. They mainly comprised North-African amphorae, besides some Gauloise 13 amphorae, originating from the North of France. Only one late Baetican amphora has been recorded for the site.

Fig 110: The attested long-distance imported wares to the Oudenburg fort during fort period 5, c. AD 325/330 - 430(+), based on MNI (basic map: © Frontiers of the Roman Empire Culture 2000 project (2005-2008), http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/2.5/scotland/).
The supply of mortaria was completely dominated by the Rhineland, with Soller accounting for more than half of the imports. Mortaria from Bavay-Famars and from the Eifel region only represent a few individuals. The dominance of the Rhineland apparently also affected the supply from Britannia, with Lower Nene Valley only accounting for a single vessel. Some Oxfordshire White Ware mortaria individuals were recovered from later levels, and it is possible that they originally belonged to fort level 5. However, it is important to take into account the mortarium assemblage which is not counted in since its origin is uncertain, but for which a Romano-British origin can be assumed based on fabric and form. A definite Romano-British attribution would completely change the proportions in the mortarium supply. It would imply a more or less equally-shared supply from the Rhineland and from Britannia.

Coarse oxidised imports became very important at fort period 5, almost completely due to the Mayen products. Speicher was hardly of any significance. Some Urmitz/Weissenthal vessels are present, but it is uncertain whether they represent residual items since recent research has suggested a continuity of its production into the 4th century. From fort level 5 also two North-African vessels can be identified. They may have arrived with North-African amphorae. Mayen completely dominates the supply of coarse oxidised wares to the Oudenburg fort, certainly when taken into account its large share in later levels.

A variety of greywares were imported from civitates to the south of the civitas Menapiorum, but they all account for rather small quantities and it is uncertain whether they represent actual trade. Represented productions are La Calotterie, Bruay-Labuissière, and the regions of Arras, Cambrai and Champagne. Important to add here are the vessels in kaolinite rich fabrics of which the origin,

---

369 Over 400 MNI of coarse oxidised wares were recovered from later levels (5+post and post-Roman levels) of which the largest share can be attributed to the Mayen potteries.
although uncertain, can be assumed in the Boulonnais region. This production clearly became more important in the 4th century. However, the previous greywares could not compete with the North-Gaulish grey ware products of which a South-Menapian origin can be assumed.

A wide range of Romano-British coarse vessels are represented at this level. Based on the combined numbers with those from later levels, the greywares imported from Alice Holt/Farnham became important. The same goes for Colchester. Only a few vessels originated from other Romano-British potteries at Kent (BB2 and Kent Thameside Greyware) and East-Anglia. At first sight the BB1 imports from Dorset were less important than at fort level 4. When adding a large share of the BB1 vessels from the later levels, though, similar numbers are attained. A Hampshire grog-tempered ware vessel, recovered from the post-Roman level, should be seen as a casual import.

At fort period 5, two major supply axes can be observed, coming from the Rhineland and Eifel region and from Britannia next to two supply routes from the Argonne region in the south-east and from the Boulonnais region. Imports from southern regions were almost completely restricted to those from civitates directly south of the civitas Menapiorum. An exception was formed by the North-African amphorae, representing most of the long-distance amphora supply. Close connections with Britannia are readily apparent and one can conclude that at fort level 5, the Oudenburg fort, although a continental site, was very much oriented towards Britannia.

The picture above can most likely be considered as generally representative for fort period 5A, c. AD 325/330 – 360(?). If we want to grasp the economic situation of the very last occupation phase and specify the pottery supply of fort period 5B, AD 380 – first decades 5th century, we can only rely on two large key contexts, the primary infill of basin OS 4923 and the infill of the inner well of the double well structure OS 2562, next to pottery of the site (mostly dug-up in later levels) which, typologically, can only be dated to that period. However, taking into account the high degree of residuality as observed also in the pottery assemblages in question, also in these key contexts only pottery which can be typologically dated to the late 4th century or later can be considered. As already referred to, the import of late Argonne samian was still very significant in the latest occupation phase. In a total of 264 identified roller stamps, 118 (or 44.7%) can be dated to the last quarter of the 4th – first quarter of the 5th century. The amount of British imports is difficult to assess. Most fine ware types only have a wide chronological range. Seven Oxfordshire vessels (fine wares, cat. nos. 76, 87, 102, 107, 110, 111, 116), all recovered from the transition level 5+post or from the post-Roman dark earth level, can be dated more specifically to the period AD 350-400. They probably belonged to fort period 5B, although the final phase of fort period 5A cannot be excluded. While several Romano-British coarse pottery types have a date range up until the early 5th century, the latest start date is represented by an Alice Holt – Farnham dish of the period AD 350-400+. It is noteworthy that British imports are completely absent at graveyard A. Whether the late Trier black-slipped beakers, which cannot be dated more precisely than AD 300-400, were still supplied, cannot be known for sure. Very significant is the African red-slipped ware dish rim (fine wares, cat. no. 89) found in the dark earth level and dated to AD 360-470, hence most likely belonging to the latest fort phase. Although the absence of Mayen wares in the primary infill of basin OS 4923 and the primary infills of the inner well of OS 2562 is striking, their share in

370 For some pottery categories (see e.g. the North-Menapian handmade pottery) or types (e.g. 2nd- or 3rd-century types) the residuality factor is very clear. However, residuality will have evenly affected all pottery categories and even 4th-century pottery can be residual (pottery from fort level 5A dug up at fort level 5B).
the secondary infills of well OS 2562 and in the levels 5+post/post point to their continued supply, most likely primarily for storage (perhaps for their imported content?) and presumably also for cooking. However, from their typological dating their distribution seems to have tailed off.

V.3.6. A closer look to the samian and amphorae supplies to the Oudenburg fort and what they can tell about trade networks in the wider region

V.3.6.1. Samian ware supplies

V.3.6.1.1. The mid-Roman samian ware supplies

During the successive fort periods a shift in the samian supply can be observed (see Appendix 10 for the study in depth of the samian wares). In the late 2nd and early 3rd century, apart from some distribution from Trier and Rheinzabern, the supply from the Central-Gaulish workshops (mainly Lezoux) and the Argonne potteries dominates. The dominance of the Lezoux products in the late 2nd century (period 1) corresponds well with the samian at other sites in the Menapian region and more to the south at the sites of Etaples, Amiens, Ardres and Boulogne in the North of France. In their research of the samian assemblage of Steene-Pitgam, located in South-Menapian territory, in the very North of France, De Clercq and Deschieter (1999, 85) pointed to the Central-Gaulish supremacy at these sites in the Antonine period, in contrast to sites in the North along the Rhine where the East-Gaulish products prevailed at that time (with reference to Raepsaet 1987, 5). At the harbour of Forum Hadriani (Voorburg-Arentsburg), active between c. AD 70 and 300, while Lezoux hardly came in and La Madeleine and Argonne represent moderate quantities, Trier clearly dominated the supply, way over Rheinzabern (Driessen 2014; cf. van Diepen and Niemeijer 2011).

The first half of the 3rd century shows a strikingly high percentage of Argonne products with 31.8% MNI at fort period 2\textsuperscript{371}, next to Lezoux; taking into account a portion of residual Lezoux examples, Argonne took the lead in the market in that period, over the Lezoux imports (30.7%). At Steene-Pitgam for example, during the 2nd century, the Argonne is represented by 10% based on the decorated and stamped samian vessels, but this number is significantly higher when the numerous Drag. 45 mortaria in Argonne fabric at this site are included. This trend of the importance of Argonne during the 3rd century appears to be in contrast with data from Ardres, Etaples, Thérouanne, Boulogne, Amiens, Arras and Bavay where the Argonne represents an average of 5% (De Clercq and Deschieter 1999, 85; with reference to Raepsaet 1987).

While the Lezoux and Argonne potteries were first leading the market - Lezoux in the late 2nd century, Argonne in the first half of the 3rd century -, this changes during the 3rd century in favour of Trier and Rheinzabern which then came to completely dominate the supply of samian tableware in the north-west provinces. With the Lezoux potters producing until c. AD 240 as Delage (2010) suggests - albeit this output was much diminished compared to the 2nd century -, all Lezoux samian certainly from fort period 3 onwards \textit{i.e.} around the middle of the 3rd century (certainly since a new unit occupied the fort), should be considered as residual material, besides some vessels likely to be still in use as carefully looked after. After all, the military was provided by regular and selective supplies and these contained up-to-date products as Willis could demonstrate for the British military.

\textsuperscript{371} In contrast to only one MNI at level 1. However, it should be emphasised that only a small total samian number of 21 MNI is listed for this level 1.
sites (Willis 2005, Section 6.3; Willis 1998). In the 3rd century, the East-Gaulish products gain more and more popularity at the Oudenburg fort. While at fort level 2, Trier and Rheinzabern represent respectively only 12.5% and 14.8%, Trier becomes as important as Argonne at fort level 3 (both c. 21%) and Rheinzabern takes the lead with 31.1%. During fort period 4, Rheinzabern becomes even more important and dominates the supply slightly over Trier (respectively 34.2% and 26.6%). Rheinzabern and Trier largely became the only samian suppliers to the Oudenburg fort (as embodied by the samian assemblage of well OS 22926). A functional difference can be noticed in their final supplies (evidenced by the samian spectrum of large waste-pit OS 4980): Trier mainly responsible for dishes and mortaria, while Rheinzabern offered a more diverse spectrum. Rheinzabern eventually prevailed, mainly in the supply of decorated wares.

The contextual data indicate that a stop in the supply of samian to the Oudenburg fort can be situated around c. AD 260 or somewhat later. The latest East-Gaulish samian products did not reach the Oudenburg fort which might be related to problematic provisioning due to external threats. It is possible that the lack of late Rheinzabern stamps at Richborough (cf. Dickinson et al. 1968, 148) supports the idea that Rheinzabern export to the Channel region stopped around that time (see Appendix 10, Section 12).

The same overall picture of supply is represented at the Aardenburg fort with Trier and Rheinzabern being the main suppliers of the samian. According to the stamped and decorated samian, the Lezoux, Argonne, La Madeleine and in small quantities Ittenweiler or Blickweiler and Chémery-Faulquemont appear to have only exported to Aardenburg in the (second half of the) 2nd century, but even then they already appear to have been less important than the East-Gaulish productions (van der Linden and Huijben 2013, 69-70). The importance of the Argonne imports at the Oudenburg fort during the first half of the 3rd century, demonstrated by the significant presence of the Argonne plain wares, cannot be checked at the Aardenburg fort, though, since only the stamped and decorated fragments have so far been studied there. Also at Aardenburg, Trier and Rheinzabern completely dominated the supply in the 3rd century, the first well represented with its plain wares; Rheinzabern prevailed however more and more during the 3rd century with its decorated wares (van der Linden and Huijben 2013, 70-71; Dhaeze 2013, 279-281), again a similar picture as can be observed at the Oudenburg fort. The connection between the Aardenburg and the Oudenburg fort for the supply of samian prevails from the presence of products made by the same potters. The many similarities in the samian spectrum, and also in other pottery categories e.g.

---

372 The same patterns have been attested in the smaller samian assemblages from the north-east sites at the Oudenburg fort: see Vanhoutte et al. 2014.
373 Study of the samian from Aardenburg focussed on the potters’ stamps and the decorated wares, retrieved from different sites and collections (van der Linden and Huijben 2013). In total 301 stamps were catalogued, together with 796 of the 1486 available decorated fragments. The stamped and decorated samian found inside the fort was studied together with that recovered from sites outside the fort walls. A contextual approach undertaken by W. Dhaeze in studying some key contexts from the Aardenburg fort representing the phase 175-225 and the phase 225-275 in comparison to contexts which are older than the fort (see Dhaeze 2013) complements this assessment.
374 From the 72 Aardenburg dies recorded in the online RGZM samian database, representing 67 different potters, five identical dies occur at the Oudenburg fort: Comitialis (die 3a), Datus (die 2a), Iulius viii (die 5c), Martinus v (die 4a) and Minutus (die 3a). Apart from the Trier potter Minutus, they all worked at Rheinzabern. Five other potters are present with a different die: Albucius ii (Aardenburg: die 6b – Oudenburg: die 6e), Materninus iii (RHZ) (Aardenburg: die 2a – Oudenburg: die 1a), Satinus (Aardenburg: die 2b – Oudenburg: die 2a); Venus vi (Aardenburg: die 2c – Oudenburg: die 3f); Victorinus ii (Aardenburg: die 4n – Oudenburg: die 11a). They too all worked at Rheinzabern, apart from the, very well-distributed, Albucius ii of Lezoux. Another six potters whose stamps were found at Aardenburg, made decorated bowls recovered at Oudenburg fort: Afer iii of Trier; Atto i of Rheinzabern; Dubitatus ii of Trier, Primitius I of Rheinzabern, Statatus of Rheinzabern, and the Tocca group of Argonne.
the North-Menapian pottery, point to a strong ceramic connection and identical, military, pottery supply arrangements for both forts.

The Rheinzabern-Trier distribution from the second half of the 3rd century at both forts displays a clear dominance of Rheinzabern which stands in strong contrast to the picture retrieved at the northern limes in Germania Inferior where Trier prevails over Rheinzabern. At Zwammerdam (Nigrum Plum) for example, in period III (last quarter 2nd century – start last quarter 3rd century) the Trier samian stands for c. 70% while Rheinzabern only reaches c. 10% (Haalebos 1977, 125). At Voorburg-Arentsburg, the samian studies of two different sites of Forum Hadriani confirm that Lezoux samian hardly reached the Lower Rhine limes. There, Trier outnumbers La Madeleine, Rheinzabern and Argonne both in the stamped plain wares375 as in the decorated wares376 with Rheinzabern products only accounting for a small share (van Diepen and Niemeijer 2011; Driessen 2014). Only in the stamped samian wares of the harbour site (2007-2008), Rheinzabern was more important in the period AD 225-250, although still only representing small quantities (Sepers 2014).

As De Clercq and Deschieter already demonstrated (1999; 2002), the leading role of Rheinzabern in the 3rd century appears to be characteristic for the whole North-Menapian region, not only at the military sites but also at the civil sites, and for the hinterland up to the river Lys. It is also the general situation at the extramural settlement of Oudenburg (see Creus 1975; Gilté 1993; Dhaeze et al. 2018) and for the coastal region (Thoen 1978, 117)377. Thoen (1978, 117-118) stated that the East-Gaulish samian supply in the coastal region was mainly controlled by some large producers as they occur frequently378. Although quantitatively and contextually strong comparative data are lacking for the coastal region, the dominance of Rheinzabern for the 3rd century seems clear from the available data. For Thoen, this is exemplified in the samian assemblage of the presumed port site (site Fort Lapin) at Bruges – however, being a late 19th-century excavation this assemblage may at the time have been selectively collected –, within a total of 40 identified samian pots 30 vessels came from Rheinzabern (or 75%), seven from Trier and three from the Argonne (Thoen 1978, 117).

As mentioned before, the importance of the coastal plain for the exploitation of salt, which was under the control – directly or indirectly – of the army, is clearly attested (see Chapter I, Section I.4.1.2). From this can be assumed that also the people were to some level dependent on the army and its economy. This may be confirmed by the occurrence of a high proportion of vessels made by the same Rheinzabern potters as the products from the Oudenburg fort, as this similar ceramic identity (also visible in the other pottery categories) seems to imply that the people of the coastal region benefited from the same samian (and other) (military) supply network. It is noteworthy in this respect that for Britannia Willis (2004, Chapter 6.3 and 6.7) concluded from the distribution of East-Gaulish samian on British sites that an important part of the supply must have been organised

375 Stamped plain wares at the 2005 excavations at Forum Hadriani: Trier 19%, La Madeleine 11%, Rheinzabern 9%, Argonne 7% (van Diepen and Niemeijer 2011, 170, 171: Abb. 6).
376 Decorated wares at the 2005 excavations at Forum Hadriani: Trier 43%, La Madeleine 21%, Argonne 18%, Rheinzabern 7% (van Diepen and Niemeijer 2011, 170, 171: Abb. 6).
377 Thoen (1978) studied all the then known samian fragments from the coastal plain (and the bordering region), mostly found unstratified but clearly related to occupation sites and burials (cf. several complete vessels).
378 For Rheinzabern Comitialis (I to VI), Primitivus (I to IV), Iulius II – Iulianus I; for Trier Comitialis, Dexter, Censor, Maiiaaus, Afer; for Argonne Tribunus, Germanus and Africanus (Thoen 1978, 117-118, 160-162). Mainly the imports of the listed Rheinzabern potters were prominent as they are each attested several times. All these potters are all represented at the Oudenburg fort.
by, or with, the military. A military-oriented economy for the East-Gaulish samian in the Channel region can only be suggested, though, as comparative assemblages for the 3rd century at the British Shore forts are scarce – the pottery assemblages are either very limited (Caister-on-Sea forms an exception) or the installation of the fort dates too late to yield (much) pottery for this period (cf. Appendix 10, Section 12) –, and so no firm statements on this can be made.

This high proportion of Rheinzabern products accounts for an important difference with the surrounding civitates (of the Morini, Atrebati, Nervii and Tungri) to the south and to the east of the civitas Menapiorum where these products are hardly found (cf. De Clercq and Deschieter 1999, 85). De Clercq and Deschieter saw a possible explanation within the context of the export of Rheinzabern samian to Britannia, via the Rhine to Helinium and onwards via the North Sea, or within the context of the military presence in the region from the last quarter of the 2nd century onwards (De Clercq and Deschieter 2002, 43-44). While they see a supply network via the Rhine to the civitas Menapiorum through a distribution network via the Scheldt, the Durme and the Leie rivers, possibly by middlemen, imports via the sea and the tidal channels can certainly not be excluded. Regions more to the south benefited from a well-equipped road network that could have reinforced the supply of the Argonne products (De Clercq and Deschieter 1999, 86). It appears that the North Menapian region, and particularly the Oudenburg fort, benefited from both these networks. The remarkable differences the samian supply to the Oudenburg fort shows with the supply to the Lower Rhine limes and with the region more to the south clearly testifies to a commercial geography in samian supply.

V.3.6.1.2. The ‘samian’ supply in the 4th – early 5th century.

The supply of samian to the late Roman army at Oudenburg remained fairly strong, while the fort had become a remote outpost in a poorly populated region. On the other hand, the supply to Oudenburg will have benefited from the enhanced accessibility via the tidal channel resulting from the increased marine influence, already from the later 3rd century onwards, making direct sea transports possible. The late Roman ‘samian’ was entirely supplied by the Argonne workshops and the North-Gaulish potteries, with most products originating from the Boulonnais region apart from a few products from Les Rues-des-Vignes (near Cambrai). The datable roller stamp evidence shows a date range from the second quarter of the 4th until the first decades of the 5th century. The samian in use at the fort at this time included decorated bowls mainly from the Argonne region whereas mortaria were largely from the North-Gaulish potteries. The Argonne supply mainly focussed on the supply of Chenet 320 bowls, but also a small scale of plain forms. No late Argonne ware is known from the coastal region outside the fort, the late Roman graveyards or its immediate surroundings. In the neighbouring hinterland, there might have been some late Roman occupation, albeit very scarcely. The only other centres in the Menapian region that were supplied by late Argonne wares, are Kortrijk and Ghent; at both sites a late Roman fort is assumed (cf. for Kortrijk the record of the Cortoriacenses in the Notitia Dignitatum) but not yet found.

379 Dickinson and Hartley (1971) stated that East-Gaulish samian in the south of Britannia generally showed higher proportions along the east coast and connected this with the presence of the Shore forts with a late 2nd- and 3rd-century installation. However, hard evidence for this statement lacks.

380 The single Chenet 320 bowl fragment, dated to the second half of the 4th century (Hollevoet 1991, 183), and found at the early medieval settlement of Roksem, a municipal district of Oudenburg, may have been a pick-up from Oudenburg in early medieval times (Hollevoet 2011).
I, Section 1.3.3). At Aardenburg late Argonne wares are lacking; it is one of the reasons to conclude that there was no 4th-century occupation at this fort.

The late Argonne production was widely distributed, mainly in northern and northeastern Gaul, on all types of sites. While this seems to be the result of a market distribution, Esmonde Cleary argues, based on the large numbers of late Argonne ware on military sites, that its distribution may well be an example of the tax-spine model, as aforementioned the model which seems to characterise most of the late Roman economy in general. This integration of economies encloses a market economy which benefited from the infrastructure of a political economy, with late Argonne wares riding piggyback on the supply lines installed by the state or army, perhaps of grain (Esmonde Cleary 2013, 320-321, 327).

It is however remarkable that only a very limited range of functions are represented by the late Argonne and North-Gaulish vessels, and one can wonder whether those supplies were sufficient. The increased significance of the distribution from Britannia will have emerged in part as the continental industries were still continuing at some level whilst other industries had ceased.

While the Oudenburg fort was relatively well-supplied with late Argonne wares, this pottery appears to be only scarcely present at the late Roman forts at the British side of the Channel. Although late Argonne ware vessels have been found over a large area in southern Britain, they represent in general very low quantities (Tyers 1996, 136 (but appears to include also the earlier Argonne wares from the 3rd century); Fulford 1977, 76-77: Appendix 1). Fulford specified the late Argonne ware distribution to the south-east, in the Thames estuary, Essex and Kent with the majority of the find spots either close to or along the coastline (Fulford 1977, 40: Fig. 1, 42).

Fulford (1977, 43, 58) assumed, based on the lack of Eifel querns at the Portchester fort and the near absence of late Argonne ware at York, that the mid-Roman trade from East-Gaul via the Rhine to Britannia did not continue in the late Roman period and that the Argonne ware was not traded via the Rhine. He also stated that the small quantities were not the subject of specialised trade (Fulford 1977, 38). He argued that this could be partly explained by the location of these regions, closer to the Argonne kilns and further away from the Oxfordshire kilns, which were the largest competitors (Fulford 1977, 42). However, one can wonder whether the extra barrier of crossing the North-Sea makes a comparison in distance relevant; the expensive undertaking that a crossing of the Channel represented, as it is today, would not be able to compete with more miles via the river or road network. On the other hand, by this time it seems very likely indeed that consumers got what they could when they could and not as a result of a specific oriented economy. Fulford furthermore stated that ‘export may have taken place from anywhere along the relevant coastline, as casual loads on a wide variety of routes’, and not as products of trade, since once the late Argonne ware arrived, there seems to be not much further distribution (Fulford 1977, 42).

The low proportion of late Argonne wares at the late Saxon Shore forts combined with the variety in forms they display (cf. Appendix 10, Section 12), is indicative that these products were retrieved as casual items. This possibly happened within the context of the provisioning of other products, or, more likely, within the context of military contacts. These late Argonne wares might have come along with recruits from the Continent or through larger troop movements as cross-channel rotations in the fort occupations of the 4th century can be expected based on several finds (e.g. the two identical bracelets at Portchester and Oudenburg (graveyard A); the Much Hadham face-
pot at graveyard B). Moreover, it is important to keep in mind that in the late Roman period the forts were no longer solely military entities. Not only were they remote bases in a landscape deprived of dense occupation, they also housed non-military people and families (see Chapter V.4.4). Forts now functioned more as economic communities on their own. While several products of for example the Romano-British coarse pottery, came in from Britannia through military personnel, the late Argonne wares may represent such exchange in the other direction. An obvious candidate for exchange contact would be Boulogne. However, Fulford mentions the lack of pottery coming from the northern France in contexts in which late Argonne wares have been found (Fulford 1977, 43). Given that the Oudenburg fort and the British late Roman forts were part of a unified defence system, it is a likely possibility that the contacts, leading to the exchange of late Argonne wares, also happened with the Oudenburg units.

V.3.6.2. Amphorae supplies and their evolution from the mid- to late Roman period

The amphorae assemblage\textsuperscript{381} (see Appendix 14) demonstrates that particularly during the 3rd century the Oudenburg fort was supplied by a variety of products: olive oil, olives, wine and fish-based products originating from Baetica, Gallia Narbonensis, Africa and the Aegean. The Oudenburg units clearly benefited from the wide trade network which was intensified by the supply to Britannia. The Dressel 20 and the Gauloise 4 amphorae dominate though, and this is typical for many sites of that period in the wider region, military or civilian.

Mediterranean products such as olive oil are known for their popularity in the army (who could afford the supply and the expensive products). Olive oil was not only used in food preparation, but also in bathing as a cleaning agent, moisturizer and massage oil, in medicine, lighting and in maintaining military equipment (Mattingly 1996, 224; Haynes 2013, 175). From the Augustan period onwards, olive oil was imported to the North-West in bulk and already in the 1st century AD Dressel 20 amphorae became the most common amphora imported in the North-West with a mainly military-oriented distribution (cf. Carreras and van den Berg 2017, 355; 369-371). The large military presence in Britannia will have implied an important traffic between the Continent and Britannia. Morris (2010) points to a distinct decline in the amount of olive oil that reached Britannia in the later 2nd century AD compared to earlier periods, followed by an increase in the stamped Dressel 20’s dated AD 192-255. He relates the latter evolution to a higher rate of stamping in the 3rd century, as figures show for the Monte Testaccio in Rome, and contradicts a possible recovery in olive oil importation (Morris 2010, 103).

However, Monsieur (2015) argues against these figures for the North of Gaul and Germania Inferior for the period 200-260 and emphasises the very low number of Dressel 20 stamps in these regions. If this is related to an economic decline or the monopolisation of the market by important interest groups, the increase in stamped Dressel 20 amphorae in Britannia could indeed imply a revival in the olive oil importation. The military campaigns by Septimius Severus in attempting the conquest of Scotland (208-211) must have strongly influenced and intensified the amphorae traffic to the British Isles when a massive army was assembled, albeit for a short episode. Illustrative for this traffic are the four single Dressel 20 amphorae found in the Belgian part of the North Sea and possibly pointing to four different shipwrecks. Or at least they were isolated finds originating from

\textsuperscript{381} The following statements are partly based on the preliminary conclusions in Monsieur and Vanhoutte 2011. With thanks to P. Monsieur for discussing further ideas.
four different cargoes. Two are dated to the second half of the 1st century AD, two others to the first half of the 3rd century (Monsieur in Pieters et al. 2010, 187-192). Research has revealed that bulk transports must have brought olive oil directly from Baetica via the Atlantic, but has also shown an important other trade route via the Rhône-Rhine corridor and by crossing the North Sea and Channel (Morris 2010, 69-70, 104). It seems most likely that the latter trade route will have been the one the Oudenburg fort and the surrounding region benefited of. The same Rhône-Rhine-North Sea-Channel route brought the Gauloise 4 wine amphorae to Britannia (Morris 2010, 72) and as can be supposed also to Oudenburg.

Most of the amphorae representing long-distance trade at Oudenburg pre-date Postumus (prior to AD 260). However, these vessels could have had a long life-span and were most likely still in use until late in the 3rd century. With however only one undoubtedly late Roman Baetican amphora (Keay 19C), next to several late Roman, North-African containers at fort level 5, some Gauloise 13 and presumed Dourges amphorae, the 4th-century amphora trade, although at a far lower level, seems to be to some level secured at Oudenburg. At Veźizeke for example (see Fig. 2 for location), no more amphorae are present after Postumus (Monsieur and Braeckman 1995b; Monsieur 2005). It emphasises the military orientation of these later supplies. The import of Mediterranean amphorae to the North after the middle of the 3rd century is hardly comparable to the quantities in the preceding periods though (Monsieur 2015), as is also clear at the Oudenburg fort. Also in Britannia, imported wine amphorae are extremely rare after the middle of the 3rd century (Morris 2010, 132). It is very likely that other containers such as wooden barrels\textsuperscript{382} were now more in play. Based on representations of barrels on stone carvings\textsuperscript{383}, an increase of barrelled trade can be noticed over time with a majority of the datable depictions in the 2nd and first half of the 3rd century, and they even witness of goatskin bottles to transport wine (Marlière 2002). Also fish products may have been transported in barrels (Morris 2010, 75). The barrels found in the Guernsey shipwreck which sunk between AD 275 and 325, most likely contained wine. The presence of a cache of Romano-British pottery on board indicates it was a trading ship between Britannia and probably the west of France (Rule and Monaghan 1993; Tyers 1996, 73). Barrels used for the construction of a mid-Roman well at Harelbeke, close to Kortrijk, in the southern part of the civitas Menapiorum, has been proved to have been made of silver fir and larch, the latter a tree at the time closest found in the Alpine foothills or the higher Vosges. The larch barrels may have originated from the Rhône Valley. They demonstrate that several northern wines were traded in barrels (Viérin and Leva 1961). Has this wine traffic with barrels eventually dominated the wine importation after the cessation of the Gauloise 4 imports in the last quarter of the 3rd century AD? Marlière (2002), however, has shown that this trade of wine in barrels equally declined in the late Roman period.

\textsuperscript{382} A study by Eijstrud (2005) of five amphorae assemblages from western continental Europe dated AD 30-70 has suggested that barrels must have played a major role in wine transport to the northern provinces already in the early Roman period. Several barrels from central or southern regions of France have been found on British sites (Marlière 2001; 2002), of which is thought that they were supplied in bulk through organised military supply (Morris 2010, 74).

\textsuperscript{383} Ellmers 1978, 13. See e.g. two mid-Roman presentations in stone, both preserved at the Rheinisches Landesmuseum at Trier on which the transportation of wine barrels from the Rhineland is evidenced. A relief of a wine business shows in its lower relief panel an ox pulling a wagon loaded with a large barrel. In the upper relief panel, a wine shop is depicted where wine is being served to two seated customers (McManus 1988). A sandstone model of a Roman ship transporting wooden barrels was found at Neumagen; it originally belonged to a larger funerary monument and can be dated c. AD 200 (McManus 2013). Also two of the Nehalennia altars found at Colijnsplaat and dated in the late 2nd – early 3rd century give evidence of wine barrel trade via the Rhine. These altars are dedicated by wine traders and bear depictions of vines and barrels (Stuart and Bogaers 2001, 58: A8, 79-80: A41).
It is therefore more likely that wine and other products were no longer exported to the North. This may have been caused by changing drinking habits with wine for example becoming less important, not only for the soldiers but apparently in the complete North-west. Worth drawing attention to here is the explicit decline from the middle of the 3rd century onwards in the wine production of the production centres in the south of France and in Aquitaine (Brun and Laubenheimer 2001). It remains however unclear whether this should be seen as a cause for the situation in the North or as a result. The Moselle Valley, though, knew a flourishing wine production from the middle of the 3rd century onwards and in the 4th century (Brun and Gilles 2001), but Morris (2010, 132) questions whether these wines actually reached the North-west. Another possibility is that indeed other amphorae, in the case of our region those from Dourges, transported regional wines. Only future research on the content of the Dourges amphorae can offer key perspectives here.

Amphorae with fish sauce are known to have been imported from the coasts of Southern-Spain and Southern-Gaul; this is well-documented for the 1st century AD but less common for the 2nd and 3rd centuries (Carreras and van den Berg 2017, 357). The fill of the well OS 22926 of the 4th fort level yielded many remains (i.e. a concentration of small bones) of locally-made fish sauce, made from small fishes caught in the North Sea close to the coast. Besides, with fish sauce produced and consumed at the fort site one can expect that amphorae were not needed for transportation and other containers such as wooden barrels, dolia or other vessels may have fulfilled the storage function. In this respect it is worth drawing attention to the find at the Aardenburg fort of a rim fragment of a dolium on which a graffito ante cocturam is preserved: ‘ALIC XI S(emis)’, indicating that this dolium would contain the content of 11.5 amphorae (over 300 litre) of fish sauce (van Dierendonck and Vos 2013, 321: Fig. 8.22; De Clercq and van Dierendonck 2008, 24).

There is an absence of available comparable data for the amphorae assemblage of the Oudenburg fort. The study of some key contexts of the late 2nd – 3rd century from the Aardenburg fort by Dhæze (2013) also points to the dominance of Dressel 20 and Gauloise 4, next to a significant group of regional amphorae, according to Dhæze largely consisting of the ‘Scheidt Valley’ amphorae, and some Gauloise 13 amphorae (Dhæze 2013, 219-220). The amphorae presence at the British coastal forts remains largely obscure. Due to a lack of concerted research in terms of excavations and/or as the excavations that have occurred pre-date sophisticated modern study of amphorae or the potential has not been pursued (or they even may have not been recognised), it is uncertain what amphorae assemblages these forts had, if any. The published data seem to indicate that amphorae were hardly present at these late Roman forts. Only at Caister-on-Sea several amphorae were found with some late Roman types: at least three MNI Kapitän II
amphorae, Biv amphora fragments of East Mediterranean origin, at least three MNI of Chalk 6 amphorae, two MNI of Gaza amphorae and unknown red-brown ribbed amphorae from the Eastern Mediterranean (Darling and Gurney 1993). The Dressel 23 amphorae, absent at the Oudenburg fort, apparently hardly reached Britannia with only a few examples known on two British sites (Morris 2010, 132). North-African amphorae, supplied via the Atlantic seaways, started to be imported in Britannia from the early 3rd century onwards, in increasing but still limited quantities, up until the early 5th century. They have been found at major civil sites in Britannia; however, at the British Shore forts they appear to be absent (Morris 2010, 132). To compare with a civil site, also at Tournai the late Roman amphorae assemblage is very limited. More variety in the imports can be discerned though. Next to some North-African amphorae, Baetican olive oil continued to come in in moderate quantities. However, together with the imports of some Gaza amphorae with oriental wine, the access to these supplies most likely rather emphasises the status and the more ‘romanised’ character this site had (cf. Brulet et al. 2012, 144-148).

Clearly the movement of commodities in Mediterranean amphorae to army units tailed off in the late Roman period. This may be partly due to structural changes such as the reduced level of state organisation of long distance supply and a smaller garrison network around the North Sea that might have been less vital to organise such expensive transports to. However, it probably rather relates to a change in consumers and their cuisine. With more local and regional requirement, including Germanic recruits, wine may have been less a part of the military cultural life of officers and men than products of local/regional brewing. Equally these soldiers still may have had use of oil for cooking, body care and possibly lighting if one considers the nut oil as the presumed content of the Gauloise 13 amphorae. Local solutions to the decline of exotic amphora-borne commodities are suggested with locally produced fish sauces. From this perspective, the range of later amphora types reaching the Oudenburg fort is particularly noteworthy.

V.3.7. The impact of the military evolution in the Channel region on economics, increasing orientation towards Britannia and a trend towards regionalisation

V.3.7.1. Centralisation and increasing impact of the army on trade networks in the North-West

The pottery supplies to the Oudenburg fort in the late 2nd and 3rd century clearly witness of a period in the North-West of Gaul in which production of export wares on the continent became centralised. On a supply level, there was hardly much variety. The imports at Oudenburg convincingly demonstrate a commercial geography; most of the continental supplies came from only a few large players which distributed their pottery towards specific regions. While the Oudenburg fort was mainly supplied by Lezoux and Argonne in the late 2nd – first half 3rd century, apart from an increasing distribution from Rheinzabern and Trier, the latter centres became the only competitors from the middle of the 3rd century onwards. Apart from these four samian centres, it is remarkable to observe that only La Madeleine could supply some vessels; this supply was however hardly of any significance. The continental non-samian fine ware supply to Oudenburg in the late 2nd and 3rd century was dominated by two major centres: Cologne and Trier. Cologne amphorae, next to sixteen other MNI. The North-African cylindrical amphorae are only represented by four fragments, accounting for at least two MNI.

387 The few attested imports from La Graufesenque, Les Martres-de-Veyre and Blickweiler did not belong to the fort’s occupation but are residual items from the pre-fort settlement.
was the major supplier until the middle of the 3rd century, although Trier products already came in from the late 2nd century onwards. After the middle of the 3rd century, Trier almost completely took over the supply and its imports testify to the great productivity and creativity of the pottery production at Trier in that period. Other Gaulish fine ware imports remain exceptions in the mid-Roman period. As for the mortaria, until the late 3rd century, all continental examples were either supplied by the Bavay-Famars kiln sites or by the Rhine-Meuse-Eifel region. From the latter, the Soller workshops were the main producer and they eventually became the main continental supplier, most likely persisting into the 4th century based on the contextual data at Oudenburg. Flagons from Bavay-Famars, supplied in limited quantities to the Oudenburg, most likely piggybacked on the supply line of the mortaria from this production region.

The supplies of the aforementioned major continental players appear to have become increasingly adapted to specific demands of the army. This becomes clear when looking at the functional distributions amongst the samian and the colour-coated/black-slipped wares. While the Rheinzabern and Trier potteries became the main samian suppliers by the middle of the 3rd century, Argonne remained the most important producer of the samian mortaria. The Argonne workshops mainly specialised in small mortaria, while they also produced large ones, possibly because they could not compete with the East-Gaulish tablewares. It is noteworthy that the Argonne region continued to be most important for the supply of mortaria in the 4th century. By the later 3rd century, as already mentioned, the imports from the main suppliers Rheinzabern and Trier were functionally geared to one another. Trier specialised in the supply of dishes and mortaria, mainly focussed on large examples. Rheinzabern supplied a more varied scale of vessels but was clearly favoured for its decorated wares. As for the fine wares, the centres of Cologne and Trier almost exclusively supplied beakers, next to a few other forms such as dishes but the latter were only distributed from Cologne. The large pottery industries each specialised in the distribution of specific forms, while these potteries also produced other forms. It may be assumed that they adapted their export production to the demands of the army, their largest consumer. This may also imply that the army had a direct say in the trade system and that the named large centres were all integrated in a large-scale military-oriented or political economy. An interesting vessel to mention in this respect is the unique, remarkably decorated dish from Rheinzabern (Plate LXXVII), from fort period 3, middle of the 3rd century, and likely to have belonged to an officer or other high-ranked member of the military. The army unit clearly not only had easy access to the more common samian tablewares, also exquisite and rare pieces could be obtained, and it can even be questioned whether this vessel was not specifically made on demand.

It is surprising that the Urmitz/Weissenthurm imports, of which the main production dates from c. AD 190 to 260, are only represented by the latest phases of the production. They are only of some significance in the later 3rd century, and may have still come in in the 4th century (see Appendix 15). By contrast, the Urmitzer ware largely supplied the forts of the Upper-Germanic and Raetian limes and also at Forum Hadriani these imports are well represented, suggesting their distribution was military-oriented (Van Kerckhove 2014, 469). That these Urmitz products suddenly reached the Oudenburg fort during the Gallic Empire, may well be related to the increased importance of the Oudenburg fort within a unified Shore defensive system.

The distribution of Mayen wares was also clearly military-oriented; Esmonde Cleary (2013) sees it as another example of the tax-spine model with the distribution of the Mayen pottery benefiting from the transport of annona merchandise, as the distribution of Mayen wares was mainly limited
to the region along the Rhine course. At Oudenburg, Mayen supplies started to come in during fort period 4, late 3rd century, although still scarcely; in the 4th century though, the Oudenburg fort was clearly imbedded in the Mayen supply network. Across the Channel, the Mayen products were the only coarse Eifelware imports of some significance. Their distribution was more or less restricted to the south and south-east of Britannia, with according to Tyers, c. 90% from Richborough, Canterbury, Colchester and London (Tyers 1996b, 72). A closer look to the published data from the other Shore forts indicates that Mayen vessels only occur occasionally. It suggests a similar scenario as for the late Argonne wares; the army units of these British shore forts may have retrieved these equally through military contacts, as (gift) exchange or they had travelled with recruits.

V.3.7.2. Increasing orientation towards Britannia

The first British pottery connection at Oudenburg emerges with fort period 3, around AD 250. When looking at the attested fabrics, the variety the British imports represent – both in source as in form –, immediately stands out. While the attribution to fort level 3 of the few fragments in New Forest colour-coated ware, Colchester colour-coated ware, Oxfordshire black-slipped ware, and Hadham red ware may be questionable, the British link is securely confirmed by the presence of the first products of Dorset BB1, Alice Holt/Farnham and East-Anglian greyware, next to Lower Nene Valley and Oxfordshire mortaria, although all representing very small quantities. They point to (military) contacts, rather than trade.

The increase of British imports during fort period 4 clearly testifies to intensified cross-channel connectivity under the Gallic Empire and later. Certainly the mortaria point in that direction (the several Oxfordshire, few Lower Nene Valley, one Verulamium and some presumed British mortaria together count for 22.2% of the mortaria MNI of this level) and also the Romano-British fine wares reach in average to 18% of the fine wares assemblage from that period (mainly from Lower Nene Valley, but also from Colchester, Hadham, New Forest and Oxfordshire). Based on the wide variety of sources and forms of these British imports, it seems unlikely that they represent actual pottery trade. Indirectly however, they may be representative for increased cross-channel trade as they may have piggybacked on supply ships carrying grain and other goods from British ports. Especially in the period AD 260-274, the Channel will have been vital and trade will have been intensified, as Britannia was – now even more than ever – economically essential and a very important part of the Gallic Empire. Undoubtedly, harbours along the coast of Gallia Belgica and Germania Inferior will have been protected, such as the sites of Domburg and Westenschouwen at both sides of the estuary of the Eastern Scheldt in Germania Inferior which revealed important peaks for the Gallic Empire in their coin spectra (Boersma 1967, 70, 71, 76). Another possibility for the increase of the British imports during that period, which might be favoured based on the variety in forms and sources, and the preference for the mortarium, a kitchen tool, is that this increase of British imports represents intensified contacts on a military level. This British link is also indicated by some of the presumed military brooches from fort level 4 onwards (cf. Appendix 22, Section 3.4.1) and most

\footnote{At Pevensey, Mayen products appear for the first time in phase 4, dated c. AD 370-400+ (Lyne 2009, 112: Fig. 29, 60). At Burgh Castle, three Mayen vessels were recorded (Johnson 1983, 91: Fig. 38, 4-6), at the Shore forts at Dover (Philp 2012, 137: Fig. 75: 92) and at Lympne (Cunliffe 1980, 277) only one, and according to the published data none at Reculver (Philp 2005) and Portchester (Cunliffe 1975); it should of course not be forgotten that the research at these forts only yielded very limited pottery assemblages from the late levels.}
likely also by the occurrence from that period onwards of jet and jet-like items (cf. Appendix 24) and whetstones from the Weald (cf. Appendix 28).

Most of the Romano-British coarse pottery vessels, occurring from the middle of the 3rd century onwards but representing only limited numbers in the pottery assemblages, will neither have been the result of trade in pottery. They mainly originated from the Dorset (BB1), Colchester (BB2) and Alice Holt/Farnham kilns (Alice Holt/Farnham Greyware). The only pottery which could be the result of organised trade is BB1, and more specifically in the latest phase of fort period 4 and during fort period 5 when the North-Menapian reduced products fell away. The success of the North-Menapian pottery market until the late 3rd century – possibly until the 260s/270s, related to the downfall of the civil population – did not necessitate similar products both in function as in appearance. The Romano-British coarse pottery, coming in during the peak period of the North-Menapian industry, possibly came along as casual items with other merchandise, and/or perhaps more likely, was brought along as personal belongings by soldiers. Both mechanisms will probably have occurred but the increase of Romano-British coarse vessels by the late 3rd century might favour the latter within the context of the installation of a unified Shore system under the Gallic Empire. The soldiers who brought along these products were recruits from Britannia or were members of rotational troops in the Channel region.

In the 4th century, the Oudenburg fort became strongly oriented towards Britannia. Fine ware imports from Oxfordshire and the Lower Nene Valley came in in considerable quantities; Much Hadham, the New Forest and Colchester equally supplied several vessels. Alice Holt/Farnham, Colchester and Dorset (BB1) supplied most of the coarse vessels, and when the assumed Romano-British mortaria (for which the origin is uncertain but which show a clear Romano-British repertoire) are counted in, the mortaria supplies from the Rhineland and from Britannia were evenly important.

The demand for decorated fine vessels in the 4th century was partly filled in by the supplies from the continental late Argonne samian kilns (with which most likely Argonne CC/BS came along), next to some North-Gaulish ‘samian’ products, and partly by the Romano-British kiln centres, mainly those of Oxfordshire and the Nene Valley. While the mid-Roman, continental, fine ware centres only supplied beakers, except for a few dishes, the 4th-century Romano-British kilns distributed a wide range of forms, representing different functions, from tablewares to the preparation of food (mortaria). Particularly the Oxfordshire and Hadham wares stand out by their very wide variety of forms, some clearly reminiscent of samian predecessors, others new forms. The variety in sources and the diversity in supplied forms are in stark contrast with the continental supplies which were clearly centralised and clearly functionally related: the late Argonne workshops mainly distributing decorated bowls and the North-Gaulish potteries specialised in mortaria. It indicates that different supply mechanisms were concerned for the continental supplies and the British supplies. However, the significance of this presence of Romano-British wares must be gauged by the fact that these types were themselves widely distributed across Britain and the industries were quite prolific, several into the latest Roman phase, notably Oxfordshire ware and BB1.

Accordingly, with a wide circulation some significant presence at sites on the near Continent is to be expected, even more so in a regional economy were supply of commodities was becoming less secure and sources on the Continent declining. Whether orders for pottery were overseen centrally or by local quartermasters or simply arrived through casual shipping arrangements and cabotage at this time is hard to discern on present evidence. It seems likely less pottery was being produced
than met demand. A general lessening of availability was probably true in respect of other commodities as well. Regional and local solutions were required if gaps were to be filled and the production of local fish sauces is one response, as are the industrial crafts of the fort. Returning to pottery it must be borne in mind that tastes, foods and consumption preferences were changing as were the identities of the fort inhabitants; different traditions and habits were more in evidence through the latest decades of occupation at the fort.

The orientation of the Oudenburg troops towards Britannia is obviously not surprising given the specific position the Oudenburg fort occupied, not only geographically on the transition between the Continent and Britannia, but also, and even more important, as part of a unified defensive Shore system, certainly from the later 3rd century onwards. While the connection with Britannia in its first stage, from the middle of the 3rd century, most likely emerged through contacts of military personnel, these contacts clearly increased under the Gallic Empire with the unification of the Channel defensive system. In its later stage, in the first half of the 4th century, the cross-channel connection clearly involved pottery trade. Not only was the ‘Saxon Shore’ system organised on a military level, it was undeniably also organised on an economic one. The enhanced accessibility by sea via tidal channels near the large consumption sites will have likely assisted the late Roman trade. It is unclear to what degree the Romano-British imports still came in at fort period 5B from AD 380 onwards; the typological datings of these wares are not narrow enough as a result of which attested vessels at fort level 5B may be residual from fort level 5A. British imports most likely still came in, but in this final stage they probably again reflect military contacts, not trade.

V.3.7.3. Trend towards increasing regionalisation

Several direct and indirect forms of archaeological evidence at the Oudenburg fort point to an increasing regionalisation of the economy in the North-West, a trend which already started in the 3rd century, became very clear in the 4th century and increased by the late 4th century.

In the course of the 3rd century large beakers, in handmade pottery or reduced wheel-turned wares, became increasingly important and occur in the same contexts as the fine ware beakers. More and more larger beakers, also in the fine wares, were favoured over smaller cups. In the 4th century cups no longer occurred while late samian wares were no longer acquired as drinking vessels. From the middle of the 3rd century onwards, there is also a remarkable decrease in the use of flagons (see Appendix 17). Together with a stop in the supply of wine amphorae in the late 3rd century, these elements may very well be indicative for changing drinking habits and that locally produced beer becamefavoured over imported wine.

The complete absence of Dressel 23 amphorae at the Oudenburg fort points to a complete stop in the supply of olive oil from Baetica by the late 3rd century. The Gauloise 13 amphorae, supplied from the Cambrai region from the middle of the 3rd century onwards, probably represents the substitution of the Mediterranean olive oil by nut-oil.

As already mentioned, the small fish remains found in the central well OS 22926 of fort period 4 point to the production of local fish products, also evidenced at the Aardenburg fort. This probably explains that the supply of amphorae with fish products fell back; only one late Roman Baetican amphora for fish sauce was found at the fort.
The indications ‘away from the Mediterranean culture’, to take the words of Halsall (2007, 85-86), suggest that certainly from the middle of the 3rd century onwards recruitment mainly became regionally organised. As will be clear further in this thesis, also spatial and structural evidence (cf. lay-out of living units, construction of hearth structures) points in that direction.

By the late 4th century, the regular supplies of late samian from the Argonne and the Boulonnais region, of coarse vessels from Mayen, and the distribution of common wares from - most likely - the South-Menapian region, evidence that the army unit was still embedded in a (supra-)regional trade network, or as Esmonde Cleary (2013, 426) called it, that the region remained integrated at a (wider) regional level.
V.4. Material culture and ‘military’ identities

V.4.1. Material culture and (military) identities. An introduction

This section will investigate what the material culture can tell us about the fort’s inhabitants at Oudenburg, their ‘daily life’ and the evolution it underwent through time, to come to insights into the military identities in the Channel region. Based on the emphasis on practice and in fact the idea that one can understand who people are from what they do (cf. Gardner 2007a, 19), the material culture is studied to come to glimpses of the military identities. As such identities are seen as a ‘major dimension [in the] meanings of artefacts’ (cf. Gardner 2007a, 67). It is however important to accept that material culture has its limitations in terms of identification. Inevitably, through archaeology identity can be considered mainly at a general level and can yield insights primarily into ‘community identity’ (cf. Collins 2008, 49; see also Haynes 1999b, 9-10), while it is difficult to assess individual identities (Collins 2008, 47-48). However, sometimes a specific artefact can reveal a glimpse of an individual identity and it is therefore important not only to look at general trends but also to have an eye for specific artefacts in specific contexts, which can only be achieved through a complete view on and a full analysis of the assemblages.

I will focus on three aspects of identity. First, what light can the archaeological evidence shed upon the military character of the units and their evolution? Second, a variety of finds demonstrates the clear presence of women and children at the fort precinct. How and to what level can and should this gender aspect be understood? Third, how can the chronology and the contextualisation of the finds at Oudenburg contribute to the debate of the Germanisation of the Roman army?

Identity is a multi-layered and very complex aspect of human cultural life which cannot be simplified. Group identities define themselves as ‘belonging to a certain group’ and are constructed through interaction. They are therefore not static but influential and part of a continual process (Díaz-Andreu and Lucy 2005, 1-2; cf. Eckardt 2014, 4-7). Gardner sees identity as the connection between agency and structure (Gardner 2002; 2007a, 18, 239 following the social structuration theory of Giddens (1979)). He defines ‘agency’ as the ‘active involvement’ comprising ‘what people do’ and their ‘capacity for acting in a particular, self-conscious way’ through an ‘ongoing relationship with the wider world’ (or the ‘structure’). As such, agents are shaped by and determined by identities, and changing social and cultural relationships through time lead to evolving identities. Identification can therefore be seen as ‘the practice of (self-)description on the basis of similarity and difference’ (Eckardt 2014, 5); not all identities are freely chosen, some can be determined by others.

Identity can be considered at different levels: at the level of the individual, the group, the unit, the society (cf. also the micro, meso and macro level in the stratified model of identification in later Roman Britain by Gardner 2007a, 240; cf. Gardner 2002, 345-346). At every level the identity can involve several, co-existing, identities: the identity perceived by oneself or the group, the identity perceived by others and the ‘appointed’ identity. A ‘non-soldier’ (partly) working at the fort can be considered by the soldiers as a civilian, by the vicani as a member of the army and by the individual himself as an entrepreneur who considers himself as a typical civilian or as a member of the army. It even gets more complicated when a soldier originates from another part of the Empire, when he is Germanic or when he comes from a frontier region and has a shared origin.
Ethnicity is only one dimension and a small aspect of identity. Ethnicity is often overestimated and is not necessarily linked with genetics or geographical origins, as it is ‘a self-conscious identification based on the expression of a real or assumed shared culture and common descent’ (Gardner 1999, 405, after Jones 1999, 84; cf. Shennan 1989, 14; cf. Gardner 2007a, 198; see for the complicated relationship between social and biological origin: Eckardt 2014, 58-59). Individuals can have multiple ethnicities ‘expressing different group identities in different contexts of interaction’ (Gardner 2007a, 199). Ethnicity is as such hard to grasp through archaeological evidence (see also Eckardt 2014, 27-28). A Germanic-rooted soldier can have been integrated into the Roman army in a way that he considered himself primarily as a Roman. Halsall (2006, 284) further explains the notion of ethnicity and the relation with material culture: ‘Ethnicity, as an identity, is a state of mind. Material culture may very well be used actively to create such categories, to underline these identities, but if there is a link between artefacts and ethnicity it is with this mental state of affairs, and not with the birthplace of one’s ancestors’. In Chapter IV.3, I already stressed the difficulties concerning the ethnic interpretation of certain grave goods of the late Roman Oudenburg Graveyard A of which the Germanic character has long been undisputed.

Analysing identities in the late Roman period is even more difficult, not least because of the scarcity of literary and epigraphic sources and their ambiguity (cf. Gardner 2001). Gardner (1999) has demonstrated the importance of the use of material culture in the expression and construction of identities and as such the indications this material culture offers to unravel the complex and multi-dimensional nature of identity.

I use the term ‘military identities’ as a broad term to focus on the (everyday) life of the fort inhabitants in all its aspects and as such it goes beyond the military identity as defined as a ‘construction which simplified a more complex set of relationships between soldiers and other representatives on the one hand, and within the category of soldiers on the other’ (cf. Gardner 2007a, 219). The military identity is rather ‘an abstraction of a complex cluster of associated identities and expressed in specific contexts such as in written sources or in contact with other sites’ (Gardner 2007a, 224). The Roman army was permeated by structures. As a state institution it actively sought to bind soldiers to its systems, systems that were about loyalty and belonging, utter commitment and obedience to hierarchy and authority (and ultimately the emperor), camaraderie, rules and expectations. Soldiers of all ranks were enveloped in these systems. It achieved cohesion and a sense of itself as distinctive via the oath of allegiance, promoting loyalty to one’s unit and pride in ‘the colours’, ‘the standard’ of the unit, etc. and in shared experience and statuses, plus an awareness amongst soldiers of dependency upon each other, all these aspects thereby tying individuals together, or at least intending so. This package of structures provided soldiers with the essence of their military-professional-institutional identity. Each soldier also had an ‘everyday’ life beside ‘work’, evenly influenced by these matters but also related to other aspects of life, such as tradition and roots (what we might today call ‘heritage’), family, etc. Each individual had his specific military identity, the fort community also had its military identity and moreover consisted of multiple identities, not least since the fort inhabitants were not only soldiers as will become clear further.

389 More and more the notice prevails that ‘the military’ represents ‘military communities, including non-combatants and dependants’ as James (2001, 84) defines it.
Cunliffe (1975, 422-431) suggested from the changing composition of the small find assemblages at Portchester that the occupation of the fort had different degrees of military and civilian occupation at different times. Besuijen (2008, 80) concluded from the high percentage of ‘non-military’ metal finds at Aardenburg that the fort did not have a purely military function and that the metal assemblages rather pointed to a civilian occupation. However, living in a fort included so much more than ‘military’ activities. Soldiers obviously ate, drank, had specific tasks, had religious activities, relaxed and played games, and were in contact with ‘non-military’ people. Hence, items of the everyday life like vessels, furniture, construction elements, gaming items, etc. will not have differed, or at least not significantly, from that of civilian life, at least not from that of civilians of certain status. It is therefore important to recognise that for most of the daily life within the fort walls there is no such thing as ‘military’ versus ‘civilian’ and to acknowledge that material culture cannot be used in simple dichotomy interpretations like ‘civilian’ versus ‘military’. On the other hand, assemblages can have a ‘military’ or ‘civilian’ character, like the samian evidence which reflects important differences (cf. Willis 2005). Communities were (and are) complex and diverse. These military communities became even more multi-layered in the late Roman period or as Gardner (2001, 43-44) has stated: ‘The military community of the Roman world [...] was a complex institution which co-existed and interacted with other social groups in the Roman world, through its members who were part of such groups at the same time as being soldiers’.

To get insights into the identity (or identities) of the fort’s inhabitants it is a condition sine qua non to involve the total spectrum of finds to build this picture (cf. also Allason-Jones 2001). ‘Through looking at cultural items such as dress, spatial layout and architecture and considering them as the media through which many social relationships and interactions are negotiated, archaeology can detail how the material world both engages, and is engaged in, the articulation of social identity, both of the individual and of the group’ (Díaz-Andreu and Lucy 2005, 9). It is primordial that the material culture is studied contextually since the meaning of objects can differ depending on their context. Or as Díaz-Andreu describes it: ‘Objects provide meanings that are inserted into a net of identities linked together by codes. Yet, human actions entail decisions on how to use the rules and how the messages they carry are understood. In practice, therefore, codes are constantly subjected to negotiation and, thus, exposed to endless redefinition’ (Díaz-Andreu 2005, 22). Eckardt (2014, 9, 20) emphasises that there is no simple link between object and identity and that only through the contextual analysis of artefactual patterns the meaning of objects in terms of identity can be explored.

V.4.2. Introduction to the contribution of the Oudenburg research.

No literary evidence mentions the Oudenburg fort – its ancient name remains unknown –, nor is there any epigraphic or other tangible evidence for the names of the units stationed here. Without such sources the picture remains inevitably very fragmentary.

390 See for the problems related to the label ‘military’: Gardner 2007a, 261-264.
391 As mentioned in Chapter I (Section I.4.2) the name Oudenburg derives from Aldenborgh, a medieval toponym first mentioned for this location in 866. The location of Oudenburg does not occur on the Tabula Peutingeriana (for Gallia Belgica, on the territory of Belgium, only Viroviacum (Wervik), Turnaco (Doornik), Atuatuca Tungrorum (Tongeren) and Vodgoriacum (Waudrez) are located) and neither on the Antonine Itinerary.
In trying to grasp identities at the Oudenburg fort, material culture in its totality is taken into account. Nevertheless, the search for socio-cultural identities regarding the fort occupations of the late 2nd and 3rd centuries is inevitably largely based on specific prominent objects. It includes the risk that extraordinary items are over-emphasised and that they are taken as the representation in a general manner of the community in question. The later in time, the more finds are preserved and the more can be learned from the respective fort communities. In trying to reconstruct identities, the association with graveyards is most important, as also Gardner emphasised (Gardner 2007a, 88; 2007b, 670-671). Without much insights into the related graves of fort levels 1 to 4, the search of identities for these fort communities largely results in isolated insights. The association at Oudenburg for the 4th and early 5th century occupation with the deceased enables us to come to larger conclusions. That said it should be remembered that the burial is also biased by the funerary ritual and that as such from the graves only or at least largely a rhetorical impression of identity can be achieved.

V.4.3. ‘Military’ identities and changing army units in the successive Oudenburg forts

V.4.3.1. Army units in the Channel region

Precise information on the army units in the Channel region is scarce although archaeological evidence yields several indications for the general picture of the coastal defence from the late 2nd to early 5th century AD. Dhaeze (2011) has pointed out that within the context of a coastal defence the units had to be very mobile. Therefore, the effort of lightly armed cavalry units or of mixed units consisting of infantry and lightly armed cavalry was ideal, not only to intercept small-scale raids but also for patrolling the coastline (Dhaeze 2011, 131).

On the coastal (military) sites in Germania Inferior tile stamps refer to the Lower Germanic fleet classis Germanica (CGPF) (Monster-Poeldijk, Naaldwijk, Oostkapelle-Oranjezon, Brittenburg, Goedereede-Oude Wereld), the Lower Germanic army (EXGERINF) (Brittenburg, Goedereede-Oude Wereld), the 30th legion (LEGIIOXXX) (Brittenburg, Oostvoorne) and the Legio I Minervia Pia Fidelis (LIM) (Brittenburg) (cf. Dhaeze 2011, with references). The PRIMCORS stamp at Naaldwijk remains unattributed (cf. De Poorter and Claeys 1989, 149-150). Only at the mini castellum of The Hague-Ockenburg, dated to c. AD 150-180, the evidence for the unit character is more tangible. The many horse gear finds and the presence of horse burials outside the fortlet seem to indicate that a small cavalry unit was stationed here. Based on the find of a graffito on a mortarium referring to a centuria of the cohors VI Brittonum (Waasdorp 2012) it has been suggested that it was a detachment of this unit. Furthermore, Ivleva has argued that the cohors itself may have been stationed at Naaldwijk, where a military installation is suggested but not yet found (Ivleva 2012, 133-134).

As for the other forts at Gallia Belgica / Belgica Secunda, Aardenburg has yielded tile stamps. Two tiles bear the PRIMACORT stamp of which the identification has been debated – it can be read as Prima Cohors Thracum or Prima Cohors Tungrorum (Dhaeze 2011, 295 with respective references, cf. Dhaeze 2011, Casestudie 2: Aardenburg, 17-18). The several, aforementioned, CIIA and CIIS tile stamps found at the fort and its vicinity and which may possibly be read respectively as Cohors Secunda Antoniniana and Cohors Secunda Severiana, probably indicate that these units of the regular army were stationed here. Based on the many horse gear trapping finds, in combination
with the ca. 3.6 ha size of the fort, it has been assumed that it was occupied by a cohors equitata quingenaria (Dhaeze 2011; van Dierendonck and Vos 2013). Boulogne was the main base of the Classis Britannica, according to Seillier (2004, 4) up to 2000 to 2500 soldiers were stationed at the fort. Whether it remained a fleet base in the 4th century is uncertain, but by that time certainly units of the land army were stationed there (Dhaeze 2011, 325).

There is no certainty to which military installations the three names listed in the Notitia Dignitatum can be connected. Nevertheless, the presence of fleet (classis Sambrica), cavalry (equites Dalmatae) and infantry or mixed units (milites Nerviorum) under the dux Belgicae Secundae makes clear that the coastal defence of the 4th century was a joint effort of fleet, cavalry and infantry.

For two of the British Shore forts of the first generation there is evidence for occupation by a cohors: the cohors I Aquitanorum at Brancaster (Hinchliff and Green 1985, 13) and the cohors I Baetasiorum at Reculver which probably stayed at its post throughout the life of the fort (Philp 2005). The units of the 4th-century Shore forts are known through the Notitia Dignitatum although their attribution is not always straightforward. If Brancaster can be identified as Branodunum then a unit of Dalmatic cavalry was stationed here. The same can be said of Burgh Castle if it can be identified as Garrianum. At Bradwell it was possibly the numerus Fortensium that was stationed here, at Portchester the numerus Exploratorum. Lymne, of which is assumed that it was also a fleet base of the Classis Britannica in the 2nd century (and later?), gave home to numeri Turnacensium. At Richborough, strategically the most important fort, evidently the best troops were stationed, in this case the second legion (Legio II Augusta). Dover, the main fleet base of the Classis Britannica at the British side in the 2nd century, was in the 4th century the fort of the militum Tungrecanorum (see Dhaeze 2011 for references). Pevensey in the period c. AD 300-370 was possibly manned by the milites Anderetianorum and the classis Anderetianorum together, and in the period c. AD 370-400 by the numerus Abulcorum (Lyne 2009).

This short overview makes clear that the troops under the British comes Litoris Saxonici were diverse; he had control over a legion, two cavalry units and several types of auxiliary units like numeri, milites and a cohort – the composition of the latter units however remains unclear (cf. Jones 1986 (1964)\textsuperscript{392}). They were limitanei (cf. Hassall 2004, 180), static frontier forces who had as their main task policing the frontier and stopping and countering raids (Elton 1997, 204-205). While the army units of the British Shore forts are largely known, at least by name, the evidence for the continental Shore forts is very scarce.

\textit{V.4.3.2. The successive troops at Oudenburg}

The size of the Oudenburg fort gives an indication of its unit size. For fort levels 4 and 5 the contours of the stone fort are determined. For fort level 2 and 3 the same dimensions and surface can be supposed as remains of inner building and earthen rampart at the northeastern corner of the fort precinct assume a similar location of the defence system. Only for fort level 1 the size of the fort remains uncertain; the defensive ditch at the north side appears to be situated much more to the south than at the successive forts but due to a lack of hard evidence for the localisation of the

\textsuperscript{392} In the Notitia Dignitatum it is striking that especially for the Gallic provinces a lot of milites are listed. According to Jones (1986 (1964), 610) the term numeri became, from the 4th century onwards, a general, vague title covering units of all kinds, without specific notion of unit composition.
southern and eastern fort perimeter it cannot be deduced whether this implies a smaller fort or a different positioning. The surface of the Oudenburg fort precinct of fort periods 2 to 5 can be determined, though. Being c. 2.7 ha, the surface points to an auxiliary army unit of at least c. 500 men.

The evolution of the Oudenburg fort is marked by a constant remodelling and rearrangement of the fort precinct. Especially the 3rd-century occupation shows a rapid sequence of structural changes in the internal layout. Fort level 2, dated to c. AD 220-245/250, shows two major phases of which the first one, fort level 2A, was almost completely wiped out by the construction of the military hospital of fort level 2B. The subsequent fort level 3, dated to c. AD 250-260, reveals at least three building phases. In the 260s the fort precinct again completely changed structurally. As these subsequent changes were all profound, consisting of a complete rebuilding of the area and often displaying a changing orientation of the structures, they obviously resulted from a changing need of the military base which can be related to changing army units. As Gardner already stated, radical evolutions in constructions, variation in places and structural changes in layout can be regarded as materialisations of processes in social identities (cf. Gardner 2007a, 113-114).

At the same time, the rapidity in the troop shifts of the 3rd century at Oudenburg reflects the rate of changing political decisions at the time and as such the political turmoil in the second and third quarter of the 3rd century. The first stone fort, erected under Postumus, shows a different picture during its occupation. The internal layout remained at large the same except for some renovations and constructional additions. It indicates stability and an army unit kept in place.

Apart from the structures related to the defence system, at the subsequent fort levels the structural remains and/or the material culture, in a higher or lesser degree, testify to the military character of the site. The amount of military finds is obviously not only related to the preservation of the respective levels – with fort level 1 evidently less preserved due to the disturbances from the later levels - but also to the functional implementation of the uncovered areas of the fort, as will be clear further.

V.4.3.2.1. The units of the late 2nd century and 3rd century forts at Oudenburg

At fort level 1, dated to the late 2nd century AD (c. AD 180-200), at least Construction I at the south-west corner site represents without any doubt a ‘classical’ *contubernium* in which the arrangement in an *arma* and *papilio* can be recognised. As generally accepted, such a unit within a barrack block accommodated eight men. The building technique with sill beams emphasises its military character. Only one object can be identified as ‘military’, although such items also occur at civil sites (cf. Appendix 22). A large-sized copper alloy round mount with two studs (A/H44) has been recovered from the abandonment level of fort level 1. Its size identifies it undoubtedly as a horse gear trapping (see the discussion in Appendix 22) of the type common in the late 2nd and 3rd centuries. Although an isolated find – but one must remember that the earliest level is poorly preserved - its presence is suggestive for cavalry at the earliest fort.

At fort level 2, dated to c. AD 220-245/250, the hospital complex represents a layout only known from military bases. For its construction both the sill beam and post-trench building technique were used. Military items found at this level at the south-west corner site include a scabbard chape, three spear heads, a cuirass hinge and a cuirass phalera (see Table 10). The cuirass hinge can be
related to the *lorica segmentata* (laminated strip-armour), the cuirass phalera was one of six or nine worn as a breast plate on a *lorica hamata* (mail armour) or *squama* (scale armour). Bishop and Coulston (2006, 171-172) have demonstrated that *lorica segmentata* continued to be in use until the 3rd century, in contrast to what has long been thought, and this is also evidenced by the finds at Oudenburg. Moreover, they emphasise that the laminated strip-armour was not only used by legionaries as has long been assumed (Allason-Jones 2001, 23; see e.g. Maxfield 1986). The tile stamp C-Λ found at the Oudenburg site and most likely to be attributed to fort level 2 in correspondence to similar stamps at the Aardenburg fort of that period, may refer to a *cohors antoniniana* stationed at the fort around AD 220 but as discussed before (see Chapter V.1) this should not necessarily be the case.

Fort level 3, dated to c. AD 250-260, shows a rapid change of troops within a time-span of possibly only a decade, maybe two at the maximum. The constructions of the successive building phases at the south-west corner site again display a mix of building techniques: sill beams and post-trench technique, often within the same structure. At fort level 3B there are indications that the sequence of rooms belonged to a *centurio* or officer unit; other elements may point to stable barracks, although the evidence is scarce. Military items are two scabbard chapes, one scabbard runner, three spear heads and a strap-end (see Table 10). This level also yielded six copper alloy mounts; although all of small size (cf. the discussion in Appendix 22) they are likely to have been horse trappings, indicative of cavalry at this fort period.

Military dress accessories and military equipment are more abundant at fort period 4, dated to c. AD 260-285/295. Their significant presence may reflect the longer duration of the occupation, but is probably also related to the functionality of the studied areas. Both the south-west corner site and the north-east site Kapellestraat where military items were well-represented, were workshop areas where the presence of many of these items can be explained as scrap metal, items for repair and newly made products. At the south-west corner site two scabbard chapes, two sword or dagger hilt grips, two helmet fragments presumably of the late Roman Intercisa / Worms type, six spear heads, one baldric phalera, one armour fragment of *lorica squamata* and two armour fragments of *lorica hamata* are indicative for military presence (see Table 10). The coexistence of both armours probably reflects the mixed character of the unit. Cavalry men required good mobility and will have preferred the more flexible *lorica hamata* or chain mail. At the northeastern site Kapellestraat a miniature *beneficiarius* lance head draws attention as it was a symbol of imperial power reserved for privileged higher-ranked soldiers which were discharged from the daily military duties. Fort level 4 is further characterised by the presence of six crossbow brooches, all of the ‘light’ or ‘early’ type dated prior to c. AD 280/300. As Van Thienen (2016a; 2016b; 2017) has argued, the crossbow brooch of this type was worn by common soldiers of low-ranking. It was only by the 4th century that the cultural connotation of the crossbow brooch changed and that it became a dress item exclusively reserved for high-ranked military personnel and dignitaries.

Mainly the large amount of horse trappings which can be attributed to fort period 4, both at the south-west corner site and at the north-east site Kapellestraat, are significant. Such an important portion could also be recognised at the Aardenburg fort of that period. At the Oudenburg south-west corner site, a deposition of five horse gear trappings in a small, shallow pit within building Unit IX at the south-west corner site at fort level 4, is very meaningful. Buried close to the hearth at the centre of this building, it can be interpreted as a votive offering and as such it emphasises the importance of horse gear for these soldiers. Within this military context, also the carts of which
the significant number of bridle rings derived, testify of units with cavalry. The bridle rings occur in the assemblages from fort level 3 onwards and are well-represented from fort level 4 onwards.

These indications at the successive forts of the late 2nd and 3rd century all seem to point to the presence of successive units of the type cohors equitata quingenaria, mixed units of both foot soldiers and horsemen.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>find domains / category</th>
<th>item (found complete or as fragment)</th>
<th>TOTAL n</th>
<th>L1</th>
<th>FL2</th>
<th>FL3</th>
<th>FL4</th>
<th>FL5</th>
<th>POST + MIXED</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>military life</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>military equipment</td>
<td>scabbard shaft (bone/copper alloy/imbr)</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>scabbard runner (bone/copper alloy)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>sword hilt grip (bone)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>helmet fragment (copper alloy)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>spearhead (iron)</td>
<td>19</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>spear(?)/helmet (iron)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>military dress</td>
<td>curass hinge (copper alloy)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>belt fitting (bone/copper alloy)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>belt plate (copper alloy)</td>
<td>3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>phalera (military decoration) (copper alloy)</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>armours (iron)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- lorica segmentata</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- lorica squamata</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>- lorica hamata</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>military life / transport</td>
<td>spurs (?)(copper alloy)</td>
<td>2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>horse trappings (belt mounts) (copper alloy)</td>
<td>76</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>6</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 10: Overview of the military items in copper alloy, iron and worked animal products recovered at the south-west corner site (for details: see Appendices 22 and 23).

V.4.3.2.2. Units at the late Roman fort of the 4th – early 5th century

While the size of the late Roman army remains unclear but was likely still expanding (cf. Heather 2005, 63-64) and the total number of units increased significantly, it is widely accepted that between the late 3rd and the end of the 4th century there has been a considerable reduction in auxiliary unit strength (see Coello 1996, 60-62; Southern and Dixon 1996, 28; Esmonde Cleary 1989, 5-6). The later Roman barrack-plans along Hadrian’s Wall also indicate a reduction in the strengths of auxiliary units (Bidwell and Hodgson 2009, 33-34). The extent of the decline in unit sizes, however, is still a matter of debate (cf. e.g. Collins 2012, 159-160).

The installation of a bath house within the newly occupied fort around AD 325/330 suggests a smaller provision of accommodation at the fort precinct resulting from a reduction in unit size. A bath house required space. With a fort precinct which remained of the same size as during the preceding fort periods, this evidently implies that by the 4th century less space was needed for the barrack units. On the other hand, the large number of burials (at graveyard A plus the unknown number of graveyard C), the number of crossbow brooches at graveyard A and thus the presence of several high-ranked officers, the wide range of long-distance imports and the quality of decoration in the bath house with Mediterranean stone still points to a very significant, large fort community at fort period 5A. Also at fort period 5B there was obviously less space needed for
accommodation since the south-west corner of the fort could be reserved for corralling and stabling horses.

At first sight, a reduction of unit size may be deduced from the amount of pottery at fort period 5 at the south-west corner site. The counts are significantly lower than at the previous levels, the more so since the typological study of the pottery – confirmed by analyses of key context assemblages – demonstrates the high degree of residuality at this level. It can be accepted that all North-Menapian pottery, both the handmade and reduced wheel-turned variant, is residual at fort level 5. Although the functionality of the area (first as a bath house, later as animal compounds) will have influenced the rubbish disposal practices for this area, the amount of pottery seen in relation to the much longer time-span of this period in comparison to the previous fort periods, suggests that the pottery assemblages significantly decreased although, certainly at fort period 5A, pottery was still largely available. However, it cannot be quantified how much pottery from fort level 5 ended up in the post-Roman level.

Since closed contexts at fort level 5 are limited, late Roman finds from this level when they do not have a specific typological dating, such as the presumed spur fragment (and another one from the post-Roman level) and a miniature shield-shaped barding phalera (see Appendix 22), cannot be more specifically attributed to phase 5A or 5B. Only one crossbow brooch of the developed type (AD 280-320) can be attributed to a fort level 5A context based on stratified grounds. However, another three crossbow brooches – two from the post-Roman level and one unstratified find – should definitely be attributed to fort level 5 based on typology. These ‘developed’ and ‘heavy’ crossbow brooches emphasise the picture retrieved from graveyard A (and C) in that there is a striking presence of high-ranked military, symbolised and visualised by these crossbow brooches. Some other finds from the post-Roman level will also have originally belonged to fort level 5B: a cross-shaped scabbard chape dated to the end of the 4th – end 5th/start 6th century and two amphora-shaped strap-ends dated to c. AD 350-390 (although for the latter a date at the end of fort level 5A cannot entirely be excluded). With two lorica segmentata fragments retrieved from fort level 5 the possibility they are disturbed from an earlier level cannot be ruled out. This is also possible with the three lorica hamata or chain mail fragments from fort level 5 and five such fragments from the post-Roman level; however, from the latter, four examples display copper rivets in the mail iron rings which has been recognised as a late Roman phenomenon. Four spear heads and two spear ferrules can be attributed to fort level 5 based on stratified evidence; three spear heads and one ferrule from the post-Roman level may have originally belonged to this level.

The many horse gear trappings recovered from fort level 5, of types known from the (later) 2nd and 3rd centuries, may indicate that these types were still common in the 4th century. Reference material for the late Roman period is lacking (cf. Bishop and Coulston 2006, 227) and although it cannot be excluded that they are all residual items from earlier levels, it is likely that such horse trappings continued to be in use. From his study on horse gear at the Obergermanisch-Raetische limes, Gschwind (1998) concluded that the horse gear types which were introduced in the early 3rd century continued to circulate until the early 4th century. The ten bridle rings found at this level, together with thirteen examples from the post-Roman level which may originally have belonged to fort level 5, also point to the presence of horses. Several of these finds may have been worn by the horses which were presumably stabled at the south-west corner area in fort period 5B. The most convincing evidence for mounted horses in this fort period, though, comes from leather shoes from fort level 5B and recovered from the inner well of the double well structure OS 2562. The vertical split on either side of the back seam of three of these shoes has been identified by van
Driel-Murray as vents for the attachment of spurs (see Appendix 27)\textsuperscript{393}. In the late Roman period the Empire became more dependent on speedy responses to incursions or threats by well-equipped horse mounted units fast moving and comparatively modest in number.

Fort level 5 yielded one tile stamp\textsuperscript{394}; however, it does not seem to refer to a unit name. The stamp has a circular character of which the four letters can most likely be read as I V S T. Clerbaut has argued that it should be interpreted as a control stamp with the abbreviation of ‘IVSTVM FECIT’ (‘he has made (it) well/according to the right standards’, freely translated as ‘made correctly’) (Clerbaut and Vanhoupte \textit{forthcoming}). This full text can be read on a comparable circular stamp from the fort at Böckingen (Germany) (see Steime 1898, Taf. IV, 11).

\textbf{Fig 112:} The two tile fragments with circular stamp I V S T recovered from the south-west corner site. To the left: tile fragment recovered from the western wall of the praefurnium of the bath house of fort level 5; to the right: small tile fragment found in the dark earth level.

\textbf{V.4.4. Changing communities at the Oudenburg fort and their gender aspect}

\textbf{V.4.4.1. Introduction}

\textbf{V.4.4.1.1. Female presence at forts: the current state of knowledge and thinking}

The idea that women were present within forts has been accepted now by most scholars; in what conditions their presence should be understood is still difficult to assess and a matter of debate. More and more, however, the notice prevails that not only the surrounding settlements or \textit{vici}, but also the forts and fortresses themselves were socially complex worlds and that the traditionally seen dichotomy ‘inside military / outside civilian’ is obsolete and no longer tenable (see Allison 2013, 31). Literary references to the presence of women at military bases are scarce and are silent about their accommodation. Several letters of the large corpus of Vindolanda (UK) writing tablets, dated to the late 1st – early 2nd century, do give indications for the presence of women as members of the fort community and with close ties of family and friendship with the soldiers (Greene 2011, 236-256; see also Allason-Jones 1999). Wooden tablets from the 1st-century legionary fortress at

\textsuperscript{393} From the same context a very roughly made archer’s brace was recovered. As this wrist-guard was roughly cut from old leather, it rather seems to be an incidental item, probably made for hunting, and therefore no evidence for an archery unit (cf. Appendix 27).

\textsuperscript{394} The tile in question was used as building material for the construction of one of the walls of the praefurnium of the bath house. Another tile fragment with the same stamp was found in the post-Roman level, clearly a residual piece.
Vindonissa (Switzerland) mention women employed within the fort walls (Speidel 1996, 55, 80). Epigraphic evidence for women, children and families of soldiers during active military service is increasing (see Allason-Jones 1999; 2017; Klein 2017) and more and more archaeological data are at hand indicating the sustained presence of women inside the fort. Allison (2013, 240) argues for the presence of women and families within the fort perimeter as a ‘normal military practice’ from at least the second half of the 1st century onwards; for the German military bases she investigated, she concludes an average of over 5% of the occupation intra muros being women and families. As such she believes that military bases should be seen ‘rather as towns than as segregated communities’ (Allison 2006b, 19; 2013, 339-343).

Until the 1990s find studies at military bases concentrated mainly on military equipment and on chronological markers such as fine wares and brooches (see Allison 2013, 33-34 with references). Through the last two decades this has changed, and mainly due to a more holistic approach to find studies of forts and fortresses, the idea that military bases were ‘strictly male’ has been abandoned (see Allison 2013, 1)395. The assumption of the absence of families within the fort (and for a long time also assumed for the settlements around the fort), certainly prior to the end of the 2nd century AD, was based on the legal ban on the marriage of (ordinary i.e. below the rank of centurion) soldiers during active service, although names of wives of higher-ranked soldiers did survive (see Allason-Jones 2005, 45-50). This ban has been attributed to Augustus and is believed to have been lifted by an edict of Septimius Severus in AD 197 as can be understood from Herodian (Allason-Jones 1999, 45-46; 2005, 50; Phang 2001, 16-17)396. Haynes, however, suggests that the passage by Herodian should not be translated by ‘the right to marry women’ but as ‘the right to cohabit (routinely) with women’ outside as well as inside the fort. From this he concludes that under Severus a transition took place from ‘the fort as soldier’s home’ to ‘the fort as place of work’ (Haynes 2013, 90).

Written sources do assume that already before that time ordinary soldiers did have ‘wives’ during their military service, although not legal (Phang 2001; see for tombstones: Roxan 1989; see for military diplomata: Speidel 1998, 53), probably a normal practice at the latest from Claudius onwards (Speidel 1998, 53). Not only senior officers, centurions and decurions appear to have housed with their households on the fort precinct. More and more material evidence suggests the presence of women and children in the ordinary soldiers’ barracks, which inevitably necessitates a rethink of the composition of the contubernium. Nevertheless it should be emphasised that the identity and gender association of material culture is not always straightforward (see e.g. Allison 2013, 66). An important instigation was the study by van Driel-Murray (1995; 1998) who concluded from the size ranges of shoes at the fort of Vindolanda at Hadrian’s Wall that most likely397 families lived in the early 2nd-century barracks of ordinary soldiers398.

395 For an overview of these changing perspectives: see Allison 2013, 19-32 with references. An important contribution to the debate of women inside military bases has been the round table ‘Frauen und Römisches Militär’ held in Xanten in 2005 (Brandl 2008).
396 The phrasing by Herodian can be read either that soldiers were now permitted to marry legally or as that it was now permissible to cohabit with their wives (Allason-Jones 2005, 50).
397 Van Driel-Murray could not completely exclude the possibility that the female- and children-sized shoes belonged to young boys and youths operating in a male brothel (van Driel-Murray 2005, 19).
398 Her conclusions were however met with much scepticism by some scholars: see Allison 2013, 27-28 for references. Hodgson (2014a, 19) argued that there is no absolute evidence to identify the building in question as a barrack.
After van Driel-Murray (1994) concluded that a different research question should be in order (‘How are the women we know to be present, reflected in the material record?’), Allison was the first to have extensively looked at the material evidence and its distribution over the fort area (Allison 2005a; 2005b; 2006a; 2006b; 2008; 2009; 2013a; 2013b; 2015). She evidenced the presence of women and families as an integral part of the Roman military community through the study of the spatial analysis and distribution pattern of activities and types of people, based on female- and child-related items, in search for socio-spatial behaviour at five early imperial military bases in the German and Raetian provinces (Allison 2006a; 2008; 2013)\textsuperscript{399}. These conclusions are remarkable since these fort occupations date prior to the marriage reforms of AD 197 by Septimius Severus.

\textbf{V.4.4.1.2. Female presence at the other shore forts in the Channel region and in the North-West in general: only a late Roman phenomenon or not?}

Data and sources related to female presence at forts in the North-West of the Empire are scarce. Suggestions for female presence mostly do not go further than the indication for their presence mainly based on the incidence of female dress accessories.

Mainly based on the recovered metal jewellery (bracelets, presumed female brooches, finger rings and hair pins), a female presence has been assumed at the Aardenburg fort (Besuijen 2008, 77); chronological conclusions, however, could not be drawn. At the fort of Caister-on-Sea this could be done, though: women appear to have been present throughout most of the occupation, probably already from the early to mid-3rd century onwards, and the evidence increases through time. The large amount of hair pins can be attributed to the late 3rd or early 4th century occupation if not earlier, with at least one hair pin related to the earliest rampart. Fragments of infant bones suggest disturbed infant burials. Beads, bracelets, finger rings, needles and spindle whorls also point to female presence (Darling and Gurney 1993, 246-247). At Reculver, three infant burials were found on the location of ‘East barrack no. 1’. One infant burial was located in its north-west corner and can be dated to its construction phase or during its occupation. The final use of this barrack has been defined around AD 275. Two other infant burials probably date after this building went out of use (Philp 2005, 75). Also the small-scale excavations in 2012 at the Brancaster fort yielded the remains of at least two neonates between 0 and 2 weeks, however not in their original place (Wessex Archaeology 2014, 26-27). In the 1961-1972 excavations at Portchester, no less than 27 infant individuals\textsuperscript{400} were recovered. Most of them appear to have survived the actual birth but died within their first weeks of life. Thirteen of them were interred in pits together with animal, bird and fish bones, probably as part of the funeral ritual (Hooper 1975, 375-376). The infants occurred throughout the 4th century with an increase in period AD 325-345 (Cunliffe 1975, 427; 1977, 5).

\textsuperscript{399} Allison could conclude that women and children at the fortress of Vetera I (Germania Inferior) and at the fortress (I) and subsequent fort (II) of Rottweil (Germania Superior) were ‘either members of officers’ households or traders from outside the camp frequenting the main street and market areas’ (Allison 2008, Section 5.1 and 5.2). At the auxiliary fort of Oberstimm (Raetia) women seem to have been involved in commercial and perhaps industrial activities (Allison 2008, Section 5.3). At Ellingen (Raetia), a mainly 2nd-century auxiliary fort, the distribution of female- or child-related items and the evidence for skeletal remains associated with the barracks are strong indications for women and children living with ordinary soldiers (Allison 2013, 325).

\textsuperscript{400} Based on the mention by Aristoteles in the Graeco-Roman period and the high mortality rate even still in the 18th century in Britain, Hooper concluded that the infant mortality rate in the Roman period was very high. The Roman law forbade the burying or burning of a corpse within a city, but apparently, newly born babies were not subjected to that law (Hooper 1975, 375). See for more recent ideas on infant mortality rate in Roman Britain: Pearce 2001, 128-129. See for the interpretation of infant burial within settlements and villas: Gowland 2001, 156-157. Gowland sees a difference in infant burial before and after the age of six months; before the age of six months the burial might have been confined to the domestic sphere as ‘the household represented the social world of that child’ (Gowland 2001, 157).
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Cunliffe saw complementary evidence in the presence of women in the spinning and weaving implements, finger rings, bracelets of bronze and shale, toilet equipment, beads and women’s shoes found on the fort precinct (Cunliffe 1975, 427). This evidence led Cunliffe to conclude that the fort from c. AD 300 onwards must have been more a civilian community in which temporarily contingents were integrated in times of potential trouble (Cunliffe 1975, 427-428). At Boulogne there is 4th-century evidence for female presence *intra muros* and this has been related to Germanic soldiers with their families (Seillier 1996, 239-242).

The above mentioned material evidence at the Channel forts, although fragmentary, appears to indicate that the presence of families on the fort precinct was mainly a late Roman phenomenon in the Channel region; only at Caister-on-Sea is there clear evidence for an earlier female presence at the fort site. When looking at the forts at Hadrian’s Wall the indications appear to be inconclusive. An analysis of the structural and finds evidence at well-documented barracks of these forts has led Hodgson to the conclusion that, despite of the ideas of van Driel-Murray (see above), there is no strong evidence for the routine presence of women at the barrack *contubernia* there (Hodgson 2014a; see above). According to Hodgson an increased presence of women can only be possibly demonstrated in the later 4th century (Hodgson 2014a, 25). Also at Vindolanda the artefact distributions seem to indicate an increased presence of women and children only by the (later) 4th century (Birley 2013). Worth drawing attention to is the late Roman *castrum* at Arras where by the end of the 4th century or beginning of the 5th century changes in the spatial organisation with smaller living units for the soldiers coincide with the appearance of female and child related items. This has been related by Jacques to the arrival of newcomers, possibly a unit of Batavian *laeti* as mentioned in the *Notitia Dignitatum* to have resided at Arras-Nemetacum until its end in the second quarter of the 5th century (Jacques 1993, 198; Jacques 2007, 79).

**V.4.4.2. The contribution of the Oudenburg find assemblages: contextual evidence for female presence at the Oudenburg fort**

Late Roman graveyard A, the Oudenburg ‘military’ graveyard of the deceased of the last century of fort occupation (fort level 5) consisting of at least 10% women and over 5% children of less than 16 years old (see Chapter IV, Section IV.3.2), already drew attention to the socially complex army community, at least for the late Roman period. This, however, is in itself inconclusive of where these families lived.

The fort sequence at Oudenburg offers a rather unique chronological time frame for the diachronic study of the presence of gender-related items and for the analysis of changes in the evolution of the demography of the fort community. However, as Allison (2013, 340) points out, an exploration of women’s roles in the fort community based on material evidence is, and will probably always be, restricted since only certain types of artefacts can be absolutely associated with women. Allason-Jones (1995) emphasised that ‘sexing small finds’ or defining gender-specific find categories is not a simple matter. Allison outlines this as follows: ‘to ascribe a specific gender to a particular artefact, the artefact must either be a part of dress that is peculiar to the relevant sex, or be associated with an activity carried out only by a specific sex’ (Allison 2006b, 4). Moreover, in terms of gender attribution, age, status and ethnicity also played an important role (see Allison 2006b, 6 with references).
Through an overview of the gender-specific items with a relation to women and children at the south-west corner site at Oudenburg (Table 11; Fig. 113), an attempt can be made to draw conclusions on a chronological level.
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number of hair pins do not simply mean that there were more women. Very significant, though, is the evidence for hair pin production at the fort site, certainly at fort level 5 but possibly already at fort level 4. The fact that hair pins were manufactured at the fort site implies that women were integrated in the fort community and not only visitors or ‘passers-by’ (cf. Appendix 23, Section 3.2).

**Bracelets**

Whether bracelets are an absolute female indicator still seems to be under discussion. While Allason-Jones (2005) stated that women as well as men wore bracelets throughout the Roman period, her idea in 2010 was that they were normally worn by women (Allason-Jones 2010). Swift (2000b, 37), however, has shown, certainly for the late Roman period, that ‘when the bones of a skeleton are studied, those wearing jewellery at burial, such as rings, bracelets and necklaces, or with these objects deposited in the grave, can invariably be shown to be female’. Although Allason-Jones has pointed to a few exceptions (see Allason-Jones 1995, 27) and Bishop and Coulston (1989, 69) mention that at least in the period of the Tetrarchs soldiers wore armlets, the overall conclusion for the Roman period, especially the late Roman period, that bracelets were normally a feminine ornament item, can be generally accepted (pers. comm. E. Swift).

The south-west corner site yielded in total 63 (finished) bracelets, mainly made of copper alloy, glass, jet or a jet-like material (see Appendices 22, 24 and 25). The earliest bracelets occur at fort level 3, however with only three examples, and of which one is a snakeshead bracelet of the local production type which might be an intrusive item from fort level 4. Within fort levels 4 and 5 bracelets were well-represented, although here it is important to emphasise that the number of copper alloy bracelets is biased by the local production of one specific type of snakeshead bracelet. Of the latter, six were recovered from fort level 4, two as presumed residual items from fort level 5. These bracelets, made at the workshops of fort level 4, can therefore not be considered at the same level as the other types which should be regarded as lost (or thrown away) personal belongings. Leaving out these locally made snakeshead bracelets, the resulting total of 50 bracelets consists of two bracelets for fort level 3, twelve bracelets for fort level 4, thirteen for fort level 5 and 23 bracelets from the later levels; still a clear presence from fort level 4 onwards. This is the more striking considering that nine of the fort level 4 bracelets were of copper alloy; Cool stated, at least for Britain, that it was not common to wear metal bracelets before the 4th century (Cool 2000, 33). Most of the bracelets at the south-west corner site have a wide dating range; only sixteen bracelets can be specifically dated in the late Roman period (Fig. 114). While one was recovered from fort level 4 (but must have been an intrusive item given its typological dating), nine from fort level 5 (with three of them from level ‘5+post’), six belonged to the post-Roman level. This not only emphasises the residual factor at the site but also that they should be counted as fort level 5 items.

An important addition in light of the debate on the character of the fort community is the significance of the presence of fifteen jet (and jet-like) bracelets, as it is the assumption that objects in jet – presumably to be extended to jet-like materials – were solely intended for female use through the specifically for women applicable apotropaic function (see Appendix 24). Furthermore, the analysis of the diameters of these fifteen bracelets concludes to at least six child armlets of which all but one (from fort level 4) belonged to fort level 5 or a later level (as residual items, most likely from fort level 5).
Fig 114: Late Roman bracelets at the south-west corner site: their incidence according to their stratified context and their dating range.

The find of four fragments of a gold link chain at fort level 4 in the burnt-down workshop Unit V on the edge of hearth 25 deserves special attention\(^{402}\) (Fig. 115). Such chains with baculiform links with two loops were probably always provided with beads in semi-precious stone, glass and/or bone. Such beads wear down and disappear after time, which was probably also the case for the Oudenburg example. This type of chain occurs throughout the Roman period with a peak in the 2nd century AD and a revival in the 4th century\(^{403}\). The link chain is only fragmentary preserved, with a total length of 13.85 cm (incl. the fasteners); the normal length of such a chain was c. 30 cm. However, the different design of the two fasteners points to a repair or reworking of the Oudenburg chain and may indicate that it had had a secondary life as bracelet (and as such can be considered as completely preserved); the limited length then points to a child, a girl as its owner. As this piece of jewellery still lay in situ, covered by the fire layer of the workshop, this repair/recycling into a bracelet (or a secondary repair) probably explains its presence on the spot. As gold was a very precious material, the owner must be imagined to have been a family member associated with the higher ranks of the military.

\(^{402}\) With thanks to K. Sas for identification and references to parallels.

\(^{403}\) Similar gold chains with baculiform links with two loops are known from Pompei, Casa del Menandro (Italy) (1st century AD) (Schenke 2003, Pl. II: 3), the vicus of the fort of Aalen (Germany) (2nd-3rd century AD) (Böhme-Schönberger 1997, 4), the Treasure of Naix (France) (AD 260-270) (Böhme-Schönberger 1997, 70), a child’s grave at Ratiaria (Bulgaria) (2nd century AD) (Ruseva-Slokoska 1991, 45, 141). Such a link chain can also be discerned on a mummy portrait from El Fayum (Egypt) of the 2nd quarter of the 2nd century AD (Parlasca and Seemann 1999, 32). Similar fasteners with open-work S-shaped elements are known from two chains at the British Museum, London (both 3rd century AD) (Marshall 1969, 314 (Pl. LVII: 2715), 319-320 (Pl. LXI: 2745)), a grave in Ratiaria (Bulgaria) (3rd century AD) (Ruseva-Slokoska 1991, 50, 141-142), the Treasure of Nikolaev (Bulgaria) (mid-3rd century AD) (Ruseva-Slokoska 1991, 51, 138).
The production of bracelets at the workshops of fort period 4, late 3rd century, is clearly evidenced (see Appendix 22). Only one type of bracelet appears to be locally produced, though: the open snake-like bracelet, with stylised snakeshead ends, of which two subtypes can be defined, a basic (subtype 1) and a refined (subtype 2) version. At first sight the production of jewellery items specifically designed for women at the fabricae of the fort in the late 3rd century suggests a strong embedding of women in the fort community. However, after reading the article by Cool (2000) on some specific jewellery hoards in Britannia and their significance, I question the gender association of these (and only these) specific bracelets in this specific context. Another possibility for their incidence imposes itself. The snake was a popular motif in Graeco-Roman jewellery for its symbolised apotropaic powers (Barber and Bowsher 2000, 165-166) through its relation to myths, as for example the snake of Aesclepius, and as such its association with healing, the underworld, rebirth and regeneration and as such eternity (Jones 1996, 11). Cool points to the association with a variety of deities; besides Aesclepius, also Mercurius and saviour gods of mystery cults, such as Sabazius, could be depicted with snakes (Cool 2000, 34-35). However, the study of several jewellery hoards has led Cool to the conclusion that the snake jewellery within these contexts may have its raison d’être rather through its association with dedications to Mother Goddesses (Cool 2000, 35). It is therefore very plausible that the production of this, and only this specific, type of bracelet at the workshops can be connected with the cymbal recovered in the corner of the workshop area from the abandonment level of the same period (see Appendix 22; Plate CCXLVIII). This music instrument was used in religious ceremonies and more specifically in those related to mother cults. Moreover, the practice of mother cults is confirmed by two Dea nutrix figurines. Although recovered from later levels, the analysis of their series and style suggests that they originated from fort period 4 (see Appendix 26). Also the planetary vase, a cult vessel of which a fragment with applied face, probably of Mercurius, was found in the large waste-pit OS 4980 (Plate CLXXIX, B: 1), belongs to this fort period, as is also a foot base of such a cult vessel (cf. Appendix
18). Furthermore, it is striking that also the very large thick-walled samian beaker or jug from Rheinzabern showing a hunting or procession scene with different animals, most likely a vessel used in cult practices, can be attributed to this period (Plate XCII: 27; cf. Appendix 10, Section 6.5). As several elements at this fort level 4 point to the cult sphere, it is not unlikely that these locally-made bracelets (or armlets) were not (or not only) intended for women. As such these bracelets can be compared with the armlet from grave 114 of graveyard A found in situ on the right upper arm of a higher-ranked soldier as can be deduced from his crossbow brooch (see Mertens and Van Impe 1971, 143-144, Pl. XC, 3-4), although of much later date. The inscription votus Savajius indicates the soldier was an acolyte of the mystery cult of the Thraco-Phrygian god Sabazius (see Tassignon 1997). Interesting details, coincidence or not?: Sabazius was, as mentioned above, very often symbolised by a snake and was associated to Cybele (cf. Picard 1962); to the latter deity a dedication was found in France, inscribed on a cymbal (see Appendix 22).

Finger rings

Finger rings were worn by women and men. Furger (1990) has performed a statistical research on the size-ranges of different types of rings found at Augst and Kaiseraugst (Switzerland). Based on comparative analysis of modern data for ring sizes and the given that finger rings in the Roman world were worn on all fingers and all joints, he estimated that the inner diameter of women rings ranges between c. 9 and 21 mm, that of men between c. 19 and 24 mm. Although Allason-Jones (1995, 27) does not believe that size can be an adequate criterion for gender attribution, the study by Furger enables us, cautiously, to make an attempt. The south-west corner site has yielded seven certain finger rings, possibly eight (cf. item CA.B277). The fragment of a late Roman finger ring with glass bezel (CA.B272), found unstratified but most likely related to fort level 5, forms an exception in the assemblage with an estimated inner diameter of c. 3.0. Based on this extremely large diameter it can be presumed that the finger ring was worn by a man possibly on his thumb, and this item should therefore be left out from the jewellery overview table as indicator for female presence. All other recovered finger rings of which the inner diameter can be measured have an inner diameter of 1.4 cm (CA.B270), 1.5 cm (B271, B273, B274, B277) or 1.7/1.9 cm (B275), and can hence, based on the study by Furger, be attributed to women. Three of the recovered finger rings can be dated specifically to the late Roman period. While finger ring CA.B271 was recovered from fort level 5, the 4th-century finger rings CA.B272 and B273 were respectively found unstratified and in the post-Roman level. The latter can be closely dated to AD 360-370/380 based on Clarke (1979, 319), which enables an attribution to fort level 5B.

Beads

Although there was an eastern influence of the wearing of (solid) necklaces by men (Allason-Jones 1995, 27), necklaces made from beads seem to have been a prerogative for women. Individual beads could however also be worn by children of both sexes to support amulets (Allason-Jones 2013, 83-85). The latter seems to occur often together with melon beads to which an amuletic significance has been related. The presumed apotropaic function of the melon-type bead has been the explanation for its occurrence as decoration on a few finds of horse harness and shield sheaths (cf. Hoffmann 2002, 230). In the past, the melon-type bead has been associated with cavalry horses, a perception which was mainly based on their incidence on military sites, while no further direct association between melon beads and horses seems to exist. Allison (2013, 83-85) argues that the association is rather exceptional and that there is much more evidence as part of necklaces for female adornment and as individual beads worn by women and children. So far, no melon beads have been found at the Oudenburg fort.
Only glass beads have been found at the Oudenburg fort, at the south-west corner site all as loose items: apart from one isolated bead from fort level 3, they clearly occur from fort level 4 onwards. Most important in this respect is the complete bead necklace found at the north-east corner site in the final layers of fort level 4 (cf. Appendix 25).

**Shoes**

A strong asset of the material evidence at the Oudenburg fort are the well-preserved shoes from waterlogged wells and pits. Shoes are one of the best available indicators for gender identification as the foot size reflected by footwear is a ‘relatively sensitive exponent of sexual dimorphism’ and as such ‘a source of demographic information’ (van Driel-Murray 1994, 344; 1995, 7). The preserved footwear complexes at the Oudenburg fort site are however only available for fort levels 4 and 5 (see Appendix 27). This particular evidence is therefore biased towards the late Roman period, and the absence of such assemblages for the previous levels makes it impossible to evaluate fully the diachronic implication for this category on its own.

For the late 3rd century (fort level 4), the preserved shoes from well OS 22926 and large waste-pit OS 4980 comprised at least five to be associated with children, eight with adult females and thirteen with adult males. For the final phase of the fort’s occupation, from c. AD 380 onwards, we are informed by the shoe assemblages of the inner well of structure OS 2562 and the large water-basin OS 4923, presumed to be simultaneously in use. The shoes belonged to at least two children, four women and nine men. From the shoe complexes of both periods 4 and 5 showing a proportionally significant presence of shoes of women and children it can be concluded that women and families lived together with the soldiers on the fort precinct.

**Infants**

Two objects seem to be undeniably linked to the presence of mothers (or nurses) and infants (Fig. 116). Amongst the debris of the burnt down workshop Unit V of fort level 4, a feeding bottle of North-Menapian manufacture was recovered. How this incidence at the workshops should be interpreted is unclear. The presence of steelyards (see Appendix 22) and bags of cereals (see Chapter II, Section II.4.6.2.3) may suggest that this area also functioned as market place not only restricted for the smiths and their employees but also frequented by other fort community members. Otherwise it cannot be ignored that women may have taken part of these industrial activities, which has been suggested by Allison based on the material evidence at Oberstimm, Rottweil and Ellingen (Allison 2013, 329-330). The other object was found in the construction pit of the large water-basin of fort level 5 and therefore dated around AD 380 (or earlier as it might have been a dug-up item). This was a fragment of a breast-pump, of which the function has been evidenced by Rouquet and Loridan (2003) on similar objects.

---

406 Given the workshop context a function in precisely applying oil may be a counter possibility though.
The presence of young mothers is also confirmed by the recovery of human bone fragments recognised as fetus or neonate remains. The bones, representing at least five individuals, belonged to fort level 4 and 5. From two of the individuals the age could be determined between 40 weeks (i.e. around childbirth) and two months (Massagé 2015, 49-50).

Other possible indicators for female presence

For the copper alloy hand mirror (cf. Appendix 22) and the bone fan handle (cf. Appendix 23), both recovered from fort level 4, a female use can be assumed. Spinning is also generally accepted to have been a female activity (see Allison et al. 2005, Section 8.3; Allison 2006b, 5; Allison 2013, 93-94; all with references); other cloth-working activities such as weaving seem to have been less gender-specific (Allison 2013, 93-94). The spindle whorls recovered at the south-west corner site may hence be identified as female indicators. Ten spindle whorls can be identified as Roman; nine were made out of a recycled pottery sherds, one of jet. Only three of them were found within Roman levels: one at fort level 3, two at fort level 4. A wooden spindle came from the primary infill of the large water-basin OS 4923 of fort level 5 (Plate CDX: no. 58).

V.4.4.3. Conclusion: changing fort communities or rather ‘fortified’ communities?

All jewellery items, except for the locally-made bracelets, are to be considered as lost personal belongings; no specific depositions could be discerned. A more detailed contextual analysis of all aforementioned possible female indicators enables an analysis of the spatial distribution (see Fig. 117-120). No woman- or child-related items could be related to fort level 1. While the hair pins of fort level 2 were found only in the large spaces at the west side of the military hospital and along the south and north side of the complex, the jewellery finds from fort level 3 onwards were, by contrast, distributed across the excavated area.

---

407 To weaving activities four bone needle cases (one from fort level 5 and three recovered from the post-Roman level as residual items) and two weaving pins from fort level 5 can be related (see Appendix 23).

408 To my knowledge no study in depth has been performed on the gender aspect of Roman textile-associated tools, but the research by Harrington (2008) of textile making tools of the period AD 475-750 has invariably shown their association to women.
Fig 117: Find location of jewellery items at fort level 2.

Fig 118: Find location of jewellery items at fort level 3.
The increasing presence at the Oudenburg fort of female-related items from fort level 4 onwards is striking and seems to confirm a late Roman date for this evolution. It is necessary, though, to be
aware of a possible bias towards these late periods. Residuality, the changing functional implementation of the south-west corner through time, the varying time span of the successive occupations and the absence of waterlogged contexts for fort levels 1 to 3 are important factors to consider to have had a potential impact on the numbers. The lack of female-related finds at fort level 1 could as well be due to the fragmentary preservation of features and related material evidence at this level.

The Oudenburg assemblages do demonstrate that female-related items already occurred definitely from fort level 2 onwards; it is however unclear how this female presence should be interpreted. For the incidence of hair pins at fort level 2, at the site of the military hospital (Fig. 117), several explanations can be suggested. There is literary evidence that women were engaged in medicine; possibly there were female military doctors (Allison 2013, 333 with references). The women may have worked in the kitchen of the hospital, explaining the occurrence of the hair pins in the complex only in the larger rooms at the west side, or they were visitors to wounded husbands, sons or fathers. In contrast, fort level 3, to which freestanding living units and presumed officers’ quarters are related, clearly reveals the presence of women (see Fig. 118).

Nevertheless, the increase of female-related items from fort level 4 onwards is clear and significant, the more so considering the function of the area in these late periods: a workshop area in the late 3rd century (Fig. 119), a bath house with its surroundings in the first half of the 4th century (however with no contexts directly related to the bath house in use), and an area for animals within compounds in the later 4th and early 5th century (Fig. 120). The shoes of women and children and the presence of infants – not only evidenced by human bone fragments but also implied by a feeding bottle and a breast-pump – seem a firm indicator that women and children were not just passing by but were actively involved in the fort community. As such the material evidence of the Oudenburg fort yields a strong contribution to the discussion for the North-West of the Empire around the misconception that the Roman army was a strictly military world.

It is tempting to relate a clearer presence of women and children from fort level 4 onwards to the abandonment of the extramural settlement. Occupation at the military vicus around the fort stopped in the third quarter of the 3rd century, possibly not much later than the 260s. All large rural settlements in the surroundings ceased to be occupied around AD 270 (see Hollevoet 1995; De Clercq 2009; Van Thienen 2016a; 2017c; see also Chapter). Without occupation outside the fort (and neither in the surrounding region) in the late 3rd, 4th and early 5th century, and given the remote location of the fort, the fort occupation was most likely rather that of a fortified settlement consisting of all layers of society than a ‘strictly military’ base. As such, it can be accepted that the deceased from graveyard A, consisting of men, women and children (see Chapter I, Section I.4.1.4), reflect the composition of the fort community of fort period 5A and 5B. Moreover, this leads to the likelihood that not all males from graveyard A will have been soldiers but rather represent several layers of the fort society and different social groups. Also the integration of the bathing facilities within the fort perimeter may possibly be interpreted as an expression of this evolution of the migration of the wider community within the fort walls together with all structures related to the daily life.
V.4.5. Changing fort communities, changing socio-cultural identities

V.4.5.1. Glimpses of socio-cultural identities in the late 2nd and 3rd century Oudenburg forts

Fort period 1: c. AD 180-200(+)

Fort level 1 hardly yielded small finds: finds in worked bone or made of another animal product are lacking and apart from a copper alloy horse gear trapping mount and a simple iron key, the metal finds cannot be used for any identity reconstruction. The pottery reflects a large continental trade network with amphora imports from the Mediterranean, samian from Central Gaul and fine wares from the Rhineland but also points to a strong orientation towards the local/regional market. In fact, the pottery does not reflect a very different picture than that of the settlement prior to the fort’s installation (cf. e.g. Creus 1975). The fort was erected at the location of a very active civil settlement of certain status, as can be deduced from its pottery and small finds. The high portion of North-Menapian pottery and Low Lands wares at the fort precinct at fort level 1 indicates that the fort community was from its start immediately embedded in the local culture and this to a significant degree. The military presence moreover resulted in an important expansion of the civil settlement to the east with the bringing into use of new pastures and the installation of industrial areas. Regarding the North-Menapian handmade pottery it is striking that a large variety in quality was in use at the fort, from fort period 1 onwards up until fort period 4. Both high-quality as well as more roughly made vessels, sometimes with flaws, were common at the fort precinct, suggesting that the army purchased these local products in large batches, and in addition perhaps also indicating that some pots were bought for their content.

Two pottery items may be indicative for the origin of part of the unit. The pottery assemblage of a level of the earthen rampart which can be attributed to the first fort period (see Addendum 10/11: context OS 30916) contains a lid identified as a re-used cup produced in the civitas Morinorum, to the south of the civitas Menapiorum. It is most likely that this cup was brought in as personal baggage by a soldier. Haynes has argued that after a unit was established increasingly more recruitment happened from the immediate vicinity, but that it was certainly not the primary source of manpower (Haynes 2013, 134). He argues that pragmatism will probably often has favoured recruitment from a province closeby (Haynes 2013, 123-134).

Another pottery vessel is even more striking. The isolated find of a North-African lid in a pit of level 1 (cross joining a small fragment dug-up at fort level 4) is also to be interpreted rather as a casual import brought in by a soldier as part of his personal baggage. Carrying such an ordinary culinary vessel this far most likely indicates that its possessor was a native of North Africa. Swan (1992) demonstrated extensively the presence of soldiers of North-African origin in garrisons occupying the forts on Hadrian’s Wall and Antonine Wall in Britain in the course of the 2nd and 3rd centuries based on ceramic evidence and other circumstantial features reflecting North-African techniques of food preparation (brazier-cuisine)\(^{409}\). Swan also found evidence for pottery production with North-
African affinities indicating that the transfer of soldiers from North-Africa was not exceptional and that these units were large enough to include potters. Most of the evidence points to the early 3rd century – Africans were most likely involved in the British expedition of Septimius Severus in AD 208-211 – but the first North-African immigration appears to be traced back already to the Hadrianic period (Swan 1992, 6-7). It is therefore not unlikely that also at Oudenburg North-African soldiers served in the unit.

The settlement at Oudenburg expanded significantly with the arrival of the army. As can be deduced from the findings at the southeastern site Bekestraat (ET13) and the eastern sites Riethove (ET26) and Bellerroche (ET28) new areas were taken into use (see Chapter I; Section I.4.2). The results are not yet at hand to gain precise insights in the chronology of this land division system. Do the earliest parcels date to the second half of the 2nd century prior to the installation of the fort and is the slight change of orientation which corresponds to the fort’s orientation related to the installation of the first fort? However, the parcel gullies at the southeastern site Bekestraat B (ET13) show a dominance of Trier and Rheinzabern samian (Hollevoet 1993c, 202), suggesting a 3rd-century date. It seems therefore more likely that the expansion of pastures was related to the installation of the fort in the late 2nd century and that the shift in orientation should be seen as a later action, indicative of an increased control by the army.

**Fort period 2: c. AD 220 – 245/250**

The layout of the military hospital complex, its infrastructure, its mural paintings and its *sacellum* all reflect contemporary metropolitan Roman cultural expressions. The sculpted copper alloy corner fitting of a vessel or small furniture and the several fragments of wine sieves (cf. Appendix 22) emphasise this picture. A graffito attributed to this fort period fits in well. A Trier mortarium base bears the Roman name SERGII C[, a gentilicium in genitive (‘of Sergius’) followed by the beginning of a cognomen starting with C (Plate CXX: 1). The walls of the military hospital also yielded some graffiti. Four graffiti could be distinguished on the preserved mural paintings, probably all written on the eye level of an adult (Laken and Vanhoutte 2016, 131). One fragmentary graffito possibly reads as part of a name: i(h)ivs; another probably represents an analphabetic signature consisting of several X’s; the other two graffiti are too fragmentary to identify with certainty.

Several elements of the decoration scheme of the wall paintings separately resemble elements in buildings of public, private and/or military context in northern Gaul, Germania and Britannia; for the precise decorative combinations direct parallels are, however, lacking. The paintings most closely resemble the decorations found at the Aardenburg fort, not only in style, but also in surface treatment and paint - at both sites in a mixed technique like semi-fresco (Laken and Vanhoutte 2016, 157) - and mortar composition. A standard Roman colour palette was used and an important share of the painted fragments demonstrate that the painting was executed and finished with great care and precision. Nevertheless, within several hospital rooms also parts of wall paintings occur which were executed in a rather crude technique (Laken and Vanhoutte 2016, 150). A similar wide range of quality has been observed at Aardenburg, where this has been related to a chronological evolution and a change of character of the site (cf. van Dierendonck and Swinkels 1983). At several individual North Africans in the military - several of them being officers in command of an ethnic auxiliary unit stationed in Britain - and the Africans attested to have served in all three legions in Britain, based at York, Chester and Caerleon.
Oudenburg it can be evidenced, though, that both techniques occurred at the same time, in the same building. The question of who executed these paintings remains open for the moment. Travelling artists may have been responsible for the execution of the paintings of high quality. It remains an open question whether the paintings in crude technique should be attributed to the soldiers themselves.

At the extramural settlement the orientation of the land division system became adapted to the fort’s orientation, which is clear from the findings at the eastern sites Riethove (ET26) and Bellereroche (ET28). When this exactly happened is difficult to assess; all indications point to the 3rd century but so far no more precise chronology is available. Whether this already occurred at fort period 2 is difficult to ascertain but is very likely. This settlement adaptation testifies to the authority of the army and the control it took over the layout of the settlement at some point in the first half of the 3rd century. A scabbard runner recovered at the eastern settlement site Riethove can possibly be attributed to this period. This copper alloy military item was found in a pit together with much household waste and a denarius of Iulia Mamaea, struck in Rome in AD 222-235 (Dhaeze et al. 2018).

Fort period 3: c. AD 245/250 – 260

With at least three different building phases, fort level 3 witnesses of a rapid change of troops. The exquisite Rheinzabern plate associated with the building remains of the presumed officer’s quarter of fort level 3B - most likely produced to order; if so - demonstrates perhaps the direct say the high-ranked soldiers had on the market and the high status they enjoyed.

Architecturally, the freestanding units, occurring from fort level 3A onwards, distinguish themselves from the traditional contubernia. Such freestanding barracks, albeit much longer and constructed in stone, can be recognised at the Saxon Shore fort of Reculver.

In these freestanding units at Oudenburg it is striking that the dwelling hearths were positioned centrally, in the axis of the unit, a practice which, according to the findings at Unit IX of fort period 4, continued to be valid. Prior to fort period 3, this can only be compared with one preserved dwelling hearth. Only in one of the rooms of the military hospital of fort level 2B, and thus within a complex with a ‘classical’ layout, a dwelling hearth was preserved, constructed of stones and positioned against the partition-wall (Plate XXX: in room R7). In Britannia and Germania it was common practice in forts of the High Empire to construct the hearth in the barrack room against the rear or side wall or a partition wall (see Johnson 1987, 194; Davison 1989, 232; Fischer 2012, 262), although Davison (1989, 232) does point to some exceptions. In this respect it is important to notice that the common practice of the installation of the hearth against the wall is not restricted to barracks made (partly) of stone. Several forts witness of wooden barracks with

---

410 The other clearly military items found at the extramural settlement are two spearheads, one recovered from a well (Well 30) ceramologically dated to the second half of the 3rd century, another one found as a dug-up item in a 14th-15th century cess cellar (Dhaeze et al. 2018).
411 The other preserved hearth/oven of fort level 2 was the one centrally in the presumed kitchen space of the military hospital, probably rather an oven, clearly not to be considered as a dwelling hearth. It was constructed with stones and with a bottom of tile fragments. No hearths were preserved at fort level 1.
412 See e.g. Hesselbach (Baatz 1973, 28, 40), Alteburg (Hanel 2009, 1293: Abb. 2).
413 See Dormagen (Germany), where less sophisticated hearths were installed in the middle of the arma or papilio space (Davison 1989, 232).
such hearth constructions such as e.g. Valkenburg⁴¹⁴ (de Hingh and Vos 2005 (2006), 106) and Hesselbach (Baatz 1973)⁴¹⁵ (see also Davison 1989, 231)). When looking at Gallo-Roman rural sites in the civitas Menapiorum hearths have rarely been preserved, but in the few cases that the hearth did survive, the hearth was located in the centre of the living space (cf. De Clercq 2009, 330).

Another interesting aspect to consider is that, while hearths are generally known to have been made of a pattern of small or larger stones or even more often of ceramic building material, mostly tiles (cf. Johnson 1987, 194; see e.g. Hesselbach: Baatz 1993, 41), at Oudenburg, again for the first time encountered at fort level 3, it is striking to observe that it appears to have been the common practice to construct hearths from stocked pottery sherds and smashed vessels set in a clay level (cf. e.g. Fig. 40). Where preserved, the base clay level stretching outside the sherd level was not burnt, suggesting that the hearth may originally have had upstanding borders. For fort level 3 and also at fort level 4 the examples constructed with pottery sherds are abundant and coexist with hearths made of tile fragments, sometimes with stones (cf. Plates XXXVIII-XLVII). It is remarkable that the smashed vessels mostly represent finer-walled pottery instead of thick-walled pottery such as amphorae or dolia for which an available replacement function for tiles could be supposed⁴¹⁶. The practice of smashed pottery as building material for hearths could also be observed in the Assendelft area in Noord-Holland, the north-west of The Netherlands, where it dates to the late Iron Age (Therkorn 2009, 108). Equally for the Assendelver hearths it could be evidenced that a covering clay level, the actual use-surface, hid the sherd dome as a result of which the carefully laid out sherd level was not visible. Therkorn concluded that this use of pottery must have had a symbolic meaning fraught of tradition and related to the function of the hearth as a source of warmth and as a central place. Hearths are generally not preserved on (rural) sites. Van den Broecke however believes that the construction of a hearth with pottery sherds (and stones) was also common in the region of Oss in Noord-Brabant, the Netherlands, part of Germania Inferior, with evidence at Zijderveld and Echt; he also mentions a hearth of large pottery sherds and quern pieces at Sint-Martens-Latem (B.) in the east of the civitas Menapiorum and dated to the mid Iron Age (van den Broecke 2012, 192 with references). A comparison of the Roman period can be found at Serooskerke, in the Dutch province of Zeeland, in the north of the North-Menapian region, where on a dwelling platform constructed on the peat a hearth was constructed of pottery sherds amongst which a smashed flagon (as can be deduced from the site photo, see Dijkstra and Zuidhoff 2011, 278-279, 275: Afb. 2.3.21, 280: Afb. 2.3.30; cf. also De Clercq 2009, 204). The hearth can be dated to the period c. AD 180-270. One can suggest that the practice of using pottery as construction material may be (solely?) related to its thermal quality (cf. grog-tempering of clay for pottery production) and its availability at the site. However, the same can be said of ceramic building material, and besides, why then did they not use fragments of thick-walled vessels? It is therefore most likely that an extra dimension was in play by using smashed, finer-walled vessels. As this is a practice already occurring in the late Iron Age in Germania Magna, evidenced by the

---

⁴¹⁴ At Valkenburg the hearths were situated against the partition wall between arma and papilio (de Hingh and Vos 2005 (2006), 106).

⁴¹⁵ At period 1 (AD 95/105 – 115/130) at the fort of Hesselbach (Germany) a hearth was preserved against the outer wall of a post-trench constructed contubernium. The hearths of the timber-framed contubernia of period 2 (AD 115/130 – c. 145) were always set against the partition wall and consisted of a half round fire-resistant smoke vent built on the wattle and daub wall (Baatz 1993, 28, 40).

⁴¹⁶ Cf. e.g. at a workshop site at the vicus of Tienen (site Spikdorenstraat) the bottom of a hearth/furnace consisted of large dolium fragments (Martens and Hayen 2015, 68-69: feature 265).
finds in the Assendelft area, then its use at the Oudenburg fort has its implications in understanding the cultural identities of the army units, although one has to be cautious to come to definite conclusions since hearths are generally not preserved on rural sites. Was this primarily a Germanic practice, brought along by and/or taken over from recruited soldiers? However, given that this practice was already in use in the region in the Iron Age, as evidenced above, suggests a widespread regional indigenous pre-Roman tradition which has not been recognised so far since the hearths with their original surface are generally not preserved. Moreover, this hearth construction method appears to have been common practice at fort level 3 and 4 and it seems rather unlikely that recruited Germanic soldiers, in that period of the middle to late 3rd century still individuals and small groups, can be held responsible for such structural change. It is therefore very plausible that, together with the change in the barrack infrastructure with the central setting of the hearth, this practice reflects a common regional indigenous identity. This can be considered as an indication that the Oudenburg units of the mid- and late 3rd century and probably in contrast to the preceding units, were largely recruited from the region or, at least, that they were strongly socio-culturally imbedded in this region and largely acting on their own.

Another indication for a regional recruitment of the unit may be found in the small amount of graffiti found at the fort site. Considering the importance literacy had in the Roman army and the value of the written records in military context (Haynes 1999b, 171), the little amount of graffiti found at the Oudenburg fort is rather surprising. Only one graffito (G 26) can be attributed to fort level 3: an X as analphabetic signature on the bottom base of a Drag. 33 samian cup (see Appendix 10). It might be another indication that the (lower-ranked) soldiers were mostly locally or regionally recruited.

The structural organisation described above and the choice of a particular kind of hearths witness of practices which differ from what is known as common use at Roman forts of this period. This seems also reflected in the food supply of animal products. At most Roman sites in the region a strict dominance of cattle can be observed; this is not the case at the Oudenburg fort though. Also the butchering of young cattle at Oudenburg differs from the common practice at Roman vicī and at a town like Tongeren where mainly old animals were eaten who were no longer of use in agrarian activities. Neither the butchering of sheep and pigs at Oudenburg shows much selection or regularity. The organisation of the food supply rather appears to be that of a survival economy in which the own breeding was complemented with what could be obtained from the surrounding land. Hunting wild mammals and birds, collecting of shellfishes and fishing in nearby waters or not far away from the coastline (although rather a small portion of the food supply) became much more important. It is striking that from fort level 3 onwards, and continuing at fort level 4 and 5, there is suddenly a strong divergence with the traditional meat consumption known at Roman sites (Ervynck et al. 2017). Should this imply a disruption in the normal pattern of food supply as a result of increasing political instability and insecurity from fort level 3 onwards? It may rather be related to the abandonment of the extramural settlement of which the end of occupation can be dated in the 260s. This end of course may also be caused by increasing political and other instability, but will probably also be influenced by the increased marine influence of the area. This all may have influenced developments on a cultural level. In a community in isolation a cultural identity will have come to expression more significantly. The sudden change in meat consumption and diet may be directly related to this changed social situation of the fort community and/or the changed cultural identity of the unit as reflected by the aforementioned changes in lifestyle (another type of barrack, another type of hearth) and thus with the presumed regional cultural background and preferences
of the military contingent. Even when the spatial or chronological variation in the animal consumption waste reflects changing waste depositioning practices, this may still be indicative for a cultural difference.

**Fort period 4: c. AD 260 – 285/295(+)**

From fort level 4 onwards, one can say that the internal layout, apparent at the south-west corner area, is somewhat idiosyncratic to what is known when comparing with the standard imperial fort layout. The workshop area from fort period 4 at the south-west corner of the fort precinct is nothing like the *fabrica* building traditionally known as the place where the metalworking activities in a Roman fort took place. The Oudenburg workshop area contained a mix of open-air, shedded, roofed-over and indoor workshops and seems to have developed organically. It is tempting to relate this seemingly atypical spatial organisation with a regional cultural identity, however, with no references at the other Shore forts along the Channel one cannot know what is ‘normal’ at this time.

In the early years of fort period 4, in the 260s, the extramural settlement ceased to exist, if it not already had. Since it can be assumed that at every *vicus* metalworking (and pottery production) took place partly or largely in favour of the army (cf. Sommer 1989), metalworking at the fort precinct obviously became very important when the services from the military *vicus* disappeared together with the settlers by the late 3rd century. Until that time cultivation of the surrounding land by the *vicani* will also have served the needs of the army. This situation changed drastically when the surrounding settlement disappeared; one of the reasons for the latter probably consisted of soil exhaustion and erosion caused by over-exploitation of the poorer soils and the increasing marine influence resulting in more fertile soils no longer suitable for cultivation.

The absence of an extramural community from the late 3rd century onwards and even in the wider region obviously also implies that the fort community was from that time onwards socially and economically largely self-sufficient. The unit or better said the fort community had to rely totally on itself. The metal assemblages of the workshop area contain tools and objects referring to a large scale of artisanal, agricultural and pastoral activities which will have been carried out by the fort inhabitants. This also implies that the fort community will have contained enough servants, dependants, merchants, etc. (cf. Collins 2008, 49). This, however, does not devalue the military identity of the fort community.

Archaeometric analysis has evidenced that the Oudenburg bronze smith(s) yielded top quality work. They must have been *immunes*, specialised craftsmen. Mann (2014) already demonstrated, based on the Vindolanda Tablets that also in the *auxilia* all sorts of craftsmen worked, amongst others craftsmen making weapons and equipment, and that they worked in a *fabrica*, this in contrast to what has for a long time been thought based on the *Digest* (50.6.7) and *Vegetius* (II.11). At Oudenburg, the evidence for craftsmen is not new at fort level 4. Already in fort period 2 the presence of a shoemaker is proven by the find of two shoe lasts, found corroded together (cf. Appendix 22; Plate CCLXXXI). Shoemakers were also definitely present at fort level 4 and 5 as can be deduced from the leather finds. The many coins at the workshop area417, the steelyards and

---

417 Amongst which a presumed dispersed purse content in the fire layer covering the workshops in the north-west of the area and a lost purse found in the large waste-pit in the south-western corner of the workshop area.
balances, and the indications that women and children visited this area suggest that the workshop area in the south-west corner of the fort was much more than only the space where items were produced and repaired. It most likely also functioned as a market place. The indications pointing to literacy can also be explained within such atmosphere. A copper alloy stylus was found at workshop Unit V in a level attributed to fort level 4, although according to its typology dated until the first half of the 3rd century (cf. Schaltenbrand Obrecht 2012, 161). However, it is striking that within the very same context, an iron stylus was found, dating to the same period. Moreover, a handle of a wax spatula was recovered from the fire layer covering Unit II in the north-west part of the workshop area of the south-west corner site.

Three graffiti on samian vessels of the south-west corner site can be attributed to fort level 4. While the PRI on a Drag. 36R must be the abbreviation of a ‘Roman’ name, the VIRNATTA on a Lud. V beaker and the MESSIC/MESSIE on a Drag. 37 bowl are Celtic names (Appendix 10). Although these indications are limited, they may point to a regional recruitment of (part of) the unit. A few handmade pottery fragments in Germanic tradition recovered from fort level 4 seem to point to some Germanic elements in the army unit, but from what one can deduce from the pottery they will not have been more than a few individuals.

V.4.5.2. The Oudenburg fort in the 4th century and first decades of the 5th century: insights into culturally complex societies.

V.4.5.2.1. Late Roman cultural identities in the North-West: the current state of knowledge and thinking ‘away from the so-called barbarisation’ of the late Roman army.

Since its discovery in the 1960s the late Roman military graveyard of Oudenburg has been considered as one of the most extensive and lavishly furnished ‘Germanic’ burial sites in the North-West of Gaul. In consequence, the fort inhabitants of the second half of the 4th and early 5th century were considered as Germanic foederati. However, as has already been discussed in Chapter IV.3, in the last two decades the academic debate has grown on the question whether one can indeed consider the late Roman army troops in the region actually as Germanic. The evidence of the direct relationship between the late Roman graveyards at Oudenburg with the two attested phases of fort level 5 at the fort precinct, yields opportunities to investigate this question more deeply in order to come to more definite conclusions.

Since Caesar non-Roman men have been recruited as soldiers in the Roman army, and this practice had become common by the 2nd and 3rd centuries (Böhme 1996, 91; Richardot 2005, 323). In the first half of the 3rd century, and possibly already in the later 2nd century, irregular units of Germanic origin were transported to Hadrian’s Wall, as is known from inscriptions (Hodgson 2003, 148-152; 2009, 33). The political developments of the 3rd century, representing crises at several levels – from heavy losses caused by civil wars to epidemics – meant the official state and usurpers needing troops looked to mercenaries and foreign elite troops and these contingents were increasingly incorporated within the Roman army (Strobel 2011, 278). Already from the time of Gallienus (AD 253-268) literary sources mention arrangements with immigrants, which are specified as foedera or treaties (Wightmann 1985, 209). The term foederati originally designated ‘barbarians’ from beyond the frontiers, and by the late Roman period also from inside the Empire, which were employed in the Roman army by means of an alliance with a tribal leader or a client king. Southern and Dixon point out that these units were not necessarily composed of men with
the same ethnic background. These units were sometimes integrated into the regular army (Southern and Dixon 1996, 48-49, 71).

The Historia Augusta mentions that Postumus used large numbers of Germanic auxiliary troops, possibly Thuringians, in opposing Gallienus’ invasion (Drinkwater 1987, 225). Probus (276-282) was the first emperor to put emprisoned Germanic people, the so-called laeti, on deserted domaines (Wightmann 1985, 209). Also Constantius Chlorus, after defeating Carausius, put Germanic tribes who had been supporting Carausius, to work as farmers-soldiers in Gaul. He also organised large-scale deportations of laeti to inject depopulated regions with new forces, as can be read from Eumenius (Rogge 1996c, 115-117). Wightmann records that by the time of Constantine there were Frankish foederati on both sides of the Lower Rhine frontier (Wightmann 1985, 209). It is believed that the first systematic infiltration of Germanic people in the region can be dated around the middle of the 4th century: Salian Franks were pushed to Toxandria (Central Flanders) by the Quadi and Chamavi and spread over the region in the following decades (Thoen and Vermeulen 1995, 7).

In the meantime, more and more Germanic soldiers integrated into the Roman Empire through recruitment, a practice which became generalised from AD 260 onwards (Richardot 2005, 326). The mention of several Germanic officers in the Roman army in 4th- and 5th century texts (e.g. by Ammianus Marcellinus for the period AD 350-370) has been used to demonstrate the high rank Germanic soldiers could rise in (Richardot 2005, 324; Christie 2011, 61). Christie (2011, 61), following Elton (1996, 149), points out that several might only have been Germanic in origin but probably had lived their entire life in the Roman Empire and saw themselves as ‘Roman’.

Rogge concluded that certainly from Valentinianus I (AD 364-375) onwards, the Germanisation of the army increased (Rogge 1996c, 106). Elton believes that around AD 350 more or less half of the troops consisted of Germanic soldiers and that a generation later they probably formed the majority (Elton 1996). Also Richardot (2005, 332) speaks of a massive barbarisation of the Roman army in the period AD 376-382. Rogge assigned Frankish foederati as the units who took up the defence of the Empire in exchange of land, money or other goods and considered them responsible for the occupation of the forts of Kortrijk and Ghent and for the reoccupation of several of the hill-forts in the Samber-and-Meuse region in the south of Belgium (Rogge 1996c, 117-119). From the written sources can be deduced that by the end of the 4th century Germanic immigrants were involved in the defence of Gaul; they were called gentiles, gentes, coloni and dedictii. Also laeti were involved but as mentioned before, they already entered Gaul in earlier periods. The exact status of these different groups is however uncertain (Southern and Dixon 1996, 46-50). Rogge argued that from the last quarter of the 4th century onwards the foederati and the gentiles formed the most important component of the North-Gaulish defence-in-depth and that the laeti took up the defence of the agrarian hinterland (Rogge 1996c, 117-119).

However, circular arguments seem to be in play here when reading Elton (1996) and Rogge (1996c). Such statements were still mainly based on the ethnic interpretation of material culture to explain the profound changes in the 4th century. The main argument for Rogge was the assumed Germanic character of the military occupations at Oudenburg, Kortrijk and Ghent, based on the interpretations by Böhme (1974).

Halsall (2007, 102-103) has argued that the Germanisation of the Roman army before c. AD 400 has been overestimated. Also Wijnendaele (2013, 55) believes that the so-called barbarisation of
the Roman army is an exaggerated and misunderstood phenomenon. He assumes that presumably never more than a third of the unit originated from outside the Empire and that these immigrants were completely Romanised. Halsall (2007, 102-102) believes that the army created for itself a particularly ‘barbarian’ identity with an adaption of barbarian styles but that this was in itself a ‘Roman’ act.

There has been increasing acceptance that in the late Roman period the dichotomy Roman versus Germanic is no longer tenable. For some decades, Böhme’s 1974 publication *Germanische grabfunde des 4. bis 5. Jahrhunderts zwischen unterer Elbe und Loire* – at least on the Continent – was the undisputed reference to interpret the 4th- and (early) 5th-century graveyards in northern Gaul as the evidence of the Germanisation of the army and of the region in that part of the Empire. In the 4th century new types of grave goods were introduced, such as weapons (especially axes), (elements of) mostly broad elaborate belts, brooches in the male graves, jewellery in the graves of women, triangular bone combs, tweezers, iron shears, firesteels and wooden buckets (Böhme 2009, 131). Weapons as a grave good, brooches like the Armbrustfibel, Stützarmfibel, Tutulusfibel, animal-ornamented buckles and chip-carved belt garnitures were regarded by Böhme (1974) as indicators for being Germanic (see Chapter IV.3). An illustrative example of the adapted dichotomy Roman versus Germanic is the conclusion at the time from the Boulogne graveyards. Seillier (1994, 224-225 and 229) related the crossbow brooches with regular units and the weapon graves with Germanic units of the irregular army. Such a conclusion can no longer be supported.

The Oudenburg graveyard A was one of the listed graveyards representing this ‘new form’ of burial appearing in northern Gaul and distributed north of the Loire with a concentration in the Northwest, in modern Belgium and Picardie. The Oudenburg graveyard even stands out as one of the cemeteries with the largest number of lavishly furnished burials (cf. Halsall 2007, 153). Traditionally these burials have been associated with ‘Germanic’ settlers and this is still the most common interpretation. This interpretation is imbedded in the German tradition which used ethnic groups and the migration of people to explain particular styles and changes based on the assumed direct link between material culture and ethnicity. From the distribution of maps of ‘Germanic’ settlements in combination with those of ‘Germanic’ female jewellery and ‘Germanic’ weapon graves, Böhme (2009, 140-141) deduced that from the second third of the 4th century onwards, under Constantine and his sons, Germanic incomers settled in the North of Gaul within a ‘continuous process that is marked by a steady flow of immigration’ (Böhme 2009, 141) and which intensified during the time of Valentinianus I. He also believed that the archaeological evidence points to a still functioning Roman military organisation with ‘imperial Germanic’ soldiers serving as auxiliary troops at military installations in the northern Gaul up until the middle of the 5th century (Böhme 2009, 142-143). Since the custom of depositing weapons was seen as non-Roman (because of the presumed prohibition by Roman law), the Germanic soldiers were identified as laeti (cf. e.g. Cunliffe 1977, 5 for Portchester; Johnson 1977, 65), later mostly as foederati (cf. e.g. Rogge 1996c, 117-119; Brulet (2016, 43-44)).

Already from the 1960s onwards, the Anglophone world – within the context of the Processual Archaeology movement – criticised the ethnic interpretation of changes in material culture and related them to exchange relations and as such to social change and to newly emerging identities (for overviews cf. Halsall 2000; 2007; Theuws 2009; Heeren 2017, 151). Nevertheless, from the 1990s it is widely acknowledged that migrations did form an important factor in the formation of these new identities (cf. Roymans and Heeren 2017, 3 with references; see also the different
contributions in Roymans et al. 2017). However, the ‘ethnic’ interpretations by Böhme and others were strongly debated by scholars like Halsall (1992) and Whittaker (1994) (see also Theuws 2009). A review in first instance by Halsall (e.g. 2000; 2012) of the graveyards and of the grave finds traditionally considered as being Germanic, stated that the archaeological data cannot be associated directly with trans-Rhenan settlers and that their character was most likely rather determined by a specific symbolism which cannot be interpreted an sich as Germanic but was instead entirely Roman (cf. Halsall 2007, 153-159). According to Halsall this symbolism reflected the claim for local power and leadership, a symbolism which has later also been attributed by Theuws (2009) to the weapon graves in particular. Halsall and Theuws emphasised that the ‘Germanic’ point of view is based on a too one-dimensional idea on the late Roman societies. The character of these societies was the result of a complex history of newcomers, migrations and troop movements. This made them into mixed or rather merged cultures, a ‘Mischzivilisation’ as Stickler, following Böhme, calls it (Stickler 2011, 500), in which ‘Romans’ and ‘barbarians’ did not stand in a binary opposition (Halsall 2012, 35). New identities were created by interaction and renegotiation between individuals in a search for expression in a changing environment. Assigning people as ‘Germanic’ or ‘Roman’ is no longer acceptable; identity is not so one-dimensional or as simple, and is not simply linked to race and language (cf. Section V.4.1)\textsuperscript{418}. In contrast to Böhme, who still practices the ethnic interpretation (see Böhme 2009), Halsall (2007, 198-199) argued that barbarians within the Empire can hardly be identified through material culture as they ‘expressed power and status in very Roman fashion’ with a complete adoption of Roman material culture and a rapid subscription to Roman cultural norms (Halsall 2007, 159-161). As such Halsall (2000), and others like Theuws (2009), explain the weapon graves, and also the jewellery burials and other lavish graves, not ethnically but in social terms, as representing authority and as an expression of Romanised elite within the context of political break-down and local insecurity in Northern Gaul. Moreover, Coulston has demonstrated that chip-carved waist belts and fittings were not at all Germanic but that they were clearly a further development of the 3rd-century Roman dress in combination with the evolution in decoration and metalwork forms (Coulston 2013, 468-469). With a material culture as an expression of redefined identities in the merged societies in Northern Gaul as a result of a long process of immigration, interaction, exchange and assimilation, it becomes clear that grave goods an sich cannot tell or evidence whether the deceased were Germanic settlers or not (cf. Halsall 2000, 178-180; Esmonde Cleary 2013, 79-87; Van Thienen 2017). Halsall even wonders whether in the circumstances of the late 4th and early 5th century it is justified to assign these people to particular groups with particular legal status, such as foederati (Halsall 2000, 178).

Physical-anthropological research at the late Roman graveyards of Zouafques, Nempont-Saint-Firmin, Vron and Nouvion-en-Ponthieu (departments of Pas-de-Calais and Somme, North of France) did conclude a Germanic origin for (some amongst) the deceased and has assumed the presence of small numbers of Germanic units that were part of the Roman army during the late 4th century (cf. Dhaeze 2011, 144, 211, 328; see also Blondiaux 1993). Blondiaux (1993) concluded that several individuals at the late Roman graveyard at Vron originated from the coastal region of Schleswig-Holstein, the core region of the Angles. At Nempont-Saint-Firmin, ten inhumations of the late Roman graveyard were attributed to Germanic soldiers using physical anthropology (see Dhaeze 2011, 131, 328 with reference). However, Halsall argued not to be convinced by the used methodology and that ethnicity/cultural identity cannot be directly approached using physical

\textsuperscript{418} The same discussion has made the academic world rethink the debate about ‘Roman’ versus ‘native’ (cf. e.g. Hill 2001).
anthropology (Halsall 2000, 175). Neither can DNA analysis; several methodological problems can be listed which are involved in the study of DNA evidence (Halsall 2012, 33-34). Since the 1990s multi-isotope analyses on human remains of late Roman graveyards give an extra dimension to the study of cultural identities (see Chapter IV, Section IV.3.2). However, for the moment they result in limited conclusions regarding specific origin location; multi-isotopic analysis cannot pinpoint the origin and is so far restricted to landscape type and not geographical provenance. A future more developed and combined technique of systematic ancestry assessment can possibly provide perspectives (Eckardt 2014, 77-78).

With the above it is important to keep in mind that the picture retrieved from the burials is not a one-to-one reflection of identities and of the everyday life but a rhetorised expression. Or as Gardner emphasised: ‘the everyday lifeworld of these people, insofar as it was fixed in the burial rite, was quite a diverse one in terms of the precise practices that were followed, and the identities that these helped to shape’ (Gardner 2007b, 671). Moreover, the culturally complex nature of the communities of the late Roman period, certainly from the second half of the 4th century onwards, is reflected in more variety in the daily practices. The increasing local variations on military sites in Britain from the second half of the 4th century, to which Gardner (2007b, 677) points, will certainly have been related to this.

The late Roman societies are characterised by mobility of people. From the research of this mobility theme by Eckardt et al. (2010; 2014) the term ‘Roman diaspora’ (in very loose terms) has emerged to interpret incomers and to describe ‘how identities are created and maintained in communities dispersed amongst other peoples’ (Eckardt et al. 2010, 124), although the term itself covers a diversity of communities (cf. Eckardt et al. 2010, 107-109). The large-scale mobility of people has led to ‘the maintenance of traditions but also interactions with the host communities which led to the acceptance (often in modified form) of new material culture and new social practices’ (Eckardt et al. 2014, 536). In northern Gaul the assimilation of a mix of cultural and social groups gradually evolved into a frontier community with its own unique identity through a complex process of creolisation and hybridity (cf. Eckardt et al. 2014, 536 with references) related to the specific context of the broad frontier region.

The following section will explore how the combined study of the structural and material evidence at the Oudenburg fort and late Roman military graveyards can shed light on the socio-cultural character of the military communities in the region.

V.4.5.2.2. The evolution of the Oudenburg fort and its units in the 4th – early 5th century

V.4.5.2.2.a The structural evidence at the fort precinct

The renovation and reoccupation of the Oudenburg stone fort around AD 325/330 by limitanei involved the installation of a bath complex richly decorated with amongst other things statuettes and marble from Greece furnishing the decorated walls. This reflects a lifestyle which is imbedded in traditional Roman culture. The many wine sieve fragments which can be attributed to fort level 5 also reflect this. The army unit of fort level 5A which manned the fort in the second quarter of the 4th century until somewhere in the third quarter, was clearly imbued with an imperial lifestyle attaching importance to Mediterranean elements.
This, however, changed abruptly with the start of the occupation of fort period 5B. With the re-arrangement of the inner building at AD 379/380, the bath house was given up. The actual duration of the use of the bath house cannot be determined from the archaeological traces and finds since the medieval robber trenches disturbed all stratigraphic relationships. The robber trenches indicate that the demolition or final demolition of the bath house walls only took place after the so-called dark earth had covered the Roman site. High medieval ceramics from the robber trenches date the last phase of demolition of the upstanding remains of the bath house in the 11th-12th centuries. From this can only be concluded that the ruins were still visible at that time, sticking out above the dark earth accumulation, allowing medieval diggers to trace and recover the building material. This implies that the bath building was still standing during the final fort phase and was not demolished during the final occupation of the late 4th – early 5th century. However, the surrounding structures indicate that the bath house was no longer active during fort period 5B. Direct indications for a possible use for other purposes are lacking, but the vicinity of the compound-related features suggests that the bath house was reused to shelter animals.

The functionality offered by the bath building was clearly no longer valuable during the last occupation phase of the castellum. There are further examples of baths in Gaul that appear to have gone out of use after the middle of the 4th century (Brulet 2006c, 179). The same phenomenon can be seen at some British sites. In the course of the 4th century the baths at Bichester and at Canterbury lost their original function and were used for other activities (see Gardner 2007a, 194). At the fortress of Caerleon the baths fell into disuse in the 4th century and were adapted to new uses, mainly refuse disposal (Zienkiewicz 1986).

Bathing can be considered as an ‘imperial lifestyle’ as Gardner (2007a, 115) has named it. Not only did it include body maintenance, it also had an important role in social interaction (cf. e.g. Allason-Jones 2011b, 239-240). The unit which reoccupied the Oudenburg fort in AD 380 apparently did not care about this lifestyle. By the end of the 4th century bathing in the bath house, a typical Roman imperial practice, seems to have no longer formed an ‘official’ part of military life. The picture retrieved from the scientific research of this corner of the fort during the final phase of occupation does seem to substantiate this possibility. This area was filthy, as the dumping of dung heaps and organic waste such as offal indicates, maybe partly abandoned, and was reserved for animal husbandry with presumably horses grazing outside the fort, or fed by hay from outside the fort, and stabled in this fort area. Activities that were formerly excluded from the fort interior for hygiene reasons were no longer excluded. The fort precinct seems to have evolved into a compound housing a diverse community.

The same conclusions can be drawn from what is known from the other side of the Channel where the forts of Portchester (cf. Cunliffe 1975), Richborough (cf. Bushe-Fox 1926; Cunliffe 1968) and Pevensey (Lyne 2009, 40) show levels rich in pits and lacking durable structures. From both Portchester (Cunliffe 1975, 430) and Pevensey (Lyne 2009, 40) more chronological insights are available. At both sites, ordered occupation seems to have come to an end during the third quarter of the 4th century, after which the last occupation was characterised by disorganisation and the dumping of rubbish on roads. Cunliffe (1977, 5) mentions that the ‘apparent disorder within the fort, the digging of cesspits in profusion, and the tipping of masses of stinking occupation debris against the inside of the fort walls’ at Portchester is matched by similar evidence (but unpublished) from ‘several of the other sites’ of the Saxon Shore. At Portchester this transition has been dated by Cunliffe in AD 364, at Pevensey by Lyne around AD 370. This phenomenon can be related to
what is uncovered at fort level 5B at Oudenburg: heaps of dung and rubbish, and a road level (OS 8937) full of waste to the south of the former bath house (Plate XXXVI: f).

At the fortresses of Chester and Caerleon and along Hadrian’s Wall the general arrangement was not altered in the late Roman period, but patterns of occupation changed: some areas fell out of use, some buildings were demolished to create open areas, other buildings altered internally (Gardner 2007a, 105-107; Collins 2012). Around or after c. AD 370, at the forts of South Shields and Vindolanda, the regular arrangements inside barracks was abandoned. At South Shields the late Roman praetorium lost its Mediterranean-inspired character and its official status (Hodgson 2009, 38). In the 4th century, during a period of two or three generations (c. 80 years), the south-east quadrant of the fort at Segontium (Caernarfon) in north-west Wales was left open and was given over to a range of successive activities. Previous structures like barracks, a courtyard house and two bath-blocks were demolished and were at some point used for the disposal of rubbish (Gardner 2002, 332-334).

The aforementioned military sites displaying in the course of the later 4th century AD similar changes to Oudenburg indicate that these transformations are consistent with socio-cultural reconfigurations in the late Roman military communities.

V.4.5.2.2.b Sociocultural evidence from the material culture of the fort precinct

The fort community at Oudenburg, living in an isolated position without extramural settlement nor (much) population in the surroundings, must of necessity have been largely self-sustainable but with some essential regular external supplies. The import of late Argonne wares, Mayen wares from the Rhineland, reduced wares from the south of the Menapian region or perhaps even more southwards, and fine wares from Britannia demonstrate enduring connections with trade networks at some level. Scientific research of the double well of fort level 5 has evidenced that during fort period 5B at least part of the cereals were imported from more eastern or more southern loam regions.

The in AD 379/380 reactivated well OS 2562 with the installation of a filtering system can be described as an engineers’ masterpiece and witnesses of highly skilled personnel. Several indications testify to the management of the forested landscape further inland: evidence of coppicing of woods and the large volumes of moss gathered in a forested landscape which – as the pollen show – seems to have been intensily used. These aspects testify to a very well-organised community which had a huge impact on the surrounding region.

At least five male shoes found in the inner well of the double well structure OS 2562, dated after AD 379/380 and most likely filled in the first decades of the 5th century, have been recognised by van Driel-Murray to be of the Wijster style. These shoes are characterised by strongly asymmetrical patterns which are imbedded in Germanic traditions and paralleled at Damendorf in Jutland (North of Germany) and at the early 5th-century site of Wijster in the north-east of the Netherlands (cf. Appendix 27). Nevertheless, the Oudenburg examples display Roman shoemaking techniques and materials and were clearly made locally. They occur together with typical Roman shoes. Such a ‘marriage between Roman and Germanic shoemaking traditions’ as Ambrose (in Cunliffe 1975, 260) named it, was also encountered with a shoe recovered at the fort of Portchester. It shows a normal Roman stud arrangement, but an upper with features common on Anglo-Saxon shoes. Another
example also displayed such features. The Wijster style shoes of Oudenburg show that the fort inhabitants of the late 4th – early 5th century wanted to have shoes which referred to the Germanic tradition. For the shoemaker and his ‘customers’ it was presumably what they expected their shoes to look like – on their socially visible side – but with a more enduring practical sole. Hence, this is a good example of Gardner’s identification of the use of material culture in the construction, expression and social communication of identity. Whether the shoemaker and his customers were themselves born Germanic or not, it was vital for them that the Germanic identity persisted.

The presence of handmade pottery in Germanic tradition confirms this idea. Germanic-style handmade pottery makes its first appearance at the fort precinct by the end of fort level 4. However, at this level and at fort level 5A the fragments only represent isolated finds and could refer to Germanic individuals recruited into the Roman army. Without communal connections with Germanic groups it was possibly the only pottery they could lay their hands on. A much larger assemblage of Germanic handmade wares can be assigned to fort level 5B. Several fabrics can be discerned (see Appendix 21) with both ‘Germanic’ fabrics and Germanic-style fabrics representing local imitations. With all functions covered by other pottery imports, there was no functional need for these very coarse Germanic pots to be imported. They must have represented something else. Germanic pottery was brought in, but was also imitated to keep a Germanic tradition, a Germanic identity alive.

V.4.5.2.2.c Socio-cultural indications at the late Roman ‘military’ graveyard

The grave goods of one burial in particular at graveyard A are very significant. No further attention has been given to this in the publication of the graveyard though. Grave 206 contained a Germanic-style pot419, a coarse handmade vessel characterised by a soft fabric tempered by white flint inclusions and crushed shells; only the rim is missing (Fig. 121). The pot was placed next to the right foot of the deceased, a young male adult of c. 20 years old (Mertens and Van Impe 1971, 216). Near his head a crossbow brooch was placed, which can be typologically classified as type Keller-Pröttel 3c-4c / Swift 2i with a dating in the period AD 300-365. With no further grave goods and based on this typological dating, this grave can at first sight be related to fort level 5A. However, one can wonder whether a 20-year-old soldier could already reach such a high ranking to obtain such an important military symbol. Moreover, the deceased did not wear this crossbow brooch; it was placed near his head. It is therefore more likely that the soldier possessed this crossbow brooch as an inheritance, for example from his father, or that is was given to the deceased as an offering, as a token of his descent. In consequence, these scenarios suggest the possibility that this burial rather dates to the burial phase related to fort level 5B. While there is no hard evidence to confirm this, a date from AD 380 onwards would be very plausible considering the presence of the Germanic-style pot. While the flint tempering points to a Germanic origin, the mixture with crushed shells in the temper indicates that it was a local imitation with reference to the Germanic tradition (cf. Appendix 21). The group responsible for the burial of this soldier clearly wanted to give a Germanic identity to the burial, or better said, wanted to display a distinct cultural or ethnic background referring to the Germanic culture, whether the deceased was actually Germanic or not.

419 I am grateful to late Y. Hollevoet for pointing me to this find.
As already discussed in the overview of graveyard A (Chapter IV, Section IV.3.2), the female graves yielding brooches such as of the type *Tutulus, Armbrust* and *Stützarm*, should not be interpreted one-to-one as the burials of the wives of soldiers which were taken along from their homeland in the north of Germania. They do symbolise the specific character of the frontier society in the North-West of Gaul and they are the expression of a specific identity which the deceased or better the group burying the deceased, the mourners, wanted to carry out. Therefore it is a possible explanation that this society of mixed descent wanted to express explicitly its reference to the Germanic tradition and culture.

Identical bracelets found at Oudenburg (see graves 4, 67 and 78) and Portchester (see Chapter graveyards) are testimony to close linkage at this time. While the phasing of grave 4 is uncertain, graves 67 and 78 can respectively definitely and presumably be assigned to phase 2, *i.e.* fort period 5B, and in the case of grave 67 even more precisely to after AD 390 (cf. Appendix 6). Special attention needs to be given to the cogwheel bracelet of grave 78. This type, according to Swift made in southern Britain, is dated from the second half of the 4th century until the early 5th century and has a wide distribution on British sites. In contrast, they only occur at three continental sites (see Chapter IV, Section IV.3.2.4). According to Swift (2010) the presence of other British bracelets at graveyard A – she mentions graves 78 and 216, but as listed in Chapter IV.3.2.4 and Table 4 three more graves contained British bracelets – supports her idea that they came in with their wearer (Swift 2010, 251). The bracelets in question as such reflect troop movements but gift exchange in case of close relationships cannot be excluded. Anyhow, these linked items emphasise that the Shore forts at both sides were still closely related in the period of the end of the 4th to the early 5th century\(^\text{420}\).

In this period, late 4th - beginning 5th century, the Oudenburg fort clearly still functioned as an important and significant stronghold. Not only the crossbow brooches, but also the elaborate belt sets in the burials of graveyard A bear witness of its officialdom and seem to point to a large number

\(^{420}\) The coins recovered at the Oudenburg fort cannot contribute to this matter. Only one coin (COIN0240), a nummus of Licinius (AD 310-315) found in the primary infill of basin OS 4923 of fort level 5B (after AD 379/380) can be identified as minted in London. However, one has to remember that the bad preservation of the coins at Oudenburg has only allowed to identify the mint in a very limited number of cases.
of high-ranked military personnel. The large number of graves with crossbow brooches, in total 33 – of which one was found loose – is striking. The allocation of the crossbow brooches to phase 1 (i.e. fort level 5A) or phase 2 (i.e. fort level 5B), based on the dating of the joining grave goods or the intrinsic date of the brooch in cases of the late types, demonstrates for the assignable portion a well-balanced distribution over the two phases (Table 12). While the figures cannot be taken as absolute, taken into account the long lives crossbow brooches could have (cf. Appendix 22), the chronological distribution indicates a continuing presence of high-ranked military personnel and emphasises the importance of the units at Oudenburg from the third decade of the 4th century onwards until the early 5th century. Moreover, at the fort precinct, at the south-west corner site, another seven crossbow brooches recovered from fort level 5 or later levels, can be attributed to fort period 5 based on their typological dating which excludes for these examples the residual possibility. Only one of these crossbow brooches (CA.B023) can be specifically assigned, however, to fort level 5A, based on stratified grounds.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>GRAVEYARD A</th>
<th>PHASE 1 ~ FL5A</th>
<th>PHASE 2 ~ FL5B</th>
<th>PHASE undetermined</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>grave 001</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 002</td>
<td>X</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 014</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 019</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 020</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 026</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 027</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 034</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 037</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 041</td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 042</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 049</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 057</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 059</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 072</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 083</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 103</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 104</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 111</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 114</td>
<td>X?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 115</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 124</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 129</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 132</td>
<td>X</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 138</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 152</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 165</td>
<td>X?</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 169</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>X</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 172</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 188</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 190</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>grave 206</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| number of crossbow brooches | 8 - 12 | 10 - 12 | (8) |

Table 12: Distribution of crossbow brooches at graveyard A in fort period A and B burials, based on the intrinsic date of the brooch type (in cases of the late types) and/or the dating of the accompanying grave goods.

V.4.5.2.3. Interpretation of the evolution of the late Roman community at Oudenburg in relation to the Channel region

The Oudenburg fort in the late 4th – early 5th century was clearly occupied by a unit which was culturally representative of the frontier society in the North-West of that time being ‘Germanic-influenced’. The complete structural transformation at the fort precinct at AD 380, after an interruption in the fort’s occupation, and representing an abrupt, and not gradual, sociocultural
contrast away from the former imperial lifestyle, is very significant. Fort period A can be defined as 'Romanised' - I am well-aware of the criticisms the term 'Romanised', especially in late Roman context, has met; I use it here not to indicate 'acculturalisation' but merely to point to an 'imperial lifestyle' -; fort period B seems to represent a rather 'Germanised', or rather 'Germanic-influenced' community.

Should we see these troops indeed as Böhme (2009, 142-143) suggested, as 'imperial Germanic' soldiers serving as auxiliary troops, and as such as substitutes of their predecessors in taking over their role in the *Litus Saxonicum*? Also Southern and Dixon (1996, 48-49, 71) emphasise that units of *foederati* could be integrated into the regular army. But how would a scenario of a regular army unit be compatible with the given that this unit could stay put until after AD 410? This continuity implies that the unit experienced no influence of the major political events in the early 5th century which will have resulted in many troop changes, like the withdrawal of (presumably regular) troops from the region by Stilicho in AD 402, the usurpation of the North-West of Gaul by Constantine III and its suppression in AD 411? It suggests that the unit at Oudenburg was not closely tied to the official Roman court and was already semi-autonomous.

A similar outcome may be envisaged as outlined for the fort garrisons along Hadrian’s Wall by Collins (2012; 2017), although under different political developments. Also along Hadrian’s Wall there was a continuing military presence in the forts into the early 5th century with at several forts similar important structural changes on the fort precinct as can be seen at Oudenburg. A number of scenarios have been proposed by Collins (2012; 2013) with a preference for ‘the transformation of the fort praepositus and his unit of limitanei into a local chieftain and his warband’, as a legally recognised or non-legally authority (Collins 2013, 37). In the second half or the last quarter of the 4th century the *limitanei* units became increasingly regionalised or localised – socially, culturally and economically – and eventually evolved, without interruption, into warbands in the 5th century (Collins 2012, 109-110; 2017). Through an analysis of distribution patterns of coins, belt-fittings and crossbow brooches in south- and southeast-Britain, Esmonde Cleary (2017) has argued for a similar evolution at the British Shore forts with an evolution of the fort garrisons into warbands commanded by ‘warlords’. He wonders whether in south- and south-eastern Britain it did not start earlier, in the last quarter of the 4th century.

Eventually the outcome for the North-West of Gaul was the same; in the course of the 5th century powerful commander-in-chiefs evolved into warlords and finally monarchs (Liebeschuetz 2011, 482). The evolution seems to have been modelled along different lines though. At Oudenburg, with its isolated position, on the transition between Continent and *Britannia*, such an evolution will not have been instigated by neighbouring forts. Instead of a gradual evolution of the *limitanei* like at Hadrian’s Wall, the archaeological evidence at Oudenburg, and the specific date of AD 380 for the socio-cultural transformation of the fort’s population after an interruption in the fort’s occupation indicates that the initial step of this change can be related to a single event; a new unit arrived at Oudenburg which was socio-culturally different. Nevertheless, the unchanged fort occupation at

---

421 Pitts and Versluys (2015, 5-6) refer to the most recent debate and present ‘globalisation’ as a valuable alternative term to work with in its simple meaning of the ‘processes by which localities and people become increasingly interconnected and interdependent’. See also Gardner (2007a, 27) for a discussion of the term ‘Romanisation’ and Haynes (1999b, 165) with references. See also De Clercq (2009) for a thorough debate on the term Romanisation mainly within the context of rural communities, its evolution and the discrepancy in its use between the Anglophone and continental world.
Oudenburg into possibly at least the second third of the 5th century assumes that the fort garrison in the early 5th century equally had gradually evolved into a warband or self-defending community.

The material evidence points to a continuing army presence after AD 410. From AD 380 until after AD 410 no disruptions or transformations can be detected on the fort precinct which would indicate a change of troops. Structures remain in use until the very end of the fort’s military occupation; the double well OS 2562 and the large water basin OS 4923 were clearly only filled in after the very end of the military occupation. This assumes that the army unit did not suffer from any of the political or military reorganisations known from the early 5th century such as the removal of limitanei by Stilicho in AD 402, the usurpation by Constantinus III in AD 407 and later events. The continuity of the army unit at Oudenburg may suggest that already from AD 380 onwards an ‘external’ auxilia was stationed at the Oudenburg fort. This would also explain why the Oudenburg fort is not recorded in the Notitia Dignitatum in which only regular army units were listed. To say that the troops at Oudenburg were then Germanic foederati is however a bridge too far. The army unit was definitely a multi-cultural, heterogeneous mix of people. The jewellery in particular indicates that the history of these people was characterised by a high degree of mobility. Their ‘cosmopolitan’ character not only included cross-channel mobility but also mobility from eastern regions, as far as Pannonia. The latter is not only represented by jewellery, but probably also by the Siscia coins the soldier of grave 76 had with him and by the Sabazios armlet the soldier of grave 114 wore. Although they will certainly not all have been Germans or people with Germanic roots, the general identity or lifestyle of this unit was Germanised or Germanic-influenced/culturally Germanic. Abandoning the imperial bathing culture testifies to a significant socio-cultural identity change in comparison to the previous period. The soldiers arriving at Oudenburg c. AD 380 may have had no close attachment to bathing processes and it may be that higher ranking Roman officials who previously had visited the fort on official/army business either stopped coming themselves or were also now themselves not from a background where bathing rituals were important or the baths the venue for discussions/planning/business as was previously the case. In the latter scenario there was no longer a need to meet their expectation with functioning baths. Nonetheless the troops at Oudenburg could still be under a Roman command system and have their crossbow brooches as official markers. However, within this context, and bearing in mind burial 206 of a 20-year-old soldier with crossbow brooch, it may well be that the crossbow brooches at this time no longer represented the same identity as before as symbols of high-ranked soldiers within the Roman army or Roman officials. Should they not rather, within this specific context, have been adopted as expressions of power and status in ‘imitation’ of the tradition within the Roman army?

One can also wonder whether the evidence of overcutting graves at graveyard A is only a matter of time or whether it is also related to this change of socio-cultural identity and a lack of connectivity with their predecessors.

The occupation in AD 380 by a non-regular auxilia would explain how the unit could stay in place against the political turmoil in the North-West in the late 4th and early 5th century. It would also explain why the Oudenburg fort does not occur on the Notitia Dignitatum since, as aforementioned, it seems hardly plausible that it can still be identified as the Portus Aepatiacus. Based on closely dated archaeological evidence, Heeren has argued for Germania Secunda that the Rhine frontier was indeed entrusted to Frankish foederati as has traditionally been considered (see e.g. Drinkwater 1998, 294). According to Heeren, not only the military sites along the Lower Rhine, but also the
new settlements, were inhabited by federate families from around AD 400 onwards (Heeren 2017, 167). Heeren has related this to the absence of *Germania Secunda* in the *Notitia Dignitatum* as it listed only regular Roman army units. Following this line, he argued that the absence in the *Notitia Dignitatum* of attested (and also presumed) late Roman forts in *Belgica Secunda*, would imply that the whole North-West of Gaul, including the fortified road Boulogne – Bavay – Tongres – Cologne, and *Germania Secunda* were under the control of allied troops, paid by Rome to fight for Rome, and no longer by the regular Roman army (Heeren 2017, 167).

A very interesting passage in Ammianus Marcellinus XXXI.7.3-4 mentions the circumstances in Gaul while narrating on the conflicts with the Goths in the West and the Persians in the East. This section indicates that some part of the military troops deserted the regular army units which were moved from Gaul to aid in Thrace and the Danube region, to ensure that Gaul was safeguarded from attacks. It is striking to learn that the desertion was instigated by the consul Merobaudes who was also *‘king of the Franks’* (cf. AM XXXI.10, 6; and referred to in AM XXXI.8, 2), emphasising the importance of the Franks in Gaul in that period.

Although there are several arguments to believe that allied troops occupied the Oudenburg fort from AD 380 onwards, I am not convinced that these were certainly Germanic (or more specific Frankish) *foederati*. Their specific legal status cannot be deduced from the material evidence though. In the overall character of its material culture the unit at Oudenburg of fort period 5B shows a high degree of similarity to what is represented by fort period 5A. The unit adapted the Roman symbols of officialdom and imperial power such as the crossbow brooches and exquisite belt sets, whether or not with exactly the same meaning. In the burial rite it is therefore difficult to distinguish these groups and no clear difference can be observed at graveyard A between the burials related to fort period 5A and those of the last period. Only the abandonment of the typical ‘Roman/imperial’ bathing lifestyle and the presence of Germanic-style handmade pottery suggest a Germanic origin, or perhaps better said, a Germanic link. Many other aspects, though, which clearly suggest a high degree of mobility of people and the cosmopolitan character of the troops, point to a unit which was raised from this northern frontier world, the ‘North Sea cultural zone’ with movement of people across and around the North Sea in all directions as Halsall (2014, 531) calls it. This society was multi-cultural and will certainly have comprised Germanic people, but also people with no direct link to *Germania Magna*. Nevertheless, this frontier society was clearly enmeshed in shared forms of Germanic-influenced expression and used its material culture in the construction, expression and social communication of its identity as Gardner already indicated (cf. section V.4.1). The legacy of this frontier society can be observed in the Anglo-Saxon affinities attested at the early medieval sites in the region, in building techniques, house plans as well as in the pottery (cf. Chapter II, Section II.2.3).
VI. Conclusions. Transformations and continuity: the Oudenburg fort reflecting later Roman military development along the North Sea and Channel frontier zone

VI.1. The Roman fort at Oudenburg as a key site for the Roman North Sea and Channel frontier zone

At the Oudenburg fort, 21st-century excavations on the fort precinct – such recent field research is *an sich* a unique given for the Channel region – not only yielded vast find assemblages, but also for the first time within the context of the Shore forts, securely datable structural evidence representing the evolution of the mid- to late Roman fort. Integrating all valuable data of old and more recent research, Oudenburg has become a key in the development of the coastal defence system in the Channel region, not only on a historic-military level, but also on a socio-cultural and socio-economic one. The opportunities of this site for the study of ‘military identities’ are the more emphasised through the combination with known graveyards in the vicinity of the fort of which the direct relationship with the successive fort periods could be firmly established.

Through mapping all archaeological observations on the Oudenburg sand ridge in the past, insights are retrieved into how the Oudenburg fort was imbedded in its surrounding cultural and natural landscape and how the settlement gradually adapted to the military presence. The specific geographical position of the Oudenburg site, bordering the coastal plain and with a forested hinterland, but also its remote location which was certainly emphasised in the late Roman period, clearly determined the development and the evolution of the civil settlement and of the fort. Not only was the coastal plain a region in constant evolution which will have had a considerable impact on the activities at and surrounding the sand ridge. Also the ample availability of oak was clearly a determined factor for the construction of the successive forts and the evolution of its defensive system, not only seen at Oudenburg but also at Aardenburg.

The confrontation of the stratified structural evidence of the defensive system and of the fort precinct together with the associated material culture, and the data from the surrounding graveyards and extramural settlement has resulted in a refined fort chronology running from the late 2nd century until the first decades of the 5th century and representing five main fort periods, each consisting of two or more building phases. Remarkably, every fort period stood for a different spatial and functional implementation of the fort, at least of its peripheral areas, which can be seen as an expression of the changing identity of the successive army units. The south-west corner site of the fort was successively occupied by soldiers’ barracks in fort period 1, a courtyard building identified as military hospital, decorated with mural paintings, and with an unknown predecessor, in fort period 2, respectively soldiers’ barracks, presumed officers’ quarters and again soldiers’ barracks in fort period 3, a large workshop area in fort period 4, and a bath house in fort period 5, in its final phase abandoned to use the area for animal compounds. The rapidity of these structural changes, especially in the 3rd century, witnesses of the rapid troop changes and ditto military decisions reflecting the political turmoil in the region before the era of the Gallic Empire.

VI.2. A contribution on a historic-military level
The combined evidence from Oudenburg, Aardenburg and the British Shore forts indicates that the installation of a defence system covering both sides of the Channel is most likely assignable to Commodus (AD 177-192). From that time onwards, the coastal defence seems to have developed rather organically, but on the Continent, the Oudenburg and Aardenburg forts appear to have a parallel evolution from the late 2nd century throughout the 3rd century. For the first half of the 3rd century, this is evidenced by similar tile stamps and throughout the 3rd century by identical, military supply arrangements. It can now be firmly established that a unified cross-Channel coastal defence system was installed under Postumus, visually expressed by the defensive stone architecture showing specific characteristics. This unification clearly instigated the cross-channel connection as can be seen in an increase of incoming British material (e.g. Romano-British pottery, whetstones from the Weald, jet items most likely from the Yorkshire coast). Under the breakaway British Empire, the Channel divided the shores on a political level, with both the Oudenburg and Aardenburg fort as part of the official Empire opposite to the British Empire. Although this resulted in a different military evolution of the shores, this seems to have had no impact on the cross-Channel economic connections, evidenced by the Romano-British coarse pottery of which a portion can be securely dated to this period.

The reoccupation and renovation of the Oudenburg fort under Constantine in a way which visually and strategically mirrors the manner in which the British Shore forts were reinforced, testifies to a general building programme along the Channel. Moreover, the firmly established start date at Oudenburg of c. AD 325-330 may well represent the actual start of the ‘Saxon Shore’ system operating under one command. A clear interruption in the fort’s occupation somewhere in-between AD 360/370 and 380 can be related to troop movements to the East by Julianus in AD 361 or by Valentinianus I in the (early) 370s. The subsequent reoccupation of the fort by non-regular troops, can be closely dated to AD 379/380 and can possibly be related to the actions by Magnus Maximus against Gratianus. The army unit stayed put certainly after AD 411/413, likely until the second quarter of the 5th century, and this evidence of prolonged military occupation sheds new light onto the end of ‘Roman’ military occupation in the North-West of Gaul.

VI.3. A contribution to the reconstruction of socio-cultural identities

Throughout its occupation, the fort was manned by mixed units of infantry and cavalry, clearly adapted to their role in the coastal defence in intercepting small raids and patrolling the coastline. While the soldiers’ barracks of the late 2nd century and the military hospital of the first half of the 3rd century conform to a ‘classical’ layout – with the hospital courtyard building reflecting contemporary metropolitan Roman cultural expressions –, structural evidence from fort period 3 onwards, to which we can relate a change in meat and other consumption patterns, testifies to changing cultural traditions indicative for regional recruitment. From the later 3rd century AD, at the Shore forts, an evolution into ‘fort communities’, representing several layers of society and different social groups, has to be envisaged. At Oudenburg, the presence of women and children as an integral part of the fort community, visible in several forms of material culture, can be linked to the abandonment of the extramural settlement in the 260s. This multi-layered community, as evidenced at fort period 4, seems to have continued to be the norm in the 4th century and later. The limitanei who reoccupied and renovated the fort in the third decade of the 4th century, and of which the several crossbow brooches testify to the importance of this unit and the significant presence of high-ranked soldiers, were again imbued with an imperial lifestyle, visualised in the
way the bath house was furnished. Nevertheless, the pottery points to a strong (wider-)regional economy reflecting amongst other things the earlier set trend of changing preferences of foodstuffs and liquids. The imperial identity the army wanted to uphold in that period, stands in strong contrast with the picture of the late 4th and early 5th century, retrieved from the combined study of the structural evidence and material culture of the fort precinct and of the related late Roman inhumation graveyards in the vicinity of the fort. The fort community from c. AD 380 onwards was ‘Germanised’ or ‘culturally Germanic’, regardless whether they were all ethnically Germanic or not.

This non-regular auxilia, whether it concerns foederati or not, were multi-cultural and of cosmopolitan character. This contributes to the debate of the last two decades – primarily in the Anglophonic academic world – which steps away from the ethnic-Germanic interpretation of the changes in the late Roman period in the North-West and considers the ‘new’ military communities as inhibited of a merged frontier society – a ‘North Sea cultural zone’ to phrase Halsall (2014, 531) – formed through a history of incomers. The Germanised character of the fort community does not at all imply that they would be less organised or less skilled. The construction of the filter installation of the double well in this latest fort phase and the resources needed for this construction, do not only witness of insights into ground water management, they also testify to engineer skills and a high level of organisation (cf. coppice; large extraction of mosses). While it is difficult to pinpoint the exact end of this last ‘Roman’ military occupation, the evolution of the region in general indicates that the fort community gradually lost its ‘Roman’ military character and will have evolved into a ‘warband’, to eventually integrate in the Merovingian society.

VI.4. A contribution on a socio-economic level

Establishing a firm fort chronology has enabled diachronic studies of the pottery resulting in insights into supply and trade networks in the Channel region and their evolution at a time when pottery distribution became more and more centralised with only a few major players in control. On the other hand, the army unit strongly relied on the local/regional supply of the North-Menapian pottery of which the evolution demonstrates a clear military-native interaction in the production and distribution and evidences that the army unit must have been firmly imbedded in the local and regional society. The position of Oudenburg along the coast, in fact on the border between the Continent and Britannia, in absence of a significant fine ware pottery production centre nearby, has made this fort into a site where the changing supply connections with Central Gaul, North Gaul, the Rhineland and Britannia are most visible. In the fine wares of the late 2nd and 3rd century the competition between the two major production centres at Cologne and Trier has been exposed. The evolution in the supplies of the Central- and East-Gaulish samian from the late 2nd to late 3rd century and the competition between the late Argonne and North-Gaulish potteries in the 4th – early 5th century demonstrate the dominating role of these centres in a political economy and testify to a commercial geography in the distribution of pottery supplies, as is also very clear from the changing supply axes of the coarse mortaria and the amphorae.

While the first cross-channel contacts emerge around the middle of the 3rd century (fort period 3), as is mainly clear from the pottery, it is with the installation of the unified cross-channel defensive shore system under the Gallic Empire that these contacts became intensified, apparently continuing under the British Empire. It is however only by the 4th century that one can speak of actual cross-channel trade as part of a regional economy. In this period, apart from the late Argonne and North-
Gaulish supplies, the pottery came largely from the Rhineland and from Britannia, testifying to a strong British orientation, likely due to both intensified cross-channel contacts but also in response to less availability from the continental suppliers. It is argued that the presence of late Argonne sigillata and Mayen wares at the British Shore forts are the result of these cross-channel contacts in the other direction. A general lessening of availability of pottery and other commodities resulted in a more regional economy and increasing self-sufficiency, not only expressed through the workshop area of fort period 4 and its multi-purpose character visible in the wide range of activities (crafts, market) taking place there or elsewhere by the soldiers (cf. the different crafts represented by the iron items recovered from this area). Increasingly regional and local solutions for foodstuffs appear, such as for example local fish sauces and North-Gaulish (nut?)oil. On the other hand, this regionalisation seems to have been stimulated by changing consumption habits and traditions.

VI.5. A contribution on a methodological level

I hope to have evidenced the importance of a holistic, integrated and contextual approach in studying such complex sites and the necessity of combining these approaches in the totality of the material culture. The different find categories represent pieces in a large puzzle in which they all give significant information, often on a different level. Only together they enable the reconstruction of ‘everyday life’. Without for example the reconstruction of the decoration scheme of the mural paintings of the military hospital of fort period 2, the height of the walls and therefore the monumental character of this building would never have been recognised. The in-depth study of a specific find category is the necessary basis to come to valid, diachronic conclusions. The analysis in depth of the samian wares and other fine wares for example has clearly demonstrated the difficulties of narrow dating for the 3rd and 4th century based on only these find categories. For the 4th century only samian roller stamps are indicative, and this is even more prominent with the low coin loss characteristic for this period. Moreover, this is even more marked considering the long life-span samian vessels could have as is clearly evidenced at fort period 4. Besides, the studies in depth have evidenced and have enabled clear visuals on the high degree of residuality such a long-lived site was subject too, not only – although for the largest part – the result of the successive building activities, but also through deliberate re-use and recycling. It makes an integrated study in depth of all pottery categories and other find categories even more essential to come to insights into site formation processes and firm chronological and socio-economic conclusions. Besides, only by a thorough analysis of the totality of a find category, it is possible to have an eye for the unusual items which are most often those pointing to socio-cultural aspects (cf. for example the North-African lid and Morini cup of fort period 1). Such a combined holistic and contextual approach seems evident; however, since it is very time-consuming, this combination is achieved only rarely. More often material culture is studied in its totality, but not all contextually; or it is studied contextually, but only very selectively. Of course, I am all too aware of the time investments and costs involved in accomplishing this with Oudenburg.

I found it very important to ‘show all the evidence’, accompanying the analysis of the material culture. Thorough studies of 3rd- and 4th-century site contexts are limited in the region; certainly for the 4th-century they are hardly existent. Even in the wider region comparable assemblages are scarce; in the case of the Shore forts in Britain, they are not well-understood, and given the near absence of investigation in the past 40 years, lack concerted studies of excavated contexts and assemblages, recovered to current standards. For several pottery categories, such as for example
the non-samian fine wares, the studies in depth have emphasised the importance of the Oudenburg assemblages also in light of chronological insights into the distribution of major pottery centres and as a key site with reference material on a regional level.

VI.6. Future perspectives and opportunities for further research

Currently, preparations are made by the author for a study in depth and publication of the southern mid-Roman graveyard (Plate III: site ET12/ET14/ET15/SO23). This cemetery, for which both a civilian and military character has been argued, offers opportunities in investigating the impact of the arrival of the army. This graveyard started way before the military presence and continued to be used until the late 3rd century, definitely during fort occupations 1, 2 and 3, possibly still during fort occupation 4. This study can reveal the extent of this impact, not only on an economical, but also on a sociocultural level. Not only will this be investigated through the material culture. This site could be made one of the main cases for the Roman period of the EOS (the Excellence of Science) project ‘Cremations, Urns and Mobility – Ancient population dynamics in Belgium’, a federally funded university project led by the VUB University of Brussels, in which the cremated bone remains will be studied through radiocarbon dating, strontium isotopes and physical-anthropological analysis. For the Oudenburg graveyard, opportunities will emerge from the combination with the results of an anthracological study of the charcoal, which is amply present in the burials. The analysis of the charcoal should not only yield an important paleoenvironmental contribution, it will also result in insights into the funeral practice. The combined data of the aforementioned studies will offer information on the chronology and development of cremation as funerary practice and will result in insights into population dynamics on the level of mobility, lifestyles and economics.

Many questions remain regarding the relationship between the fort, the extramural settlement and the occupation in the coastal plain. Comparing the results from the Belleroche site (ET28) with those of the other excavations on the extramural settlement may provide initial answers, although the conclusions will only represent peripheral sites of the settlement.

Following the above, it is the more vital that the sand ridge – harbouring a dense cluster of Roman sites offering unique opportunities regarding the relation between fort, extramural settlement and graveyards – would be closely monitored on an archaeological management level. This is certainly so since, as aforementioned, the core of this settlement has not yet been uncovered. For this area there is an urgency that measures are taken to ensure that interventions on surfaces beneath the current surface criterion set by law for archaeological intervention, are considered in an archaeological evaluation. Especially the area of the late Roman inhumation graveyard (graveyard C), of which the border was discovered in 2014, needs to be monitored. The same should be the case for the area of graveyard B, but as it is occupied by houses with gardens, the research of hazardous chance discoveries will only yield limited information. If the opportunity presents itself that the adjacent area of the uncovered border of graveyard C can or should be excavated, all modern excavation techniques and all available analyses should be applied. Like this thesis has shown, such a late Roman graveyard, related to a known military base, is unique for the Channel region and for the North-West in general. Its study in depth could yield many new insights in comparison to the known graveyard A, excavated in the 1960s, a time when research was less concerted and methodological, and pre-dated sophisticated modern technologies. Ongoing research
on the inhumated human remains of graveyard A already partly compensates the blanks on the fort inhabitants of the 4th – early 5th century. Within the context of a Masters thesis in biology at the ULB Brussels, coordinated by the Royal Belgian Institute for Natural Sciences, the skeletons are re-examined according to the current insights in the physical-anthropological domain. Isotope analyses are carried out at the Royal Institute for Cultural Heritage which are focussed on the reconstruction of the human diet. Bringing the results from these studies together with the new chronological and socio-cultural insights, will certainly shed more light onto the fort inhabitants of the latest phases and will hopefully open avenues for further multi-disciplinary research.

Noteworthy is another crossbow brooch, a metal detecting find reported at the Flanders Heritage Agency at the time of writing this conclusive chapter, and recovered in the vicinity of graveyard C. It evidences that metal detecting activities and chance discoveries have to be closely followed. As Heritage officer (Researcher Archaeology) at the Flanders Heritage Agency, I am currently striving for the installation of an administrative ‘protected archaeological zone’ on the castellum area which will ensure that all soil interventions in this area – regardless of surface area – are preceded by thorough archaeological research. Archaeological research in the past has indeed proven that at a site like this, all ‘windows’, however small they may be, can add valuable information and result in new insights into the evolution of the site.

The Oudenburg site, studied in relationship to the other Shore forts, has enabled to explore continuity and transformations at several levels. First, the study of this site formed the basis to come to new insights into changes on a historic-military level in the Channel region. Secondly, this thesis pointed to continuity and transformations from mid- to late Roman fort occupations, not only on a structural, spatial and functional level, but also regarding the socio-cultural identities of the fort inhabitants and their socio-economic relationships. The significance of the Oudenburg fort is emphasised by how well-preserved the site complex is (relatively). The Oudenburg stratified assemblages that I studied and present in this thesis will represent a ‘touchstone’ for both regional military and later Roman site studies in the North-West provinces.
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